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AbstractlRésumé analytique 

The implementation of sustainable development is the social imperative of the 2 1 st century, 
requiring strong leadership by govenunents at al1 levels. As the logical convenor of 
constituent groups in civil society, governments have a key role to play in difising its 
concepts and practices in the next decade, before critical thresholds are reached. This role 
will not be realized, however, without a guiding fiamework acmss govemments that 
provides consistent and efféctive leadership to other sectors of Canadian society, equally 
supporteci by a new fiamework for govername based on hurnan responsibility and the 
i n t e r ~ ~ ~ e ~ t ~ d ~ e s ~  of human and naturai systcrns. These fiameworks are grounded on the 
reconciliation of three imperatives, the ecologicai, the social and the economic, based on 
analogues taken from ccological systems. Principles such as integrity, c y c l i d  processes, 
resilience and systems approachcs arc key, as are the many alternative paradigms 
circulating within Society capable of providing new information about the ways in which 
our systems operate. 

La réalisation du dévdoppanait durable Semble être la réalité soaale du me si@le. Elle 
exige un leadership solide de la part de tous les paliers de gouvernement. A titre de 
responsables logiques des groupes formant une soci&é civilisée, les gouvernements ont un 
rôle important A jouer dans la d i w o n  des concepts et des pratiques de ce développement 
au cours de la prochaine décennie, avant qu'on ne franchisse des seuils critiques. 
L'exécution de cette tâche exige l'existence d'une structure directrice commune B tous les 
gouvernements o h t  un leadership conséquent et efficace aux autres secteurs de la société 
canadienne profitant de l'appui d'une nouvelle structure de direction fondée sur la 
responsabilité humaine et les liens communs entre les systèmes 
humains et naturels. Ces structures sont fondées sur Ia conciliation de trois réalités, 
écologique, sociale et économique, à partir d'analogues provenant des systèmes 
écologiques. Des principes tels que l'int&rité, les procédés cycliques, la résistance et les 
approches utilisées par les systèmes représentent la clé, tout comme les nombreux autres 
paradigmes qui existent au sein d'une société capable de fournir de nouveaux 
renseignements sur le fonctionnement de nos systèmes. 



Claims to Originality 

Because of the highly integrated nature of this dissertation it may be difficuit to recogaize 
what is specifically my own conüibution Because all contributions, including those h m  
the co-researchers, art directly referenced, what remains represents my wntriiution. But, 
more than this, what 1 bekve I have provided is the following. 

Research Methodology: 

1. a unique synthesis of participatory rtsearch metùodologies was employed, as detailed in 
Appendix E (daborative inquiry modcl); 
2. electronic collaborative ïnquUy was u d  of 20 Canadian CO-researchers to bring together 
acadernics and public policy ptactitioners in an ongoing dialogue, selected on the basis of 
their expertise, gaada and regional dtivi t ies;  
3. integration of process under investigation, sustainable development and research 
methodology (collaborative inquiry); and 
4. a peer review process by 26 selected senior govemment experts was used to test the 
models and ideas. 

Theory: 

1. open policy dialogue process was developed (Figure 10.2); 
2. a fiamework for govemance was developed (Figure 10.4); 
3. institutional characteristics that support sustainable development were identi fied (Table 
9.1); 
4. a guiding fiamework of principles that underpin decision-making for sust ainab le 
devetopment was developed; 
5. a mode1 of restraining forces for the implementation of sustainable development in 
Canada was developed (Figure 8.1); and 
6. a unique synthesis, bas4  on the literature fiom a wide range of disciplines was 
prepared. 

Products: 

1. two collaborative inquiry research workshops with 25 participants were conducteci 
(Norway and Vancouver); 
2. an archival website (http~/\~~~~.sdri.ubc.ca/addialogue) was created; and 
3. an ongoing network of 10 scholars from across Canada has deveIoped. 



In memory of my beloved son, Daniel James Frazer 
September 19, 1966 - May 1 O, 1998 
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Introduction 

me pmblem of r a c e  isjiuidnmentuliy a prvblem of integrution and thai what ir to be inte- 
graled is the diverse pots of the mind+spc ia l~  those multiple l& ofwhich one 

extrieme is called *'co~~~ciorrsness" and the 0th- the "'unconsciousO*. For the alignment of 
grace. the reasom #the h a r t  mwt be Urtegmted with the musons of the m o n .  

@amon 1972, p. 129) 

W e  i n d d  live in the best of timcs a d  the worst of  times (Dickens 1859). 

Paradoxidy, much of what appcars to be gmwth and 
development may actuaily be decüne. The eoU.pse of 

the Berlin Wall and the former Soviet Union means 
there has never been greater opportunitics for danoc- 
racy worldwide, while at the same time, the lcvel of 
ethnic and regional codiicts has ntver becn grcater. 
We incnasingly tecognize the importance of plurality 
and diversity of human societies worldwide, while 

homogenization through globalization accelerates. 
The spread of pst-rnodernist thought is parallelecl by a woddmde îrend in fiindamentalism. 
We live in an information age and yet, most remain fundamentaily ignorant of most key eco- 

logical processes. Overail wealth is increasing at the same tirne as incorne disparities are 
widening. We have the technology to put a man on the mooa and yet, we do not know any- 

thing about, nor have we even narned, most of the species on our planet, many of which are 
threatened with extinction- We cm explore Mars and yet, the internai combustion machine, 
which has not fûndamentally changed since it was invented in the 18th century continues to 
pollute our planet We produce arms and then seU them to oountries who then tum m u n d  and 
use them against us. Moreover, over half of the scientists in the world are engaged in arms 
and war related research. It is indeed a paradoxical 
tirne, as biophysical evidence continues to mount that 
the products of our growth and associatexi consump 
tion patterns are slowly destroying the habitat on 
which our very mrvival depends, our home. 

Paradoxes, however, can be viewed simultane- 

ously as both crises and opportunities. The solutions 

,agdsemseof îhe/drl~rnrre of irivoivt- 
=nt in humau ~fleirs-somdhirig whÙh 
~ d i w y s p e r r ~ m i r r - 4 p c r r i  
f i  andpH bagee, W human #Ciirs 
themseIves aiways, hv the en4 umpre- 
diktkdk 

(Chadrland and Scholes 1990, p. 275) 



we seek for moving to more sustainable societies worldwide may well lie in leaming to rec- 
o n d e  the tensions within these paradoxes, rather thm denying th& existence because we f e l  
powerless to change ow current human planning, decision-making and activity systems. The 
perception of paradoxes as crisis or opportunity depends vay much on whae one is located 
in what Foucault (1 980) refers to as "power/knowledge" systm. As the followuig chapters 
outline, feelings of powdesmess allow us to continue living in massive denial of our prsent 

ecological reality, as we degrade our mt, and sane cmalysts (Capra 1996; Daily et al. 
1997; EarIe 1995; Ehrlich 1977; Gordon and Suzuki 1990, Hill 1975; Meadows et al- 1992; 

Odum 1973; Rees 1996) would argue, our hture ecU- 
n e  C~MCCJ for buc WC- on sem 6* logicaf capital, at an iarpr#xdented rate and scale. 
overcoming a dualism whièh ~ c p ~ r a f f a  the 
createdfiom the creator. 

This thesis is one result of my efforts to address the 

(lantsch 1980, p. 17 ) above paradoxes within a fiamework of mstainable 

development. in addition to reviewing the literatture in 
the areas of ecology, sociology and economics, and reflectiag on the interrelationships 

between them, 1 involved a group of 20 scholars and public practiti~ners h m  across Canada 

in an electronic dialogue, based on the priaciples of participatory action research (Heron 

1988; Reason 1994; Rowan 1981). 

The centrai assumption of rny dissertation is, therefore, that the impIemenfation of susSLLS 

tainable developrnenr is the social imperative of the 2Ist century, tequiring stmng Ieudemhip 
by local, regional and national governments. A guidi'ngfiamework acmss governments i s  crir- 
ical to their ability to provide conrirtent and effèctive leadership to other sectorn of Canadiun 
society, in order fo d~#ùse its concepts andpructices in the ne= decade. before imersible 
thresholdr are reoched. Human activity, as implied in the notion of sustainable development 
affects three broad external systems the ecological, the social and the economic (a history of 
the concept of sustainable development is includcd in Appendix A), all of which are ultimately 
dependent on the development of one intemal system: the individual. It is counter-productive 
to debate which is more fündamental. Addressing al1 four is both necessary and sufficient. 

There are two inter-related levels of human activity - personal and political, which 
are ofien mistakenly separated. This dissertation focuses on the latter and its organizational 
implications, as i assume that sustainable development will not be reaiized without effective 

govemment leadership in order to more rapidIy di* sustainable development concepts and 
practices in the next decade. 1 have also essumed that the socio-economic system is a closed 
rather than an open systern and that human activity systems are a part of natural systems, that 

have biospheric limits. Moreover, human behaviours are greatly influenced by dominant 
myths, metaphors and paradigms that influence a d  affect how we organize our activities at 
al1 levels of society. 



M y  story begins with a description of my research methodology. 1 chose a fonn of par- 
ticipatory action research (Heron 1996, Reason 1994), in an attempt to influence public poli- 
cies in sustainable development S b  totalizing theories and expert prescriptions (Lather 
199 1) are antithetical to sustainable development praxis, 1 colIapsed two variants fiom nor- 

mal participatory action research - c o q e d v e  inquiry and collaborative inquby - engag- 
ing co-researchers in a national elacbronic dialogue. Bascd on participatory values rather than 
coercive vaiues (Harding 1987), and the belicf îhat ways of knowing are inh-tly culture- 
bound and influencecl by domiartnt pafsdigms, rny mdhodology of elcctronic callaboration 
is an openly idaAogical approach to aitical in qui^^ arxl the neocssity of self-reflexivity, or 

growing aw(IlcI1css of how rcsearcber values perme- 
ate inquiry (Latha 1986). It delr'baatt1y exposes and 
articulates coUectivt and individuai values, making 

these paspcctivcs an inhctctlt part of the scholarship. 
In addition, it rcflects my belief in the n d  to inte- 
grateboth~dproduct .Thus , inrnyresearch  
process 1 bave endeavoured to mirror principles and 

practices of mstainable development, as these both 
inform and influence one another. And 1 have used 
foundational uncertainty deliberately to create a pst- 
paradigrnatic diaspora (Caputo 1987) to both empow- 

er those involved in change, as wcll as attanpt to influence policy and its resonance in the 
lives of people outside of academe (Bromiey 1989; Laiader and Kahn 1988; Shapiro 1989, and 

Wexier 1987). 1 have donc this particuIarly by s d i n g  copies of a dtaft of this dissertation to 
26 highly placed public servants for feedback and comrnents, the hope king  that they would 
be influenceci by the ideas in the document as they dected upon it in relation to their orga- 
nizational context. 

The next chapter look. at the nature of some of the dominant paradigms affecthg the 

organization of human activity systems, open versus closed systems, dualism and holism, 
resulting in the artificial separaîion of human adivity systenis h m  natuml systems. 1 propose 
that the former are acîually embedded within thc latter, and that human survival is now h- 
damentally linked with the maintenance and resilience of natural systems. 

The next three chapters examine the three political impaattives, the ecological, the 
social and the economic. These literature review chapters argue that h m  the ecological, 
social and economic evidence it is clear that we must embrace a new paradigm, adopt new 
metaphors and create new space for policy alternatives that emphasizt adaping our behaviour 
to our current ecological reality. I have chosen in Chaptas 4 to 6 to stress the negative: side of 



the ledger when addressing each of the three imperatives, dthough there are numerous posi- 
tive sustainable development examples now emerging in d l  sectors of society. On balance, 
however, because the negative side of the ledga remains so great, that in the interests of 
telling my "story", 1 have chosen to wncentrate on only this side. 

Chapter 7 then discusses the sustainable developmmt imperative, once again descrii 
ing its context and charactaistics. Althou& sustahble devclopment is still a fairly amor- 
phous but integrative paradigm (Pierce, in press), 1 argue in this chapter that because of its 
integrative potential it off- the possibility for teconciliation between human activity and nat- 
ural systerns, both over the short and the long term. 

Chapter 8 examines îhe rwtraining and driving forces for the implementation of sus- . . 
tainable development imperatives, looking at how some of the systemic restraining forces 
work against its implemcntation at the fedcral 1-1. Wathout addnssing barriers, any pro- 
posed h e w o r k ( s )  for goveniancce wodd temain theoretical and naive. As well, 1 outline 
how th& grîdlock of interacting forces mitigates against "deep" institutional change within the 

Federal Goveniment. 
Given my central assumption that sustainable development imperattives demand fed- 

e d  leadership, 1 argue in Chapter 9 that this leadership will not ensue d e s s  a h e w o r k  
based on the reconciliation of the three imperatives is implemented across governments at al1 
levels. In the absence of an 'ordering' or organizing concept, efforts to coordinate natural 
resources policies have been largely ineffective or have been used as covers to impose or pre- 
vent one use over others (Caldwell 1970). Such a reconcilhg h e w o r k  is critical for con- 

My querimentai w r k  in ecdogt ovcr the 
pasr 25 years continned lo dhforce my 
perception of ecologiccrl rehthnships as 
UIneàïbly c o m p k  and inwrhb& t h e  a d  
spacc (La, contai) sprcifu~ It seemed fhaf 
mosi studics, d e r  by comtdlhg ar fd- 
hg !O takc into accoumt -1 of rkc d- 
ables, reached concfvsions that riinc d e r  
so conditiUnaî rkat t h e  WC irrelrwnt w 
were &orrcd arpCon4tio1~. My qproach 
in a& of my studics wus to np and put 
rogether the rnost fecuiblr s m ' y - d m  a 
provisionai story opcn fo refntrition or 
refinemen L 

(Hill 1996) 

sistent and effective govemment leadership to other 
sectors of Canadian society, ultimately leading to new 
forms of governance. A guiâing hmework of princi- 
ples for decision-making is proposed, developed with 
my c m - m e r s  thmugh the electranic collabora- 
tive inquiry (descxibed in detail in the next chapter). 
This chapter concludes with a description of the insti- 
tutional characteristics that support the irnplementa- 
tion of sustainable development. 

Sustainable development will not be realized in 
this country (or elsewhere), however, unless the cm- 

trality of social actors and their institutions is recog- 
nized. Since sustainability must be socially constructed, that is, social and economic arrange- 
ments must be made purposively and responsibly (Cemea 1994), a proposed fhmework for 
governance that acknowledges this is describecl in Chapter 10. 



The following two chapters, Conclusions and R e f l d o m ,  provide a summary of the 
work and my own stniggles with pmod reconciliation, as a result of the many losses in my 
life over the last three years, partiCulady the loss of my beloved only chilci, Daniel James 

Frazer, who knew so well the problems of existentid loneliness. 
1 have tried to tell "rny story" as cieariy and as 

simply as possible, aided by the inclusion of boxes . . .süe accurnuhdo~~ of qwov~t aecrpb - - 
and repcn'pio~ k an N o r i  @ bt containhg pertinent statements tbtoughout the text In 

10 - 10Ld 
addition, much of my literature rcview is appended. w k s  us .gpawl a&* f02 - - 

Given the breadth of the issue and the mpe of this asti* u~rllioriran'Rir-voicc. 
w 1991, p. 9) 

dissertation, 1 have chosai to append this wcalth of 
information for two re9sons. First, to illustrate the depth and range of aitemative thinking on 

sustainable developmmt and its long bistory of systcmatically behg ignorai, and secondIy, 
to keep my story cleariy imbedded in the ptescnt, allowing the reader to go back and foah 
between the pst and present contexts. 

W1th respect to refêrcnces, as a@ upon with my co~researchers, their main contri- 
butions or voices are directiy quoted. When the boxes arc a direct quote h m  an author, page 

nurnbers have been included. It is difficult, however, in this kind of an intense collaboration, 

to t d y  separate one's own leaming fbm the interactions of othas, so we infiuence and are 
infiuenced by one another and by our contexts. 

As well, I have chosen to write in a fÙll narrative format, rather than using numerous 

headings and sub-headings, so as mt to dismpt the flow of the discourse, or the interplay of 
the contextual space between the boxes and the text. Hopefully, the narrative powerfully con- 
vinces the reader of the necessity for reconciliation and the central rote of values in any fiame- 

work for sustainable development that attempts to influence policy directions and create space 

in the federal system for new narratives and for policy alternatives. 

There are always many ways to tell and read a story, and this thesis is designed to be 

read on multiple levels, through the interplay of boxes, text, margins and appendices. The 
reader can chose to read only the boxes, or to read only the text, or hopewly, to interactive- 
ly go between the text and the boxes, so that each enriches and infonns the other, so that cen- 

tres and margïns shift (Hooks 1984). They are not meant to be substitutes, but are comple- 
ments. They are also a means to reconcile the ernotional, with the intellect and the spiritual to 
one another I have used most of the boxes to highlight the values and issues by quoting a 
diversity of knowledge. 

My a h  is to enlarge the boundaries of the text and the rnargins, thereby transcending 
the limits that both place upon each other. 1 believe that process and p d u c t  are not separate 

£kom one another, but rather each is informed and i d l u e n d  by the other. Thus, 1 have tried 



to rnirror sustainable development in my choice of tools and techniques that f o m  the foun- 
dation of this dissertation, a mapping of muiti-level contextual space, where reconciliation of 

the ecological, social and econornic imperatives becorne an emergent process, and 

. . .the discourse, not a closure but a trace in an endless passage that can oniy aspire to 
a temporq arrest, to a selfmnscious drawing of a limit across the diverse possibili- 
ties of the world. As Gilles Deleuze puts it, sense is a surface-effect, an event, and not 
the sign or symptom of an absent origin, a lost totality, or a pure collsciousness. It is 
precisely this lack of a fhed refcrent or stable foundation that produces meaning. For 

to produce it does not mean to touch a saacd stone or turn the right key thaî will reveal 
the nature of things, but involves tracing out a recognizable shape on the extensive 
comptexity of the possible. Our interpretations of socieîy, culture, history and our 
individual lives, hopes, dreams, passions and sensations, involve attempts to coder 

sense rather than to discover it. 

(Chambers 1990, p. 11) 



Research Methodology 

It ir more important to be cfear d o u t  and/ollow your '*sion to inquire" than a 
demethodology '*, i. e., mthodofogy must sem yout passion and 

not your passion be SUbsem*ent & a methodology 
(HiIf 1997) 

Just as thcrc are many ways of viewiLIg the wodd, so th- are many ways of 'dohg 
r a d ' .  R d  mdhodology, bwcver, is contextdepdent, in thaî the issue being stud- 
ied informs thc cboice of methodology, just as the choie of methadalogy influences mscarch 
outcornes. The problan is wt that any one ce~terch mahod is flawed, but rather, with the 

Eniightenment and positivist infiueacc and its unshaken belief, until fiiadameatally W- 
lenged by post-modernism @exrida 1984; Foucault 1986; Lyotard 1984; Rorty 1979; and 
Wolfe 1998), that there was an ultimate tnith, and only one way of re~earr:hing, the scientific 
methodology. Mamyama (198 1) argues that the hetemgaiistic proccsses that increase differ- 
entiation in ail sorts of biological and social processes, and that in- complexity, diversi- 
ty, structure and the amount of information available, and that have enonnous survival value 

for ecologid systems, must be taken into account 

TA- mc n ~ p  d i t i ~ ~ i i ~  .VJ o/bcirrg in when designing and selecting research methodologies. 
W0r4 mMY lndr -- *ut Bateson (1 979) similady points out that an increment 

crltmcrtivc '3puces' w 1i114y OCCYPJl 
eirha -murdg or &w~dfj, bul the of knowledge may resuit h m  multiple versions of the 
noub'e is - or world. FOC a more detailed description of basic beliefs 
woys of i&nn'/Yirrg these or of m g  
clbout hem. wnaxning inquiry paradigms, please refer to 

Once wiic&woYrJCIwsroseethutthere 
are aïternatives ro tradikhnol niurgs of 

Appendix B. 
It bas been important to me that my work mir- 

enhinrd vilk of collSCiOus- proass and produd have to have equal integrity, as 
ncjs su thaî our 'mhdscape' ( M q  
1979, Appcn& C )  ~ c u  lo ~-#CM the both are informed by and inform one another. My 
o n f y p o s s ~  wr ld  vinv. 

(Rowan 1981, p. 114) 
choice of methadology is, therefore, dependent on the 
overall context in which I am working, as well as the 

context of the particular domain under study, sustain- 
able development. Critical to my t b k b g  are new process models of continuous learning and 
action, processes capable of contributhg to critical consciousness, collective action and com- 



1 CHAP2-8 

mon meaning (DeMello a al. 1994), and new poccsse~ for exposbg the assumptions under- 

Quaiirarive rcseamh is conhdcd lrough 
an intense and prolongcd CO- uith a 
"field" or lue duorioa. The teseortJ10*s 
rofe is tu îry and gain a ovnviciu 
of the contai un& sfudy: iLr Cobic, irr 
arrangements, its aplicir and Unpikit 
rules 

(Miles and Hubamui 1985) 

lying our dominant paradigms. Amther requirement 
is the acknowledgment of the value-laden nature of 

inquiry. Ail lrnowladge is infiuenced by the bias of the 
observer, even so-calld facts are constnicted within 
the context of our values; and knowledge is, therefore, 
perspcctival and culturo1bound (Habermas 1972; 
Gramsci 1971). Momver, an investigator cannot fd- 
fil1 rtsearch objectives without knowledge of the 

broad range of his or h a  own expaicnce, imagination and inteMa% 1 also believe that aii 

forms of howledge arc important, not only propositional knowledge, but also practicai 
howledge and experiential knowledge (Hmn 19%; Reason and Rowan 1981). 

My orientation has been evolving, it has not ben  static, and has involvexi a range of 
human dynamics and interactions; a shifi away h m  a world found "out there" - objective, 
knowable and factual; towards a ''coastnicted" world in which knowlcdge is contested and 
partial, the interplay of languagc, power and meanhg (Lath- 199 1, p. 86). Consequently, 1 
designed a forum for reflexivc practice in which a p u p  of msearchers w a e  able to challenge 
themselves and one another to make sense of the world they are encomtering and hopefùlly 
build shared constnicts for positive social chauge. 

As well, it was important to me that my experience and my research be integrated, 

Qualirarive rcsearch is an infmüdjdirrory, 
irunsdisciplinaay, and sorncft~mes counter- 
discidinary field i t  crosscuis the humani- 
ties and the socid and physicd Scirnce~. 
Its focus is muwcrdignr& and irr pnu- 
titioners arc sendive to the wlvc of l e  
multimethod approach l%q s e  wmmiî- 
ted to the naturrilijric and #O 

the interpretorivc nn&rstaa&g of human 
qwriencc At the spmc thnti rkr/iJd i s  
inherenrly political amd shqped by mulwe 
clhical andpoliticalpsirSoas 

@auin and Lincoln 1994, 
PP- 3-41 

hence, my conceni with praxis, that is ''ththeory both 
relevant to the world and nurtured by action in it, and 
an action component in its own theorking process that 
grows out of practical political groundiag" (Buker, 
forthcoming cited in Lather 1 99 1, p. 1 1). Praxis-based 
research employs a radical reflexivity that recognizes 
the interdependence of method, theory and values 
(Mishler, 1984 cited in Lather 1991). This research 
requires new forms of reciprocïty in the research 
process in which the goal of encouraging self-reflec- 
tion and deeper understanding by the study partici- 

pants is at leastt as important as generating empirically-grounded theoretical knowledge. 
Theory-building becornes a dialectical proctss. Through reciprocal reflexivity and critique, 
participants corne to identiQ the certainties, false consciousness and critical insights h u g h  
the CO-construction of descriptive and analytical reports. 

My research is, therefore, qualitative (Appendix D), king based on new paradigm 



research, and a systems approach. New paradigm research differs h m  more tditional 
approaches in adopting a systems paspcdive, in its suùjectivefobjective dimensions, its con- 
siderations of intuitive and saisual lcnowldge, how k w l e d g e  is geaerated, in how it deals 
with contradictions, in exposïng paradigrnatic thought or phenomenological mapping, in its 

cyclical approach, its heterogenistic episternology, its diffkrent mcsJurrs of validity, its m&- 
ods of integrating inquUy and intervention through dialogue, and in its associated 1-g 
cycles and assumptions (R-n and Rowau 198 1). 

1 believt that the nature of sustainable development and human systems demand a sys- 
tems appn>ach. A systan is a b d e d  set of unit, and 

sciaus fianuworù, a set of htdiwad 
pigeon-ItoIcr, iiilo whkh m bp lo 

the bchaviour of the parts is constrainad by the state of 

~ f l l *  ROV S- thhkhg k other parts through f- Thus, the parts are wn- 
W e r e r r l ~ 6 r b ~ y r r i k r / r r m n t  in a ~ a # -  b t  is -aistic of the s y m  
i L d L  a - 

(Ckciriuid 198 1) (Bateson 1979). The systMns view of organization and 
communication challenges traditional logic, replacing 

notions of energy with the concept of information, and notions of cause and effêct with pat- 
terning, f d b a c k  and redmdmcy (Rowan 198 1). Bateson (1972, p. 459) has pusbed systems 

theory the farthest, suggesting that 'the tlernentary cybcnicetic systcm with its messages in cir- 
cuit is, in fact, the simplest unit of min&' He idemtifies su criteria of mind, and argues that 
the phenomena that we cal1 thought, evolution, ecology, life, leaming, and the like occm only 
in systems that satisfy these criteria (Bateson, 1976). 

For the above reasons, I chose a variant of SoA Systems Methodology (SSM), and par- 
ticipatory action research (PAR), and a methodology that is interactive by moving iteratively 

and collaborative inquiry (Appendix E). The former is If mv pn guhg ro i r i m n e  h human 
@* ne n u d  bc#a iwys of ùquuùrg based on a non-numerical sofi system~ appmacb hh 

MdlllCMiriP 
(Checkland 1981; Checkland and Scholes 1990) that w colls~iiak W& & r e m  b a s  

recognizes that there will dways be many possible run ". 
(Schwsda d LE Vine 1984) 

versions of the system to be engineered or improved, 
and that system boundaries and objectives can only 

ever be paxtly defïned. The basic approach is to formulate several models that are as relevant 
as possible to the rd-worid situation, and use âhem by setting them against perceptions of the 
real world in a process of cornparison. It is rare that a single mode1 will suffice to explain the 

multiplicity of phenornena of intaest Each has its own explanatory strengths and weaknesses. 
Inherent to sofi systems methodology are the concepts of Wel&z~~~chuuung or world- 

view and holon (Koestler 1978). Meaning is attributed to human activity and attriiutions are 



rneaningfbl in terms of a particular image of the world, which, in general, is taken for grant- 

ed. The methodology teases out such world-images and examines their implications 
(Checkland 1981). The systems paradi- is mncemed with wholes and their pmperties, 
indeed, the research methodology itself is regarded as a holon. SSM is concemed with both 
the natural and human spheres, and it is the interaction between the two that is of interest In 
the cornparison phase, my objective is to ensure that the potential changes be defined to meet 
two criteria: that they an both desirable and f - i b l e  systcmatically desirable and organi- 
zationally feasible. 

An action researcher has some vision of how society and organizations could be 
improved and she or hc uses the rcsuuch proass to hdp inauencc the reaüzation of this 

Action research may alw k &sdbed as 
problem-solving, thus mggtsairrg iLt yscfif- 
ness as a m&k a grri&, or a p d g m  I t  
may &O lu dcjhed as the 4ppIicatùm of 
the scientifi mdhod of f&-mrtii,g and 
experimentation to praefical problems 
requiring action solutioms and Ùvdviriig 
the colfabororion and cooprraniorr of s c h -  
risrs, practirioners, and Irrypcrsns. 

(Fm& and &Il 1992) 

vision, based on the pmnise that knowledge without 
action is mcaningicss (Elden and Chisholm 1993). 

Action rtsearch uses an epistemological egalitarian- 

ism in mcthod that a- for participant leaming and 
meta-leanring, not just the solution to a scientific and 
pradical problem, a co-generative le-g proass 

(Elden and Levin 1991). Trist (1976) pushes the con- 

cept of action research M h e r  by arguing that action 
research needs to be extended to also include action 

research in planning. He regards planning as a collaborative undertaking between social 
actors and social scientists to achieve an active adaptation to complexity, interdependence, 
and uncertainty, these being the conditions that most characterize the emerging world envi- 
ronment. The problem addressed is social in nature and calls for a collective solution, other- 
wise there is not participatory exigency (Park et al. 1993). 

The particular variant of action research 1 am using, collaborative inquixy, is a 
f o m  of CO-operative inquiry (Heron 1988 and 1996; Rowan 1976) in which al1 those 
invoIved in the reseamh are CO-researchers, whose thinking and judgment contribute to 
generating ideas and drawing ideas fiom the experience and who are also co-subjects, par- 
ticipating in the activity being researched. This method rtanscends the researcher- 
researched dualism. While CO-operative inquiry 

emphasizes a cyclical diaiectic of action and reflec- Our rigour lirs in the constunt uttenlron to 
procru; the oiwrcn#r of the rnelo-diri- tion, collaborative inquiry is concerned with the trans- ,ope bCfYrririg. me ncgoYr lia 

meg 
formation of organizations and communities into col- rneunikg~rn the compîarir)( of the Ùtm- - 

labo rat ive, sel f-reflhve communities of inquiry. CiCaions in focus group and process wrk 
(Kaufman 1995, p- 63) 

Developed by Torbert (198 1, 1987, 1991), it builds 
upon the work of Agyris and Schon's idea of action science (Agyris and Schone 1974; 



1 978; Schon 1 983; and Agyris et al. 1 985). As such it attempts to develop a consciousness 
in which action aad refiection inteapenetrate, it begins fiom the assumption that research 
and action are inextricably intertwined in practice. The process of action inquiry positions 
the practitioner right in the contradiction bctween deep engagement, participation and 
cornmitment to the moment, and simultaneous rdlection, standing back and self-aware- 

ness (Reason 1994). 

In addition, since the individual or organizaton require b w l e d g e  about the outside 

world, equaily they requirc hwledgc  that M y  affeds purposes and pracîices as wdl, 
what Torbert (1981) rcfm to as intuitive and sensual bwledge.  More importantly, an acting 
system r e q b  sensual (or operational) aw8ircIIcss and s u p p l a ~ ~ ~ ~  if it is to succœd in &éc- 

K m  trwirr (1946) & cndird 
wirh introdwcing ehe 8erm masha 
research" a s  a irqp of guedag km&- 
e & g e o b o ~ a r a d d r l ~ l c n w J W c , a t d k r  
samc airrrc, rdlciiipdiiig #O clkuge & At 
about the sanrc Cdlirr (1945) idcrirlrœ- 
f i d  the need fh? -g on q#mm& co 
generaf aca'oa+ririIkd hovvW& Co 
undCrstand aud hpme ~~ 
a f l P i r s A ~ ~ r # c o n c l t ~  
a L r o & v e & p c d i r i ~ ù i  GrrraBdkÉh 
ïmmediaicly Plr,er W d  We ff (Wiiiioa, 
Trisr and Cvrlc 1952; hisl aud M w a g  
1990). 

tively cnacting new lcnowledge d e r  tfrsn in behav- 
ing eithcr habituaily or awkwardiy. As well, since 
human ways of organiPng are cornplex systems, valid 
knowidge of social situations is gained only as other 
adofs collaborate in the inquiry, disclosing their 
being, testing their howledge, disoovering shared 

purposes, and producing prefared outcomes (Torbert 
198 1). 

Collaborative inquiry is ofien grounded in 
dialectical thinking as a means of dealing with contra- 
dictions, and paradoxes. Diaiectical theones are 
aiways looking for contradictions and paradoxes with- 

in people and situations as the main guide to what is going on and what is likely to happen on 
three levels: the interdependemce of opposites, the interpenetration of opposites and the unity 
of opposites (Rowan 198 1). Dialectic thinking informs us that any value we have, if held to 
in a one-sided way, will wentuaUy be shown to be an illusion. Contradictions are never 
'resolved', rather there is an ongoing movement beniveen oppositcs as an inevitable part of the 
human condition: 

we can no longer talk about simple 'growth' as the basic need of the human being, for 
growth is always within a dialectical relationship in a dilemma which is never fully 
resolved. 

(May et al. 1974, p. 19) 

The final aim of a dia1ectic.d interchange is to distill a consensus constmction that is more 
informed and sophisticated than any of the pred-r cunstmctions, including, of course, 
the etic construction of the investigator (Guba and Lincoln 1994). 



Collaborative inquiry demands a high level of elegant simplicity (HU 1996). and a 

degree of quiet, yet e f f d v e  facilitation. It is a meam for the researcher to interact with col- 
laborators so that they contribute directiy to hypothesis-making, to formulating final conclu- 
sions, and to what goes on in between ( H m  1981). Their contniution may be deep, in the 

sense that the subject is a CO-researcher and contributes to creative thinking at al1 stages, or 
shallow, where the subject is kept thomughly idormed of the research propositions (%id). As 

well, because I am teasing out mergent thoughts and ideas, 1 am highly dependent on the 

quality of the individual CO-researchas and the quali- 

c i b o u r i l l ~ i r g s ~ ~ , ~ o / s o r c -  the reseafcher and the CO-tt~earchm, as well as on - m4 rrkie ir of 
our levels of cornmitment to and engagement with the uiï die w l l s  r ~ k i c i  cm bc &4 ~ u i i  

research. Leadership must be exercised, but in these ~ i u u a r e i r o i ~ k i a g ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~  
(ROWM 1981,~. 105) 

types of collaborative and ernergent proccsses, it 
should be kept in the background and not foregrod. 

It is based on attentive listenhg guided by an initial set of sîrategic questions (Peavey 1986) 
(Appendix F). 

Strategic questions are an interating tool for expoing dominant thought, methodolo- 
gies and prevalent paradigms. Strategic questions, as defined by Peavey (Ibid), are questions 
that make a difference. They facilitate motion h m  stuck positions, create options and liber- 
ate creativity, dig deep expsing mots, avoid asking "why" or creating defensiveness, avoid 

ulate, ask the unaskable and question assumptioas, and they support expressions of Our 
essence, our higher values and can therefore facilitate positive co-evolutionary change. 

Fmm my initiai set of strategic questions, a sub-set of ordered questions (Appendix G) 
was selected to guide the coilaborative inquixy and, in 
combination with conceptual models, they were used 
to help develop a guiding framework. Since dialogue 
can be a potent method of integrating in- and 
intervention, and can contribute to the intermingled 
processes of knowing and changiog (Tandon 198 l), 
the format for the preset inquiry was twofold, the 
m a i l  dialogue and the establishment of an archival 
website (http://www.sdri.ubc.ca/addialogue/). This 
particular venue was chosen because it satisfied the 

DioGogne has !he porcridd ro dm the 
d g e a c h i n d i i v i d w d ~ a n 4  byso 
doi~g,  i$ capCrMe of hansforming the 
p U p I  qmidori, and s0clSOCle@. me nlo- 
niollskip betnwen fie irrdniiducrl and t h  col- 
hmEnve iS recijwocal a ~ d  is mediutcd 
hrvugh îak Pcopk are M rec@knts of 
Cocjl ~tsynipniooirs und the creators of !hem. 
In  th^ rWy r~sWlCr UI the C M C -  

oaion of meaning. me mecuiirrg t h t  is me- 
ated is shmd amos g m q  membcrs; a 
cornmon wndrrsrorrcEing is ctcirulopcd 

(Dixon 1996, p. 24) 

following four sustainability criteria First, it saved on 
transportation costs, both ewnornic and biophysical, by allowing participation h m  across the 



country, allowing for the factoring in of diverse geographical perspectives, in the most cost- 

effective way. Second, it eliminated unnecessary transcnbing costs, as an electroaic record is 
immediately produced. Third, it is democratic, as it d o w s  for voices to be directly recordai 
as citations in the final products, the dissertation and subrnitted papers, and is more inclusive 
by rernoving the filter of the researcher h m  that being resegfched, Lady, it addressed some 
aspects of cquity, by considering facfors of inclusion such as age, regionai representativity, 
gender, and sedora1 rcpresentaîion (with the exception of the business and labour ammuni- 
ties). It cannot be denied, however, that our rcsearch gmup was wmpristd of dite, white, mid- 
dle-class experts. 

Selection of the participants (Appendix 1 provides biograpbical details of the co- 
researchers) was based on a modified Delphi approach, taking into account thc above factors. 
Its composition was arcfiilly daignai to include policy analysts in strategic govenunent 
positions and some non-govemmcnt organi7ntions as co-researchers in the formation of a 
common fi-amework for govcmance, and who would thaefm be committed to its impie- 
mentation. Although the group included public policy praaitioners, acadernics and commu- 
nity activists, it was decided that labour and business intefests would have introduced too 

many variables, in that it was difficult cnough to try and bridge the academic and govenunent 
policy communities. As weli, aîl of the individuals seleded are committed to the concept of 
sustainable development, although there is considerable variation in their definition and 
rneaning around that term, with many prtferring sustainability to sustainable development. Al1 
of the individuals appmached acceptexi to becorne participants in the dialogue, although the 
degree of cornmitment has variai considerably over the, with some members not participat- 
ing at all. 

Prior to sbrting the electronic collaborative inqujl in September 1997,I led two work- 
shops to test the robustness of the models 1 had developed in my research proposai and that 

- 

Tke eIectronic means of cdlirmunïcution 
~ I o d c  the space-tsme licirirr of messqp, 
permir the s u n i y h c c  of messuges a d  
actiom, complcrc !âe prwrcjs of auIoma- 
tiom of production, éwpatüdke cenain 
khds of wrk;  cirab& s&mificrs to /rd in 
rd&n ta rr/cr a&, &corne a s u k h t ~  
for c c d  forms of sosW dWons, ptw- 
vidc a new r e b h n  -II antbor and 
tcrt, erpnd ht&& Auman inririory, and 
undCrmine the C h m s h  onrology of sub- 
ject m d  object 

( P d  1987, p. 121) 

would fom the foundation for the electronic inquiry. 
The first workshop was conducted at the Centre for 
Policy Alternatives in Oslo, Norway on December 14, 
1995. On Mar& 26, 1996, another workshop was held 
in Vancouver, with key members at the David Suzuki 
Foundation and the Vancouver ENGO community. 
Feedback h m  both workshops was very positive, that 
the models were a valid reflection of our current con- 
text. More ïmportantly, however, they stimulated 
mbust discussion, teasing out a subtext on values and 
dominant paradigms on a meta-level. 



Co-researchers were given a copy of the original research proposal, wïth its list of 

sira tegic questions, and prelimïnary models exposing dominant paradigrnatic thinking and its 

Understanding thvs consisa of h b  
and spirai reiatibnships d o &  and 
parts, between &ut is  known a ~ d  wkat is 
unknown, between the pllienome~~orr &If 
and ics d e r  con&aZ, -en the & n o m  
and thm which iiF howm. 

(Rowm fP8l. p. 135) 

influences. The 6rst step was to establish a context of 
mutual trust, within which support and sharing of 
ideas could take place. The dialogue formally com- 
menced in September 1996 and ended in September 
1998, with 20 CO-researchers h m  across Canada par- 
ticipatiag. A face-*face workshop was held in 
Qucbet: at Lac Maskinonge, on June 27-28, 1997, 

which 1 O CO-researchers at tendd 
The electronic medium allowed for continuos cycles of inward and outward contem- 

plation, analysis, and reflection on the part of ail participants, as depided in Appcndix H. The 
medium also allowed for altemating spirais of sttategic questioning, critical reflection, action 
inquj. through the eleztronic dialogue, followed by information consolidation, and M e r  
rounds of critical reflection, strategic questioning and action inquiry through the peer review 

process, leading to a common h e w o r k  for governmcc. My choice of research methodolo- 
gy allowed me to examine two levels, both tht product, that is the evcntuai hework, and 
the process - was it possible to have a long-terni substantive electronic dialogue? 

At the end of August 1998, chapters dealing with the barriers, reconciliation and the 
proposed h e w o r k  for govemance were distniuted 
to 26 key former and curent senior policy practition- 
ers in the Federal Govenunent and quasi-governent 
organizations (Appendix J) to obtain feedback and test 

the desirability and feasibility of the fiamework for 
governance. This was a limited f o m  of peer review. 

Originally, I had intended to subjed the feedback 
fiom the peer review process to another cycle of 
reflection with the co-researchers at a 6nai face-to- 
face workshop, in order to f'urther refine the hmework. Due to fhding and tirne constraints, 

In a dialogue, each person &us not aîtempt 
to make common c d  idcas or ire- of 
i n / o r d o n  that me dre& known to A k  
Rather, it may bc saLd that the înv profle 
are making somcrlling in common, ie, ne- 
ating somcthing new togerker. 

(Bohm 1996, p. 2) 

however, this was not possible. While intended as a 

peer review, asking this key group of decision-makers 
within the federal system to critique a new mode1 of 
governance for the fiiture was also designed to influ- 
ence their thinking and promote action around organi- 
zational change. In addition, the covert intent with the 
CO-researchers was to create an intellectual coalition 



to support the necessary changes and to encourage firtwe research in this area. Since most of 

the co-researchers have expressed an interest in continuhg the electronic dialogue, the results 
of this peer review will conîinue to be disaisxd as part of an ongoing dialogue. 

In some ways, the electronic collaborative inquiry is a form of extended inteMew sur- 
vey, although it probes on multiple levels. It is dcsigned to facilitate meanin@ social action 
and change, both in the -researchas as individuals, in the CO-researchccs as a collective 
group, and by influenciug the systems under study through the peer mview process. Of the 20 

CO-researchers, 5 were seladcd h m  the public policy spherc, 10 drom the academic commu- 
nity and 5 h m  non-govanmental organizatitions. In terms of regional representation, 4 h m  
the West Coast, 2 h m  the Prairies, I h m  the East Coast, I l  h m  Ontario and Quebec, and 
2 co-researchtis wert h m  Norway. wth respcct to gcndcr balance, th- wcte 11 women 
and 9 men; ages rangad h m  23 y- to 52, with a mean age of 32. 

As a prelude to Itluiing the clectronic dialogue, 1 monitored a numba of electronic dis- 
cussions over a six month @od prhr to Septanber 1997. The topics rmged h m  Gaia 
groups, anunal rights groups, to a gmup on sustainable dcvelopment, and a World Resource 
Institute forum. m e  medium allows fot a large degrae of anarchy, w b i  can be both a posi- 
tive and a negative, positive in the sense that it pamits M o m  of expression and thus is sup- 
portive of emergent thought, and negative in that consensus and collective action are more dif- 
ficult to achieve. This anarchy contributes to an eclectic dialogue, but in al1 of the groups 
monitored to date, with the exception of one, the lowest common denominator was reached 

in a relatively short period of tirne. Confiict, partidarly over values and very different para- 
digms, if not facilitated, contributes to this spiraling descent, and 'Vlarning" is not an uncorn- 
mon occurrence. Thus, lack of coatrol is a major issue. in addition, the impersonal nature of 

the medium also works against building trust and collegiality, partly because it is less rich in 

social cues than face-to-face discourse (De Sanctis and Gallup 1987). 

The selection of the three sectors - public policy, academe and the non-governmen- 
taI cornmunity @GO) - was deliberately chosea to identify key or emerging leaders who 
would be cornrnittd to the process of fiamework development, and who would work as advo- 
cates for change in each of their respective domains. Participation was recordecl as active, 

semi-active and inactive. Active was defined as continual engagement, electronic interaction 
with other collaborators, and showing a high degree of integration with respect to the dia- 
logue. Semi-active was dehed as l e s  fiequent engagement, aithough periodic, showing a 
high degree of interaction and synthesis within the dialogue. Inactive was defined as no par- 
ticipation, although there was a sense of active lurking, with only one person asking to offi- 
cially withdraw h m  the dialogue, due to its overly acadernic nature!. Out of the remabhg 

sample of 19 CO-researchers, with respect to the public policy experts, n=5, 1 could be char- 



acterized as active and 4 were inactive. It is interesthg to note tbat this group showed the 
greatest degree of flw, perfiaps symptomatic of the currcnt downsizing taking place in the 

Federal Government and the associated iack of continuity and low morale problems. One co- 
researcher le£€ govemment for the private scctor, 1 is on extendad sick leave, I experienced a 
marriage breakdown, 2 changed positions within govenimemt, and 1 remained in the same 

position. wth respect to the academic commhty, n=10,6 ~~-rcsearchers could be d e s c r i i  
as active, 3 semi-active, and 1 inactive. The NGO community in some ways was the most 
disappointing, n=5,2 wcre semi-adive, and 3 were inactive. Thus, of îhe total, 7 were active, 

5 were semi-active and 8 were inactive. 

1 cannot under-cstimatc the miportancc of dedive kcïiitation anà l d a s h i p  in chair- 
ing such electronic coliaborations. It took aii of my management skills, paradoxicaily calling 

upon most of the intexpersonal skills 1 have devcloped through my 22 years management 

experience and expertise in multistakeholdcr p~ocesses. Knowing whcn to prompt the group, 
and when to hoId back in order to facilitate dialogue and cornmitment to the research process 
was critical. The 'silence' somttimes was ddcning, and yct, as the chair, 1 often sensecl active 
Iurking and unexpressed interest. 1 found that a variety of communication styles seemed to 
facilitate motion, an altexnating of profCssionai and personal messages in my capacity as chair 
ofien eased "sticky or stuck" points, AIthough I previously knew everyone, 1 neglected to take 
into account the need for more interpetsonal meetings, In hindsight, 1 would have scheduled 
the first face-to-face meeting afkr the f h t  month of dialogue instead of mid-way through the 

process and, if adequate fùnding had been available, I would have held at f a s t  two other 
workshops, one half-way through the dialogue, and the other at the end, to facilitate the devel- 
opment of a more synthetic hmework. 

Another technique 1 employed was to ask one of my colleagues to play the role of 
"agent provocateur". Occasiondly, when the dialogue appeared to be flagging or flat, he 
would corne in with some provocative statements, in 
order to stimulate or at tïmes re-activate discussion. 

Although 1 generally avoided going off-line in tenns 
of the integrity of the process, upon occasion 1 did so, 

to remind people of their cornmitment to the collective 
research process, although this was relatively infie- 
quent. One surprishg feature was the tendency of a 

minority of the academic colleagues to go off line to 
make individual commentary, although in many cases, 

PurmLig -der  a cOICbibYiSOn to the &- 
lep U pvtrirg one's Cllough& on 
forpublic ~cr~n'rry, to ci p u p  of one's most 
knowièdgeabte and c-aî pcem Most 
acideriiiùs wuCd no more launck a bal/- 
bded mkùw lo kmowikdgccrble pers tham 
m~uld mp iiioilter scrvv a cake mir rio my 
pllutiiolgr~dmorkct. 

(Brown, Email correspon- 
dace, May 19, 1977) 

I was sent a blind copy of this off-line commcntny. There would appear to be a gender dimen- 
sion to off-line communication, although this is such a limited sample, it is not meaningful to 



draw conclusions. It is not q r i s i ng ,  however, that 
this behaviour occured, given the a d e m i c  culture, 
and its emphasis on individuality and individual 
research. Another surprising and unanticipated barrier 
to fiee-flowing engagement was, in thc words of one 
academic co--ha, "Given the ltvel and quality 
of the other CO-researchers, many of whom are in a 
position to hjre me, thae b a lcvel of intimidation-" 

At least five significant barriers to & d v e  

dialogue emqed: literacy, language, tmst, inta-sec- 
tord communication, and disciplinary structure. 
Literacy was a sqxïsing factor, in b t  in two cases, 

where people had self-idemtifid and askd to be part of the dialogue, they wae inactive par- 
ticipants. In one case, 1 suspect the b k e r  rnay be an age variable, in th the pason does not 
know how ta type very well, a major impediment to interacting with a deep information-nch 

cornputer dialogue. In the otha two cases, although both individuals are vciy lit- vabal- 
ly, 1 subsequently detcnniaed they do not have a hi& 
degree of written literacy. In tenns of written literacy, 
another interesting phenornenon emerged, in that, aca- 

demics place inordinate importance on the written 
word, and fiequently, 1 exhorteci the p u p  to allow the 

spontaneity of the medium, rather than the primacy of 
the written word, to take over. This was one of the 
major "sticking" points, or causes of the silences, 1 
believe, whem we lost the immediacy of the medium, 
a critically important compensatory mechankm for 
the emergent spontaneity and synergy that often 
develops in face-to-face interaction. 

Fnirc (1970, pp 77-78) errviisiontd &- 
l o g ~  a s  the creathn and re-c~amion of 
rncorring and saw crecil2on au cid of bric 

I;ow is et the same Einre the &as& of dïa- 
logw cud dialogue -1: 

Language was another major barrier to participation, particularly between the three 
sectors. Many of the public policy practitioners found the level and tone of debate too acad- 
ernic, whereas the NGO axesearchers were intimidateci by the jargon, resulting in one with- 
drawal fiom this sector. Even using the word sector shows the importance of language, as it 
is divisional, and connotes hard and demarcated differences between groups, and yet it is easy 

to use given its widespread acceptance. The culture of vertical stovepipes is very much a 
rnacro-problern, and communication between sectors appears pmblernatic. The academic sec- 

tor, as often reiterated by one of the co-researchers, has to simpliQ its language in order to 



cornmunicate their work to the wider publics. Of 

course, this will require a major paradigm shift in the 

mi staken bel ie f that complex language and intelli- 

gence are somehow causally linked. The ability to 
take complex concepts and communicate them in 
clear and simple language proved to be a relaîively 

hard barrier to effective communication between the 
three sectors. 

One of my assumptions going into this 

research was tha? the public policy practitioners 
would not be able to participate as meaningfiilly as 
other people, given the tendency of large bureaucra- 
cies to emphasize confidentiality and secrecy. 1 antic- 

ipated that their participation would at the most be 

inactive, or semi-active, which has proven to be the 

case. The confounding variable of significant variabii- 

ity of employrnent among the public service co- 

researchers in the limited sample makes this observa- 

mis p u p  didogme makes me think of the 
various intercdisc@linary projem that I 
h a v e & e n i n ~ ~ p l v t o f ~ ~ ~ l i h e I O i t i f ~ ~  
pars I thhk one of Am's gools in gorkn- 
ïng this pllriipllriicvCor poup of peofle togdher 
mts for w ro shcrn and build on our diflct- 
cnt Ibion;lsr&e bascr and aperùncts But 
one of the thirigs I hovr &amrd about 
interdUcQlinarp researclt ik just hou 
Uirpo- the p+onss k E O E ~  new in* 
rasciipli'nœyr#coirlt~camhasr~rrrrLcthe 
rinrr~~bui&iav~rtwourrd!herabCc. TICkis 
lbuolUYILljllg eiil reqwi+a sigkificorit 
commibnent tu rcprated memirigs, etc It 
means more t h  jus! an infellectuai 
knowttcSge of the âis+I"es ofpur cdla& 
orptars, but a prrsonal knodedge of who 
p u  are kcaüng wiîh, th& ~~~umptions- 
and as Carcrirra fGeuerJ slly~, fheirperson- 
d velues 

(Masscy, Eltctronic Dialogue, 
May 9, 1997) 

tion difficult to prove or dispmve. In subsequent questioning, professional and personal rea- 
sons were cited as the rationale for their level of inactivity. More trust may have developed 

between the three sectors if more interpersonal workshops had been scheduled. Trust between 
participants becomes an even more cntical fature of electronic dialogues, given the imper- 

sonality of the medium and its possible tendency to dehurnanize. Trust between sectors is, 

therefore, even more problematic as the nseafch results showed. Subsequent planning for 

other electronic forums should take this factor into account. 

On the other hand, the level of collegiality quickly gained in two days at the June 1997 
workshop demonstrated that some de- of relationality had devetoped over the first year of  

the dialogue. One of the techniques used at the interpersonal workshop was to ask everyone 

to tell their personal story, which revealed some interesthg commonalties among the group, 
and served to forge some common identities. 

The validity maures 1 kept in mind for my research process are taken fiom Reason 
(1981): valid rescarch rests above ail on highquality a w m e s s  on the part of the co- 

researchers; such highquality awareness can only be maintained if the co-researchers engage 

in some systernatic method of personal and interpersonal development; valid research cannot 
be conducted alone; the validity of resesrch is much enhanced by the systematic use of feed- 

back loops, and by going round the research cycle several times; valid research involves a 



subtle interplay between diffêrent fonns of knowing, resulting in thick knowledge; contradic- 
tion can be used systematically; convergent and contextual vaiidity can be used to enhance the 
validity of any particular piece of data, and the research can be rqlicated in some fom. 

Al1 contributions h m  the CO--chers are duiy fwtnoted, and in addition to the 
electronic record, an archival website has been established at http://www.sdri.ubc.caladdia- 
logue. It is still a work in progress and a keyword searching capability will be added in 
January, 1999, suice a majority of co-researchers have asked to continue an on-going dialogue 
of some form, leading to possible "fbded" research projects. 





The Context 
Paradigms, Myths and Metaphors 

A doubling of humun popuîufion xike portends a more t h  doubling of human impcts 
because humaniîy has sequentiailj qloited the most accessible of iis essential moumes. 

@ai& and Ehrlich 1996) 

A common symbol o h  ocamhg in young children's drawing is the sun. Young chil- 

dren appear to have an innate saisitivity to theu place in the world and the importance of their 
environment to their weii-being. Meatally disturbed childrai o h  COIOUT the sun black 

As we mature, howevcr, o u  intuitive sense of our environment is influencecl by ou. 

family, the education w e  receive, the neighbaurhoods in which we grow up, our experiences 

Bnggs and Pest U985) lcraibcpercrdSgiiu 
as& ~ s p c ~ ~  w h Ù h ~ p u t o n  
Once donne4 the r;pcacr& and 
condition the Saem&s' mrià&w: lllrcyfü- 
ter in some îhings ad* out others. lüe 
specmdes are made /mm p u d a k  rlko- 
ries (cg. quantum theoiy, re&tiu&$ 
together with the presuppositio~s sur- 
rounding the theorics mry cdnJaiar~c a 
lens îhrough wltich scKniists &coucr wkaî 
is wodtwhiie studykg ahut  nature, an 
object ofsüena'fu study. 

(Pcppcr 1996, p. 26 1) 

with nature and other creatures, our culture and reli- 
gion, and M y ,  our experiences as adults. AU of these 
inauences, in turn, determine the nature of the lens we 

use to view the world around us and our sense of place 
in the world. 

The nature of our perceptual lem is strongly 
shaped and coloured by the prevailing paradigms of 
the tirnes in which we live, not the least of which are 
religion and sex. A society can be characterized by the 
myths, metaphors and dominant paradigms its mem- 
bers use to rnake sense of the world in which they live 

and their place in that world. Myth lies at the basis of human society. That is b u s e  myths 
are general statements about the world and its parts, and in particuiar about nations and other 
in-groups, that are believed to be tme and then they are acted upon whenever circwnstances 
suggest or require common response. This is mankind's substitute for instinct. It is our unique 
and characteristic way of acting together. Mythology, therefore, can be defined as the unques- 
tioned beliefs shared by a society or civilization about the purposes and ways of life that are 

right and natural and worth maintaining (Michael 1993). More importantly, modes of gov- 
erning and the expectancies held by constituencies derive fiom the prevailing mythology. 

"Paradigm, in its established usage is an acceptecl mode1 or pattern . . . in a science, a 
paradigm is rarely an object for further articulation and specification under new or more strin- 

gent conditions . . . Paradigms gain their status because they are more successfûl than their 



cornpetitors in solving a few problems that a p u p  of practitioners has corne to recognize as 
acute" (Kuhn 1962, p. 23). From this established usage, however, the tenn has broadened 

Asking the "deep*' quatrons ir fie con 
of undemmnding parodigmz for îhe que- 
rions ue ad are powe~ul s+ of the 
world we "see'. 

(Mapire 1987) 

fiom the scientific definition to encompass a wider 

social definition. Capra (1 99 1) defines a social para- 
digm as a constellation of concepts, values, as weU as 
perceptions and practices, shared by a community that 
forms a particular vision of reality that is the basis for 

the way the community organizes itself. Henderson 

(1 99 1, p. x), on the other han& states "In spite of Thomas Kuhn's many cautions to me not to 
over-generalize or to use his dennition of paradigm in a social contcxt, 1 believe a paradigm 
is a pair of different spectacles which can reveal a new view of d t y ,  allowing us to re-con- 

ceive our situation, r e - h e  old problems and a d  new pathways for evolutionary change". 
Paradigms are the "logics" or "mental models" that underlie the missions, systems of 

governance, strategies, and organhtional charactr and stnictures, hcluding socio-technical 

systems, which are the paramettes of the social architecture of institutions (Perhutter and 

Tnst 1986). Moreover, these worldvicws have thtu place in the normative cmtext of sustain- 
able developrnent problems; they are part of the social causes behg unable to effect the nec- 

essary changes. They underlie the 'policy paradigms' of the normative observer, cdetennin- 

ing what cornes to be seen as environmental problems and their appropriate solutions (de 
Groot 1992). 

Myths and metaphors, therefore, complement and reinforce the overall dominant soci- 
etal paradigrns. A dominant myth in modem EuroAmerican thought is dualism, an "ism" that 
shapes the thickness, detennines the colour, and the flexibility of the lens we use to under- 
stand the world in wbich we live. As well, it influences our relationships with other species 
and the sense of place to which we, as a species believe we are entitled. The Oxford 

Dictionary defuies dualism as 1. behg twofold; duality. 2. Philos. the theory that in any 
domain of reality there are two independent underiying p ~ c i p l e s ,  e.g., mind and matter, form 
and content 3. Theol. a. the theory that the forces of good and evil are equally balanced in the 
universe b. the theory of the dual (human and divine) personality of Christ. 

Modem usage of duality is usually attributed to Descartes, in the 18th century. For 
Descartes, the pursuit of knowledge was the ultimate end, and therefore, the defining charac- 

teristic of human beings was the mind, and he saw minci and matter as fundarnentally differ- 
ent. For Descartes, the matmial universe was a machine, and nothing but a machine. There 
was no purpose, life or spiritudity in "matter". Nature warked according to mechanical laws, 

and everything in the material world could be explained in terms of the arrangement and 
movement of its parts. Since Descartes, this mechanical picture of nature becarne a centta1 



plank within the paradigrn of science (Capra 1982), at 
l e s t  until tecently when some started to question it 
(Bormann and Kellett 1990; Funtowicz and Ravetz 

1993; Hill 1993; Holling 1989190; Jantsch 1980; Lee 

1993; and Merchant 1980). But even though it was 

Descartes who led us to venerate dualism as the high- 
est God, with his bdamental distinction between 
mental and material substance, he was simply reflect- 

ing a theme powefil  in Westan thought long before he wrote about i t  A diance on dualis- 
tic thought can be tracad back to the ZorastrianS, as weU as to the Ancient Greeks and eariy 

Christians. Duaiisms can be fiilst dichotomies, that is, they are often constnicted in order to 

maintain a power structure and a f b k  conception of essential rcality. Tbcy help set up sys- 

tems of binary opposition that ofken b m e  the bases of systcms of dominance and subordi- 

nation. 

Regardless of its origins, dualism has been and continues to be an underlying value in 
Western societies' relation with the Worlâ, the tendency to separate into polar oppsites of 
sacred and base; essential and existentid; good and 4; and male and fernaie with its loaded 
assumptions. Dualisms emphasize only extremes or caricatures of a continuum of existing 

entities or attributes. This, in tuni, leads to an over-emphasis on oppsites, disregardhg the 
infinite range of possibilities in-between. The nondualist, by contrast is concenied with both 
unity and multiplicity. Yes and no are regarded as part of one systemic unified whole; and are 
concerned with an W t e  multiplicity of degrees of affirmation and denid. 

Following directiy from dualism are the mbsequent values placed on the niind versus 
the material, the dichotomy between the subjective and the objective, and the assignment of 

masculine and ferninine attributes to one or the other. From the time of Plato and Aristotle, 
males were describai as rational and objective; females as nurturing and subjective. As early 

as the nineteenth century, some feminists warned passionately about the dangers of such clas- 
sification. As Claire Demare (1% century) exclaimeci: 

You proclaim two natures! indeed tomorrow, depending on how many declare them- 
selves to belong to the one or the other, . . . Youll make one, perhaps involuntarily, 
predominate over the other, and soon we'll have a bad and a good nature, an original 
sin; . . . you shall be the God and 1 shail be the Devil. 

Unlike most other feminists of the nineteenth century who venerated difference and 
argued for the value of two natures on the basis on morality, Demare feared the authontarian 
dynamics of what she called the classifications, the subtle and metaphysical distinctions by 
which hurnanity divides itself into a series of orders, classes and types. Congruent with post- 



The subjed who exdudes the &er hm 
been a white IN& subject and his ClCdYsion 
of the orircr has k e n  piacui in the sawu 
logical cfas as the ~ ~ ~ I u s i o n  of 'not a': îhk 
meant that *the olher' nws &/Ur& in urms 
of its own p r o p e e  but ih pute& negrivc 
renns 

(Brrnnan 1997, p. 189) 

modernist theones on categories such as those of 
Lakoff (1987), Demare believed that classifications in 
and of themselves could be oppressive, and she saw 
real dangers for women in categorization. Dualism, 

complemented by the Judaeo-Christian rnovement of 
worship h m  the immaneat to the transcendent, and the 

valuing of diffêrence in male and female rather than 
emphasiPIlg similarity, mutualiy reinforce one another. 

The myth that pervasively describes cvcrything in the material world in tenas of the 
arrangement and movcmcnt of its parts, and &ces nature to a linear mechanism has led to 
the making of numerous artificial separations. For humans do not perceive themselves to be 

energies only in detenninistic mechanical rclationships. Tbus, if humans are not mere 
machines then perhaps there are other species that are also not mere machines? Indeed, the 

construction of any boundary between the fblly 
** alr the k ù  d~oliair~ - lltc ~ i t n r r t i o ~  of machine-like and the not machine-like is a product of 

mhd/ron M W  U f u J t d h  of duslistic t h e g .  Another -1t of Cartesian 
the ser/F.om the objecrivr niiodli; the sub- 
jectâve rmeat o f t h  individu.t, diénalcd ophy is the separation of the heart h m  the mind 

sums up these aiien&ns~. 
(Ruaha 1979, p. 44) 

One cannot underestimate the explicit, and more 
oAen subliminal, influence that dualism has played, 

and continues to play on intellectiral thought and research, the design of organizational stnic- 
mes, gender relations, our interaction with the material world and our relations with other 
- -- -- -. 

We now use about 2.5 inillion teas of syri- 

thetic p e s t k i d .  n i u r r M  eadb ycar, and 
pesticide prodnction is a mula'diuion dol- 
Iar industty. Yet pes& and spoilrrge siiU 
destroy about 25 to 50 percent of mps 
before and after harvesz TICat p r o p i o n ,  

anything, ik iseher fion averuge crop 
losses before synthetic pesticides were 
widefy introduced afler World War IL 

(Ehrlich and EMich 1997) 

species. Until recently, many scientists maintained 
and rigourously defended the myth that researchers 
are objectively separate h m  their context or environ- 
ment; the researcher and object under observation 
were regarded as context independent. Post-modern 
science, however, recognizes context as an important 
determinant of behaviours and beliefs. It acknow- 
ledges that no one can ever be separate fiorn their con- 
text. Indeed they are an integral part of their c o n t a  

and just as objects and subjects influence and interact with one another, so the environment 
also influences and interacts with al1 who observe and conduct research (ûenzin and Lincoln 



1994; Guba 1990; Haraway 199 1; Lather 1991; Miles and Huberman 1993; Reason 1993; 
Rosaldo 1989; Rowan 199 1 ; Van Manen 1 WO). 

Notions of objectivism, empirical realism, objective tNîh and essentialism have been 
deeply challenged by constnictivists who argue bat what we take to be objective knowledge 

and tmth is the result of perspective. Knowledge and 
tmth are human constmcts. In human sociefies, 
knowledge is pfuralistic and plastic, pluralistic 

because reality is expressible in a variety of symbol 
and language systems; plastic in the sense that reaIity 
is stretched and shaped to fit purposefi11 acts of inten- 
tional humnn agents. Thus, we invent concepts, mod- 
els, and schemes to make sense of cxpaienct, and 
reality is the result of social processes accepted as nor- 
mai in a specific context, and knowledge claims are 
intelligible and debatable only within a particula. con- 
text or community (Fish 1988). 

The dominant païïdigms in our society exert 
considerable influences on how we structure our sci- 
ence, how we conduct our economic aairs, how we view our environment, how we build ou .  
settiements and how we organize our institutions of govemancce. 0- the dominant para- 

digm is implicitly imbedded in our daily decisions, how we receive or reject new information 

and most irnportantly, it shapes our receptiviîy to new ideas. It also affects our concept of what 
is worth striving for and what will or will not work (Brewer and de Leon 1983; Binswanger 

et al. 1990; Rees 1991). 

The cwent prevalent socio-economic paradigm may be characterized by the follow- 
ing model, Figure 3.1 : 



in this exploitist model, the "environmenta includes wnature", to which machine-like behav- 

iour is often attributed. The paradigm of the well-oiled machine is reflected in the industrial phi- 
losophy of mass production (Taylor 191 l), with workers considered as parts of the manufactur- 
ing machine (Morgan 1986; Smith 1776; Womadc et al 1990). Fundamental characteristics of 

this model are its compartmentalization of cornplex systems and its reliance on models of dirpct, 
linear cause and effect- It leads to a hierarchic classically bureaucratic philosophy for both man- 
agement and regdation (Burrell and Morgan 1979; Parsons 1947). What happens in the "sepa- 

rate" contextual environment is of secondary, if any, importance to whatever it is that is cur- 
rently valued or not valued within that environment. Human systerns are dominant over naturai 
systerns, and the latter exist as sources of resources and sink.s î ir  wastes, to support production 

and consumption within the socio-econornic system. The environment and ecological Sencices 

are taken for granted, are not valued and therefore are external to the market. Essentially, nature 
is seen as a fke good and an unliïmited k t o r  of production. Naturai resources are regarded as 
inexhaustible, or at lest  substitutable, with hurnan creativity via technology or new discoveries. 
The socio-economic system is unconstrained by any biophysical limits, and if limits are 
acknowledged, they are regarded as transcendable by human innovation and technology (Lipsey 
1995). Policies that derive h m  such models suffer from rigidity, over-simpiification, lack of 
adaptability, resource exploitation aimed at maximum sustainable yietds, ïnefficiency, incapac- 
ity to recognize negative feedback, witb ecologicaily damaging and economically perverse out- 
cornes (Holling 1978; Ludwig et al. 1993; MacNeill et al. 1991, and Merton 1936). 

A utilist alternative to the above paradigm of nature as the "other" is given in Figure 3.2, 
a model being prornoted by the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD). 
Although some kind of cybernetic interactions may be regarded as occumng between human 



and ecological systems, they are still perceiveci as inherently separate. 

Each of thesc two worldviews bas embcdded within them implicit values and assump- 
tions. The dominant wexploitist" model (Figure 3.1) 
assumes that growth is inherently good; tiiere may be 
no limits ta that growth, and if there are limits, they 
caa be transcended by man's imowledge and technol- 
ogy. There is an infimite ability for substitution 
between human and natural capital. It is a model of 
dominance and hierarchy, which presumes the domi- 
nance of the human species over al1 others and an 
associated nghts regime that subjugates the n a h d  
world. Its science can be characterized by the certain- 
ty of knowledge, and control over the natural world. It 

is reductionist, analytical, and cunosity-driven. 
Neutrality is revered for scientific rigor. Rigor is 

based on linear predictability and replicability, and its 
fiuidamental premise is duality, characterized by an 
eithedor appmach to explanation and research. 

The assurnptions and values implicit in the alter- 
native "utilist" mode1 Figure 3.2, currently under dis- 

cussion in the Federal Governent and quasi-govern- 
ment organizations, and referred to as ecosystem management) include the notion of some 

limits to growth imposed by the ca-g capacity of the planet, as well as some recognition 
of responsibility by humans for other species. Although, by having the model kept open, it 



accepts that these limits are more plastic and that ultimately, human creativity may well h d  
altematives and substitutes to push the lirnits M e r .  This responsibility, however, is prima- 
ily utilitarian, and there is a tirm belief in the ability of human beings to manage the environ- 
ment through ecosystem management Policies underpinned by this paradigm still include 

conquest and contro1 of what are now recognized as dynamic, intactive n a d  systems, and 
an adherence to the myths of one (right) p i n t  of view and the pursuit of stability. As well, 
policies are developed in a limited decision-making context with an emphasis on maximum 
sustained yields and the separation of human from naturai systems. 

An alternative integrist model, which I am pmposing and which foms a central part 

Figure 3.3. An intcgrist mode1 

Within this third "integristn paradigm, which c m  be characterized by both/and, tbere is a 
growing appreciation for qualitative versus quantitative p w t h ,  and natural and human 
resources are regard4 as complements, not substitutes. Its science is characterized by systems 

that are seen as SOHO, an acronym coined by Arthur Koestler (1978), for Self-Organizing, 
Holarchic, Open systems. 

In this paradigm, the global human system is seen as a "holon", or "whole-part" of 
reality, nested within a larger biosphere holon. Any holon with SOHO features has inherent 
within it a creative evolving capability. The holarchic model implies that there are absolute 
limits to growth imposed by the biosphere to which human systerns are subject. Any holon 
persists because of reciprocal relationships between it and the other holons with which it inter- 
acts. For the human holon, the biospheric holon is indispensable. There is, therefore, an inter- 
dependence of human species with other species, and a different sense of "relationality" with 
the world. There is an emphasis on the CO-evolving process between human and natural sys- 
tems, with a value king placed on designing and managing human relationships with the 



environment, rather than managing the environment, 

or even managing impacts. Other values uiclude inte- 
gration, rather thm separation, with a focus on re- 

organizing and valuing both commonaities and differ- 
ences. It ernphasizes a plurdity of hierarchies that 
respond to a shifting netwolc of natural constraints 
and interactive influences (Lincoln and Guba 1985; 
Morgan 1 986, and Weick 1985). There is a notion of a 
much more extended peer community, than in tradi- 
tional science (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993; 199 1). 

Because this model also embraces uncuîainty 
and unpredictability - because it places human activ- 
ity systems within the tinite biosphere - it values 
longer-tem perspectives and courses of action that 
ensure survival, satisfjhg optimal rather than maxi- 
mum requirernents. As such, a multi-faceted flow of 
information is needed to support adaptive tlexibiiity at 
al1 leveis of an organization or system (Sahl and 
Bernstein 1995). The ability and capacity of the 
human systems to respond to negative feedback is also critical to understanding the limits of 
the biosphere. Policy development, therefore, has to be a dynamic, interactive process, grow- 
ing over time through a recursive process (Bateson 1979; Clark 1985; Swartz 1991 ; Weick 

1 %S), with a greatly expanded decision-makiag context respective of the plurality of "stakes" 

in the issues. 
The illusion that we can use technology to completely transcend time, place and d e  

Biosplrerc is the wi&& vsrd erm for aü of 
the carth's ecosyslem o p d g  on a glob- 
ai scak The lrvcls in the ecdogùd hicnr- 
chy i n w k  life and b i d a g i c o l ~ c s ,  sa 
WC a n  think of the biosphere as b&g aat 
portion of îhe earth in dich otganisms 
and pop& a n  üve; rkar is, mi& uù, and 
M e r .  The bwsphere mcrgcs innpcnxpdibly 
into the tithosphere (rAie rucks, sedirriens, 
mantfe and the con of the eutth), the 
hydrosphere (surface und gmuad m r )  
and the atmosphere, the other m e r  suMi- 
visLon of the corth. 

(Odum 1989) 

constraints of the biophysical world, and that we can 
continually expand our ecological footprint well 

beyond finite physicai boundaries, follows h m  the 

exploitist model (Figwe 3.1). This illusion is under- 
pinned by dwlism and al1 of the subsequent separa- 
tions it engenders. It is only a short step fiom 
Descartes' roots of radical separation of self and 
object, to the man-nature dichotorny, to separations 
based on gender, and of our species fiom "other" 

species. Our separation fiom nature, and making it "an 
other" leads to attitudes of dominance based on differ- 



ence. Our emphasis on difference leads to differential valuations of what constitutes good and 
bad, what constitutes integrity, and to polarïties such as productive or non-productive, e s -  
cient or inefficient, and Mend or enerny. Changing the way we view our environment, our 

place in that environment, and our sense of relatedness may be a crucial first step to changing 
the scope and type of our impacts in our individual communities, as nations, and globally, 
with a lem that focuses on "both/andn rather than exclusively "either/orN. As we change our 
assumptions and associated definitions concenring wbat constitutes relatedness we are likely 

to challenge our existing ways of how we view nature and our relationship with it. 
Ornstein and Ehrlich (1989) recognize the challenge that this presents us with, given 

the limitations of what they rtfa to as the old mind which evolved w i t h  a premodem habi- 

tat that is no longer the dominant environment for people living in industrial nations. Our 
capacity to create built eavironments and technologid innovations, fàr ex& our genetic 
and physiological ability to design our bodies and mind to deal with the CoIlSeQuences of our 

creations. Thus, there is now a mismatch h e m  humans and îhe paradigrns we have created. 
Our cultural respomes are too slow to keep Pace with the rapidity and degree of change (Toffler 

1977) or, in many cases, to even perceive the reality of these changes before it is too late. 
Early in a person's development certain perceptual niles are built in out gens  and cul- 

ture. Those rules help to shape the subjective world we inhabit. Most people remain unaware 
of the extent to which their worldviews are derived h m  their early expexïences (Onistein and 
Ehrlich 1989). Rules ailow us to absorb a vast variety of information and stimuli and act as a 
filter for our responses. One of our most important d e s  or "defaults" is to ignore what is rou- 
tine, and to respond quickly to sudden shifts, to emergencies, to scarcity, to the immediate and 

personal, to "news" @id). 
But, the increasing globalkation of biophysical phenornena, couplai with the global- 

ization of irade and with large d e  movements of people, however, rnake responses non-lin- 
ear, interactive and often unexpected in both space and time (Holling 1993). We, therefore, do 

not have the mentai or physical capacity to even appreciate nor to respond to slower, inter- 
acting b iophysical phenomena, that tend to manifest themselves to human activity systems 
only through accumulation of the CO-evolution of human-mtwe systems. Although the human 
mental system has cleverly evolved cognitive strategies to stem us through the kinds of day- 
to-day conditions that challenged our ancestors, these same strategies, as well as our self- 
deception that we are largely rational thinkers, often underlie personal, social, and political 
problems (Ornstein and Ehrlich 1989). Claimed facts are generally the product of selective 
perceptions, beliefs, and interests, and these are always undergirded by feelings (Michael 
1995). Demonstrably, the deep-seated ills of humanity and the all-pervasive crisis of our time 
are to a very large extent due to these inadequacies and the immaturity of contemporary think- 



ing that underpins the values, motivations, behaviours and institutions that keep society lag- 

ging behind the realities of a changing world (Peccei 1978). 
We are clearly Living in a period of fluctuating myths. The positivist modefnist myth 

claims that we can understand nature with science, control it with technology and create well- 
k i n g  by means ofassociated material abundance through the marketplace. We are now begin- 
ning to realize the naiveté of this, and witnessing the numcrous unexpected negative side- 
effects (Norgaard 1994). The pst-modem myth tecognizes that systems are cornplex, inter- 
active, co-evolving and to some extent seIfhganhhg, and that tbcy exhibit unique proper- 
ties within different contexts. This myth builds on the insights of quantum mechanics, k e -  
versïble thermodynamics, i n f d o n  theory and organic evolution, as well as constructivism 
and pluralism, ratber than the lirnited machenistic insights of Descarks and Newton. Thus* 
our current array of critical unsolved problans, mghg km local toxic dumps to the dis- 
ruption of global climate, is a product of the Qastic mismatch between the cyclic.1 and self- 
consistent processes of the biosphere and the linear, innovative, but ccologicaily disharmo- 
nious processes of the technosphcre (Comm~~~cr 1992). What this implies for our species is 
that we must conduct our such that we can conseme both our cultural and natural cap- 
ital and facilitate their positive co-evolution by means of suitable institutional stmcbres and 
processes. 

The nccessary changes will only occur, however, through transformation of civil mi- 
eties into communities of knowledge. What is needed is a large-sale program for a rapid 
change of mind (Ornstein and Ehrlich 1989), and new forrns of discourse. This wilt require 
changes in our educational systems, our values, ou. systems of goveniance and b t h  private 
and public decision-making. 

One of the greatest challenges, then, will be changing the dominant paradigms and 
prevailing mythologies, especially since the modes of goveming and the expectancies hetd by 
constituencies derive h m  the prevailing mythology (Michael 1993). They can be challenged 
in at least five ways: first, by making these dominant ways of thinking explicit in every &y 
discourse; second, by showing the influence and interaction between language and domina- 
tion; third, by questioning the uaderlying values; fourth, by cttating new narratives, myths 
and metaphors for social change; and fifth, by changing the boundaries of decision-making. 

Since mythologies are mostly unconscious social constructions of reaiity, the process of mak- 
ing them explicit exposes them to questioning and re-examination. nie onus, therefore, is not 
always on those proposing "alternatives" to justiQ theu viewpoints or to compete to be heard, 
but rather, on the dominant modes to re-examine and explain their patterns of thinking and 
action in the light of the current realities of the &y. 

Systems of govenwce will eventually have to change to acknowledge and support the 



notion of civil societies as communities of learning 

and knowledge. Theû structures of signification, of ma a- , of huow 

centralized decision-makiag by national bureaucracra ckc c r a M e r d k f  I /  the m h ~  ir &ut of 
cannunirydvürlingp then the SaYckrres 

cies, mu1 tinationai mining or logging corpozatioos. ha md io 

and international resounx management agencies am aYdc.*r 
(K.ufmur Hall 1995, p. 19) 

incapable of responding to, and, indeed, may actually 
suppress important local ecological feedback s igds .  
Difise feedback processes in the naturai world nced to be matched by much more d i f i se  
decision processes in human societies m e k  1990). 

Govements can play several key d e s  in the necessary reconstruction towards com- 
munities of knowledge. It means, however, abandoning their current forms of dominance and 

power, controllhg and monitoring, and moving to a mode1 of leading and catalyzing changes 
at the cornmunity level by encouraging strategic part- 

Among the vckicfes ofn~m*& #= du- nerships between govement,  non-governmental 
[azd [anguage~ w h d e r  0 4  Or bris org&tio= and &e private s a o r .  Pefiaps the dis- 
pictures, slill or moving, gtstvns, rurd an 
ordercd n a y r e  of .II thCSC rdsluiccs: tribution of reflexive capability (or impulse) is itself a 
nanative e~resent myrks kP#4f- contingent fllnction of social relations of power 
tales, short sto&, epics, hlnory, tmge& 
drameP comedy, ~pentmim* poindng+. (wynne 1992). 'Ibis will require the provision of ana- 
siaUicddm windom. -#- lytical space for the development of poiicy alterna- 
con versatiom 

(Prince 1982, p. 1) tives and the creation of new narratives for social 
change. This requires the ability to acknowledge and 

accommodate diverse petspectives within a community (Boland and Tenkasi 1995), or a 
domain such as sustainable development. 

Governments c m  play a key role in faciLitahg the necessary changes in the nature and 
quality of these discourses. It is important to expose and challenge the implicit assumptions 

and paradigms that underlie diverse arguments in order to allow for emergent change, or any 
necessary creative destruction. As weI1, using narrative modes of cognition provides access to 

implicit assumptions and interpretive stmctures that characterize a self-conscious leaming 
society (Ibid). In order to challenge the old mind and its default mechanisms, govemments 
must support the inclusion of continuous updates in the media concerning the slower process- 

es that affect the human condition, as well as the provision of the information required to 



solve problems (Ormtein and EMich 1989). In addition, s&engthening the infrasüucture 
within non-govemmental organizations may k required to develop this capacity. It will 

require some sort of governent partnership and leadetship, however, as it is not within the 

self-interest of the many vested interests manifest in modem society to change the status quo. 
The capacity by govemmaits to play this role is dependent on the existence of ethical and 

responsible leadetship based on a fiamework of values, well-articulated and shared by a 

majority of its constituents. 
Another artificial construct of our dualistic, rational, expert-driven mode1 has been the 

exclusion of consideration of values h m  paid work and the conduct of scientific research. 
Values, however, are part of the human condition, and do, in fact, determine &y-today deci- 
sion-making. By re-integrating awmess of values back into human systems, we make them 

expticit, subject to debae and, ttiercfo~c, allm for rrcative destnrcticm and mxpnhtion in 
response to current realities, rather than based on old mind, dominant historical paradigtns, 
myths and metaphors that no longer apply to the d world as we have changed it. Values are 
central, therefore, either impllicitly or cxplicitly to how we organize, how we see our place in 
the biosphere and the space we believe we are entitled to, OUT howledge systems, and the 

technologies we design and use. 

Another key role in enmumghg the development of the needed new narratives for socid 
change is fostering the production of usefid biowledge and information that rnakes explicit the 
dorninant myths and metaphors, and creating space for altematives to be discussed In particu- 
lar, this will require that the influence of language on human beliefi and actions be exposeci For 
example, we need to be clear to what extent using the term 'living organism' rather than living 
beings allows us to continue using animals for experiments without questioning this largely 

unnecessary ptactice. As well, our dominant language is not matched to the d t y  of systernic 
interactions, circular feedback processes, nonlinearity, or to multiple causations and outcornes 

(Michael 1995). increasing our a w m e s s  of the power of language is another important step 
towards exposing the ofka hidden iduence of dominant paradigms. 

1 believe that just the act of exposing these dominant paradigms will act as a power- 
h l  catalyst for showing us the need for new ones. Coupled with the provision and use of plu- 
ralistic fora, this awareness will lead to the development of new perspectives and the mer- 
gence of myths and metaphors that c m  support a new appreciation of our role in the universe, 
our relationships with other species, and a new understanding about the value of diversity and 
beauty in Our world, perhaps essentially leading to an acknowledgement that there is really no 
separate "other," and that we are al1 part of a still largely mysteriously integrated universe. 





Ecological lmperatives 

if1 struid bock and look as objective& as I can af the earth, what I see are populations 
made up predominantly of strressed. dl/ln!ioning humam against a backgrvund of pre- 

dominont& striai~sed, maIfi)~choning ecosystems. 
( U f  f 1981) 

The health, well-bcing and ultimate survival of our own species is linked to and depen- 
dent on the health and sustainability of ecologid systcms (EMich et al. 1977; Francis 1994; 
Holling 1986; Holling and Sanderson 1996; Ludwig et ai. 1993; Odum 1989; 1969; Malley 
1993; Wilson 1988; Waitas and Maguire 1996). Thcse systans provide the basic eiemctlts for 
life, ecologicai services such as fixation of soiar energy., protection against harmfiil cosmic 
influences; regulation of the chemical composition of the atmosphere; operation of the hydro- 
logical cycle; wata catchment and pundwatcr recharge; regulation of local and global cli- 
mate and cnergy balance; formation of topsoil and 
maintenance of soil fertility; prevention of mil ero- TIC& J d d p e ~ ~ & I  h d b m m r  &B+ 

~ ~ / r l k K N i C l s t k e l l ~ f ~ t a l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  sion and sediment conîrol; food production by food lcls &e entcipriscLa, 
webs; biomass production; storage and recycling of the ma&& *.r rk ecsromy t - a  wlil06 

owned subsilioty of those systems- nuûients and organic ma- assimilation, storage, uoMec. amdrmen Ofda cd- 
and recycling of waste; maintenance of habitats for kges, u ~ i w d k ,  .iir the &t . i ~  &- - 

tmaù mcdio ft &O &&h&hts the / d m  migration and nursery; maintenance of the scenery of 
e- ro 

the landscape and recreational sites, and provision of theùfirilings ta the gendpubl ic  
(h4oo~y .ad Ehrlich 1997. p. 17) histonc, spiritual, religious, aesthetic, educatiod, 

and scientific information and cultural and artistic 
inspiration (Costanza and Folke 1996). The details of these essential biological services 
remain poorly undexstd in terms of their systemic ptocesses, their interlocutory effects, and 
their CO-evolutionary nature between human activity systems and natural systems. Most eco- 

logical services are unpriced and, there is a near total lack of public appreciation of societal 
dependence upon natural ecosystems (Daily et al. 1997; Mooney and Ehrlich 1997). 

What is the state of our cment ccological capital? W~th respect to biological diversity, 
expert assessments Vary grealy concerning the sale and temporality of the decline, although 
as early as 1980 it was predicted that 500,000 to 2 million species would becorne extinct 
worldwide by the year 2000 (Luvejoy 1980), and that the rate of decline would increase fiom 
1 per day in 1970, to 1 per how by the end of the century (Myers 1979). We may already be 



exceeding even these early estimates within tropical forests, which are estimateci to contain 

over three-quarters of the species on the planet, and are now disappearing at îhe rate of 17 mil- 

lion hectares a year (WRI, IUCN and UNEP 1992). Estimates of potentiai species extinction 
in the tropics in general Vary h m  20 to 50 percent over the next 30 years. These species are 

predicted to either die out or be reduced to such small populations that extinction is inaitable 

(Dyers 1983 ; Ehrlich 1982; Lovejoy 1980; Simberloff 1983; Wilson 1985). 
Losses of this magnitude are cleariy undesirable (EMich 1982; Kim 1993; Myers 

1993; Reid and Miller 1989; Wilson 1988). Ehrlich et al. (1977) cstimated that in the closing 
decades of the twentieth century the rate of specics nrtinction will be some 40 to 400 times 
the rate that has prevailed h u g h  m m  of geological t h .  Much of this accelerating loss is 

occurring before we have had a chance to men name thesc taxa, much less to appreciate the 
unique services they provide within cc0systems. Because so few habitats have been ade- 
quately investigated, estimates of the total number of species on the planet Vary by orders of 
magnitude fiom 3 million to over 30 million. In any evcnt, only 1.4 million of these have been 
named and just a fbction of these have been studied in any detail (Wilson 1988). Our knowl- 
edge of most invertebrates, primitive plants and micro-organisms remains particuiarly h g -  

mentary. 
Three-fourths of the world's bird species are declining, and nearly one-fourth of the 

4,600 species of mamrnals are now threatened with extinction (Brown et al. 1997). Radar 
images of flights of migratory birds across the Gulf of Mexico over a 20-year period reveal 
that the frequency of trans-Gulf flights has declined by almost 50 percent (Costanza and Folke 
1996). In spite of the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity, in two of the most important 
countries when it cornes to biodiversity (Brazil and Indonesia), the loss of species has con- 

tinued to increase. The pace of defonstation in the Amazon Basin, arguably the world's great- 

est single concentration of biodiversity, increased by 34 percent between 1991 and 1994. 
Indonesian wildlife is uniquely threatenad, with little more h n  1 percent of the earth's land 
are* it has roughly 12 percent of the world's marnmals, 16 percent of reptiles and amphib- 
ians, and 17 percent of al1 birds. It is cmently losing species at a rate of 1 a day, driven by a 
large and politically influentid logging industzy as well as a human population expanding by 
some 3 million people each year (ibid). Loss of primary forest impacts on al1 components of 
biodiversity, but especiaily on our closest relatives, ormgutans and great apes, who have lost 
80 percent of their forest habitat in the last 20 years (KuPiik 1997). 

Our ever expanding use of environmental goods, while ignoring the negative impacts 
on ecological services, has severe ramifications for the loss of biological diversity every- 
where. Since our estimates of canying capacity are dependent upon the value we place on the 
needs of other species within human systems, and the subsequent place we allow them, al1 



approaches to carrying capacity are species dependent. 

In general, human carrying capacity can be increased 
only at the expense of other species (Dale et al. 1995). 
The scale and nature of îhe riesources and space that 
humaa activity systems appropnate, therefore, will 
determine âhe dative space and resources avaïiable 
for other species. Because of its irreversibility, the con- 
servation of biodiversity is undoubtedly one of the 
most importafit issues now M g  our society. 

The rates of loss and degradation of &mhd and aquatic habitats are continuing to 
increase and the cxistiag mechanhm to amelioratc this are inadquate. The main cause of 
biodiversity loss is habitat destruction thtough nsourct arploitation, increasing population 
growth and technological expansion (EMich 1988; Ehrlich and Wilson 199 1; McNeeIy et ai. 
i 990; Reid and MiUa 1989; WRI et al. 1992). In 1993,87 million extra people were added 
to the planet, bringing the world population to nearly 5.6 billion. The United Nations now pro- 
jects that world population will not peak until f i e r  2200, when it reaches over 11 billion 
(Brown et al. 1994). 

As our numbers increase, we 

Bu whar is happening ro îhe hundreds of 
non+ommer&l species t&n iriciknta& 
or by poaching or ghost fcsIting by &SC or 
abandoned gcar. There is ui~ucllly no 
in formarian. 

One irrepcuabfe w~~sequencc of  th^ 
wide-sspred damagc is îhe loss O/ the 
oppartuni@ to stu& and un&r~lrrnd hucî 
communirics Tlle damage K sa p e d  
rirai ic may be irnpossiblc ewen îo h o w  or 
reconsrnrci the ccosysklll~ In  /ad, cock 
succceding generatihn of bCdogisPr kas 
morfcdly diflerent eqpeuathlls of Mut is 
natu- because îhq snidjt incrccuirgî'y 
airercd systems chat &or lcss and las 
resemb&nu to the fumet, preaplo&a&~n 
versions. 

(Dayton 1998, p. 82 1) 

inevitably displace other species. III the process of 
designing and managing human habitats, we also tend 
to create conditions in which pest and disease species, 
and species with requirements similar to our own, 
such as rats, cockroaches and houseflies, are favoureâ, 
and efforts to control hem inevitably result in M e r  
negative effects. Even in those countries where bur- 
geoning human numbers do not appear to be a prob- 
lem, we are continuing to displace other species h m  

the highest quality space through deforestation, agri- 
cultural expansion and intensification, and urbaniza- 
bon. Moreover, al1 of the worid's great industrial 
cities are located on coasts, large estuaries, large 
nvers, or fertile deltas where the life-support capacity 
of the natural environment is high, and where we 

compete with other species for the sarne high quality space. 
Every sustainable developrnent issue, therefore, without exception, affects and is 

affected by biodiversity. Biodiversity may be viewed as a library of historical and ernergent 
information, and as such provides not only a multiplicity of evolutionary and adaptive path- 



ways for future development of life on earth, but the essentid regmerative capacity for al1 liv- 
ing systems (Ehrlich 1988 and Regier 1994). Put simply, wc n d  high biodiversity to ensure 

our own survival, Wilson (1985) estimates, for example, that the fidl information containecl in 
the DNA of the cornmon house mouse is equivalent to the text in the 15 editions of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica published since 1768, if the former were translatai into ordinary 

printed letters. Schneider and Kay (1 994, p. 36) have pushed this idea M e r .  They describe 
the gene as: 

a record of successful self-organization. Given that Living systems go through a con- 
stant cycle of birth, growth, death and renewal, at many temporal and spatial scales, a 
way of presewing idonnation about wûat works and what doesn't sa as to constrain 
the self-organization process is crucial for the continuance of life. This is the d e  of 
the gene. At the larger scale, it is the role of biodiversity. 

Because certain species are known tc 

ïhe lessans anUn& b ~ g  w as a cornmu- 
nity lie in Our Wiuingncsrjht lo &O&- 

edge, then to question, Our hisloric and 
curremt am0tudcs tomrdr îhe11i1. WIty hawe 
certain animals been defimed as 
ylarmints"? Why have ue coUeUiveIy 
decided ir is acceptabk to kiU nuisante ad- 
mais? Wly do we accept d c d o n  for ce* 
tain animais, yet prolrd others? If myths 
tell us that ai1 predcrro~ unimrils on c m 1  
and mcrciIeq how do w e  feef abut oufi 
selves, the supreme predruors? Myilologist 
Joseph Carnpbefl d e s  l o i  as Our OU 
mylhs become out&ted und srclCr I the 
passage of the aga, we MYSI este new 
and viable myths Co curry us fonwrd We 
need myths tha! con spcak lo our ehàïdnn 
of love, cornp~ssion, me- orrd couragc 

(McElroy 1 997, p. 222) 

play a keystone role within ecosystems, they especial- 
ly ought to be conserved because they have a dispro- 

portionate effect on the persistace of al1 other species 
(Bond 1993). Such species include large predators 

that 'manage' cornpetitor populations, mutualists such 
as pollinators and dispersers that facilitate reproduc- 

tion, and nitrogen bers and mycorrhizae that affect 
rates of nutrient transfer (Boucher 1985). As well as 
affecthg the survival of other species, keystone 

species play a major role in maintaining community 
integrity and environmental quality. Thus, the loss of 

a keystone species will eventually lead to a multitude 
of linked extinctions, by means of a ripple effect that 
spreads throughout the ecosystern (Myers 1990). 

With respect to ecological services, human 
activity systems are seriously irnpacting these cntical 

life-sustaining processes. The thinning of the ozone layer is happening much faster than 

thought possible several years ago and, in addition, we are now beginning to appreciate that 
there rnay also be significant biological effects fiom ozone depletion. In response to the 1987 

Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer, global production of the 

most s igni fican t ozone-depleting substance, the chlorine containhg c hloroflucorocarbons 
(CFCs) was d o m  76 percent fiom its peak in 1988. Unfortunately, two alternative com- 
pounds, HCFCs and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), although the latter is ozone benign and the 



fomer significantly l e s  so than CFCs, are both potent 
green house gases (Brown et al. 1997). Accordhg to 
projections by the International Panel on Climate 
Change (PCC), aunual HFC emissions could mach 
148,000 tons by 2000 and 1.5 million tons by 2050, 
roughly equivaîent in global warming impact to the 
current fossil fûel-based carbon emissions of France, 
Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom combined 

E.cllrp#r,rlCcsllieaticulUidrisbyp~~ 
m m  lliur 100 million tons of otgank 
cûe- repmuthg 10me 70,060 liflèr- 
e n t ~ y I l s  ~ ~ u t l b O O a e w o n c s  
&hg M d  aanu.lly (Postel 1987). 
Udntrrrrd,Y,as-radrryruryk 
. n r ~ ~ & s ~ n d e n c y o n t y n -  
~ d r n s . l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t .  

With respect to clïmate change, there has been a g e n d  upwatd trend in a m g e  
annual global temperaturc, h m  about 145 degrces Celsius in 1866 to uai<d 15.4 degrecs in 
1995, the wamest year on record. This trend correla!cs closely 4 t h  an inc1c8se in atmopher- 
ic levels of hcat-trapping grccnhouse gascs, principrlly aubcm dioxide (W. In spite of the 
1992 Framework Convention on Clhate Change signai in Rio, annual fossil-fiel relatecl 
emissions of carbon rose by 1 13 million tons, reachhg 6 biliion tons in 1995. It now appears 
likely chat over half the signatories to the Convention will not meet theù commitments to cut 
their greenhouse gas emissions to their 1990 levels. By 1996, American carbon emissions 
were already 6 percent above the 1990 levcl, and without major new plicy initiatives, can be 

expected to exceed 1990 levels by a fidl 11 percent. 
Moreover, carbon emissions have soaced dramatically 
in developing countries in the first half of the nineties. 
In China, aiready the world's second largest carbon 
emitter, emissions grew at 5 percent a year in the early 
nineties, while economic growth averaged 10 percent. 

The International Energy Agency predicts that global 
emissions of carbon 6om fossil bels will e x d  1 W O  
levels by 17 percent in the year 2000 and 49 percent 
by 20 10, when it is estimated to reach nearly 9 billion 
tons annually (Md). More imporîantly, there is a sig- 
nificant t h e  delay in the reduction of emissions and 
effects on the atmosphere. For example, we would 
need an immediate decline of 68 percent in green- 
house gas emissions to cause atmospheaic concentra- 
rions of these gases to stabilize by about 2050 (Robinson 1996). 

Globally, cars are responsible for more than 15 percent of greenhouse gas emissions 
(National Resources Defense Council 1996), and yet we continue to produce more of the same 
technology. Global production of automobiles grew to 36.1 million in 1996, with the most 



dramatic increases occurring in Asia, where the fleet sue rose 15 percent, to 19.5 million 
@ r o m  et. 1997). While human population has doubled since 1950, the number of cars has 
increased nearly tenfold (ibid). If countries such as India and China adopt the car practices 
and habits of the North American consumer, then, this will have serious repercussions for 
global emissions. Unfortunately, any emission standards and increases in gasoline etficiencies 
are more than offset by the increase in car usage, as analysts project a doubling of the world 
fleet over the next 25 years. 

In the early 1960s, most nations were ~e~sufficient  in food: now only a few are, in 
spite of the Green Rcvolution (high-yield nops and eacrgy intensive agkulture) introduced 
during the period 1950-1984. Twenty years ago, Afnca prochiccd food a@ to what it con- 
sumed; today it produces only 80 percent of what it consumes (Ch& 1990). Less than half 
of the world's land area is suitable for agriculture, including grazing (La1 1990). Nearly al1 of 
the world's productive land, Bat and with water, is already cxploited (Kendaii and Pimentel 
1994). There has been a gradua1 decline in grahland area sincc 1981, with little or no growth 
in irrigation water supplies since 1990. 

The human race now appears to be getting close to the limits of global food produc- 
tive capacity based on present technologies (Ibid). Global population, at some 5.7 billion 
today, is projected to top 8 billion by the year 2020; nearly al1 the increase will occur in the 
developing world, where the constraints to increased production are even more exacerbated 
than in industrialized countries. Experts anticipate that over the next 25 years, food demand 
will increase by some 64 percent globally, and almost 100 percent in developing nations 
(Brown et al. 1996). They fiuther estimate that with the world population at 5.5 billion, food 
production is adequate to feed 7 billion people a vegetarian diet, with ideal distribution and 
no grain feed to livestock (ibid). 

Pressures h m  growing populations are also straining water resources worldwide 
(Postel 1992). Globally, 214 rivers and lake basins, around which 40 percent of the world's 
population is located, now compete for water (Gleick 1993; WRI 1992-93). In China, gmund 
water levels are falling much faster than the average recharge rate in major wheat and corn 
growing regions in the North (Postel 1992). More than 10 percent of worid imgated area 
appears to suffer fiom salt build-up serious enough to lower crop yields. niere are strong 
arguments that the renewable fesource most likely to perpehiate interstate resource wars is 

access to river water (Homer-Dixon 1993). Fisheries stocks are collapsing everywhere. 
Coho salmon is now extinct in 55 percent of its range, declining in 39 percent, and not con- 
sidered to be declining in just 7 percent of its range. Of approximately 1,000 histonc stocks, 
only 100 are considered somewhat heaithy (Brown et al. 1997). Population and urban pres- 
sures continue to contribute to a decline in agricultural land (Meadows et al. 1992). 



It is clear that the current decline in ecological capital, and the projected friture rates 
of draw-down on natural capi ta1 and ecological services based on population figures, are not 
sustainable. Ecological systems provide the most critical infiastructure for humanity and al1 
their activities (Behan-Pelletier, persona1 communication). The persistent and continuing, 
accelerated declining state of our ecological capital makes it obvious chat we cannot continue 
to destroy the life supporting resources of the biosphere at the present rate and scale of mod- 
ern human societies, if we accept the interdependence of our survival linked to its sustain- 

ability. Human activity systems are essentially a part of ecoiogical systems. It is only our dis- 
torted worldviews that maintain the perception that we are separate. It rnay well be that if we 

look at what analogs in natual systems can be incorporated into redesigning human activity 

systems on the basis of the processes and functionkg of ecological systems, then we may 
begin to reverse our decreasing ccological base, and, begin to restore degraded acosystems. 

Ecosystems are unique, often highly dynamic open systeais charactetized by cornplex, 
non-linear relationships between the parts and the whole. They exhibit selfarganizing main- 

tenance and regdatory and CO-evolutionary processes, some of which may be fairly resilient 
and others highly susceptible to d is~pt ion  by imposed stresses (HoIling and Sanderson 1996). 
The task in working with ecosystems is to support these processes-thereby building negen- 
tropy-while knowing that our understanding of them is fiagmentary and often hadequate to 
provide a solid foundation for wise decision-making. AI1 species are the product of co-evolu- 
tionary processes, a few species being highly adaptable, but most k i n g  highly specialized, 
with narrow environmental requirements and tolerances. Appropriate decisions mus t be based 
on an understanding of this complexity; we must assign priorities understanding the implica- 
tions of irreversible (biodiversity) versus reversibie (economic) crises in mind- 

Ecosystems are composed of communities, that are made up of defuiable and interde- 
pendent assemblages of populations of different species. These populations tend to be stnic- 
tured in chahs and webs from producers, to prirnary, secondary and tertiary consumers, to 
scavengers to decomposers. Ecosystems are open systems, that is, things are constantly enter- 
h g  and leaving, and they are characterized by material and energy flows. These materials, 
which include carban, phosphorous, oxygen and nitrogen, flow in cycles of varying com- 
plexity and scope. Energy flows through emsysterns according to the laws of thennodynarn- 
ics. The first law states that energy may be transfonned fiom one fonn (such as light) into 
another (suc11 as food), but is never created or destroyed. The second law states that no process 
involving an energy transformation will m u r  unless there is a degradation of energy fiom a 
concenuated form (such as food or gasoline) into a dispersecl form (such as k a t  and caebon 
dioxide). Known as entropy, it is a measure of disorder in terms of the amount of unavailable 
energy in a cfosed therrncdynamic system. To survive and prosper, b a h  nahua1 and human 



systems require a continuous input of highquality energy, storage capacity and the means to 
dissipate energy. These three amibutes are part of the maximum power principle, that States 

that the systems most likely to survive in this cornpetitive world are those that efficiently 

transform the most energy into useful work for themselves and for the sutrounding systems 
with which they are linked for mutual benefit (Odum and Odum 198 1). Successful systems 
also use these entropic proasses to create order and mechanisms for maintenance, renewal 
and evolution (negentropy). 

Fundamental characteristics of ecosystems are scale and limits, notions that apply 
equally to human activity systems (Commoner 1975; Leopold 1949; Meadows et al. 1992), 
although we may postpone the day of reckoning by taking fiam 0th- cspccially those yet to 
be bom. As we move closer and closer to these limits, we are reducing our resilience, there- 
by limiting our options to respond to further stressors on both human and natural systems. 
Another integral part of ecosystem functioning is fkdback lwps that maintain a balance 
between inputs and outputs. In ecosystems, individual parts are as important as the whole, a 
type of dynamic C O ~ e ~ t e & e s ~ .  An ccosystem is a set of coherent evolving and interactive 

processes, an open system that CO-evolves with its larger environment, just as human systems 
h c t i o n  as a part of the larger natural system, the biosphere. 

Diversity enables a system to restore functions af€er a stress has been imposed because 

options are available. This is limited by the system's inertia, that is its ability to resist change, 

ïXe uisdom of many wnbibutots @ the 
Club of Rome rep- us WU as the ou@ut 
of globaî modeik, corrforms d a  wcfl ta 
basic ecosystem heo'y, cspcchuy three 
paradlgwts: a ho& approock i s  neces- 
sary when deding &Ai compfcx systems; 
cooperaîion has gnater suniiwl wluc than 
cornpetition when lhits (resourccs or d- 
e&e) are appwached; o-, sswstrriri- 
able cicvelapment of human communib'ur 
requircs ne.& as d as psMw fie& 
buck 

(Odum 1989, p. 262) 

and resiliency, its capacity to absorb a certain amount 
of stress. Without fiiactional diversity, ai l  systems, 
both natural and human, become increasingly more 
rigid and less responsive to extemal signals over tirne, 
ultimately leading to total system collapse (Holling 
1993). It appears to be a near universal tmth that 
whereas ftnctional diversity is the foundation of 

developmental progress within wmplex systems, uni- 
formity (and dysfùnctional diversity) leads to stagna- 
tion and decay (Korten 1995). 

Ecosystems can a h  be described as selfdeter- 
mining, self-organizkg and self-renewing; with a systemic intercoanectedness over space and 
time of al1 natural processes; and by their opemess and the creativity of their unpredictable 
evolution (Janstch 1980). They are dynamic living systems, where uncertainty and surprise 
are the nom. The beliefs of the 1970s, that for management purposes one can assume that 
ecosystems are stable, closed, and intemaily regulated and behave in a determinïstic manner, 
are at last being replaced by a growing recognition that ecosystems are open, in a constant 



state of flux, usually without long-tenn stability, and affected by many factors outside of the 

system (Mangel et al. 1996). "Self- supporting" and "self-maintaining" are key terms charac- 

terizing the natural environment, which operates without energetic or even economic flows 

being fully controllable (Odum and Odum 1972). 
Are there essential ecological principles, ways of organizing and processes that may 

prove to be important d o g s  for human activity systems to implement sustainable develop- 
ment? For example, is it important to be aware that young ecosystems are characterized by 
production, growth and quantity; and thai mature ecosystems are characterized by protection, 

stability and q d i t y  (Odum 1%9)? 
Let's look at what happens as an ecosystem, of the autogenic, autotrophic type, moves 

through ecological succession (Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Typiul succcrsiond changes 

Total biomass (8) 
Organic muer 

G r o s  primary production (P) 

Net camqutnity wuctioii (yield) 
Communny riesptrabafI (FI) 
PIR ratio 
PA ratio 
B/P and BiR ratios 

(biomass sup9orted/uni( energy) 
Connededness 

imases dwing eady phase of succession; 
iitileornoiricreaseduringsecoridaiysuccession 

lwxeases 
frœn iinear food chains to cornpiex food wbs 

Minecal cycles 
Tumowr time and slorage of essential 

ekments 
R e  of deûitus 
Notnent amsenfation 

Oyality of biotic 
Niches 
Lire cydes 
Symbiosis (king together) 
Entropy 
Information 
Overall eKiaericy of erwigy and nutrient 

utikaüon 



This h e w o r k  of successionai theory may have important analogs for the future devel- 
opment of human society, since both natural ecosystems and human activity systems are com- 
plex adapative systems. For example, the species (or other component) matrix appears to 
adapt to the strength and variety of energy and material inputs. A dominant shrategy within 
nature, then, is to diversi@, but not to the extent of reducing energetic efficiency (Odum 

1975). This principte of "maximum protection" (that is, bying to achieve maximum support 
of complex biomass structure) appears contrary to the current strategy of human beings, 
which usually ernpbasizes ''maximum production" (tryhg to obtain the highest possible yield, 
often regardless of costs) (Odum 1969). 

The relationship b e n  gross production (P) and total commuunity respiration (R) is 
important for understanding the total fiinction of the ecosystem and predicting its resistance 
in the event of perturbation (outside forces). Oac kind of ccologicai "steady-state" exists when 
the annual production of organic matters cquals total consumption (P/R=l) and if exports and 
irnports of organic matter are either nonexistent or equal (Odum 1975). 

When primary proâuction and hetemîrophic use are not equal, that is PIR is greater or 
less than 1, and when organic matter either accumulates or is depleted, then the community 
changes b y a process of ecological succession. Succession may proceed toward a s teady-state 
condition in which P equals R, either kom an extremely autotrophic (producers) condition 
(P>R) or fiom an extremely heterotrophic condition (conmmers) (PCR). 

The rate of biomass energy production to rate of energy flow is another important 
property of ecosystems. Biomass and the standing crop of organic matter increase with suc- 

cession. In both aquatic and terrestrial environments the total amount of living matter (bio- 
mas) and decomposing organic materials (detritus and humus) tend to increase with tirne. 
The larger the biomass (B), the larger the respiration (R), but if the biomass is large and the 
structure diverse and well ordered, the respiratory maintenance wst per unit of biomass can 
be decreased (Odum 1975). Whereas the süategy of natural systems seems to be to reduce 
the RIB ratio, our strategy has tended to îhe oppositc, by harvesting as much as possible and 
leaving as little structure and diversity within the landscape as possible. It may weil be that 

hurnan activity systems should model their management and planning by rnimicking as much 
as possible the characteristics of mature ecosystems, given the current interpenetration and 
interdependence of natural and human systems. 

Holling's (1986) ecosystem model may provide another possible andog for the nec- 

e s s q  reconciliation of maintenance (and regmeration) and production processes, and for the 

elimination of artificial separations that permeate our cuneat institutional systems. 



CHAP 4 -45  1 

Holling proposes four basic phases that are common to dl complex systems, and a spiraling 
evolutionary path through them. According to this maki, systems evolve h m  the rapid col- 
onization and exploitation phase (1). during which they capture easily accessible resources, to 
the consavation phase (2) of building and storiag increasingly complex structures. Examples 
of the exploitation phase are early suaessional ecosystems folonigag disturbed sites and pio- 
neer societies colonizing new texritories. Examples of the conservation phase are climax 
ecosystems and large, mature bureaucracies. 

The release that occurs within the "creative destruction" phase (3,4) involves the 

breakdown of mature structures via aperiodic events such as fire, storms, pests, or via polib- 
cal upheavals. The released stnicture is then available for reorganization and uptake in the 

next exploitation phase. The amount of ongoing creative destruction that takes place in a sys- 
tem is thus critical to its behaviour- 

The consewation phase within bureaucracies oAen build elaborate and tightly bound 
structures by sevarly limiting creative destmction, but these structures predictably becorne 
increasingly brittle and susceptible to massive and widespread destruction. This is evident in 
the fonner Soviet Union and currently in (Phase 3) Canada, with the widespread 
federaVprovincia1 gridlock. If some moderate level of release is allowed to occur on a more 
routine basis, the destmction occurs on a much smailer scale, through it's CO-evolutionary 
renewal (Phase 4), and is able to support a more resilient system. It would appear that our cur- 
rent institutions are Iocked in a spiraling pattern of exploitation and conservation, and we have 
lost our capacity for release and renewal. We must now actively integrate these latter process- 
es into government policy development and program design. 



If we now turn to the human activity systems, as we have developed f?om hunting- 

gathering societies to our pst-modem Somat ion  age, and examine how our systems have 
evolved, we get a totally different scenario in modem 

day societies. In our short history, relative to other 

species, mankind has experienced a succession of 

growth States with ever-increasing levels of popula- 

tion density, resource and energy utilization, and envi- 
ronrnental impact- 

Furthennore, none of the essential "public ser- 

vices of the global ecosystan" (Ehrlich et al. 1977) 
are currently valued by the dominant socio-conornic 

system. No nation on the planet subtracts the cos& of biotic impoverishment, soi1 erosion, poi- 
sons in the air or water, and resource depletion h m  p s s  national product Rather, such 

impacts are paradoxically regarded positively. For example, the Exon Valdez oil spill off the 

Coast of Alaska was reflected as an increase in our gross national p d u c t  (GNP) because of 

the costs of labour and raw materials required to clean up the spill. Nowhere are the costs to 
the marine life, their loss and the long-term pollution reflezted in national accounts. Nor can 
we even accurately assess their costs given the interactive effects and complex functioning of 

ecosystems. 

There have been some preliminary attempts to put a value on these key ecological ser- 

vices. Constanza et al. (1997) have estimateci that the current economic value of 17 ecosys- 

tem services for 16 biomes is in the range of US $16-54 trillion per year, with an average of 

US $33 trillion per year. Global gross national product is around US $18 trillion a year. 

Pimenta1 (1996) estimates that whereas the value of over-the-couriter, plant-based dmgs is 
$84 billion annually, ecotowism is $500 billion. 

Thus, there is a fundamental imbalance in both the way we record our financial affairs and 
the way we think about what is valuable. Valuation involves resolving fiiodamental philo- 
sophical issues (such as the underlying bases for value), being aware of the context, and the 
defining of objectives and preferences, al1 of which are inhefently uncertain (Daily et al. 

1997). This quantification becornes even more problematic with ecological systems, because 
ecosystern-level experiments are difficult to conduct, the outcome can be costly, and they need 

to be pursued over long periods of time (Carpeater et al. 1995). 
It must be recognized, however, that not al1 of nature can be quantified. For, how does one 

assess the loss of the cornmon loon to Canadian society? This involves, in addition to tradi- 
tional valuation, complex aesthetic, spiritual and ethical considerations as well. What value 

do polar bears have to Canadians? How will our society be affected by their disappearance or 



decline? Do we consider that we would be worse off or are we indifferent to whether they 
becorne extinct? Do we save only the atûactive birds and mammals, or do we consider the 

trade-offs between those species that provide criticai keystone hnctions essential for the 
maintenance of ecosystems? There are no easy answers to any of these kinds of questions. 

It is imporiant to redise, therefore, that although economic valuation of ecological ser- 
vices and benefits mut  be c o h e d  to use values, the sometimes larger qualitative values sim- 
ply cannot be measured; and that these d u e s  are ûased in both use and non-use. Use value 

includes direct value (e.g., besting for food), indirect value (e-g., contributing grnetic 
diversity), and option value (e.g., the poteatiai for fiturc cwtniution). Non-use value derives 

from a resource's existence and intrinsic value for acsthc!ic pleasure, a bequest to fùîure gen- 
erations, and as a cbntniutor to the genual feeling about the environment (Norton 1987; 
Pearce and Tm= 1990; and Pearct 1993). W e  aumot &ord to wait for such valuations to be 

perfomed beforc initiating pmgrams of conservation, 
rehabilitation and policy reform. 

The failure of modem human activity systems to 
understand, value and take into account this critical 
ecologicai capitai has resuited in a signincant decline 
in our naîural assets, and the ability of the earth's 
ecosystems to cootiaually absorb the impacts of 

human activities. In tenns of the scale of al1 human 
endeavours - our population sue, our waste prod- 

ucts, our use of renewable and non-renewable fesources; our economic practices and most . 
importantly, our appropriation of the net primary productivity of the biosphere, we are now 
clearly approaching critical thresholds. 

Ecosystern structures, functions and processes are primariiy conceniecl with the main- 

tainance of systems, wheteas human systems are rnainly concerneci with production with lit- 
tle or no attention paid to maintenance (Hill 1998). We have been far more efficient in design- 
ing incentives to capture the flow of ecosystem goods than in protecting either the capital 
stock or the flow of ecosystem Setvices (Hanna and Jentoft 1996). An important feature of 
ecosystems is that they are for the most part sustainable and self-organizing, and there is vïr- 
tuaiiy no waste. It wouid appear, therefore, prudent for human activity systems to look at rec- 
onciling methads of production with an equal emphasis on the rehabilitaion and maintenance 
of ecosystems that provide the essential services for dl life, including our own. We need a 
cornmon language and an adequate conceptual fiamework within which to work (Constanza 
and Foke 1996), and institutional reform base. on a convergence of human and naturai sys- 
tem cycles (Holling and Sanderson 1996), and an emphasis on fiindamental system design 
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rather than the usual focus or narrowly conceived effi- 

ciency and changes involving merely substitution 
(Hill 1998). 

In Appendix K, 1 have explaineci in greater detail 
some of the ecologicd tenns used in this chapteK In 
Appendix L 1 have illustrateci some of the many 
"alternative" paradigms for restoring balance between 
human activity systems and natural systems, including 
two Charters of Rights for the Enviroxment. As well, 
1 examine in greater detail some competing views 

about nature and man's environment in Appendix M. Although not comprehensive, it is meant 
to illustrate the cumulative thinking over time about these issues. We have had ample wam- 
ing fkom a wide variety of experts since the beginning of the 20îh century, and a bistory of 
boom and bust resource cycles. One has to ask the question why they have not had more 
debate on the rnainstream agenda. 

Avoiding these cycles will depend upon recognizing key ecological hperatives and 

proactively acting upon them. Five key ecological imjmatives that 1 believe are necessary for 
hurnan activity systems to realize sustainable development imperattives are: movement away 
f?om r- to k-strategy behaviour worldwide; redesign of aU human production systems to pro- 
duce virtually no waste; societal determination of the appropriate scale of human activity sys- 
tems relative to the maintenance (and enhancement) of ecological systems; maintenance of 
îünctional biological diversity worldwide, and reduction of human-induced impacts on cli- 
mate change. 



Social lmperatives 

Compler societies in fat-changàng enviro~~ents giw rise to se& or systems ofpmblems 
(meta-pmblems) rather than dkcmte pmblems. W e  nese b q ~ n d  the uzpacity of single 

organuations to meet. Inter-orgmizatratrod coII'ration is m p i d  by grr,ups of organiza- 
tiow ai what is called the 'domain" level. 

( T i t m  1983# p. 269) 

The precsding chapter bar shown how seriously ecological capital is declining for 

many reasons. Social capitd is dependent upon acologicd capital, just as it is also dependnt 
on economic capital. Al1 coutries now fhe  enormous social pressures h m  the interactive 
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effects of over-population and associateû environmen- 
tal degradation, both of which are linked to and under- 
pinned by poverty and inequity. A quarter of the 

world's people remain in severe poverty in a global 
economy of $25 trillion (Human Development Report 
(HDR) 1997). An estimated 1.3 billion people d v e  
on less than the equivaient o f f  1 a &y. Well over a bil- 
lion lack access to safe water. And nearly a third of the 

people in the least developed couatries-most of which are in Sub-Saharan Afnca-are not 
expected to live to age 40. Half a million women die each year in childbirth-at rates 10- 100 
times those in industrial countries. Woridwide, women face the worst threats of violence. It is 
estimated that a third of married women in developing countries are battered by their hus- 
bands during their lifetime (HDR 1997). 

Developed countries, despite theu -ter material well-king, face poverty of a dif- 
ferent kind. Rising uaemployment, declining disposable income and cuts in social services 
are driving many people into poverty, and some fiom relative poverty to absolute poverty. In 
the midst of increasing wealth among the upper classes of the North, hundreds of thousands 
of people are without housing on any given &y, and several million are so poor and vulnera- 
ble that homelessness is a daily threat (Erikson 1994). Ln industrialized countries more than 
100 million people live below the poverty line, which is set at half the individual median 
income; and 37 million people are jobless (HDR 1997). 

in addition, poverty among the elderly and children has increased dramatically. In 
Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States more than 20 percent of the aged are 
income poor. One in every four children in the United States is home-poor-ne in six in 



Australia, Canada and the United States. in the United States every year nearly 3 million chil- 
dren are reported to be victirns of abuse and neglect About 75 million children aged 10 to 14 

in developing countries4S million of them in Asia, 24 million in Africa-are often working 
in slavery, prostitution and hazardous conditions. Each year, an estimated 1 million children, 

mostly girls in Asia, are forced into prostitution (HDR 1997). In Canada, although 20 percent 

of Canadians aged 16 and older are at the highest levels of literacy scales, 22 percent have 

very limiteci literacy skills and an additional 26 percent have some difficulty reading and M t -  

ing (Government of Canada 1997). 
In the p s t  year, the Human Development Index, a measure created by the United 

Nations Dwelopment Program to gauge the degree by which people have available to them 
the resources needed to attain a decent standard of living, has declined in 30 countries, more 

than in any year since the Human Development Report was h t  ismed in 1990. Meanwhile, 
in many of these countries gros domestic product (GDP) continues to grow. The perversity 
is that this measwement, which is currently used to define "progress", is a more accurate indi- 
cator of social decay. Indeed, primary indicators of social decline, such as crime, divorce, and 
mass-media addiction, actually increase the GDP. Divorce, for example, makes a s i m u n t  
contribution through professional kgal bills, the establishment of second households, and 
increased transportation costs, therapy and counseling. Similarly, aime positively adds to the 
GDP through a growing crime-prevention and security industry with revenues of more than 

$65 billion a year (Cobb et al. 1995). A similar perversity happens with respect to resources 
and the environment. The more a nation depletes its natural resources and degrades its envi- 
ronment, the more the GDP increases. This violates basic accounting principles, as it portrays 
the depletion of capital as current incorne. Most pollution, for example, shows up twice as a 
gain. Toxic chemicals, for example, once when the factory produces them and liberates them 
into the environment, and again when the nation spends biliions of dollars to clean up the 
resultant toxic site (Ibid 1995). 

The increasing globalization of the world's economies are having negative eEects on 
civil societies everywhere. Many cornmuni ties are fachg profound social disruptions as they 
stniggle to diversi@ in this pst-NAFTA, pst-industrial age. There is an accelerating eco- 

nomic interdependence, decreasing national savereignty, with the emergence of a tmly glob- 
al set of corporations and financial institutions and increasing pressure to maintain intema- 
tional competitiveness. As well, there are pressures to d u c e  public sector spending in indus- 
trialized nations, including spending on social programs, cuupled with growing problems of 
structural unemployment in many industnalized economies. There is growing international 
debt with the resultant imposition of International Monetary Fund (MF) structural adjustment 
policies in developing country economies. 



Concurrent with this globalization, three particularly disîubing trends are merging. 
First, there appears to be increasing income dismties, both among and within countries, cou- 

pled with nsing levels of absolute poverty. A review of global economic growth since the mid- 
century shows growîh peaking during the sixties at an annual rate of 5.2 percent, thereafter 
dropping in each of the next two decades (Brown 1995). There is much debate about whether 
these two effects are made worse or M e r  by this trend towad global economic iategration 
(Henderson 199 1; Rees and Wackernagel 1994; Waring 1995), but regardles of one's views, 
it is clear that current sociocconomic conditions are unsustainable for a large and growing 

proportion of the world's population in bdb taxalied developed and developing countries. 

Although the ratio of global trade to GDP has bœn rising ova the pst d d e ,  it has been 
falling for 44 devtlloping countries, with combinai populatio~ls of more than a billion people. 
The least deveioped countries, with 10 pacait of the world's people, have d y  0.3 percent 
of world trade, half their share of two decades ago (Brown 1995). 

Second, there is a wodd-wide a'end towad die hcrcasing feminization of poverty and 
women's continuing sacial exclusion. Although women make up just over haif of the world's 

population (50.4 % in Canada) and collaibute to over two-thirds of aU the labour hours 
worked by the human race, they are disproportionately p r .  

Estimates indicate that women are the sole breadwinners in one-fourth to one-third of 
the world's households; and at least onefourth of all other households rely on female earn- 
ings for more than 50 percent of total income. In Canada, in 1993, 56 percent of al1 people 

below the poverty Line were women. This increased 
No nation, howcvrr &h h physW to 72 percent among those over age 65. Children bear - 
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(Sharon Clpcling-Alalaja, M i  1992) 
headed by women in 1993,65 percent were below the 
poverty line, compared to 18 percent of al1 children in 

two-parent families. Clearly, gender bias contributes 
to the increasing feminization of poverty globally; in its various fonns it prevents hundreds of 
millions of women h m  obtaining the education, training, health Services, child care, and 
legal status needed to escape fiom persistent poverty. 

About one in five Canadian children - more than 1.4 million - live in poverty. 
Studies show that poor children are more likely to lead a life of poor health, poor education, 
trouble with the law, and dead-end jobs. Thus, children bom into poverty usually remain in 

poverty the whole of their lives, perpetuating a continual cycle of winners and losers, clearly 
an unsustainable pathway over the long term. A society that tolerates 20 m t  of its chil- 
dren growing up in poverty is not a healthy society. This, in twn, leads to a rotten econorny 



(Paul Martin, January 10, 1997), and increasing unsustainability. 
Despite the importance of women's role in society and the advames they have made 

toward securing equality, according to the Human Development Index (HDI), women have 

lagged behind men in every country for which &ta are availabte (1992). 
In 1995, the United Nations made gender analysis integral to the overall annual report- 

ing process, by adding two measures: Gendcr Developm~~~t  Index (GDI) and Gender 
Empowennent Index (GEM). The latter measures the extent to which womea and men are 
able to actively participate in eanomic and political lifk and take part in decision-making. It 

is clcar that although the pace of development bas 
Genàer ana@& ir bPKd OR h e  kliCftha bem robustt, it bas been accmrnpanied by rising gender 

*O& br related disparities both within and be<ween nations. 
contai, and that sociril issues am aa Ùte- 
gralpaH ofeconomtc issu- SUCM ~npact Womcn still constitute 70 percent of the world's poor 
aW& includhg dender na two-thir& of the world's u i t e r a t ~ .  Thqr -py 
just an uadd-on", to be considcnd afircr 
CO* and bcn~fm h m  ~ C C ~ R  6w ody 14 percent of rnanagezïal and administrative jobs, 
an iMte@af of gd@@ 10 percent of Parliamentary seats and 6 percent of 

Cabinet positions in Cana&. 
Ultimatdy, the continued exclusion of women h m  ecoIogicai, economic and social 

opportuaities is not sustainable. If sustainable develapment, through the teconciliation of alî three 
imperatives, is to be realized, both short- and long-tenn equitable access to the fùndamentals of 
life by women as weil as by men would appear to be a basic precoaditioa 

Gender inequity is particularly signifiant in certain sestors* For example, women repre- 

In promoting susl~r~abfe ~dopment ,  wu 
are in facî ielking about m g  îhe 
value offiminisr YvIlues", boîh ù men and 
women. A dualisric appmuch wUI neter & 
- the "baiùnce" in the m i d .  rloa na# 
a i k t  as a solurion, haî WQUU be m a -  
tion. The human duieriJi011 in SYSfQiII& 
development k, according ta a noa4ha&- 
ti'c approach, lo m& spiri% and ma#- 
meet In  or&r to do that, nw have to dcvrf- 
op as a whok (bil or non-pohr us opposed 
tu uni-polar), independent, conscious and 
responsible individuak II reqvUrs îhat wr 
moue from gendercd men and nvmen & 
men thaf accepr the ferninine dimensioris 
withiir themselves, and w m u i  tka aiw 
acccpt the& muscuIine dimensions 

(Eie, Elcctronic Dialogue, January 
21, 1997) 

sent only 17 peaxnt of Canadian ~ v e r s i t y  faculty and 
continue fo be sigdicatltly unda-represented in disci- 
plines with direct envirotunentai signifïcance, such as 
cicotogy, biology, cco~lomics and gmgraphy. In corpc~ 

rate decision xnaking, ody 2 percent of chef arecutive 

officers in Caaada, and 2 to 3 m t  of top American 
cxecutives, are women. This under-representation of 
womai in positions of sustainable development deci- 
sion-making and in the primary sector labour force, 

ensures that womea's concems are iikely to be neglect- 
ed when generating and Mplementïng sustainable 
development policy. The participation of women in 
eaviroamental idustries, and in businesses promothg 
Agenda 21, is poor, almost 90 percent of employees in 
enviromenta1 industries are male (MacDonald 1995). 



Because strengtheaing the power of women to choose and act is congruent with rec- 

onciling the three imperatives, it is an essential condition for the achievement of sustainable 
development For example, a mxnt  study wnducted in four cowtries in AfÏica by the World 

Bank showed that a 15 pacait  increase in food production could be achieved, without con- 

suming more resources, if womai bad beüer access to land, production inputs (credit, f d l -  
ber, and improved secd) and markets. Additional data 

h m  the World Bank (1997) indicates that if the edu- 
cation of girls and women had been raised 30 years 
ago to the level tbat boys and men then enjoyed, fer- 
tility lcvcls today would be nearing the target of glob- 

al population stabiilillition. Furthermore, household 

wcifâre among the porNest would be bigher and local 
management of natural resou~ces less problematic. 

The social costs of gender ineguity and exclu- 
sion h m  decision-making-of societies divided into 
winners and losem-must be addressed if we are to 
achieve sustainable societies (Geuer and Knight 
1995). indeed, gender equality may well be the most 
important tool for the more rapid diffusion of sustain- 
able development practices, policies and programs 

throughout society. 

A third global trend is the Ning concentration of income, both within and between 
countries. The ratio of the income of the top 20 percent to that of the poorest 20 percent rose 

fiom 30 to 1 in 1960, to 6 1 to 1 in 1991--and to a startling new high of 78 to 1 in 1994 (HDR 
1997). This incarne disparïty gap bas b e n  increasing 
in spite of structural adjustment programs and finan- I /  l c v ~ h p ~ ~ ~ ~ t  ir rot ~ H ~ c I I & ~ &  it ik 

cial assistance fiom the international monetary agen- en&~~gered Alrd if pvem reducrion 
fd tu empowr wmea, thry niiU 

cies. Incorne d i s p i t i a  are also rishg wilhin devel- f~nipoWiYrJoany.  

oped nations, paradoxically as wealth inmeases, it is (HDR 19% P. 3) 

becoming more and more concentmted In 1994, in 29 
of the 68 developing countries for which data were available, îhe ratio of incomes of the rich- 
est 20 percent to those of the poorest 20 percent was over 10 to 1; in 16 countrîes, 15 to 1; 

and in 9 countries, 20 to 1 (HDR 1997). During the present decade overall income per person 
has actually declined slightly (Brown 1995). 

Such inequalities undermine human development, locally, nationally and globally. 
Disparitics in income produce disparities of impacts. The per capita contribution to atmos- 
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pheric pollution and global climate change is often orders of magnitudes highet for citizens 
of the industrialized corntries than for those in poorer nations (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1991). The 
dominant EuroAmerican socio-economic paradigm, now being promoted throughout the 
developing world, is a main cause of incfeasing poverty. The conversion of staple crops to 
cash crops has contribute. to increasing malnutrition and a decrease in the ability to meet 
basic needs while, at the same time, it has concentrated wealth in the han& of a few, and 
deprived many fiom achieving sustainable livelihoods. About 1 billion people still do not 
have access to die& that can support nonnal daily activity, and nearly 500 million are slowly 
starving to death @aily & Ehrlich 1996). 

Paradoxicaily, with iacreasing global population bas aiso corne homogenizatioa Just 
as we are losing biological diversity, it appears that we are losing cultural diversity as well. 
Brazil, for example, has lost 87 tribes in the first half o f  this century, and one-third of North 

American languages and two-thirds of Australian lan- 
guages have disappeared since 1800 (Durning 1992). 
Over one half of the world's 6,700 languages are now 
moribund, and spoken only by people who are mid- 
dle-aged or  older (Hannon 1995). As humanity's lin- 
guistic heritage disappears, much of our knowledge, 
wisdom and history vanishes with it. 

Human health is also directly linked to loss of 
cultural and biological diversity. Accordhg to the 
World Health Organization, over 80 percent of people 
rely for their prinaary health care on traditional plant 
medicines (Dobson 1995). Most villages in the world 
are no longer surrounded by the natural habitat that 

AU buî &ut 200 of the modcrn wrld 's  
4000 &uguugcs are üke& to be &et or 
moribound by the end of the ri& century. 
TlCranologyrltcrl~~~~tsîomeistâcfinaî 
dcsav&n, in AD. 391, of the lorgest 
&tory of the anàent )iii~r&( at Aîèxandkia 
l%ad übnuy houscd aü fhe liureture of 
Gnccr, @us much ürcrciture of other cul- 
tu= As O muIr a/& libra& bnmhg, 
htcr genemtbns lost di bur the IW and 

among Greek epics, most of the 
pariru of PUikar amd Sappho, and douns of 
plcrys by ALSCAylw and EuMida - to 
menrion just a ~ R Y  examples 

@ i i  1993, pp. 251-271) 

fonnerly provided most of their indigenous medicines; and bodies of folk knowledge are dis- 
appearing at an unprecedeated rate. It is estimated bat one indigenou culture becornes 
extinct annually in the Amazon Basin alone @id). Plant-based pharmaceuticals are inextri- 
cably linked to biological diversity. In the USA, 9 of the IO top prescription dnigs are based 
on natural plant compounds (Farnsworth 1988), and 118 out of 150 top prescription drugs are 
based on chernical compounds fiom other orgaaisms, three quarters of them king derived 
f?om plants (Daily & Ehrlich 19%). High population density may also affect human health, 
by facilitating the spread of contagious diseases such as dysenteries and influenza (Ewald 
1994). 

Withïn the next decade, more than haif the world's population, an estimateci 3.3 billion, 
will be living in urban areas, a demographic shift with far-reaching negative implications for 



the environment It is estimatecl that by 2025, two thirds of the world's people wiIl be living in 
urban areas (United Nations 1995). Cities are also 

Ovcr Lnndre* Or @f ~rur ro Sao Paulo 16.4 millioa; Bombay 1 1.5 million - plac- 
adcrpt to vety speaf(c conlrrdic If iliraSc wa- 
t- Mnprccckn~ ,i.y hg enormous strains on the institutional and natural 
*MgM wN's resources that support thcm (iôid). Most cities now 
cuhre  are now doin-y rjpccia end 
h g ~ a g o  *UI &ry bcl: d e  r r d ~ m )  have health-threaferiing levels of a range of poiiutanîs, 
a & ~ r t o t k n e w ~ ~  partirutnrly, air poliutants, and these burgeoning cities 

(Harman 1995, p. 8) 
are f m e r  expanding into ih@e - near- 
ly 40 percent of cities iarger than 500,000 are located 

on the coast (WRI et ai. 1996). Thc ecological impint of ail cities cxtaids fhr ô e y d  their 

footprint for food, forest products, and carbon assimilation is 120 times the geograpic area of 
the city proper (ibid). Similariy, Folkc d al (1991) f d  thai the aggregate consumption of 
wood, paper, and food (including seafood) by the inhabitants of 29 cities in the Baltic Sea 

drainage basin appropriates an 6cosystem area 200 times iarger than the area of the cities them. 

selves. N a t i d y ,  the total laad roquired to support 

~mco* ,wu-m - 

ar about 200 billion loüàrs a w w .  
at least 4.3 hecîams, including 2.3 hectares for carbon - 
dioxide assimilation alone. Thus, the per capita eco- 

logical fwtp~t of Canadians is almost three times 
their "fair Earthshare" of 1.5 hectares (Wollard and Rees, in press). 

Socially, governments and cornmunitics around the world are under unprecedented 
stress. There is an emerging alienation between the population and the systems of govemance 
in many industrialized countries. Conflict exists between the desire to cut taxes and reduce 
debt, and to maintain social and environmental pro- 
grams. This increasing alienation and distrust of gov- An i r i i p o m r  earrccpr in populoai011 iüofogy 

irrlht$qxt&tbas&nd8oalaiàrain~- ernment is resulting in simiificant losses in "social sh a of huipcd OsrillsrinAS 
capital" (Cox 1995, Roseland, in press) and, in some Digression /mm rlcis plrrrcrn muûs irr 

crime. Coupled with this violence is an increasing & & .ipprur u k rc~mcd lo slr&- - 

civic disengagement in Ammcan society of approxi- a chet h i o p  under wndilions of Aigh - n krisfrv a d  m m  mwdirip. 
rnately 40 percent (Putman 1993), and voting pattems L ro&l & &I& - - 

jwAoCogy Uat resuk in &i&h moWïty and in Canada would tend to support the same trend here. kimUiishedmup suNI.wbm. 

In the fonner Communist block coutries, fiagile (CUKL 197 1; A&Y ct d. 1983) 

structures of governance are oAen barely surviving 



the stresses of convexâing to market economies. In developing countries, the strains of pover- 

ty, rapid population growth, rapidiy industrializing economies Mth their massive environ- 
mental impacts often overwhelm their ability to maintain viable social and cultural systems. 

There is growing evidence that the competing forces of cenûalization and decentral- 
ization are leading to various fonns of nationalism, tribalim, ethnic strife, separatist move- 
men ts, and arguably greater susceptibility to demagoguery and political authoritarianism. 

These sentiments are undoubtedly linked to the grow- 
One obsruck is the Yuûdk&n lo iwririlwr- h g  sease of alienation, fear and loss of community in - 
tries,- as R T. Nqfor  of McGiü Uniwm& 
puts ir Ahhough s m d  1(iicqp6ns & ridm many parts of the world Traditional notions of global 
ure promi~enrly ti the aoiporok h l b r  d t y  are under threat and global security is also 
profits and the govurrrmentd lrrrrnzd k 
boosting c q w ~  revenues, th& r.ldt.rinn tbreatmed by the increase in global arms expenditure. 
&II be an Unpdirnent as long as no fl* In the pst-Second World War period (1945-89), the 
rive programs provide ecoaomk Pdrmu- 
tives to work forces and communities level of this trade increased, in real tenns, four or five 
dependent on arms prodnCmi011. times, according to a 1989 United Nations study 

(Brown a ai. 1998, p. 147) 
(Head 1991). More disturbingly, much of this arms 

trade is to developing counîries, diverting necessary 
expenditures Erom critical sociai infrastructure to military expcnditures. 

In country after developing country, not least in a c a ,  expenditures on the defense 
sector exceed those in social sectors, often more than on health and education expenditures 
combined (Ibid). The face of codict is a h  changing h m  conflict between major nation 
States to inter-state warfare. Only 6 out of 101 conaicts in the period 1989-96 were interna- 
tional. An estimated quarter of a million children are soldiers, and children under 18 years of 
age were among the combatants in 33 cumnt or ment confiicts (Brown et al. 1998). In addi- 
tion to major weapons systeins, therefore, hundreds of miliions of low-tech, inexpensive and 
easy-to-use weapons are the new tmls for most killing-causing as much as 90 percent of the 
deaths. An estimated $3 billion worth of small arms and light weapons are shipped across bor- 
d e r ~  each year (bid). Such an arrning of the world, combined with the dedine in social cap- 

ital, has clearly exceeded the "carrying capacity" of our ability to govem in many places in 
the world. 

The preceding data iliustrate the psychopathology that occurs when a civil society 
designs and operates its systems without adequate reference to the interrelateci nature and rec- 
onciliation of ecological, social and econornic imperatives. There are numerous pervasive and 
systemic barriers that work against such a reconciliation, and changes of the magnitude 
required to move to more sustainable societies in both the North and the South are socially 
problematic. The measures required in both the North and the South may at first appear para- 
doxical, but in reality, they may actually converge through reconciliation and integration of 



these three irnperatives. Whether social transforma- 
Modcrn humcurc, though, & Iriimdne œ tioa of this kind is possible globally will be the chai- - - 

Lmubhg ï*CY *a lenge of the next decade. Fundamental changes will &cisians &BU n p d & m  f i m  produc- 
t h .  me dd&y Id m d z  &üioll~ &a have to be made in the way we make decisions, in the 

e ~ s y s r c l l L S ~  way we do business, in our social mnstnictions of the 
mut üc d l h  tept&niucirrg uaiis, riil iqpU 
feedbaek regn&riom cudd L a d !  bc wodd and of the place of the human species in the 
=P-d 

m w a y  1991, p. 103) biosphere if we are to achieve the meaninfiil imple- 
mentation of sustainable development to saféguard 

the fiiture of successive generations. 
It is clear that the increasing giobalization of human activities and large-sale move- 

ments of people means that humaaLind is in an cra of moral cc~evolution of ecotogicai and 
soci0-8~0nomic systcms at r e g i d  and cven plancûwy levtis (HoUing 1994). In biology, CO- 

evolution refers to the pattern of cvolutionary change of two closely interacting species where 
the fitness of genetic traits within each specia is largely govemed by the dominant genetic 
traits of the other. Co-evolutionary cxplanntions, thafore, invoke relationships between enti- 
ties that affect the evolution of the entities. Evcrything is interiocked, yet everything is chang- 
ing in accofdance with the interlockedncss. Co-evolutioa is organic and unpredictable because 
of the interactive effects h e e n  human and mtural systems, and in human systems can be 
depicted by the following mode1 (Figure 5.1). 

Values, Goais, 
Priorities, Pd-aes 

Instituüorial Structures 
Pdiücaf SfNctures 
Business, Senrices 

Information Educaticmai & Research Institutioris 
m e d s e  Intemational Agreements 
Skills 

Envimment 
Natural Resouroes 
Wildlife 
 HUM^ Health & Wdl-being 

Figure 5.1 Main arcas to coasidcr to echicve cocvolutionary sustainable development 
(Norgaard 1994, modificd by Hill 1994) 



Norgaard uses the CO-evolution of pests, pesticides and policy in the twentieth centu- 
ry as  an example of the co-evolutionary pmess. With the discovery of DDT in 1939, and 

other organochlorine insecticides soon after, the use of insecticides expanded dramatically 
after World War II. Their initial effectiveness set off a spiraling co-evolutionary process 
between pesticides and pests. The few insects that Survived were the ones most resistant to the 
pesticide, and a high proportion of their oBpring carried the genetic traits that favoured mis-  

tance. Given the number of insect generations in a season, the selective pressure of insecti- 
cides on  the evolution of resistance was drarnatic. Coupled with the pmblem of more and 
more species of pests developing rcsistancc, thercby nacessitahg greater and greater use of 
insecticides, was the opening of niches for sccondary pests 1- susceptible to the spraying for 
a variety of rasons. nieir resurgence was even greater than would occur through natural 
processes because of the cornpetitive niche opened up by the demise of their cohorts. Because 
the sprays are invariably more lethal to the predators than the pests, the p s t  populations r e m  
even faster. Ironically, in spite of this pesticide treadmill, crop losses to iasects are about the 
same as they were before the use of modern insecticides (Norgaard 1994). 

Keeping in mind Norgaard's co-evolutionary process (Figure 5.1) and Hoiling's 
ecosystem mode1 (Figure 4.1), how can the dominant paradigms and prevailing rnyths and 
metaphors be changed and used for the social reconstructions so necessary for sustainable 
development? Since the 1930s, there has been an impressive amount of literature produced 
arguing for alternative paradigms and ways of viewing the world and human relationships. 
Yet, there has been a systematic refisal by mainStream agendas to debate these altemative par- 
adigms. With reference to the above diagram, institutional and political structures, in con- 
junction with technologies, exert powerfiil influences on the other four spheres. In some ways, 
they colonize the other areas to maintain their influ- 
ence and power, for example, technology can becorne 
a powerful "shaper" of the other four points. As elab- 
orated further in Chapter 8, the larger the sale of 
hurnan activity, the greater the rate of change aad 
dependance on increasing technology. 

Astounding- stiifts in vision have happemed 
before, most recently, the collapse of the Berlin Wall 
and the break-up of the monolithic Soviet Republic. What we should avoid doing is simply 
trying to fix the existing dominant socioeconomic paradigm which has systematically 
degraded both ecological and social capital, and is in the process of distorting economic cap- 

ital. Deeper ways exist, however, that cm challenge and hopef'ûlly change these pervasive 



influences. One of the questions we have to ask ourselves is whether strengthening civil m i -  

ety means hiring more policemen, or encouraging mow people to h o w  their next door neigh- 
bour's name (Putman 1996). 

Williamson's (1980) concept of mutual synthesis, derived fiom years of study and 
research fkom the Pecàham Expenmenf, provides another lem on our relationships with the 

world, instead of the plamer's view of the e~~vironmmt as innately hostile, passive or dead, 
Williamson viewed the environment as  a field of fiinction where individual and environment 
work in strict muniality. lkis mutuality is charaaaistic of even the simplest ceIl, and com- 
mon to al1 living beingr. Thus, the amoebae encou~lteaing a particle of food in its environment 
en@ and digests i t  Wace within the body the morscl is picked to pieces, c h e m i d y  ana- 
lyzed, sorted out and sepatateci. Certain sclefccd portions are th= as it were reshaped and 
woven into its vay substance accodhg to ïts Spaciac orda, thacby ddhg to and develop- 
ing its unique basic design" (p. 27). A pocess that Williamson d d b e d  as "synthesis", 
meaning the "living power to build up a basic organic design h m  the substance of the envi- 
ronment" This process of synthcsis is identical whatever the interaction, be it food, light or 
social relationships. It is mutuai, an unending proctss between living organisms and their 
environment. The heaIthy individuai, therefm, is one who enjoys a buoyant and creative 
mutuality with the environment. 

At the individual level, education has a criticai role to play in changing our con- 
sciousness mund dominant paradigms and mythologies. An important first step will be to 
integrate ecological literacy (Orr 1994) intu every secondary schwl curricula by the third 
grade. Another step, in addition to teacbuig ecosystem p ~ c i p l e s ,  would be to mode1 them by 

redesigning schools based on the structure, processing and fiinctioning of ecosystems, where 
applicable. In addition to developing an ethos of life-long leaming, teaching self-conscious 
learning by illustrating cognitive complexity can visibly demonstrate to young students how 
thek worldviews are strongly shaped by theu physical envkonrnents and cultures in which 
they Live. By .whî and how they teach, teachers are a& the forefiont of teachhg children that 
they are either apart fiom or part of the natural world. Getting students to suspend trust in their 

abilities to see the world as it is may be the most important step they can take in developing 
the analytical dexterity required to think critically. Cntical thjnking, however, is not easily 
taught because it requùes students to cal1 into question their own ability to see clearly, to ques- 
tion what Ornstein and Ehrlich (1989) refer to as the 'old mind'. For the 'new rnind' to 
emerge, the relationships between the inner world and the extemai world will need to be 
brought into consciousness. 

Optical illusions can illustrate how easy it is to make snap judgmeots that there is real- 
ly only one way to see a phenornenon when in reality thme are many. Children can then leam 



how to develop a set of lessons or proverts (stories) that flow h m  their ex@ences within 
multiple valid contexts. in addition, apprecïating the importance of context and of the unique- 
ness of each situation are important tools for self-conscious learning. When students see that 
they c m  arrive at erroneous conclusions because their contextual appreciation of the image 
distorts perceptions of reality, tben they can appteciate how cultural and value fiames serve 

as filters (and distorters) of the information that we process daily (Ibid). 
Another important tool for seIfkonscious learning is to make explicit the old mind 

default mechsnisms through which we tend to ova-shplifl our day-to-day decision-making. 
Everyone, therefore, needs to learn how they cut men- 
tal corners to makt decisions and h m  these e t i v e  
short-cuts then lead to systematic caricatures that pre- 
vent us fYom king objective in certain kinds of judg- 

ments (Omstein and Ehrlich 1989). New cornpeten- 
cies in decision-making with high levels of uncertain- 
ty, imprecise information, and rapidly and slowly 
changing contexts wiil have to be taught, as weH as 
accepting mors in order to learn (Michael 1993), in 
order to drive changes at the system level. 
Fundamental changes are needed in our institutions 
and policy £iameworks, and the devetopment of 

~ w c n r l o m e ~ ~ ~ a n d  
orvr~onsnaption are key drivers for 
unsvslolrr.bili@, but that the long-mm 

& the saucbre of the pdjiy und 
hn111011 locJrrits. If o m  k k s  atpopuGorian 
arilco~uyinpdon as enIrnird sysrcrns, then 
borJi Fullurisl m m s  (Nad and SouI/I) 
u e  unsvrloineôîe and beîh hawe CO change 
mete & r p i i H d  ecomomy of f i  unâ 
w~uyrrpdan, a n d ~ n e e d i o & w k a t ~ u -  
plulg clrcirioms of ferdiliry a d  consumprion 
fiom th& cnIturel wn- 

(Daie, Elactroaic Dialogue, 
Novanber 1 7,1996) 

appropriate institutions depeods, among other things, on understanding ecosystem dynamics 

Specif~uUy, if îheory and wmmon sense 
Iocate our humann& ou&& O/; or brrn- 
scendenr io ecologicaifKIds d considrrci- 
tions, WC wüf conLVlue lo repducc  den-  
ation and problemoric ahml d&&sms 
Running counter this ecvbghf  aCirn- 
arion, grccning is a re&n a g a  riiorry 
of the prevailing pordgms of riradrrnily. 
For decper green theorisCr, the dételop- 
ment of ncw dis cour^^^ UlHohW pméigm 
shif i  and decenterings across hwmarr 
spheres Ecologrogrcol vLrion k a k s  hummi- 
ty in an ucrcnded commun@ of d e t  life 
forces and theri ecologis I n  wvrûihg 
toward the preserva&On of ecofogicr and 
the cultivarion of ecologid awuremess, 
dichorornies are trumsgressed, identiiks 
sA@e4 and the se~becoma and 
inclusive 

(Jagtcnberg and McKic 1997, 
P- 125) 

and relying upon appropriate indiators of change 
(Anow et aI. 1995). Changes are also needed in the 
way we structure knowledge md use information for 

decision-making, in the choice and design of our tech- 

nologies, in our social constnictions of the world, and 

our institutional relationships based on gender equity, 
and most fiindamental of dl, on our value systems. An 
illustrative sampling of diff'erent ways of organizing 
for sustainable development is provided in Appendix 
N. 

A key social imperative, therefore, is to develop 
principles for human activity systerns that provide a 
basis for a more sustainable co-evolution with natural 
systems over the longer tem. Examples of some of 
these principles are described in Appendices L and 0. 



This task is extremely challenging, given the influ- 

H U M ~ W ' S  O& &CC 0f-g a sus- ence of the expert-drivai, rat io4  decision-making 
rainabie &prnLr On gbM model. Brewer (1 986, p. 467) argues, that ''prevailing 
c60pcrption. me Sc& of the human c e -  
p&= musr 0dj-m - * s& o/olk attitudes and styles of knowledge creation and uses 
ruman POpylotion fafk *.Li diri have too o h  done precisely the oppositc - by deny- 
Earth *s cqmc&- 

(MY, a d. 19%) ing the legitimacy of different perspectives and pref- 
erences, by adhering narrowly to intellectual para- 

digms ill-suited ta the challenges (and thea dis~olvirig into brittle squabbles whea the limita- 
tions of each are exposed), and by hvoring twls and meihods used to solve problems only 
remotely iike those fachg us (and continukg to use them despite lack of success)". Another 
essential condition for sustainable development realization may be the decoupling of what has 
been traditionally dehed as human progres h m  its historical attnchment to growth as the 
basic engine for improvement of human w e l b  (Pierce, in pfess). 

If sustainable development is to be realizcd in the next century, some of the key social 
imperatives will be: the education of women woridwide; the elimiaation of poverty world- 
wide; massive public education programs to Uicfease ecological Literacy including a targeted 

program for politid decision-makers; gender equity'in political parties and the remaciliation 
of the ecologid, social and personal imperatives. 





Economic Imperatives 

Poverty is a human contruct. Tlie way economic resoumes am distributed is not a fimtion 
of unchangeable economic Iaws, but ofpiitical-that i s t u m a n  choices 

(Sm outside Sf. Anthonyk Chumh, Ottava) 

The preceding chapters have illustrated the widening social disparites and growing 
inequities among naiions. Onc-fXtû of h d t y  naw consumes four-nfths of aii the Earth's 

rtsoufces (Independent Commission on Future 

Population and Quality of Life (ICFPQL) 1996). 
Whaher or not wc can grow our way out of this 
dilemma is oat of the crucial issues currently k i n g  
both developed and developing countries. Growth in 
al1 its dimensions represents one of ihe greatest paro- 
doxes facing human societies in the 2 1 st century. On 
the one hami, it appears to provide for human materi- 

al well-being, on the other, it also contributes to decreasing eco1ogical and social capital, as 
outlined in Chapter 3. Even its ability to provide well-being is king refiited, as the link 
behkreen growth in production and the creation of weIfare has begun to weaken, so that we are 
now facd with the curious phenornenon of production growth leading to a decline in welfare 
(Cornmon and Pemings 1992; Daly and Cobb 1989; Dasgupta 1995, and Tietenberg 1992). 

When the Club of Rome published Limils to Gmwth in 1972, it sparked intense inter- 
national debate by fiindamentally chalienging the widely held belief by econornists that 
growîh is inherently good This dualistic argument, growth versus no-growth, continues 
today, strongly reidorced by the dominant socio-economic paradigm depicted by Figure 3.1. 
As well, since the 1970s there have been major debates about the degree to which the econo- 

my is an open or closed system (Ddy 199 1; Hawkens 1997; Pearçe 1993; Peafce and Tumer 
1990). The current prevalent economic paradigm sees the economy as an isolated system, a 
circular flow of exchange value between firms and households, as depicted in Figure 6.1. 



1 
Figure 6.1 Open economic systcm 

The economy is the political system of interest and naturai systems are simply regarded 
as sources of resources and sinks for wastes. Nature may be finite, but many economists 

believe these natural sources and sinks can be indefïnitely substituted for by human ingenu- 
ity without limiting overall growth in any significant way. ln this paradigm, instead of eco- 

nomic theory acknowledging its embeddedness in the real world of physical reality and con- 
texts, economic theory seeks to expand to include its context (O'Hara 1995). Not land 
(nature), but human labour and capital creation are seen as the source of economic progress, 
a fundamental and artificial separation of human and natural systems. 

An alternative view, steady-state economics @aly 1973), sees the economy, in its 
physicai dimensions as an open subsystem witbin a nnite, non-growing and matenally closed 
total system - the earth, ecosystem or biosphere - as depicted in Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6 2  Closed cconornic system (Daiy 1992) 



The growth of the economy is, therefore, constrained 
by the physical carrying capacity of the larger bios- 
phere. In this latter view, human and natural capital 
are regarded not as substitutes, but rather, as comple- 
ments. In hct, Daiy cautions that we may be facing an 
historic juncture in which, for the b t  tirne, the limits 
to increased prosperity are not the lack of human- 

made capital, but the lack of natural capital. Debates 
on p w t h  continue, however, with no greater tesoIu- 
tion than in the carly 1970s. 

1 believe one of the principal mistaks of human 
systems has been ta view ourselvcs as separate h m  our arviroum~~~t and not part of it. 
Moreover, we have not acceptai the notion of biospheric limits (Commoner 1975; Meadows 
et al. 1972; Odwn 1975; Mishan 1949; Pcme and Tumer I990, Wackemagel and Rees 19%). 
Thus, we perceive the environment and economy as separate cycles connected by a one-way 
movement of fesources h m  nature to human kiad Paradoxicaliy, ecologid and economic 
systems, in fact, have very similar needs in tams of maintainhg essential structures and 
ensuring performance. Thcy each rcquire cnergy, elemental diversity and b f lowing  circu- 

lation in order to fiinction, As deScnbed Ui Chapter 3, 
ecosystems can be characterized as primarily con- 

cemed with maintenance of the system. Human activ- 
ity systems have becorne mainly concerned with pro- 
duction and consumption, mth little or no emphasis 

on maintenance and rehabilitation; and growth is 
regarded as central to fùeling the production process- 
es of human activity systems. Unforhuiately, there are 
no new frontiers lefi for virgin exploitation, although 
as discussed in the preceding chapter, we are doing 
our best to open up new possibilities by imposing 
monetarized economic systems on the developing 
world. The preceding two chapters demonstrate that 

somehow, human activity systems must now begin to 

reconcile methods of production processes and con- 
sumption patterns with the essential maintenance of 
ecosystems that provide the ecological services for al1 
life. 



- - - - - - 

Conventional economic llireorics d mot 
guide ourfuraire for a simpk reasoa Tkcy 
have never placed unatnrd cqitui* on the 
balance shea  M e n  ir is inclYrlc4 noî as a 
free amenity or as o putaiive i n ~ i k  sup- 
p(y, but us un hagrai  and roluab& pan of 
rhe produciion process, cyc+ing 
changes Mes, WSB, und w& iS a d  iSII 't 
economicaliy sound change &amptirallv. 

(Hawken 1997. p. 42) 

Achieving such a reconciliation without growth 
in human systems will prove to be impossible without 
a paradigrn shift in economic thought. On the one 
hand, some argue, cconomic p w t h  or development 
bas the abiiity to raise the material standards of a large 
number of people around the world, and indeed, r e p  
resents the only way the neads of the planet's growing 
human population can be met (Brundtland 1987). And 
others c l a h  it is impossible for the world economy to 

grow its way out of povcrty and environmental degradation. As the cc011ornic subsystem 
grows it incorporates an wen greater proportion of the total ecosystem into itself and must 
reach a limit of f ûû percent, if not before (JMy 1990, see also Rees and Wackemagel 1994). 

This debate is both psychopathological and counter productive, as biophysical evi- 
dence continues to mount and make clear that the products of our growth and consequent con- 
sumption patterns are slowly destroying the vcry habitat on which wc depend. This discussion 
is fiirther complicated by the schimphrenic r e W  of both the North and the South to recog- 
nize and respect limits on their own behaviour. Whereas the former is finding it hard to accept 
limits and responsibility for their increasing co~lsumption, the latter is finding it equaily diffi- 

cult to recognize lirnits and responsibility for their 
Take the gianr, ai'y Amcricon stmdeny. increasing global population pressures. 
Genetr'cally recombined for hproved s& 
and growth of dcgraded so4 ir look greaï 

- - - - 

in fact, there is a hyperactive rhythm of con- 
und tastes liAc nothing. In the lllcdium ~umption that underpins the dominant socio-econom- 
term, even its cumparotny price has fouCa 
Ir is a symptomarir indwsbial proàud: ic system in North American society. For example, 
seemin& wnde+fu~, JW ir b lcss modernking agriculture has increased the speed and 
substance, and bencc &ss WlUG 

(Brennan 1997, pp. 182-1 83) diversity of acquisition through increasing scaIe, 
- - 

which then depends on whole networks of processing, 
distribution, and storage as does industrial production; 

and whereas agriculture could be a net producer of energy (thugh carbon fixation in photo- 
synthesis), it is now an energy sink To acquire more at a faster speed for production, means 
distributing more, and consuming more natural substances in order to feed the faster rates of 
production. This then puts pressure on agriculture to produce at a rate comparable with other 
aspects of production and distniution. As available local sources of energy in either agricul- 
ture or indusirial production are diminished, capital has to create routes for the old sources of 
energy to corne nom farther away, or to create new sources of energy altogether, ranging fiom 
chernical inputs to nuclear power (Brrnnan 1997). To îhe extent that capital's continued prof- 
it must be based more and more on the speed of acquisition, it must centralize more, and com- 



mand more distance, aud in this rrspect, short-tem profit takes precedence over the genera- 

tional tirne of n a d  reproduction (Ibid). Thus, more and more space is appropriated by 

socio-economic systems predicated on growth a d  perceived as isolated systems. Perhaps 
even more important are the impacts of this econornic system on social cohesion and the qual- 
ity of life, in terms of crime, depression, addiction of al1 forms, violence and mental ilhess, 
and spiritual emptiness (T'rainer 19%). 

The cnuc of the issue then is whether to continue to regard the ecoaomy as an isolat- 

ed system, or as an open subsystem of a fmite systan, If the forma, then there is no environ- 
ment to constraia the continual growth of îhe dconomic system. If, however, we vicw the 
economy as a subsystan of a -a, but finite bioqhere, then obviously growth is limiteci by 

its hiteness. The oconomy may continue to devtlcp qualitativtly, but it cannot continue 
indefinitely to grow quantitatively; at some "mstahmble" point it must appmximate a stcady 
state in its physical dimensions. 

Another issue central to this debate is substiûation, and the degree of substitutionabil- 

ity between produced and naairal capital (Daly and Cobb 1989; Daly 1991; Turner 1992). 
Some economists beliew in fked coefficients, the opposite of substitution at the margins. For 
example, during the 1970s, the Club of Rome in its teport, Limits to Gmwth, used fked tech- 
nology and no substitution in its modeling, and as a result pC6dicted an apocalyptic collapse 

sooner than would be likely because of the still limited ability of substitution to postpone the 
inevitable need to halt growth. Some experts, however, believe that with human ingenuity, the 
ability for flexr'bility and substitutability in the econornic system is enormous. They argue that 
because of the uncertain limits of buman ingenuity, it is impossible to predetermine the future 
trends and limits of technologicaf development. In addition, Lipsey (1995) mahtaùls that 
most technological development benefits econornies with respect to both the environment and 
the economy; by using less of al1 inputs, technologies, and becoming absolutely more efficient 
over tirne. He argues that we should do our best to manage sustainable growth and that 
growth, if it is to be maximized, must occur through technologid change. Regardless of 

one's technologicai lem, however, it is now geaerally recognized that there are limits to the 
possibilities for substitution between naîural and pmduced capital, although there is consid- 
erable debate about the nature and degree of those limits (Meadows et al. 1992). Al1 techno- 
logical growth, whether efficient or not, still eventuaiiy inmeases both consumption and 
impacts on the environment. 

My research is based on the premise that we live in a closed system - the biosphere 

- and that there are important limits to its carrying capacity that are difficult to determine 
and predict; therefore, the precautioaary principle must prevail. Ecosystems are the key "fac- 
tors of production", and they are becoming increasingly impacted and diminished (Barbier et 



al. 1994; Jansson et al. 1994) as a consequeme of the growth of human activity systems. 
Because many of the most important environmental effects of human activity systerns are not 

Plumwood defmes f i !  fealurct tha! ur 
gpical of dualisms: brickgroundhg 
(denial); radical QCCIVrions (AM- 
tion); inco'porrrcion (nlraiod defM&n); 
irastrum en talism ( o b j e d r ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o n ) ) ,  und 
homogenyclrion or st~~~orVping. TICmugh 
backgrounding, ecunumicr es&blirke~ 
common "wrrys îo deny I'pend~~êy" 
fhrough disrnpwering am 0th- dnip 
ing the imporlcince of llCr othe's canîkh- 
tion or men his or her rralil)(". 

(Plumwood 1-3, p. 48) 

recognized and valued in market prices, it is clear that 
current social institutions in society, including mar- 
kets, are presently incapable of responding to envi- 
romenta1 ftedbacks (Bekes and Folkes 1994). We 
should, therefore, delihraîely attempt to keep our 
economic system well below critical ecological 
thresholds, especially given our imprecise informa- 

tion, incornplat knowkdge and the dynamic corn- 
plexity of the interlocutoxy effects of ecological, 

social and economic systcms. Moreuver, we can antic- 
ipate that our knowledge and information will never 

enable us to completely control and manage cornplex and dynarnic living systems. 
If one accepts the need for steady-state economies, then compelling and socially com- 

plex questions emerge for civil socicty and its definitions about what constitutes sustainable 
development. What is the optimal sale of the subsystem relative to the entire system? If one 
accepts the reality and necessity of limits, is it implicit that we live at the limitt, or should we 
live some way below the limits to allow space for other species, or at least a safety margin for 
ourselves? 

Another key characteristic of our currat human activity systems is change floffler 
1977), and the rate of that change has been greatly influenced and hyper-stimulateci over the 
past few years by globalization. Henderson (1991) has identifiai six driving forces for this 
globalization -industnalism/technoIogy; finance/~~~unication~information; employment, 
work, migration; human eEects on biosphere-pollution; militarization; and globalization of 
consumption, culture, media-driva world citizenship movements. In addition, there is a sev- 

enth globalization characteristic of interactions, rtsponses, re-alignments and re-stmcturings. 
But what is the s a l e  of this global economy? Global economic output expandeci fiom 

$3.8 trillion in 1950 to $18.9 tnliion in 1992, a nearly 
Cross efleczs depend on CAir c o n n ~ e s s  fivefold increase, and world trade soared h m  total 
between any t w v  sysiems. îüe more S(r011g- 

IY connead ecolm'cal curd cconomiè svs- exports of $308 billion to $3,554 billion, an 11 -5 fold 
r i -  are, the tuor; change in one hpÛa increase (Korten 1995). Just as industnalization fos- 
change in the orlier: the more thcy 'CO- 

euolve *. tered the separation of land h m  production, consoli- 
Ol(orgaafd 1984) dation combinecl with the twinning of computeriza- 

tion and globaiization has created another new (artifi- 
cial) separation, delinking money fiom production. For example, investment decisions once 



taken by many individuals are now increasingly consolidated in the han& of a few invesmient 
managers. The pool of investrnent fun& cmtrolled by mutual b d s  has doubled in three years 
to total $2 triilion at the end of June 1994, as individuais placed their savings in profession- 
ally managed h d s  (Korten 1995). As well, Joel Kurtzman. the editor of the Harvard Business 
Review, estimates that for every S 1 circulating in the productive world ecoaomy, $20 to $50 
circulates in the cccmomy of pure finance, that is, the money markets (Ibid); and these are sim- 
ilarly in the hm& of individuais who have essentially no knowiedge of the b i t s  of ecdog- 
ical systems. 

Linked to this consolidation of individual investors is a corresponding concentration 
of multinationals, with sweeping ramifications for national savereignty. This "concentration 
without centrabation" has four interesthg elemaits of transformation, aamely, downsizing 
computerization and automati011; mergcrs, acquisitions, ami sûatcgîc alliances; an4 head- 
quarters teamwork and morale (Korten 1995). The deliberate or unanticipateci d t  is a duai- 
istic employmeat system of coqmate hea@mkm staffvery wellcornpensated with a oom- 
plementary peripbety of temporaxy or part-the contingent employecs. 

Globalization is also underpinned by a variety of legai instruments, such as the North- 
American Agreemeat on Free Trade ( N m A )  and most recently, the Multinational 
Agreemnt on ïnvestment 0. This agreement, developed by the 29 rnember nations of the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has some very unique 
features. For example, it would allow investon the unrestricted right to buy, seIl, and move 
businesses, resources and other assets wherever and whenever they want; it would override 
ail "Uncoaforming" local, state, and national laws and regulations; it would severely restrict 
the ability of govemments to impose obligations on foreign corporations; and it would allow 
corporations to sue nonconforming cities, states and national governments before an interna- 
tional tribunal composed of judges largely of the corporation's own choosing. 

Advocates of MAI argue that reducing restrictions on capital is a logical next step aAer 
treaties such as NAFTA and GATT reduced restrictions on the mobility of goods and services. 
Opponents of MAI contend that capital, unlike other economic factors, brings with it power 
and control. In addition, the MAI codifies and reinforces the increasing tendency of modern 
economies to separate those who make the decisions h m  those who feel their impact, a com- 
plete and utter separation of capital h m  physical space; and economy fiom ecology. 

MAI offers capital a nght that even GA= does not. Under the agreement investors 
and corporations could sue governments dkctly, a privilege that NAFTA already allows. On 
April 17, 1997, the U.S.-based Ethyl Corporation became the fmt corporation to exercise this 
nght by suing the Canadian goverment. The Ethyl CorporatiodMMT case demonstrates the 
changing nature of state sovereignty under these international trade agreements. MMT is a 



manganese-based compound that is added to gasoline to enhance octane and reduce engine 

knocking. The United States Environmentai Protection Agency (EPA) bas banned its use in 

fomulated gasoline, which includes approximately one-third of the American gasoline mar- 
ket. An Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) survey of the remahhg producers report that 
none use the additive, and California has imposed a total ban on MMT. 

Canadian legislators wanted to ban the use of MMT in o rda  to protect the Canadian 
public. Because bey could not do so under the M a n  Environmental Protection Act 

n e r e  are two dulrensio~ & ma&th&m u 
a worùivirw: ewnonric and scjcrrd/K: Tlk 
lafter is absolu&& csscnaiol& the /O-, 

and may men k rlie prerequijiu for &r 
eristence This orher mate* b the 
phifosopiiy chat nafnre is nothhg bulpkp- 
ical mauer organüed un& and obcyirig 
physicai laws, mamr d n a l i y  o r & d  but 
devoid of any spm sou& or k-Iniiclliirrg, 
direciing puposa On th& VÙW of aaiwe 
converge many of our modem un- 
deportmen& of leamhg &ng & ou? 
udra-ucademic inshiruriot#s ofmeami and 
developmenl, govemmenlal bureaucrack, 
and multinational corporations, all of 
which tend ro apprïmch nature as nothhg 
more than dead maaer. 

(Womcr 1993, p. 211) 

(CEPA) provisions, tbey chose the best available alter- 
native: banning MMT's import and transport. Ethyl, 
(the company that inventeci Ieaded gasobe) respond- 
ed to the Caaadian Parliament's act to ban the Mport 
and intexprovincial ttansport of an Ethyl product, by 
filing a lawsuit against the Caaadian government 
under NAFTA. Ethyl daims that the Canadian ban on 
MMT violates various provisions of NAFTA and 
seeks restitution of $25 1 miIlion to cover losses resdt- 
h g  h m  the "expropriation" of both its MMT pro- 
duction plan and its ''good reputation." Consequentl y, 
the Canadian govefnment withdrew its ban in July 
1998. 

As d i s c d  in the social îxnperatives chapter, 
there is also considerable debate about whether or not 

poverty and income disparities will be made worse or better by this trend toward global eco- 

nomic integration. In fact, it appears as if real incornes of the middle class are decreasing in 
industrialized nations, at the same time that poverty is increasing (Korten 1995), with a dis- 
turbing accelerating trend towards the femiLLizaîion of poverty (Kettel 1996). In spite of 
growth in corporate profits, the usual linkage between growth in the bottom line and employ- 
ment has also been broken, thn>ugh technological innovation and a disappearance of any cor- 
porate responsibility to geographical place. Most industrïalized countries are undergohg sig- 
nificant downsizing in both the corporatc and government sectors. Indeed, in parts of the 
industrialized world, unernployment and underemployment have risen faster than employ- 
ment for more than 25 years (Hawken 1997). 

How well does the current economic system support the welfare of people locally and 
globally? Korten (1 995) and Mishaa (1977) maintain there is little basis for assuming that 
economic growth, as it is cwently defined and measured, results in automatic increases in 
human welfare. Daly and Cobb (1989), after ndjusting the national income accouots to count 



ody increases in output that relate to impvernents in well-king and adjushg for the deple- 
tion of human and environmental resources, show that, on average, individual welfare in the 

United States peaked in 1969, then remained on a plateau until it fell durhg the early to mid- 
1980s. Yet fiom 1969 to 1986, GNP pa person went up by 35 percent, and fossil fitel con- 
surnption increased by around 17 percent. Despite the eco110mic growth in the Thïrd World 
between 1960 and 1980, the gap in d income between the rich and poor nations incfeaSed 
fkom a factor of 20 to a factor of 46, and that gap continues to increase (Hawken 1997). 

Not do markets appear to be effective in th& ability to distn'bute wealth and create 
anployment. It d d  be argued that the emnomic 
systenZ despite it's systcmic problenis, appeared to be 
effective in nuiintaining a civil Society, by creating a 

large middlt c h  tbnnagh the eccmomic dcve1opmcnt 
of the 1950s and 1960s. Inflatiouary pressures of the 

1970s, howevcr, d t e d  in a siowing of this process. 

Thus, in the 199ûs, in addition îo the growing gap in 
income ôetween the rich and poor nations, the gap 

(McMichrd 1993, p. 305) 
between the nch and poor in developed corntries is 
also increasing, and in Canada, the middle class is 
shrinking (Rees, personal communication). Nor does 

the global trading system value creating employrnent opportunities in communities, striving 
as always for cornpetitive advantage, going to those markets where labour is chapest, and 
regulations minimai, regardless of the conditions. As the forces for globalization continue to 
accelerate and corporate activity is no longer tied to a sense of place, there is Litîle or no social 
obligation for communities and nations to create work for people, nor even maintain the 
regional resource base. 

Although this intense globatization of the economic system appears to be creating space 
for new avenues of economic growth, it is merely an illusion, Hawken (1997) points out that 
the Arnerican economy may not be gmwing at dl, and may have ceased growing nearly 25 
years ago, if depletion of naîurai capital is factored into GNP measutes of growth, Thus, we 
may well be reaching ouf last hntiers, and absolute limits to growth are being imposed by the 
biosphere. There is considerable evidence (Chapter 4) that most of this economic p w t h  has 
been at the expense of natural capital, some in very critical areas. Given our current rates of 
natural capital depletion and continuhg human appropriation of amyhg capacity, it is clear 
that our current economic system is unsustainable ecologically In other words, it is destroying 

the essential inputs on which it depends, and is also beghnbg to deplete "social capital" 
through its m e n t  inability to generate wealth and rising incorne disparities and inequalities. 



There are four underlying driving forces for the systemic decline in ecological capital. 
First, unrestricted access to a resowce and unsustainable management of a common good 

reflets the imperfêct allocation of property rights, for example, water (Hawken 1997). 

Second, mismatched rights and obligations and other market imperfections (extemalities) can 
cause value and price to diverge, for example, a tail building's shadow over a previously sun- 
lit park wiii not be captured in its price structure. ï'bird, there are a myriad of ecologically 
damaging and economically perverse neglected sideeffects of govemment initiatives, such as 
most subsidies to industry (h4acNeill1989). Fourth, the measurcs of economic progress, such 

as GNP, are seriously fiawed and bascd on impmper information because of the previous three 
forces. 

One of the greatest mythologies of the dominant socio-econornic paradigm is that we 
live and work in a fiee market systern. In reality, this market system is significantly support- 

ed by public monies. Commercial fisheries, for exam- 

Deficirs drsappcor ifsonte of th- pIe, cost much more than is gained by the economies 
=pnlbnk of the world. At present, the annual worldwide catch 

noî îhe abil@ lo p y ,  Nor b il am envVon- 
mentaiprobkm, nor a && of ~ow&&c, has a market value of about US $70 billion, yet costs 

apoüticaf pmbkm 4 $124 billion to land. The dinetence - $54 billion - 
institutions can & chunged in raspuse &P 

clianging circnmstunces, bur our incenie- is made up in subsidies, in tax dollars (Ede 1997). 
pendence wiln wlllS With respect to energy, most nations spend several 
altered 

Wdwig 1996) times more taxpayer dollars in ways that encourage 

., .. . greater consumption of fossil fuels than they do on 
encouraging greater efficiencies, or the use of alternatives. In Canada, the ratio is more than 
3 to 1 (MacNeill nd). There are subsidies to encourage 
the use of the automobile, including road comtructioa Tour rrid swbdfks um iiiformaaiom that - 

influence kliovrour. The most fundamen- 
and extemalized costs, and aicourage the minhg of -,,, k* 
minerals and the cutting of fores&. For example, Y avrjbn, -bw & execntc -WC 

l t rvv&rcvlsctktrrr~mroaopsubsr ' -  worldwide reductions in the use of hydrocarbon fuels Uflrg 
lc ,# - ~.UrCC 

are impeded by the annual subsidy of about US $2400 Icpl&n u l C o m & n )  a d  ro q lrtxlng 
k ~ c s  ne & )y10111 tïïdome a d  wrk). U.S. per year per automobile (Brown a al. 1988). In 

the case of fiscal bias in the trcatment of virgin v e ~ s  H, i*c evrob &ifk 

recycled material, this bias amounts to aimost $400 buririas 
(Hawkcn 1997. p. 53) 

million annually, a sienificant barrier to the use of 
recycled material and one with clear environmental 
implications (Bregha et al. 1995). Thus, taxpayers are mostly unknowingly spending several 
times more to promote global wanning and acid rain than to reduce it; and there are also other 
negative effects associated with technological innovation and competitiveness (MacNeill nd). 



International armaments remains one of the m a t  heavily subsidized industries (Head 
1992). Tax dollars are used to subsidk the disposal of waste in al1 its f o m ,  fiom landfiils 
to deep-weU injection to storage of nuclear waste. Al1 of these subsidies continue to encour- 
age the persisteme of an axnomy in which 80 percent of what we consume gets thrown away 

after one use (riawken 1997). According to Robert Ayres, a leader in studying industrial 
metabolism, about 94 percent of the materiais cxaacted for use in manufaturing durable 
products become waste before the pruduct is men manuf5ictured (Ibid 1997). 

What is the global magnitude of this subsidy reghe? A rccent study undertaken by De 
Moor and Calamai (1997) for the Eartù Council examine& faur secfors: -ter, transportatior~, 

amgy and agridturc. In these combineci sectors 
atone, subsidies ranged betwemS700 and $900 bii- 
Lon pcr year. MO~~OVCT, the study revded that most 
of thcse nibsidies no longer serve their original pur- 
poses and now actuaiiy harm cconomic prospects. In 
most cases, therefore, they had become often socially 
perverse, environmentally destructive and trade dis- 

torting, and in most countnes all three at the same 

tirne (MacNeill nd). MacNeiU has M e r  estimated 
that, based on his work with the Brundaand Commission, the global spending on these sub- 
sidies that undermine sustainable development is approximately $1.5 trillion. 

The most critical step in moving to more sustainable economies, therefore, is to iden- 
ti& and then systematically eliminate subsidies that encourage unsustainable extraction and 
consumption of resources and waste production. The next s t q  is to then mate incentives for 
people and economies to act more in harmony than in confiict with essentiai processes that 
maintain the dynamics and structure of ecosystems (Foüce et al. 1996). 

There does exist within the conttext of sustainable development, prospects to reconcile 
the economic and ecological imperatives, at least in open industrialized economies like 
Canada. A traditional suggestion in response to the increasing global integration of the world's 
economies, is that high wage, resource-based industnalized ecoaomies like Canada's must 
increasingly move towards a fiiture based on higher information-rich content goods and ser- 
vices. Indeed, such an economy will be required if we wish to continue to compte in an 
increasingly integrated and cornpetitive global market-place, characterized by very mobile 
capital and investments flows and decreasing barriers to such movements. 

Moreover, the economic and social development needs of Southern couniries, 
econornies in transition and rapidly industrializing economies are such that greatly expanded 
flows of investment capital, and trade activity, may be required merely to maintain the pre- 



sent although often inadequate growth rates in those couaeies, unless the twin força of glob- 
alization and consurnption can be changed in the near tem. At the same tirne, industrialized 
countries are increasingly dependent on npon menues derived trade with these areas 
of the world, as reflected in the expanding size of their ecological fwtprints (Rees 1994). This 
expansion of the economic ri& of Noahern corntries to the South has particularly been 

facilitated by the sûuchlral adjustments mandated on those economies through Northem aid 
programs, and international monetary institutions such as the World Bank and the 
Intemational Monetary Fund 0. Clearly, both these options, if one accepts the arguments 
for lirnits to the carrying capacity of the biosphne, will predictably cause world-wide cco- 
logical collapse in a sborter t i m e - h e .  

Sustainable development, because of the inevitability of ecological limits, will 
increasingly become an emergent force for hdustry and its practices, and adoption of more 
sustainable industrial processes and practices, politi- 
cally, economicaily and institutionally pmactively, 
will benefit our competitive world position in the next 

century. This lesson has already been learned by an 
increasing number of leading German, Japanese, 
some North Amerïcan, Scandinavian and Swiss indus- 
tries, which when presse. by high world oil prices and 
tight emission standards, invented many of the indus- 
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trial technologies of the 1980s and 1990s. They were not only energy, resource and environ- 
mentally efficient; but aiso iotemationally cornpetitive, as evidenced by their domination of 
the market share in almost e v q  sector - h m  automobiles to pulp and paper, food process- 
hg, the service industries, and communications (MacNeill 1991). And they have only 
scratched the surface of such opportunities, those involving hdamental redesign - where the 
major advantages wili be reaiised - have yet to be 
developed (Hill and MacRae 1995). 

There may well be a sûategic opportunity here 
for Canadian society and business to go beyond think- 
ing of environmental and cconomic ageadas as neces- 
sarily in conflict; of economic activity as underminhg 
sustainability; and of ecological sustainability as a 
constraint on economic activity. It may be that eco- 

logical and economic imperatives, if interpreted and 
acted upon imaginatively, can actually reinforce one 
another and be reconciled by supportive govenunent 



interventions. The alternative is for their convergence to emetge as an eventuai response to 
system collapse. 

hdeed, the solution lies in changing the objective fùnction of our activities and then 
optimizing them, coupled with be#cr resource cycling (Haming 1998; Mallet 1991). Recent 
developments in "industrial acology" mbbs 1992) can help this process over the shorter tenn, 
but fiindamental system redesign will be required over the longer term. Industrial ecology is 
evolving beyond mere cfficiency changes and "end of the pipe" solutions in industrial 
processes and production and waste management to wsstc eliminatim by Iinlring industrial 
systems to ecosystem priaciples. It is increasingly recognkhg the crucial co~ections 
between the'stnichuc of amqs&ms and th structure of otha systcms @oth natural and 
human). Industrial ecology means dcsigning for the environrnc11t, integrating the design of 

production systans technology with c l d  1- mauufactraing. NCW pmcesses and new 
products is what industrial ecology is all about, maging oîological principles with indusîrïal 
practices, taking the basic principles of nature, and integrally incaprathg them into the 
kont-end of industrial production and processes. For example, nsture produces no waste, 
essentialiy because waste is transformeci and usd by sometbïng else, either through symbio- 
sis or mutualist relationships (Odum 1975). 

Over the long-tam, the acological and economic imperativcs converge with respect to 
. . 

competitive advantage. It is clear h m  industnalized couutries, that as the costs of materials 
and of waste treatment continue to mount, it can 
becorne a competitive advantage to use t a s  virgin 

material, to consume l e s  cnergy and to produce less 
waste. For example, Gennany bas legislated that its 
automobile manufacturers rnust now take back their 
product at the end of the life cycle, essentially man- 
dating a simulated negative feedback loop. Canada's 
affected by its ability to move fiom basic efficiency international competitiveness wjll be 

measures, to substitution measures such as clean, green technologies and technological sys- 

tems, to fiindamental redesign Will and Henning 1992). 
The efficiency-substitution-design h e w o r k  provides another usefil mode1 for 

making a deeper transition to sustainable development ( Hill 1998; 1985; MacRae et al 1990). 
Through it, a finn gradually evolves fiom making minor "efficiency" changes to substituting 
activities, then to totally rethinking and redesigning iîs structures, processes and procedures. 
Efficiency strategies involve making rninor changes to current practices to increase output and 
d u c e  waste per unit of input. A substitution strategy replaces an environmentally stressfil 
product, practice or process with a more benign one, for example, the use of biotechnology to 



convert a waste disposal problem into a new product-produchg process. Redesign is more 
holistic in its approach, and its goal is to pment environmeotai problws through the design 
and management of healthy systems based on ecological principles (Ibid, Hill and MacRae 
1995). 

In the efficiency stage, conventional systems are altered to duce both consurnption 
of resources and environmental impacts. in the substitution phase, finite and environmenîai- 
ly disruptive products are replacecl by those that are more cnvîronmentally benign (e.g., syn- 
thetic nitrogen, fertilizers by organic sources, non-spacific pesticides by biological controls, 
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herbicides by appropriate systems of cultivation). In 
coatrast, the &ign stage aims to avoid problems by 
site and time-specific design and management 
approaches. The farm is made more ccologically and 
economicaliy diverse, tesource self-reliant and self- 
regulating. Problems are solved at the causal level by 
building self-regulating mechanisrns into the stnicture 
and bctioniag of the agmaxystem. The redesign 
stage is similar to those aspects of indusirial ecology 
that attempt to mimic ecosystem processes and incor- 
porate them into human production systems. This 

means moving beyond waste management to waste 
eliminntion by des ignhg  industriai systems mod- 
eled on ecosystexn principles. Industrial ecology inte- 

grates the design of production systems technology with close- loop manufacturing. It is also 
a total systems design that incorporates design for the environment at the product and process 
levels, and practices disassembling, muse and recycling and makes the best use of control and 
assessrnent technologies. 

Another pathway to more sustainable economic systems may lie in the dematerializa- 
tion of the economy. Our ability to dematerialize, to reduce our materials and energy inputs, 
directly affects our competitive advantage. Canada, as a nation, already lags behind other 
countries, particularly Japan, which currently uses 38 percent less energy input per GDP out- 
put than any of the other industrialized cauntries (MacNeill 1991). Even when allowing for 
difkrences such as geography and climate, Canada temains signincantiy less efficient than 
rnost other indusîrialized countries. Canada is now facing a competitive disadvantage in some 
resource sectors, as its previous relative abundance of naturai resources bas provided few 
incentives, if any, for energy efficiency, never mind substitution, or redesign. It is becoming 
clearer and clearer to Canadians that cod k h h g  on the east coast, assembling automobiles in 



Ontario,-&ilw-cut logging on the West Coast are not going to be the basis of continued 
prosperity in these three regions of callada, for a whole set of i n t e r ~ ~ ~ e d e d  economic and 
ecological reasons. 

For both economic and ecological reasons, we need to decouple human welfare fiom 

the throughput of matter and energy in our society, as  well as decouple human well-being 
fiom consurnption. This wiil require the development of values and incentives that support 

such changes. This will only happen, however, through the development of a national b e -  

work of sustainable developmmt, changing the way we produce products, and changing the 
material and energy inputs of those products, so that boLh the pnicesses and the products are 
sustainable, within the acological canying capacity, l d y ,  regiody,  nationaily and inter- 
nat iody.  Clearly, a creative baiance between pubiic policies and employing the strengths of 
market forces will be needed to acbieve this end As WC& changing the way we produce @- 
ucts and changing processes are highiy dependent upon new ideas and innovation, and the 
incentive structure for encouraging this behaviour. 

Restructunag first to incorpontte industrial ccology practices into businesses, large 
and small, as a fïrst step towards the deeper level of hdamental design will rquire appro- 
priate goveniment policies to provide a consistent hmework of proactive incentives for three 
reasons. First, structural adjustments of this magnitude cannot happen b u g h  reactive sig- 
nais through markets or even through pricing sinnafs. As discussed, most environmental 
amenities, indeed, al1 ecosystern semices, are stiil regarded as externalities to the market and 
do not have a price. There is, therefore, little economic incentive to value them, and, as a 

result, any integrative strategies based on existhg market forces will continue to ignore or 
undendue environmental costs in spite of some preliminary attempts by Costanza et al. 1997. 
Second, there is a gridlock of perverse economic disincentives and ecologically destructive 
incentives that actively encourage continued exploitation of renewable and non-renewable 
resources and ecological services, and that run corinter to sustainable development. And third, 
the bureaucratie inertia and cument federaYproMncia1 morass makes the required changes 
unlikely unless radidly new incentives and policies are developed to remove the barriers to 
change. 

Three interrelated policies exist to redirect market forces towards sustainable devel- 
opment in the immediate tenn, namely, withdrawal of ecologically damaging and economi- 
cally perverse subsidies, green taxes and a basic income scheme. Both incentives are com- 
plemenw and are not substitutable for political reasons. Given the current climate of deficit 
reduction and downsizing, obviously a significant reallocaîion of resources is necessary to 
identiQ the finances for changes of this magnitude. Quite oAen, sustainable development 

arguments, and partiailady discussioas about a basic income scheme, are arrested by the 



question - where would the money corne h m  to finance such programs? As well, t h e  are 

powerIU1 vested interests to continue business as usual, and polarized debates about the exis- 
tence of limits versus no limits and unrestrained growth versus no-growth do little to increase 
innovation and creativity towards sustirinable development solutions. That is why green taxes 

must be considered prior to the introduction of any gwuanteed annual income scheme, in 
order to demonstrate one way in which tbe latter could be hanced. 

The main fiiaction of green taxes is not to raise additional revenues for governmmts 
but to redirect industrial production and practices away h m  uasustainahle development to 
sustainability. Their purpose is to refiect the full environmental costs of doing business, there- 
by providing consumas with accufate informatin about the tnie COS& of theu choices in the 
marketplace. Their intent is to immediately CO- the distortions created by the fkee ecosys- 
tems commons and the belief that nature can endlessly absorb human impacts without cost 
(Hardin 1993). Most importantly, they conect the distortions created by the relentless pursuit 
of lower prices and reveal true costs to purchasers (Korten 1995; Jacobs 1993). Environmental 
disasters such as the clean-up of the Exon Valdez oil spiU, tberefore, would no longer con- 
tribute to an increase in GNP. Korten (1995) further recornmends that such taxes be revenue- 
neutrai, that is, every incrernental dollar collected from green fees should reduce income and 
payroll taxes equally, starting with the lowest income brackets and moving to the higfrest. He 
estimates that the annual fees and taxes on virgin resources, emissions, fiels, products, 
wastes, rights and services would equal about 1.2 percent of GDP, and by shifting the tax bur- 
den f?om income and entrepreneurid activity to those activities that we wish to discourage, 
we would be able to transform the economy. Several Swedish CEOs have already asked their 
Prime Minister to implement some form of ecological tax reform to gain an advantage over 
American and Japanese companies (van Gelder 1995). In other words, Swedish industrialists 
believe that friture international comparative advantage and competition lies ia increasing 
dematerialization and industrial ecology practices. The necessary changes wiil be fiirther 
stimdated by moving towards incentives, such as ecological tax reform, to encourage indus- 
ûies to move irr these directions. 

A guaranteed annual income scheme is aiso necessary in order to remove one of the 

biggest barriers to these kinds of structurai changes, namely, fear about one's ability to sup- 
port one's basic ne&. Addressing this fear will also decouple the support of labour corn busi- 
ness to continue business as usual, subsequently decreasing political pressure and creating 

some "analytical space for policy alternatives" for sustainable development to be developed 
and implemented. If one accepts that corporations have botb economic and social responsi- 
bilities, and that institutions are ernbedded in civil societies and not separate from thern, then 
corporations have an important role to play in the creation of meaningfûl work. Technology 



has the capability of supporting this by eliminating many routine tasks h m  the workplace, if 
corporations accept that they have a key role to play in civil society to create meaningfid 
work Technology is a double-edged mord, however, as many technologies have resulted in 
de-populating the worlcplace. As well, some analysts argue that tcchnological breaktbroughs 
instead of a panacea for caryhg capacity deficits, actually contniute to increased environ- 
mental degradation and overshot (Caton 1993; Hill 1998; Rees 199 1; S d  1995). 

Given the structural adjustments now occurring through giobalization, fke trade, com- 
puterkition, robocization and corporate concentrations, some kind of basic income is ueces- 
sary to support a human transformation needed for the transition to sustainable developmeut. 
There are also important questions of power and distribution and its cffkcts on civil society. 
Michael Woizar (1983) puts the issue clearfy, "A radically laissez-fairt acoaomy wouid be 
like a totalitarian state, invading evay otbn sphac, dominating evay d e r  disaibutive 

process. It would traasform cvery social good into a cammodity. This is market imperialism 
. . . What is at issue now is the dominance of money outside its sphere, the ability of wealthy 
men and women to trade in indulgences, purchase of state offices, m p t  the courts, exercise 
political power . . . the exercise of power belongs to the sphere of politics, while what goes 

on in the market shodd at least approximate an exchange between equais (a fiee exchange)". 
With respect to a basic h m e  securïty, Doben (1995) refets to the notion of a mini- 

mum participation income, the foudation for which is a social contract that "assures a basic 
income paid as an economic retum to al1 citizens for two reasons: tint, as participants in pro- 
ductive social networks and active contributors to social wealth creation; and, second, as own- 
ers of the social capital, represented by social networks and coxnmunity knowledge, and of the 
scarce natural capital, reptesented by the ecological cornmons, that together fonn the founda- 
tion for market activity". The importance of social networks, social wealth and women's work 
are not counted in our current ways of recordhg income and expenditures. As well, the prin- 
ciple of citizen ownership of natural capital is compktely ignored in îhe settiing of natiorial 
accounts. 

A basic income scherne could be fhnced through green taxes rather than using these 
revenues to off- taxation on income, as Hawken 
(1 977) suggests. Further, the possibiiity exisîs that 
in the long nui, with the convergence of econom- 
ic and social imperatives such a scheme might be 
more cost effective than the current employment 
insurance scherne. The right to meaningfûl work 
would assume greater value than the right to 
employment insurance. Hirst (1 994, p. 1 80) 



argues chat it is "the one refom that would make extensive associational experiments possi- 
ble, since it provides a basic plank of universai incorne support on the basis of which large- 
scale expenments that lead to divmity and hetemgeneity in provision might be acceptable". 
A comprehensive list of recommendationo for moving to a more sustainable economy, is pro- 
vided in Appendix P. 

All of these changes must be accompanied by a corrcsponding chauge in the way we 
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make decisions concexnïng what we value as a civil 
society. if we consider the nature of sustainable devel- 

opment pmblems, such as global wanning, ozone 
depletion, bidversity los,  and overpopulation, they 
are b m i n g  increasingly more complex and interac- 

tive in their proceses. These problerns are more and 
more fkqueatly caused by local human impacts on 
air, land and oceans that slowly accumulate to ûigger 

sudden abrupt changes that directly affect the health 
and innovative capacities of people, the productivity 
of renewable tesources and the welI-king of societies 
everywhere. In a democratic society, there is no single 
rîght m e r  to these complex, interacting problems, 
but rather multipIe realities that can only be resolved 
by the plurality of interests affecteci. 



Sustainable ûevelopment lmperatives 

The implementation o/msrai~ble &telopment i s  the social irnperative of the 2lst century, 
requiring stmng leadership by local, mgzona1 and narioml govemmnts. A fiwnework 

acmss governments is critical to their abifity to pmvïde consisîent and eflèctive leadership 
tu other sectors of C a d i a n  sociefy, in onier to & m e  iîs concep& andpractices in the 

nert decade, kfom immmible thlzosholds are rieocha?. 

in this pefiod betwcca mytb (Dale and Hill 1995), old bdief systems are beginning 
to disassemble in the fiagmmtation and disintcgration of fhith in old assumpptions and sub- 
stantive constructs (Lincoin and Guba 1985). W e  are also living with dI&sfàction, a kind of 
quiet despair with the old solutions that no longer sean to be worlring quite so effectively in 
the face of the crises that human societies are facing everywhere- We arc obviously living in 
a tremendous state of flux, in which ciarent decision contexts are cornplex, plural, and para- 
doxical. 

Our decision contexts are multiple, overlap- 

ping, and cultures within these conttexts o h  make it 

difficult to obtain the needed idormation, even if 
individuals were predisposed to discodhm their pre- 
sent beliefs (Dyckman 1981). The new rnyths and 
solutions we seek for moving toward more sustainable 
societies worldwide may well lie in learning to recon- 
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cile the tensions within these paradoxes, rather than denying theu existence and carrying on 
with business as usual. 

We are obviously living in massive denial of our curent ecological reality, as 
described in Chapter 3, for we continue to degrade our current and, some analysts would 
argue, our fiiture ecological capital, at an unprecedented rate and scale in order to support the 
dominant Eurocentric economic system. 

Just as pst-modernism mcognized the importance of social context for human 
thought, the structure and procews of naturai systenis illustrate equally important contexts 
for sustainable development. Evolution, for example, did not take place in an already created 
physical environment that remained static and to which life then adapted. Rather, life created 
the physical environment we know today, gradually trarisfonning an extremely inhospitable 
environment into one f a v o ~ g  the fiuuier extension of life (Ophuls 1977). Diverse organisms 
live together in an orderly fashion, interacting with their environment, and the rnaxim, "as the 



cornmunity goes, so goes the organism" expresses a fundamental law of life (Odum 197 1). In 
spite of the sophistication of pst-modern societies, current socio-political institutions in 
Canada (and elsewhere) appear incapable of acknowledguig and incorporating this fh&-  
mental law, of recopizhg the severity of tùe impacts of human growth on the biosphere, and 
the importance of taking into account the diverse interrelationships and complexity of eco- 

logical interactions. 
As discussed in the preccding chapter, the paradox of p w t h  may weli be the most 

critical issue facing hurnan societics in the 21st ccntury. Growth and its causal acceptance is 

partly rooted in two related (although not always explicitly r e o o ~ )  impressions of main- 
Stream neoclassical ecunomics: that th- is an infinite numba of tcsources, and that a saîis- 

factory substitute can always be found for the role of a u  one of them (EMich 1979), the false 
law of "infinite substitutability." Al) indicators point to continuhg growth, in our own num- 

bers, in the space we occupy, in our collsumption and their subsequent impacts on our life 
support systems causing changes of expanding sevcrity: including global warming, stratos- 
phenc ozone depletion, acid deposition, loss of biodiversity, and cultural brealcdown, 

Humans now appropriate between one-tbird and one-half of the present net primary 
production (NPP) of the biosphere (Pauley 1995; VitouseIr et al. 1986). NPP is the amount of 
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energy left after subtracting the respiration of primary 
producers (mostly plants) h m  the total amount of 

energy (mostly solar) that is fixeci biologically. NPP 
provides the basis for the maintenance, growth and 
reproduction of al1 consumers and decomposers on 

Earth. It is the total food resources on Ehrth. The 
decoupling of humans h m  their envitoment has led 
us to overestimate the capacity of the planet to absorb 

the impacts of our activities, and to ignore another 
fiindamental law, the "law of the minimum" or 
Liebig's law. This law states that whatever necessity is 

least abundantly available (relative to per capita requirements) sets an environment's carrying 
capacity. This is similar to the idea that the weakest Iink detexmines the strengh of the whole 
chain. While it rnay appear that human systems are infinitely flexible and plastic, either 

through technologid innovation or by trade enlarging the scope of application of the law of 
the minimum, it is now clear that the enlarged environment through globalization still has 
fmite carrying capacity (Rees 1 996). 

Some analysts argue that human society is approachhg, and perhaps has already 
exceeded, global ecological carryùig capacity, and that extensions of present rates of con- 



surnption and production, characteristic of iadusbialized muatries, to the rest of the globe is 
simply not feasible (Costanza et al. 1995; Daily and EMich 1996; Meadows et al. 1992; 

Odum 1972; Wackemagel and Rees 1996). If aarait population rates continue, it would 
appear that by the year 2030 the human species may be appropïating 80 p m m t  of the Earth's 
total carryhg capacity (Regia, pasonal communication). Indeed, in spite of the vast amounts 
of information now circulating, it is difficult to detamine cxactly where we arc on the fol- 
lowing spectnmi (Figure 7-11, although most ecologists are clear that we are alrcady weli past 
the point of sustainable development: 

Figure 7.1. Size of human activity systuns relative to nahrral systcms 

Furthamore, civil societies have not been able to successfirlly engage in collective dialogues 
about which is the p r e f d  state, since it raises the difficdt issues of population, resources, 
consumption, and environmental health. As well this discussion brings into play çomplex 

issues, such as the nature of these lirnits and their plasticity, values, human ingenuity, and the 
role of technology. in addition, there are diffaing assumptions, perceptions, and knowledge 
about the importance of environmental conditions and pn>cesscs in supporthg human well- 
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M Y ;  a d  a paffcni of incorne k q u e  
Regardless of the debate over definitions, it is d i c h  ro k df susth+ 

clear that human appropriation of carrying to rpu PML U the wher 
three amas. 

will continue to increase unless we make some imme- (~urkiss 1974, p. 235) 

diate changes in our values and c u m t  levels of 



growth. Since 1900, the worid's population has multiplied more than three times. The world's 
economy has expanded 20 times. The consumption of fossil fuels has grown by a factor of 30, 

Such n~rnbem are cIrPrly ihcompdk 
with ecological and d u a i o n . y p r ~ ~ # ~ ~ ~ ,  
Vicluding the pcrsIrrence of h w p  pe& 
tors, the cotttlnnrtrio~~ of annwd dgralions 
of birds, spcciaiion in me oqpùsriis, a d  
the protedion and mainkrrance of nab'm 
biotas 

(Souk 1991) 

and indusirial production has increased by a factor of 

50. Most of this growth has taken place in just the last 
40 years since 1950 (MacNeiil et al. 199 1). Estimates 
of the M o n  of land on the planet transformed or 

degraded by humanity faIl in the range of 39 to 50 per- 
cent, and by the end of this century the fiow of about 
two-thirds of al1 of the Earth's rivers will be regulated 
(Wtousek et al. 1997). 

One of the most aitical resources for carrying capacity of an animai population is food, 
and it may well pmve to be the ultimate dciaminuig factor fm human sociaics in the fiitrae. 

Brown (1 995) predicts that food d t y  and distn'bution will tt-e the defïning focus of the 
global environmentai threat, as Seafood catch and grain produdion pa person continue to fall, 

couplai with rising focrd pricts and inaeasiag deniand for graia In addition, a doubling of the 

human population size portends a more than doubling of human impacts because humanity has 
sequentially exploited the most accessible of its cssential rtsoucices (Daiiy and Ehrlich 1996). 

There are quite simply no new hntiers lefi to exploit. Boom and bust resource cycles 

and environmental degradation have been part of man's bistory since the beginning of civi- 
lization- In hunting and gathering societies, as one area's resources were diminished, humans 

Human culture A a s  removed the COR- 

straina zhar result in dompened oscilloaions 
ch~1ruc1erLstic of most ofker ~pecies. 
Human sysiems are prese- UIcqpbk of 
responding to neg& feecibock b p a  men 
though t k y  luom &fore wcr TIlre mu& is 
unregdafed growth orrd m h i J h r  Mial 
populmiUn instobilw îhat &genera&s W 
figurative, literd and mmhema&al chaos 

(Hm 1990) 

moved to another area With the agricultural revolu- 

tion, however, people became more place-bound, and 

new forces, such as privatization and centraikation, 
were introduced into human production, rapidly 
cxpanding humm activity impacts on ecological car- 
rying capacity. Exploration and conquests of New 

Worlds meant new markets and resource exploitation 
on an even greatcr scale. This appropriation of new 
hntiers gave humans the perception of being able to 

engage in infinite expansion and growth. As scale, time and place appeared to be transcend- 
ed by our ingenuity, and as our numbers began to expand exponentially there was an impera- 
tive to intensiQ production, particularly agricultural production, by muuis of enhanceci tech- 
nology. 

Not only the scale, but also the nature of this p w t h  is having profound impacts on the 
ecological carrying capacity of the planet (Clark 1989; Godand and Daly f 993; Erhlich and 
Erhlich 199 1). For exarnple, if every Chinese pason was to purchase a car, and a refiigerator 



using CFCs, then although as a nation they would be better off, globally it would be cata- 

strophic in terms of global warming and ozone depleâion. It would appear, therefore, that the 
closer we corne to these eoological limits, the l e s  we 

can assume that economic welfare, as generally 
defined today, and total welfare are movhg in the 

same direction. Nevertheless, as Gynne Dwycr's 
(1 997) four part CBC series, Tlie Popiation Bomb, 
dramatically dernonstrateci, the i n d g  dunaad 
fiom less developed countnes (LDC) for access to the 
same products that are cunmtiy consumcd in soeatled dcveloped countries is inevitable. 
Cleariy, to achieve sustainable development, the material nature of these proâucts, and our 
production proceses must change dramatically or bc fimdamentally redesignd 

Economically, the worid is undergoing both massive and rapid change. Coupled with 
the rapid disappearance of centrally-planned cmnomies tbroughout the world, tbere is a tidal 
wave of development and expanded reliance on maricet forces and market-based policies. 
There are powerfbl trends towards global cmnomic inkgration through trade li'beralization 
and the emergene of an international capital market, charadrizcd by fbws of capital ever 
in search of higher rates of return. The growth of newly indda l iz ing  coutries in Asia, now 
including China, Indonesia, Malaysia and niailand, and the rapid expansion of world trade, 
will continue to chdlenge the ability of al1 systems to maintain th& integrity. Indeed, the cur- 
rent crises in the cconomies of the Asia-Pacific Rim probably indicates that the global trading 
system as  a whole is following the boom and bust cycles of resource exploitation. 
Fundamentally, as argued in the preceding three chapters, social and economic imperatives 
can only be supported with an equal emphasis on rehabilitation and maintenance as on pro- 
duction, and 1 would fwther argue, enhancement of ecological systems worldwide. 

Socially, we appear to be witnessing a psychopathological uncoupling and coupling 
occurring simultaneously. Examples of the forma include the delinking of money from pro- 
duction, in that money has b m e  a means to an end, independent of production. As well, we 
c m  recognize a delinking of employmait and profit in many sectors. Thus, as cumpanits 
becorne more profitable, they are laying off more and more workers. This can be seen most 
clearly in the banking sector. As more and more industries move into the global marketplace, 
there is an uncoupling of work h m  place. As resource~ are depletcd in one community, com- 
panies simply move to another, leaving local governments to deai with the subsequent unern- 
ployrnent, social dislocation, and ecologicaI degradation. These processes continue to create 
a social trap (Costanza 1987) in which population growth -mes coupled to increasing 
inequity, reduced carrying capacity, and unsustainable development. Because of these links, 



Catton (1993) argues that most of today's less devtloped nations will never becorne devel- 
oped, and that this will have serious repemissioas for civil societies evaywhere. 

The above leads us to the overwhelming conclusion that we are approacfiing, and in 

some realms may have already exceeded, the global carrying capacity of the planet- It is clear 
that whereas loads may grow exponentially, canying capacity may not (Arrow 1995; Catton 
1993; Rees 1996). As 1 have argued carlier, in Chapters 3 to 6, there is already ample evidence 
of system breakdowns, global climate change, ozone depletion, unprecedented rates of biodi- 

versity loss, and inequity both within and betwœn counûies. Our species has clearly moved 
fiom a self-perpetuating way of life that =lied on the circularity of natural biogeochemicai 
processes, to a way of life îhat is ultimately self-terminating because of its reliance on linear 
chernical transformations (Catton 1 993). Our current practices arc clearly unsustainable, and 
business as usual is not an option. Sustainable development is, thercfore, a strategic irnpera- 
tive for ail nations at every level of human activity. 

Critics have argued that the tenn sustainable development is an oxymoron and that 

development is being ernphasized at the expense of sustainability (Jickling 1994; Lele 199 1 ; 

and Rogers 1 994). Much of this criticisrn stems in part h m  the fact that sustainable devel- 
opment touches on every sphere of human activity, technological, economic, political, and 
cultural, thus, bringing into play most of the dominant paradigms, myths and metaphors h m  

these domains. In addition, the current structure of academe and government means that prac- 
titioners in the various relevant fields each only have access to a mal1 part of the picture. 
They typically think in tenns of different time scales, 
and ofien use the same words to mean different things 
(Holdren et al. 1995). Jacob (1994) argues that any 

sustainable development formulation must be able to 
meet the metatheoretical criteria that detennine the 
ability of a h e w o r k  to effectively guide research 
and ultimately the development of policies to achieve 
a given set of objectives. She M e r  suggests that the 
de fini tional conhion  surrounding the concept is not 
really about meaning, but about whose values should 
take precedence in the definition. Some analysts argue 
that sustainable development is not possible without 
cultural change, that is, a paradigrn shift, and that cultural change is a feminization in the 
sense of emphasizing comectedness, relationships, cyclicity and nodinearity (Malley and 

Lawrence 1 994). 

Nevertheless, 1 believe that the strength of the concept lies in its constructive ambigu- 



ity, and that this has kept people at the table who normally do not talk to one awther. 1 believe 

the term does raise the issue of growth. It is inbefe~~t, although it is not implicit. Its greatest 
strength may lie in its ability to tramamd the old left-right classical dichotomy, and the no- 

growth and full-growth polarization, and to stimulate new discussions about the nature and 
meaning of growth in a sustainable society. As well, putting sustainable in h n t  of develop 
ment means not thaî development can be continued indcfinitcly, but rather that the choioe of 
processes and end states for development must be oompati'ble with maintahhg the improved 

conditions indefinitely. A sustahble procas or condition is one that can be maintainad indef- 
initely without progressive diminution ofvrlwd quaiities, both inside and outside the system 

in which the p<ooess opentes and the condition prcvails (Holdm a al. 1995). 
Sustainable developmaït, sincc its widcsprrd promulgation through the 1987 

Brundtland Commission Rcport, bu btought togettia new coalitions, l lkit  sorne of them 
rather hgile; but, if these coalitions can now shengthcn and bcgin ta work together in more 
synergistic ways in the third -or (Ri&in 1995). wc may be abk to achieve more acœlerat- 
ing positive social changes. 

1 have d i a  defincd sustainable developnent as a proces of reconciiiation of three 
imperatives: (i) the ccr>logical imperativc to live within global biophysical carrying capacity 

e mure the development of dernouatic and maintain biodiversity; (ii) the social imperative to 
systerns of govemance that can effêctively propagate 
and sustain the values that people wish to live by; and 
(iii) the economic hperative to ensure that basic 
needs are met woridwide (adapted h m  Dale et al. 
1995). And equitable access to resources- ecologi- 
cal, economic and social- is fùndarnental to its 

implementation. Meeting al1 three sources of impera- 
tives is both necessary and sufficient. It is counter- 
productive to debate which is more fiindamental. 
Without satisfjhg ecological imperatives, we poison 

ourselves, deplete out resources and dcstroy the basic 

Lüc mauy things, die wlvc of rAic sustoiri- 
abiï@jiwlncy seem ro & irr thejowncy 
irrrI/ r d e r  ikaa the krdnrrbioa Ewn 
dioygk * goad is dwsivc, aud prhîps 
Uirpossiblc, fie ChrrClcnge of reqwridirrg 
ctccia'riiidy k isat iiroa'rvma mrrrry of ur 
Airning for svstcrrvstcrrriabilir), n e c c s s ~  fie 
reeKamirieaion of furrdamenrcil 1155ump- 
&ns about the busiri- niv are irr, tke 
o b ~ c a R r w ~ r ~ r a n d t k ~ i y u e 0 ~ ~  
o w s c k  I t ~ c ~ c r y l A i r i g r u ~ d o  &CI- 

& ~ & M c C O & ~ W R ~ ~  

(Torrie 1996, p. 25) 

life support systems so necessary for human and non-human Jurvival. W~thout heeding the 

economic imperatives, we cannot provide the necessitics of life, let alone provide meaninfil 

work, and without taking account of the social imperatives, our societies will collapse into 
chaos. Given the intercomectedness and nature of sustainable development, f8ilure in any one 

are.  will make it impossible to properly address the other two, particularly over the long-term. 
In Appendix Q, 1 have provided a case study - a brief discussion of the cod fisheries collapse 
on the East Coast that illustrates these essential interconnections. 



But what are the characteristics of sustainable devdopment? When considering the 

specific issues of global warming, ozme depletion, biodiversity los ,  overpopdation and con- 

sumption, it quickly becornes clear that they are more oomplex and interactive than is gener- 
ally assumecl. These problems are more and more fquent ly  caused by local and global 

h u m  impacts on air, land and oceans that slowly 

SuslainaMe app'mchcs stress w ~ u e n a s  accumulate to trigger sudden abrupt changes that 

(MacRac cl d. 1989. p. 177) people, the productivity of renewable resources 
(Holling 19%) and the weU-king of human societies 

everywhere. And this inCrC8SiLLg globalization of biophysical phenornena is interacting with 
the globalization of trade and the large scale movcmcnts of people (Holling 1993). The prob- 
lems are ones that emerge in severai places and suddedy, rathcr than ones that emerge only 

locally at a speed that is rapid enough to ôe noticcû, 

but slow enough to permit considercd response 

(Holling 1996). For example, the hole in the ozone 
layer had to reach a critical level before it eould be 
detected by scientisl, and then, quickly became a 

major problem affecting many nations and cornmuni- 
ties, including many that have not contri'buted to the 
problem. Consequently, the solution must involve al1 
nations. The problems and the potential responses to 
them move both human and naturd systems into such 

novei and unfamiliar territory that aspects of the 

future are not only uncertain, but are inhefently unpre- 
dictable (Holling 1993). We shall never aîtain scien- 

tific consensus concerning the systems that are king 

W e n v r i r r ~ o p i u r l [ i c a & ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ & o n  the 
envimament ~ R O t  & fle*& con- 
l d i e 4  bwtmwiribcpmwn* thatprewn- 
&PR mquvcs f ie  alpluf-n of thepre- 
sent sfmcarte of rltr Ictl[rnosjph~~~, f i g -  
hg ii irira ionnony * the ecosphere; 
rkrrt th& meam mpssivcly nkwigrring the 
mq3r hd- agricwlrura4 encrgy, a d  
l r a a q p ~ m  m; &aî satch a bans- 
foIll)(lbiOn of the zysuniis 0fpoduMion con- 
flicrr WM the shorf-tem pf l -maxhiz ing 
goais that now govnir hv~~nilent &a- 
sions; and thai, accordingly, poIr'ricaüy 
suif& means musi k k i o p c d  rlCat 
b* the public inderest iri long-rermi crrvi- 
ronincrirPI quciliry rio bcor on these &- 
~ions 

( C o m m ~ ~ u  1975, pp- 1 92- 193) 

examineci, and howledge of the system with which we deal will always be incomplete 
(Walters 1986, 1990). Moreover, &ere is also an inherent unknowability, as well as unpre- 
dictability, concerning evolving managed ecosystems and the societies with which they are 
linked (Holling 1993). Because of uncertainty, sustainable development issues can o h  be 
manipulateci by political and economic interest groups (Costama 1997). Because ev-g 
in ecological systems changes constantly, sustainable development is a moving target 
(Salwasser 1993). 

Sustainable development issues are scale, place and time dependent, and must be 

defined according to the type, intensity and hquency of use -subject to maxims defined 
local1 y, regiondl y and nationally (Regier and Baskerville 1 986). Concems about precise def- 



initions and fiameworks may be spurious given the diversity of regions, both socially and geo- 

graphicaliy. Appropriate fore* practices for the West Coast of Canada, for example, are 
very different fiom those needed on the East Coast. These communities, k e f o r e ,  must 
define the specifics of sustainable development accordhg to their m u e  ~ l o g i c a l ,  social 
and economic imperatives, and, in some cases, there may weU be greater emphasis on devel- 
opment than sustainability, whereas in others the reverse may be true. By extension, these 
imperatives will also Vary greatly ûorn nation to nation, as cultural factors are inserted into 
the decision making proctss. That is why 1 have collapscd all the many ecological, social and 
mnomic imperatives hto three relatively simple statemcnts that 1 believe tire the minimum 
means to effedively implcment sustainabIe dcvelopment, Givm the above description of the 
characteristics of sustainable development, each socio-political bouudd region will have to 

M e r  elatmrate their own impcrativcs givcn their contcxt. Alîhough tbosc thtet imperatives 
appear deceptively simple, 1 believe they are sutlticiaitly robust to ensurt a more sustainable 
pathwsy. Al1 three are therefore, neœssary and sufficient conditions. They involve difficult 
questions of valuation, however, such as defining "basic needs." 

Another key question mthin sustainable development involves the specification of 
what is to be sustained. It is, therefore, a normative concept, and it evokes strong values at 
societal and individual levels. Sustainable development knowledge is more value-driven, as 
well as more curiosity-driven, and consequently this necessitates an unprecedented interface 
between research and public policy, a kind of chic research. Moreover, Ludwig et al. (1993) 
make an important criticism of the idea of sustainable exploitation of resources: without an 
adequate grasp of the human dynamics that drive exploitation, there can be no adequate 
understanding of how it could be achieved or rnaintained, It is important to d i z e  that in 

democratic pst-modem societies, there are no singie, right answers to the many cornplex, 
interacting problems. Rather, we must always be willing to work with multiple mergent real- 
ities that can only be decided by the plurality of interests affected. Sustainable development, 
therefore, has both highly political and social contexts. 

A mode1 that puts values at the centre of human organkmtion is provided in Figure 7.2. 



In this model, values are put at the centre of the decision-making process, rather than deny- 
ing that they can be "objectively" submerged. By m a b g  values explicit to the process, 
Keeney believes more meaningfiil consensus may be achieved. This model, when combined 
with Norgaard's (1994) CO-evolutionary one, provides for a richer pichire of human activity 

systems. 1 maintain that the separation of values h m  organizational life is an artificial con- 
struct, since values are inherent to human behaviour, whether or not they are explicit or 
implicit. Values determine how we structure our organizations, the nature of our science, the 
paradigms, myths and metaphors we consrnia to rnake sense of our world, our interpersonal 
relationships, and our relationships with the environment. Putting values at the forefiont then, 
is similar to exposing our dominant paradigms, as it encourages debate and discussion about 
their applicability vis-a-vis current realities. Since sustainable development is a normative 

concept, values and their articulation are key to any discussions about a common hnework  
(Hill 1978 and 199 1 ; Schumacher 1977; Science Council of Canada 1977). 

Because of the complexity and interlockhg nature of the systems involved, interdis- 
ci plinarity will be a fundamental necessity for both decision-making and fmding sustainable 

development solutions to problems such as global warming. Indeed, a major element in the 

lack of progress in implementing sustainable development may well be the historical separa- 
tion of knowledge which divided the biological and social sciences, and the resultant disfnist 
of bioiogical analogies by most social scientists (Caldwell 1969). 

A cri tical distinction, however, must be made between multidisciplinary, interdiscipli- 
nary and transdisciplinary research. The former usually consists of different disciplines inves- 
tigating the same topic, but still adhering to theu traditional disciplinary languages and con- 



cepts. If integration is attempted, it is frequently an add-on to the traditional separate disci- 
plinary approach. In contrast, ïnterdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research irnplies that 
there is some common conceptual or systemic hmework that undergrids the entire research 
framework. It requins the conscious searching for unifjing and holistic concepts that foster 

and reinforce undastanding across disciplines. integration among disciplines occurs in the 

design and conduct of the study. 
Formal research, experimentation, and testin& that is, systcmatic observation, theory- 

forming, and experimentation as a scieatific advity, 
are needed to producc generic howladge, but they are 
not aIways needed for problan solving. The challenge 
of sustainable development increasingly p-ts 
itself as a problern-solving activity. It is dso about the 

production of usefiil Irnowledge, that is, it is inbuent- 

ly applied research. As well, it is normative and not 
value-fis, and it involves cornplex ismes of 
and culture. The nature of mstainablc development 

issues requires at al1 levels more expanded decision 
and research contexts. 

A systems perspective is also critical, since sustainable development issues require us 
to deal with complex personai, social and ecological 
systems. Systems thinking provides a fi-amework for 

intemdationships rather than things, for seeing pat- 
terns rather than static snapshots. 1 have provided a 
more detailed discussion of systems thinking in 
Apperidix R Some of the principles goveniing natur- 
al systems are holism, interdependence and interrela- 
tionship. Just as al1 the pmpertics of water are not pre- 
dictable h m  the propatics of oxygen and hydrogen, 
so the properties of ccological systecns are not pre- 
dictable by studying the properties of the living enti- 
ties and non-living matter of which they are com- 
posed. The classical duality between the living and the 
non-living does not exist in natural systems and, 

indeed, as it is argue. in Chapter 5 on social impexa- 
tives, îhat this is one of the pervasive old myths that 
must be changed. As also argued earlier, habits of 



thought tend to be e x a n e l y  persistent, and rn- thought, by definition, excludes con- 
sideration of alternatives. This and other related barriers will be examined in the next chapter. 

Most importantly, knowledge experts h m  every domain have to rd ize ,  accept and 

plan for the fact that knowledge of the systems they are dealing with is, and always will be, 
incomplete. Surprise is inevitable, and thus, there will rarcly be urianimity of agreement 

among peers, only an increasingly &%le linc of tested argument (Holling 1996). Indeed, 
this lack of unanimity will be used by competing vest- 
ad interests as an argument for maintabhg the status 

quo. Morcovver, not only is the science incomplete, the 

system itstlf is a moving target, continually evolving 

because of the impacts of management and the pro- 

gressive expansion of the scalc of human influence on 

the biosphere (ibid). This incomplete knowledge is 

partly the result of the uniqueness of interactions in 

space and tirne, and of the evolving nature of the relationships bctween nanual and human 
activity systems, especially givcn the dominance of the human species in ecosysterns every- 
where. 

In addition to the need for interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity, is the need for 

human activity systems to recognize and understand the interdependence of ecological sys- 

tems. Everythhg within any ecosystem can be shown to be related, most indirectly, to every- 

thing else. Moreover, there are no linear relationships; every effect is also a cause in the web 
of natural interdependency. Of course, not all relationships are equally important or equally 

sensitive, and most operate slowly, indirectl y, over the long-term and non-linear ways. In gen- 

eral, however, interdependence is total (Bookchin 1992; Commoner 1975; Folke and Berkes 

1992; Hardin 1993; Henderson 199 1; Hill 198 1 ; 199 1; HoUing 1992; Leopold 1949; Jantsch 

and Waddington 1976; and Odum 1973). Thus, the biosphcre is a unity and can oniy be under- 
stood in tenns of itself (Daly 1994; Ophuls 1977; and Odum 197 1). Systems thinking 
requires, therefore, the ability to work with both the parts and the whole, for they are nested 

realities of one another, as Koestler's work (1 978) on holons and Smuts (1 926) work on 
holism argue. 

Systems thinking is about relationships and intmelationships between the parts and 
the whole. Studying structure is one method of understanding a system in a way that permits 

rnany other things to be related and understood. Another way is through the transfer of pnn- 

ciples and attitudes. A third approach is by examinhg the underlying principles and ideas. 

Understanding structure, transfer of principles and attitudes and understanding underlying 

pnnciples and ideas of natural and ccological systems, 1 will argue in the following chapters, 



is critical for pmulgating sustainable dwelopment practices throughout society. 
Sustainable development is as much of a revolution, at the redesign stage (Hill 1985; 

1 996; 1 W8), as was the industrial revolution of the eighteenth centuxy. Modem soçiety, how- 
ever, is much more sophisticated, complex, and instihitionally organized than eighteenth cen- 

tury society. Many barriers at the individual, intraorganizational, inter-organizational and 

societal levels work against major change. If change 

occurs, it is o h  piecemeal and incremental et best. 
Innovation, defined by Kanter (1983) as the genera- 
tion, acceptance, and implementaîion of new idcas, 
processes, ptoducts, or services, and by others as a 
pro- of political and social change, is key to ensur- 

ing the transition to sustaiaable develojmc11t. Cleariy, 
integrative innovation-stimulating cultures (Ibiâ, 
1983) in industry and governmc11ts are a prercquisite 
for realizing change of the magnihde that sustainable 

development requires, if it is to be integrated into al1 
levels of Canadian society. 

It is only when we open our min& to the para- 
doxes of sustainable development and the possibilities of new paradigms, myths and 
metaphors that we will be able to realize its implementation. Some of these paradoxes are con- 
cerned with how to retain and develop 1 d  self-reliance in the face of increasing globaliza- 
tion; equity between present and htwe generations; equity between the North and the South; 

Human culture hm remowed the con- 
straints fhaf rcsult in drrrnpcned osciUa4io1~~ 
cliaractcristic of mosî qptckc We haw m o i  
ycr recongnized or acknowlcggcd any nqp 
aïive fec&k b p s  thai SClCOYSIy endon- 
ger our sumNIval a s  a spcciès men thougk 
fhcy liwm &fore us. Tke mult is unregn- 
&cd growîh andpolcnairilly ièthdppvlo- 
non irrslabili@ thet &ègcnerUtes to figum- 
rive, lirerd and ~ e m ~  chaos 

man, 1990) 

a balance between the cornpethg forces of centraha- 
tion and decentralization; a balance between diversity 

and the potential for increasing homogenization as a 
result of globalization; and a balance between the 
space we occupy and the space we leave for other 

species. niese paradoxes will not be resolved without 
an explication of differing individual and cultural val- 

ues, preferences, as well as beliefs about and 
approaches to a highly u n d  and unknowable 

fûture, and the resolution of such differences through 
supportive social processes (Holdren et al. 1995). This, I will argue in sucçeeding chapters 

must include expanded decision-making contexts, especially by govemments. 





Restraining and Driving Forces 

Suppose you own u pond on which a wter fi& is pwing. Tlie lily plant doubles 
in sue each Ifthe fil'y wem alfowed to gmw unchecAedP if wuid completeïy 

cover the pond in 30 &ysP &king oflthe ofher fomw of lge in the wafer: For a long 
time the lily plant se- smuil. and so yau decide not îo wmy about cuttîng it back 
untif it CO- hurfthe pond On wfrat &y will thut be? On rire twenty-ninth &yP of 

cowse. You have one &y to s w  yourpond. 
(MtaAnws et al, 1983, p. 29) 

In spite of the overwhelming ccological cvidmcc thst wc are destroying the vay nat- 
ural resource life-support systans that form the basis for human viability, thae has bacn a sys- 
temic failure on the part of human adivity systems to meaninflly and effectively implement 
sustainable deveiopment policies and pradices. A cclltral question we have to ask is, why in 
the face of this overwhelming ewidence has th«t been this systcmic fâilure to address the sus- 
tainable development imperative. What would appear to bc systcms based on rational-expert 

decision-making models may, indeed, be supjmriing a d  perpetuating decision-making that is 
based on ill-foundd ounceptions of nahiral systems (Appendix M) and inherent psycho- 
pathological structures, supportai by out-dated paradigms, mdaphors and myths (discussed 
earlier in Chapter 3). 1 maintain that these structures are continually maintained and reinforced 
by a variety of vested interests that ase committed to m g  the status quo or extrapo- 
lations of it, with its existing distribution of powcr and access to resources and rewards. In 
addition, the failure to address the underlying nature of unsustainable policy choices arise 
ffom deeper asmmptions about how the world works. These assumptions, which actually 

comprise our worldviews or mental models (Bateson 
1972; Boulding 1981; Capra 1991; Kuhn 1962; 
Lincoln and Guba 1985; Maturana and Varela 1987; 
Reason 198 1 and Rowan 1976), although rately stat- 
ed, as  disaissed in -ter 4, are detectable as 

metaphors and implied beliefk. In that chapter, 1 also 
S .  examinai two restraining causes for effkctive action, 

the pervasiveness and persistence of dudistic thought in EufoAnirican systems, and the 

dominance of prevailing paradigms, myths and metaphors. Ln this chapter, 1 will examine 
those featwes of institutional behaviour at the federal level that contribute to this paraiysis of 
innovation and gridlock amund the implementaîion of sustainable development. 



Over the course of my 22 years of experience as a public servant at the federal level, 

1 have had a number of interesthg and challenging assigments. Upon joining the 
Government in Febniary 1976,I worked mainly on strategic policy development and machin- 

ery of government issues, such as wage and price controls, program reviews of personnel 
management systems, regulatory reform, environmental programs and strategies for mam-  
level changes in federd governane. As well, at the bepinning of the 1970s, 1 worked on fiitur- 
ist research, at which time two seminal books came to influence my thinking and subsequent 
career choices, the Club of Rome's Limits to Gmwth (Mcadows et al. 1972) and 

Schumacher's (1973) Srnail is BeauniII As my cxpcric~x grcw in the s&rt-up of new orga- 

People in organizathns, hd&g ednea- 
tionai organuations, firid î h e  ICietd 
pressed either to fUld oclira1 insiunces of 
these rationcil pradecs or to jhd radionai- 
izedpradces whose ovtcomcr h m  k m  as 
benemnt as predicte4 or to fed #ha# thse 
rational occPsions qp&ïn much of dut 
goes on nithin the o r g a u ~ n .  

(Wcick, 1976. p. 10) 

nizations and the management of cbange in federal 
systems, 1 participated in buiiding two novel programs 
and th& institutional structures: the diversification of 
regional economic development pmgrams and the 

establishment of the Atlantic Canada Opportunities 
Agency, and, more recently, the creation of the 
National Round Table on the Environment and the 
Economy (NRTEE). Since October 1988,I have been 
working exclusively in the area of sustainable devel- 

opment policy and planning, and since 1993, as a Senior Research Associate with the 
Sustainable Development Research Institute at the University of British Columbia and with 
the Canadian Biodiversity Institute, in Ottawa. 

Over the past two decades, 1 have directly experienced and observed the difficulties of 
effecting change in large bureaucracies, in spite of the political will to do so, and of seerningly 

rational information indicating the necessity for such change. Inertïa in bureaucracies and 
their tendency to change incrementaily has been written about extensively (Aucoin 1972; 

Doern & Conway 1994; Kent 1988; Kernaghan & Willms 197 1 ; b w r y  and Carpenter 1984). 
In my experience, the forces against change appear to be much more systemic, pervasive and 

rnulti-faceted than is normally appreciated, and they operate at b t h  the p u p  and individual 
levels. In many of the Task Forces, Commissions and senior management meetings in which 

I have participated, 1 have found that often the lowest common denominatm prevails in deci- 
sion-making, in the face of information to the contrary. Early in my career, I started to ques- 

tion the expert-ritional decision model, as 1 experienced first-hand irrational decision-mak- 
hg. Increasingly 1 noticed that issues of power and control, as well as individual psychody- 
namics, were key features of decision-making, and that they operated at ail levels within the 
system. 

Although aware of the pervasive influences of early socialization on childhood devel- 



opment and leaming (Bandura et al. 1965; Issacs 1946; Kagan 1958; Piaget 1953; and Sears 

et al. 1957), 1 was puzzled by the s e d g  inability of bureaucraties to both appreciate the 

influence of their collective culture on üieu grasp of the reality of emerging phenornena and 
new information, and to respond to these changing realities. There were clearly significant 

gaps between hetoric and action. 1 began to perceive the influence of prcvailing paradigms, 
mytbs and the metaphors that surrounded us, and of 
the pow& vested interests committed to maintain- 
ing the status quo, or extrapolations of it. For exam- 

ple, the d e n t  opposition to and criticisms of the 
concept of limits introdud by the Club of Rome's 
1972 document seemed out of proportion to the 
important idas that w& being raisai. Growth and 
dcvelopmeat were so M y  linked with the notion of 
huma0 progtess that to propose otherwise was vie& 
as sacrilegious. Another example is the lack of action 
rcsulting h m  the McDonaid Commission Task Force 

on the Economy in 1985. At that timc, the Commission stated, "In many other places in this 
Report, we cal1 for less govemmnt intavention; in the area of environmental regdation, 
however, we are obliged to c d  for more. Over the long tecm, the task of environmental reg- 
ulation promises to be immense. We shall have to deal with growtb in the number and size of 

projects that may adversely affect the environment, with an increasing number of pollutants 
and hazards, with the irreversible, and sometimes unquantifiable, effects of a growing range 

of industrial substances and processes, and with the 

emerging international aspects of our environmental 
responsibility. Consequently, we [the Commission] 
recommend that governrnents increase their spending 
to provide the analytical resources needed to support 
the long-tenn regdatory task. We M e r  recommend 
that federal mvimnmental proceses be brought into 
greater harmony" (MacDonald Commission Report, 
1985, pp. 439-440). In this case, the Commission was 

one cf the best organized task forces in the Federal Goveniment, with an extensive research 
budget, and some of the best cconornic min& in the country were brought together. Yet, most 
of its recommendations were not implemented. It is reveaiing that its recornmendations on 

fiee trade, which the Commission had linked to the implernentation of a guaranteed annual 

incorne scheme to ease the transition period of stmctural adjustment that would occur, were 



implemented without the latter. It seand clear to me that govemment policies were being 
derived fiom fimdarnentai and ofien unstated assumptions and values concerning the nature 
of the world and how it works. 

The increasingly plural nature of Canadian society, combined with the increase in 
vested interests (Anderson 1970; Banting 1 986; Cairns 1988; Fox 1979; Pd 1 990; Pros 1992; 

Raynor and Perla 1987; and Thompson and Stanbury 1984) amund maintaidg the sbtus 

quo, results in a lack of political will at al1 government leveis, which is accentuated at the top 
of the pyrarnid, the federal level. In a world dominateci by compcting vested intetests, the 

future is inevitably contentious (Atkinson 199 1). The resoiurces of these vested interests Vary 
greatIy. In 1985-86, for exampIe, the Social S c i ~ c c s  Fakation of Canada budgeted over 

%300,000 for representing the concenu of it manbers., the Consumcrs' Association in 1980 
had revenues of $1.7 million. In contrast, the Canadian Nucleu Association budgeted 
$4,260,000 in 1988 for its public information program (Pross 1992). Client capture works 
two-ways at the official level. Departments capture groups, as for example, in 1986-87, 17 
federal departments paid $184,995,000 to over 500 groups (Finkle et al. 1994). Conversely 
groups capture the departments, in that the same organizations, once fiiaded, tend to get huid- 
ed over and over again. 

It is obvious that radical changes are urgently needed in the structure and processes o f  
public service systems of administration, which were originally established to exploit and 
export natural resowces as efficiently and as quickly as possible, not to sustain theni. The pre- 
ceding chapters have argued that Canadian society, indeed, societies everywhere, are facing a 
concurrent decline in ecological, social and economic capital and, hence, the importance o f  
creating incentives for people and economies to ad more in harmony than in conflict with 

essential processes that control the dynamics and structure of ccosystems, witbin which bio- 
diversity is key to theh h d t h  and productivity (Folk et ai. 1996; Kay and Schneider 1994; 
Kellert and Wilson 1993; Odum 1985; Wilson 1992; and W d e y  et al. 1993). These three 
types of capital - ecological, social and economic - are interdependent and, because of scale 

and time effects, they lock us into a m-evolutionary spiral thaî c m  just as easily be negative 
and degenerative as positive and creative. Economic growth, total matenal consumption and 
environmental degradation are now tightly coupled in complex systems of local and global 
unsustainability. 

Ideas, hokever, are not isolated nom corresponding values and beliefs of the times 
fiom which they emerge, and most of these concepts have not successfiilly engaged m e n t  
political agendas. Nor have they been systematically adàressed by many academics, 
researchers and government policy-makers, and some alternative models such as steady-state 
and ecological econornics have been studiously ignored. This poses a number of interesting 



questions. Why have the dominant theuries and mod- 
els never been seriously challenged by alternative 
modes of thinking? Are these conwpts incapable of 
critical defense? Why, in the light of growing eM- 
dence of i n d g  ecologicai collapse, have the 

dominant paradigrus not bcai scriously engaged in 
sddressing both altanative rnodels and arguments? 

Why is thar such great rcsistance to emergmt con- 

cepts about Society and the environment, such as sus- 
îajnablt dcvtlopma~t? 

The re1uc&nce to seriously address and re- 
tXamine current thoughts about dominant concepts 

and values is particulady perplexing, given the wealth 
of evîdence of inCIC8SÙ1g social and e~vironmental 
degradation. Most of o u  basic indiators are consis- 

tently showing that the quality of our land, air and water continues to degrade on an annuai 

basis. Momver, the accclerating a d  intaactive nature of the impacts of modem industrial 
behaviour is btcoming increasingly clcar globally through such phenornena as global wami- 
ing and the increasing size of the hole in the ozone layer. The systemic failure of our socio- 
political institutions to address what sorne scholars have identified as shaliow versus deep sus- 

tainable development in the face of this tvidence is irrational at best, and extremely short- 

sighted in the long-term (HU 1998). 
Equally, socio-political institutions are manifestations of the prevailing values and 

beiiefs of the society of which they are part. 1s it tnie that modern institutions are rarely capa- 
ble of changing at rates o t k  tban incrementally, if indeed they are capable of change at dl,  
and what are the driving and mtmhbg forces (Lewin 195 1) working for and against erner- 
gent issues such as sustainable development? 

Human societies, howevcr, are capable of sweeping change as evidenced by the great 
revolutions of our pst, the agricultural, industrial, and technologid revolutions. In the nine 
teenth century, the industrial revolution swept across Europe, and was adopted by society 

without major resistance. At that time, Society was far l e s  structured, both politically and 
institutionally, and thus fewer forces were capable of resistïng the sweeping tide of change. 
Now in the twentieth century, an entire complex system of institutions and organizations pre- 
sent an ofien formidable gridlock for avoiding change. But why, in the face of overwhelming 
evidence that hurnanity may be fast approaching ecological limits or, as some scholars claim, 
that it may have even overshot those limits (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1991; Meadows et al. 1992; 



Postel 1989; Rees 1996) is there such institutional resistance to the new sustainable develop- 
ment paradigrn? The probability of overshoot is inCfe8SCd with delays in feedback-hm the 

fact that decision-makers do not get, or believe, or act upon idonnation that limits have been 
exceeded until long after they have been exceeded (Meadows et. ai 1992), as evidenced in the 
collapse of the Atlantic cod fishery (Appendk Q). 

The sophistication of modern society and its organizaonal structures have inherent 
and interIockuig dominant values and idt010gies. These art tightly coupled with structural 

barriers that systematically d u c e  the ability and, 
indecd, îhe capacity of new concepts and alternative 
models to cballcnge the dominant paradigms. OIten 
these interloclcing values and ideologies are shared 
across institutions and bctwcen scctors. Over time, 

this gridlock produces an overwhelmingly inability to 
respond, tven in the face of new information and facts 

that illustrate tbt importance of acting in the present, 
instead of waiting for M e r  validation. 

Moreovcr, for those working within institutions, 
the reinforcing nature of these driving and restraining 
forces for change are covert and deeply irnbedded in 

the historical and present web of interpersonal relations, conflict and rationale; so that even 
newcomers are quickly influenced by the ovenivhefming rationale behind cwent  day actions. 

What may indeed be irrational behaviour is perceived as eminentiy rational, because of the 

opacity of driving and restraining forces. It is important, therefore, to examine what these 
forces are, their validity in the light of current day realities, and dtimately, to address the 
pathological gridlock, by linking economics and ccology in decision-making (Baskerville 
1997), but more than chat, link them extemaily to institutional structures and processes and 
internally to personal development (Hill 1998). 

To effeçt meaningfid change, it is necessary to identifL the main social and economic 
forces that are cmentiy driving ecological, social and cconomic decline, both the proximate 
and underlying forces (Perrings et al. 1992) in these t h e  areas, and to create more effective 
structures to provide the neçessary incentives to redirect these forces. One of the main under- 
lying forces is the overall structure of the governent that results in inappropnate and inef- 
fective governrnent policies. 

When one examines how hunting and gatherhg societia were organized fompared 
with the organization of modem day society. a numba of intemting trends becorne apparent 
The latter were more holistic in contrast to the increasing trends towards dualism and separa- 



tion within modem society. Moreover, modern society has placed an increasing emphasis on 
technology, centralization and privatization. As human sale has increased exponentially in 
more recent times, there has been a corresponding increase in the concentration of production 
and industry in urban centers (Brennan 1997), leading to an increase in privatization. The 
more privatized human adivity systems becorne, the more centraikation there is. More con- 
centration of ownership resuits in greater privatization, aii of whicb d t s  in i n d  
reliance on technology to support the scale of human activities, a positive feedback loop. 
Centralization lcads simultan8ously to extended acquisition, which leads sirnultaneously to 
increasing scale, which leads simultaneously to increasing techaology, ultimately resulting in 
a hyperactive rhythm of global capitalism and homgenizat io~~ 

When these four trends are transposai on two axes, the foliowing patîem cm-: 

Figure 8-1 R-g forces afSècting the implem«itatioa 
of sustainable dcvclopmcnt 

Our overall values and padigms, such as dualistic thinking, are the forces that deter- 
mine the degree of separation of the three imperatives. Moreover, centralization, our depen- 
dence on technological solutions, privathtion and 
scale are interactive and mutually reinforcing. 
Furthemore, there is a positive feedback loop 
between these four trends. The more that ecological, 
social and economic imperatives diverge through dis- 
aggregate decision-making, the more these four fae 
tors convefge and support unsustainable activities that 
will continue to lay the foundation for ecological and 
social collapse. Paradoxicaüy, what appears to be 
increasing options through technology and d e  are 



achially narrowing future options through the inaeasing divergeme of the three imperatives 
In the absence of a guiding h e w o r k  and clearly articulated prïnciples for operating 

across govemment, this gridlock appears îkom within the organization as eminently rational. 

Treasury B o d  Prcsidint Motcd Mcrrs~ 
Las w m e d  that governmaîx are plrgiiig 
too much attention 10 spcciel interat 
groups and risk Iusing ionch wiîh o-œy 
Canadiens in shqpingpdida d s e v k e s .  
He told the AsJocioaion of hfdd 
Executives ycsrerâizy d k  p d t k b s  and 
public servants m m  fUd i ~ w  to 
"define" the public inferest r d n  thau GClL 
ting powerful spciril iaterst p w p r  domi- 
nate the polùpmakihg aga& uS@àd 
interest groups have btcome wilega- 
n i z d  and theu wiccs are h d  lm ikcy'rc 
the voice of the majoriry.3o *pi nir AM 
to do is f i d  a wty to consuIr PU CunedEorrs 
who are more dire@ inwkd WU dl 
issues. " 

(Ottawa Citizen, May 28, 19%) 

It explains why, on the one hand, you cm have a 
department mandated to protect the environment and, 
on the other, another that actively supports unlimited 
or inadcquately limitcd industrial expansion. Current 
econornic activities are cncouraged through govem- 
ment pmgrams and incentives that result in continued 
exploitation of naturai r c s o ~ ,  with increasing cap 
ital investment and cxpanding scales of activity. 
Paradoxically, the result is increasing dependency on 
the continuai mccesses of the b t  phase, that is, îùr- 

ther exploitation of nature (referrhg back to Figure 
8.2), which in the proctss is resulting in a loss of 
resiiience, thus ùicreasing the likelihood of unexpect- 
ed crises and eventual systern coIIapse. With this 

increasing dependency cornes denial of the resuits of 

the decisions, and dernands by economic interests to maintain or expand subsidies. This, along 
with lobby groups battling other lobby groups in their influencing of govemment decision- 
makers, results in gridlocks that make effective decision-makùig impossible - whether it 
involves salmon, owls, fishing, and logging in the 
Pacific Northwest, or cod, poverty and cultural sur- 
vival in Newfoundland, or urbanization, wiidlife and 
water in the Everglades (Gunderson et al. 1995). Tm 
often decisions are made that represent the lowest 
cornmon denominatot among the plurality of interests 
competing to influence governments (decisions made 
to minimize disruption over the short-tenn). 

Holling and Meefe (1996), in th& analysis of 
environmental resource management systems, identi- 

three additional underlying factors that contribute 
to this pathology. First, following upon the initial suc- 
cessfûl phase (for example, insect pests are initially reûuced through pesticide use), the loss 
of ecosystem resilience is accompanied by a shift in management agencies h m  their on@- 
na1 social or economic purposes to increasing efficiencies and reducing costs- Second, their 
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personnel becorne increasingly isolated h m  the systems being managed as their focus is 
politically directed h m  research and monitoring to 
corporate agendas of wst efficiencies, technologies 

and total quality management md apparent Mtu- 
tional survival. Third, one cannot underestimate the 
power of the extcmalities created to maintain the dif- 

M o n  and gemdk i îm of the prevaihg paradigm 
ttiat constitutcs a major obstacle for change, couplexi 

with an or@zational ihmework that supports the 
dominant paradigmatic b u g k  Exit hm a partiailar 

development paîh, thefore, depends upon the source of seIf-Fcinfoiang mechmism. New d a -  
tionships are d e d  fat and these naed to bt -- by fhdmxatal changes in govem- 
ment decision-making and institutional reurgmhtion. 

In addition to îhe restraining foras afllcding the implementation of sus&inable devel- 
opment as depided in Figure 8.1, is the lack of a cohesive constituency, or what MacNeill 

(1 998) refers to as the "politics of nistainable development." As he furth= states "Perhaps the 

greatest weakness of sustainable development, in my view, lies in the fàct that we have not 
yet begun to invent a politics to go with the concept." Although the National Round Table on 

the Environment and the Economy may have stimulated some regime formation around the 
domain, perhaps a necessary precursor to developing a politic, it has yet to d e s c e  into a 

political force in Canada- The pervasiveness of "growth" in human societies as a positive and 
necessary social and econornic good for human weU-being, and its deeply embedded myths, 
is a main banier to developing this new politic. Some of these rnyths are "to grow is to 
progras", "to move forward", and 30 do otherwise is to go backwards". Within such a dom- 
inant socioecunomic paradigm (Figure 3.1) how does one sel1 the concept of sustainable 

development, that if it is to be mL.4ningfitily implemated, means not just "doing more with 
less" but ultimately "doing less?" In fact, one of the reasons why the Conserver Society con- 
cept pmposed by the Science Council in 1977 failed to reach the mainstream agenda was sim- 
ply because many people associated ''Conseiver with less", and maoy who had survived the 
1939 Depression made negative psychological associations with the conserver concept (per- 
sonal commentaries). 

1 believe one of the main reasons a politic of sustainable development has not emerged 
is simply because of the hgmentation within key sectors involved in its promulgation-the 
development, environmental, health, peace and women's movements. What would normally 
be a driving force for implementation, the interest of so many stakeholders, effêctively pre- 
vents an ovedl coalition of many interestS. The problem is inherent in the nature of the beast. 



Sustainable development issws are broad and horizontal, cutting acrou al1 sectors of society. 
As well, problem-solving and decision-making in cbis domain is d i f f id t  precisely because 

solutions are not clear-cut and future consequences of alternative actions are uncertain 
(Brewer 1986; Brewer and de Leon 1983; La Porte 1975). In addition, the issues are often not 
rationally bounded. 

Hence, the stakeholders bring ciiffixent perspectives, and are unially issue driven in 
that they hold one issue as primordial. in addition, the d e s  and values are hi& and thus, 

this very diversity rnay be dsyfiinctional in that it leads to intense hgmentation. Even with- 

in particular issues, thae can be very differing perspectives, ofien h m  a dudistic h c -  

work. For example, with respect to population, rrome see population in and of itself as the dri- 
ving force, others see consumption as more primordial, whercas others see both population 

and consumption as driving forces. And to complicate maners M e r ,  îhere is a major geo- 

graphical division, the North-South spli t. 
And with certain issues, questions of scale also arise. For example, with respect to bio- 

diversity conservation, experts vary greatly on whether or not to work at the habitat, popula- 
tions or species level. The reconciliation of these cornpethg perspectives, therefore, is central 

to the development of any cohcrent regime and a subsequent cohesive political force for sus- 

tainable development The lack of a new politic for sustainable development has also been 
affected by a lack of consensus on what the restraining forces for implementation are and the 
driving forces for unsustainability. 

Moreover, "just as there is no single culture, there is no single meaning of sustainable 
development. You cannot homogenize development, unsustainable or otherwise, in the pres- 

ence of what are multiple, distinctly heterogeneous cultures and adors. Pluralism must remai. 
the criterion of efficacy . . .The really big policy question [is] how to encourage the cun- 

structive interaction of these plural and ineradicable actors" (Thompson 1993, p. 55). It may 
well be that a sufficient politics for sustainable development wiU only emerge in those uncom- 

mon, complex moments when policies, problems and politics converge so that the problems 
of the moment are tangent to the politia of the moment which in tum are tangent to the poli- 
cies of the moment (Roe 1998). Figures 8.3 and 10.4 hopefûlly provide a mode1 for how this 
convergence could be facilitated by govemments, that through d t i i i t e  design, avoid pro- 
tract4 debate over which perspective is morally supcrior or issue more predominant by cre- 
ating semi-permanent coalitions. With attendant resources, coaiitions have the opportunity to 
develop more cohesive civil society constituencies mund sustainable development. 

Although there is a lack of a politic for sustainable developmmt, there is no lack of 
politics in its decision-making, for this domain is inherently more political, once again, 
because it cuts across across al1 sectors, thereby involving more intetest groups, industry asso- 



ciations and lobbyists, and because it is normative. And since govemrnent decision-making is 
Iargely incremental, due mainly to its hiexarchical and vertical stnicuring, decision-making is 
also largely inmemental, and analysis sharply lirnited to altematives that diffa very little fiom 
the status quo. Policy is made iteratively, by Crial and nror, with minimal reliance on thwret- 

icai knowledge. 
It is particularly disturbing that the two institutions that need to provide leadership in 

the promulgation and rapid d i h i o n  of sustainable developmnit knowledge and implernen- 
tation, university and govanment, have deriying inhemt strudures that work a g a k t  this. 
In the former, disciplinary ocpinition and con-esponding incentive structures work against 

interdisciplinary knowledge and rtsearch (Bowers 1997; Wright d al. 1993). In the latter, the 
parallel sedoral, vertical solitudes (the silo mmtality) (Bougecon 1996; Osboume and 

Gaebler 1993; Suthcriand and Doan 1985; Zussman and Jabes 1989) similady works against 

the implementation of cross-cutting, horizontal policies and practices, such as sustainable 
development. Moreover, Mintzberg et al. (1996) argue that the r d  bamiers to horizontal col- 

laboration may well be vertical, in two ways. First, the very things that enable people to be 

promoted in a vertical hierarchy rnay impede them h m  encouraghg horizontal collaboration. 
For example, in the public service ex6CUtive~ are o f h  promotcd for th& loyalty to their 
Minister and the subsequtmt protection of departmental mandates. In acadeznic institutions, 
the very characteristic of a good researcher, strong adherence to individual perspectives, mit- 
igates against interdisciplinary research. Second, people at the top of the apex may see col- 
laboration that is initiated informally in the interests of realizing the organktion's goals, as 
suspect indeed, o h  new organizational initiatives that work horizontally, such as the 
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency and the National Round Table on the Environment and 

the Economy, are seen as threats to the existing departmental mandates sirnply by their mere 
creation. 

For example, in anaiyzing 12 selected key institutions of a d v a n d  western indusnial 
societies at the macro, meso, micm and socio-cultural levels, P h u t t e r  & Trist (1986) dis- 
covered that a fiindamental mismatch existed, between many of theu inherent structures and 

processes and the demands of the new mvironments that paradoxically thcy had configured. 
In other words, the original context in which these institutions had been created had changed 
so much, that their current mandate was no longer relevant in modem society. For example, 

given the exponential growth in human populations, a family allowance scheme may no 
longer be appropriate. Furthexmore, since the kind of dysîùnctionality they found is not read- 
ily reversible under the prevailing dominant socio-economic paradigm, it is likely to persist 
as long as this fiagrnented paradigm remains the guiding framework for advanuxi industrial 
societies. Moreover, since this dysfunctionality ernerges h m  the interplay of extremely pow- 



erfil dynamic forces, it can be expected to increase, as shown in Figure 8.1. nius, the domi- 
nant paradigms of both academe and the f e d d  govemment collude in maintainhg a grid- 
lock that emphasizes small, incremental, maladaptive actions designed not to challenge the 
statu quo. 

Institutional failure at the macro level can be readiiy recognized by Holling's ecosys- 
tem mode1 in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1). For aremple, overlaying the policy processes 
(Gunderson et al. 1999, an analysis of the decisions of successive govenimeents with respect 
to East Coast fisheries issues confirms the trends discussed below and iflustrated in Figure 

Figure 8.2 Fcdecai goversment gridlock (modincd h m  H o h g  1986, 
and Gundcrson ct al. 1995) 

8.2, particularly with respect to research and monitoring issues (Ottawa Citizen, July 4, 1997; 
November 16, 1997; December 10, 1997). 

Govemment institutions are "stuck" dong the one axis, which keeps them endlessly 
cycling between the exploitative and consemation phases, and this prevents them fiom seri- 
ously considering the alternatives. Comequently, there is never any analytical or policy space 
to investigate and develop the alternatives, as doing this would be incompatible with the short- 
term vested self-interest. of business, governments, and even academe, which is increasing- 
ly dnven by a colonizing grantïng system. When one is stuck in a spiraling pattern of exploita- 

tion and conservation, systemic learning cannot take place, and reactive rather than proactive 

policy choices become the nom, Because failure (which is necessary for leamhg) is anathe- 
matical to b weaucratic organizations designed to protect only positive images of its political 

leaders, responses to crises only cause government systems to flip back to the exploitative 
stage. Uniess this underlying structural conflict (Fritz 1 996) is recognized and addressed, 01-11 y 
incrementd change and implementation at the margins will be tolerated. Ovei t h e ,  these flips 
between conservation and exploitation will occur faster and faster (Regier 1 993, and gov- 



ernment policy development will become increasingly myopic and rigid (Holiing 1995), fùr- 
ther alienating our politicians Erorn the publics they are supposed to serve, paradoxically fur- 
ther decreasing the very social capital upon which the integrity of goveniance depends. 

When bureaucraties are faced with complex ecological systems characterized by 

complex interactions, masses of infomtion that o h  seems contradictory, millions of 

species, as well as unknown phmornena, and risks beyond their oontrol, they tend to first 

focus on those phenomena and cadef fec t  relations 

that conform to thei. decision-malring strudures and 
uieir dominant paradip. 'This tendency to maintain 

apparent contml by sclccting only those variables that 

correspond to th& 'perotived rationality' m e s  to 

a 5 m  the need for their institutional existence ancl its 
maintenaclce. Dccp in- and causc-seeking behav- 
iour, if it occm at aii, is ftstricted to the buundaries 
of their rational and physical domain, and each piece 
of new information and every sclectd task supports a 
monolithic authority network of centralized and 

decontextualized decision-making (Edwards and 
Regier 198 1). In addition to powcrfiil extenial vested 

interests committed to maintainhg the status quo, there are equally powerfùl intemal vested 

interests, and together these create a pervasive gridlock of resistance to al1 alternative para- 
. . 

digms and policy initiatives. in the case of the envitonment, these resûammg forces against 
change have enonnous repercussions at many levels, ulthately threatening the very survival 
of Our own species. 

How, then, can the f'édd govemment transfoma itself fkom our current trajectory of 
increasingly degraded brittle ccosystems, rigid management, and dependent societies leading 

to crises (Gunderson et al. 1 995). How can the Government becorne a relevant instrument for 
this magnitude of social change required to become a sustainable Canadian society for the 

2 1 st century? How can the fderai government rcconcile the competing vested interests in an 
increasingly plural society, as well competing paradigras and conceptual fhmeworks? 

Integration of ecologicai, social and economic imperatives requires changes in atti- 

tudes, structures and behaviour at both societal and personal levels. Tbese changes cannot be 

imposeâ, or even effectively fostered through consultation; rather, they must be sought 

through the collaborative efforts of al1 involved (Gibson and Tomalty 1995). In addition, a 

comprehensive understanding of linked natural and human activity systems requires the syn- 
thesis of a number of mutually supportive conceptuai fkneworks. These include participato- 



ry action research and collaborative inquiry (Freire 1 970; Hnon 198 1 ; Reason and Hawken 
1 988; Reason and Rowan 1 98 1 ; To- 1 99 1) strategic questionhg (Peavy 1 986), sofi sys- 
tems methodologies (Checkland 198 1 ; Checkland and Scboles 1990; Churchman 1979; 
Meadows et al. 1 972 ), self-organizing pmperties (Kay 1994; Odum 1983; von Bertala* 
1 968), ecosystem propertia (Holling 1986; Kay and Francis 1995; Odum 1989; Regier 

1 995; Ulanowin 1 986), cbevolutionary models (Bateson 1979; Gmen 1986; Hdes-Jones 
1 995; Hill 1980; Jmtsch 1980; Nosaard 1994; Rosak 1995, and Smuts 1976); values-based 
thinking (Hill 1978; Keeley 1992; Kecncy 19%; and Orr 1994), as well as multistakeholder 
processes @ale 1995). 

In addition, as discusscd in Chaptas 2 and 7, intcrdiscipIinan'ty and transdisciplinari- 
ty, as well as integrated modes of inquiry are required for really understanding sustainable 
development. This is because cornpetencc in this arca can never be based on complete knowl- 
edge, but must rely on best available information and expertisey intuition, responsible exper- 
irnentation and cornmon sense. This interdisciplinarity must ncccssarily integrate the various 
disciplines within both the n a d  and social sciences, given the complex interactions 
between environmental and socid systems, and particularly the curent difficulty of reconcil- 
ing social and ecological imperatives. It should be noted that whereas many ecological imper- 
atives relate to absolutes, such as each species' specific needs for f d  and space, social 
imperatives are relative and much more flexible. Although it may not be apparent in the short 
term, in the long term, ecology determines the bottom line of human systems, not economics, 
which eventually must conform to the former. 

A helptiil technique for exposing dominant thought, methodologies, prevalent para- 
digms and alternative opportunities is through the use of strategic questioning (Peavey 1986), 
as previously discussed in Chapter 2. Strategic questioning coupled with the use of holistic 
models can be extremely helptiil in supporting responsible (and co-evolutionary) government 
decision-making, at both the political and bureaucratic levels, as well as within the population 
at large. The building of systems models, both hard and soft, can help to identiQ gaps in 
knowledge about complex systems and serve as effective planning tools for policy analysts, 
decision-makers and stakeholders for at l e s t  six rasons First, they have the capability to 
bring research information and analysis directly to those making resowce management deci- 
sions without a filter of bureaucratic interpretation. Second, they make explicit the uncertain- 
ties and difficult-choices related to risks and time preferences. Third, they can expose imov- 
ative policies by making use of spatial replication allowing decision-malcers to clearly see the 
effects of their trade-offs. Fourth, they can facilitate more flexible responses to natural and 
man-rnade surprises. Fifkh, they can expose gaps in information and knowledge, leading to the 
development of more precise research agendas. And sixth, by creating a visual image, they 



can evoke an emotional response, leading to more direct action (Wkstley, personal communi- 

cation). The use of holistic models, therefore, may be an important visual tool to enhance 
responsible sustainable development decision-making that involves consideration and under- 
standing of the meaning of complex selfarganizhg and open systems by a wide variety of 
sectors. As well, this cùmplexity necessitates greater use of integratcd modes of inquixy, such 
as the provision and facilitation of accessl'ble and infiuential multistakeholder pluralistic fora. 

It is cl- that the lincar "one problem, one solution" approach is no longer adequate 
or appropriate and must be replaced by an integratd ecosystem and social systern analysis 
that considers people as a part of; and not apart h m  mtwe (Odum 1%9). Emphasis on open, 

self-organizing and holarchic systcms (SOHO) couid provide an alternative approach for 
changing our sense of relatedness to one based on inclusion, rather than exclusion. This 
approach to u n d m g  mqxcts the complexity of organizatioaal forms, and considers 
function and change in open systuns in the context of their dynamic interactions within and 
without ttieir respective environmentS. As a result of such interactions, these systems mani- 
fest mergent properties, as in co-evolution. Uncertainty and surprise are hdamental fea- 
mes of such open systems (Holling 1993), as art the related ideas of fiexibility, changing and 
fluid boundaries among system parts. SOHOs cati be regadad as bcing amnged in nested 
holarchies, in which the parts are reciprocally interdependent with the whole, altematively 
dependent and independent. SOHO and sofi system mcthodologies also serve an enlarged 
decision-making h e w o r k  able to accommodate situations in which the facts are uncertain, 
redi t -  is evolving, values are in dispute, the stakes are high and decisions are urgent. 

Ecological systems are, indeed, dyniunic, inherently unCerf8UI, and with potential multiple 
futures (Holling 1996). 

Governments are so hgmented and lacking in holistic systems-analysis capabilities 
that the task of responding fo sustainable developent imperatives seems overwheiming. 

Managers and scientists live and woric in vastly different cultures and, as a result, they often 
Mew the world h m  very different perspectives and act on the ba i s  of different values, both 
of which are limited in different ways. The meaning of potentially usefiil infotmation, there- 
fore, can diverge widely between these two groups, multing in inaccurate communication 
and paralysis on the part of political decision-makers in the face of what appears to be con- 
fiicting or incornplete information. Lee (1993) has used the phrase civic science to emphasize 
the point that managing complex systems should be a participatory process, open to learning 
fiom errors and profiting h m  success. Hi11 (1998) has emphasized the importance of focus- 
ing not on the 'oligopic' initiatives, but on relatively small overall meaningfbl acts that one 

can guarantee to cary through to completion, and a public celebration of success to make 
them contagious (and also of "fâilures" so that we may learn h m  them). Functowitz and 
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Ravetz ( 1 99 1 and 1993) have argued for a pst-nonaal science that addresses the management 

of uncertainty through the democrattization of howl-  

edge via an extended, inclusive peer community, and 

the recognition of a multiplicity of fonns of success. 

Since sustainable development issues involve condi- 

tions of high variability, complex interactions, and 
possibly cumulative effects in ways not yct well- 
understood, 1 argue that in addition to an extendcd sci- 
enti fic peer cornrnunity, i t requires considerably 

edarged decision-making contem. Accurate scientif- 

ic information is essential, but not suflicient. As well, 

the normative nature of sustainable development 

argues for enlarged contexts for decision-making 

(Dale 1995). 
Clmly, govemments can play a key role, 

given their overall convening power in society, in pro- 
viding for and organizing atomistic sets of individual 

users into interactive, institutionalized, and culturally 

cohesive groups. These groups then acquire the abili- 
ty to manage and initiate concrete actions to address the complex sustainable development 

issues facing 2 1 st century civil societies everywhere. Govemment is the most logical leader 

for this role given its convening power in civil society and its greater accountability due to the 

electoral process, characteristics that neither business nor the non-govemmental wmrnunities 

share. 
What is now required to achieve changes in governance of the magnitude needed are 

principle-centered discouses that bring together many of the aitematives discussed in previ- 
ous chapters, including ecology, holism, feminism, alternative mdels  like steady-state eco- 

nomics, chaos theory and other emergent sources of wisdom. The folîowing mode1 (Figure 

8.3) depicts how these p l d i s t i c  decision-making fora might be stmctured to enhance deci- 

sion-making for sustainable development. 



Figure 8.3 A fiamework to îàciiitntt m i l e  decWioa-- @ale and Hill 1995) 

The above model reprrseots only a first stcp in integrating the contributions of ex- and 
stakeholders, who will necessarily Vary dependhg upon the specific issue in sustainable 
development, with its unique time s a l e  and place dimensions. Most importantly, it wouid 
shifi public discourse toward a new centre in which the UiStMnental rationality of state and 
corporate managers is balanced by the ethicd judgments a d  aspirations of the wider polity 
(Karlberg 1 997). 

When values and stakes are high, both emlogically and socially, then the decision 

stakes must be recognized as comspondingly higher for present and firture generations. But, 
pluralistic fora cannot have al1 voices reflected at the table simultaneously, and most prob- 
lematic are those of other species and fûture generations; and yet, their 'Snterests" are where 
the stakes are mostly likely to be the highest. The only way to balance this inadequacy is 
through the widest divasity of representation possible in these fora For example, by paying 
attention to gender balance, and access to power and resources, much broader (and deeper) 
considerations of the dificult trade-offs to be made may be achieved. 

The accuracy and relevance of the information selected for examination is key to the 
success of these pluralistic fora, and for effective decision-making that must make meaning- 
ful trade-O&. The integrity of this information is limiteci by the ability of our m e n t  socio- 
political institutions to generate both active and responsive (and CO-evolutionary) manage- 
ment systems that pmmote learning and innovation, as well as by policies that may or may 
not recognize that processes and products are mutually interrelated. 

It is onIy through the interface of the three ovalapping central circles in the above 
model that the most innovative and effective solutions for sustainable development will 



emerge fiom the sharing of new insights h m  several fields (Kay 1994), and that the plurali- 
ty of interests will be likely to be expresseci at the table. This dyaamic and "untidy" interface 
represents the paradox of decision-making for uncertainty and surprise. The ability to live 
within this paradox requires individuals with the ability to transcend disciplinary perspectives, 
and work with the paradoxes of stability and change, of order and chaos, of sustainability and 
development (Hoiling 1989/90), of short and long-term, of near and distant, and of simplici- 
ty and complexity (Hill 1998). It requircs people with the ability to transcend gaps in knowl- 
edge and information to make decisions with sometimes incvctsible consequences for hture 

generations; to simultaneously d d  with the parts and 

the whole, and to balance the aeeds of orn specics dmgm a&bagfidll profûsûmriüsm - 

with the needs of the many bbothers" with which we *nu d c m ~ s o c l f  
- - ~ o r a  o/m4zwm ir -- 

share this planet- Coupled with these kinds of d ~kc hdhg irrtdkas k k  krlorur~ 
r r z ~ u ~ m ~ ~ i o /  - C S , W P ~ L ~ I  enlarged decision-rnaking fora is the need for a co- 14; UDk Of 

evolving holistic h e w o r k  aaoss govanment with- a u d h a r h m  Ir &? to &se vik. k k  6 
t h e f o m e o r a l t c ~ t o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e d U I s o m e  in which to formulate policies that would promulgate erra. ,. ac wmd 

the principles and practices of sustairiable develop of inr dommuniiy arc pq@med 
knrrandnioric ,butmltrgcll~t- ment rapidly through Canadian Society, a need that ciliud 

in, -- 
bas been identified as an important challenge by a s i ~ t t  in &aü a&& to rhe hiriger pru- 

number of stakeholders (e-g., Tyrchniewicz and rlirccd & chef- of unw&mmhc 
(Whitehead 19 19) 

Wilson 1994). What is required for such a h e w o r k  
to be operationalized are principles for sustainable 
development decision-making and criteria for detemiining whether or not policies are sup 
portive of sustainable development. The former is dealt with in more detail in the next chap 

ter, and is supporteci by material in Appendices L, N, O and P. 
In addition to a comrnon fhmework across government, we need new institutional 

structures that are better equipped to deal with the broad, horizontal issues now facing 
Canadian society. These new institutions, however, re~uue fûndamental paradigm shib, or at 
a minimum a loosening of the resistance to entertain what is cunmtly defined as alternative 

thinking. Rather than tight hiefarchical structures, we need diverse fora that can support the 
coupling of ideas for emergent innovation and creativity, especially locally. Of particular 
importance is redesigning our institutions so that their communities are better able to under- 
stand ecological system dynamics and respond to the early indicators of change affecting their 
resilience and positive functioning. I f  human activity systems are to be ecologically sustain- 

able, then they need to ensure that ecosystem milience is maintained, even though the limits 
on the nature and scale of their activities are inherently uncertain at the present time, and may 
remain so, at least in the foreseeable fiiture. In addition, we need to reform our information 



systems, especially the way scientific and technological information is provided to decision- 
makers. In particular, we need to be able to respond to both negative and positive feedbacks 
from the systems, rather than ignoring them as a result of the short-tan political trade-offs 
that are made between the three irnpmtives. As evidenced by the fisberies collapse (described 
as a case study in Appendix Q), ignorhg the underlying ecological change and early indica- 
tors of ecosystem breakdown will always result in the collapse of the other two impenitives. 
As a start we need to loosely couple our institutional structures and iatroduce more organic 
ways of organ-g, so that we can be in closer relationslip with the uitimately more power- 
fÙ1 ecological structures and fhctions. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 10 (A 
Framework for Govemance). 





Reconciliation 

The very word envirvnment Ls an abstraction, one tAaz is m n g  in thk contexII It abstracs 
the envimnment f iom the person and the person fiom the envimnment . It htears the 

twu as direrrent. But the secalled emllVtrvnment is the very soume ofthe k i n g  
of the person. me humon being couldn 5! exist w i t h t  oxygen, water; food. und so on. 

Tlienzjbre al1 th& m l &  slioufriit i! ôe caIled an envimnment. It k the wmng kind 
of abstraction. II seprrrutes thitags t h t  am one. @ohm 1996, p. 41) 

The focus of this *ter is on the n d  for a gui- firaniework a-ss g o v é ~ ~ e n t ,  based on 

Through a lem irrfotued by the uelucs of 
ihtegrily, honesry, end Lun&&-î&îe wüY 
go on wlieîha nw r r r rqanr  humans su& 
or not-ne AM fo lum tliings uPSid;CT 
down TICe fice] sûnm sroririr nrid an uttek 
cammed out by nature on us uirucent 
humans; it MW, in a vriy ac~snrabk nmp, 
the result of Our nastgfd and & n o m  
f~e.sîyfes Even the CM ~d~ of 
CM& kas fhked the *rm !O d m  
change, whiclt of euurse is dirrcdy IUi&d 
to our refiance on the buriiing of v a t  
quantirics of fossif fiels, and our 
unciiecked rapachus squandering of rlte 
forests WOrId* 

(Gtucr, Elccuonic Dialogue, 
January 17, 1998) 

a g-c definition of sustainable development, fol- 
lowed by Strategic imperatives, out of which emerge 

principles for decision-making, foiiowed by strate& 

objectives. The next chapter wiU discuss a fiamework 
for governaace based on changing the boundaries of 
decision-making in goverrunent This darged deci- 
sion-making context, however, is dependent upon the 
implementation of a guiding ~ e w o r k .  As the last 
chapters have argue4 the nature of sustainable devel- 
opment issues means bdamentaiiy that no one sec- 
tor can address such sweeping social consûuctions 
without enlarging the scope of traditional decision- 
making. 

In mch interdependent systems as nature-human 

systerns, resilience in any of the ecological, social and 
economic imperatives is a property of the joint sys- 

tem. Thus, the system equilibria are a product of the 
dynamics of both naturd and produced capital, and 
the stability of those equilibria are characteristic of the 

system (Cornmon and Perrings 1992). The complexi- 
ty of relationships withùi each of the three ùnpera- 
tives, and between them, makes it unlikely that one 
can prdict long-terni consequences of actions - par- 
ticularly out of balance actions that cause, for exarn- 
ple, extinction of oùier species, and arguably any 



ot!!er sustainable development losses. The ability of a system to absorb changes without 
'breaking' down is limited, but not proportional to the perceived magnitude of the change. 
This realization is the foudation for my insistence that none of us can totally 'predid' or 
'manage' what will or will not happai when we pcrturb living systems. We must pay atten- 
tion to the consequences of human actions and be ready to modify them when necessary. In 
order to be able to respond, howcva, it is vitally important tbat decision-making systerns are 
able to receive key aological information and to work in rnr-luiinghl ways within appropn- 
ate tirne frames and to modi@ scde where nactsssry. Our systerns of govemance now main- 
ly respond to positive f-ck loops because of the powahil vested interests that work to 
maintain the present system, and it consistentiy d a m m  or ignores ncgative feedback loops. 
A negative feedback loop is a chain of cause-and-effd rclaîionships thst initiates a chauge in 

one element around a circlc of cauation until it cornes back to change that element in a direc- 
tion opposite to the initial change. Whereas positive loops may generate runaway growth, 
negative feedback loops tend to ngulate growth, to hold a systtm within some acceptable 
range, or retum it to a stable state. A positive f d b a c k  loop can be a 'tirtuous circle," or a 
"vicious circle," depending upon whether the type of growth it produces is wanted or not 
(Meadows et. al 1992). It is my contention that a plurality of p o w d  vested interests work 
to block negative feedback uifomation h m  political decision-makas and, because of their 
profound ecological ignorance, what is actually vicious positive fecdback is interpreted as  a 
positive social good. 

What is now needed is an integrative approach, based on a fiindamental reconciliation 

I believe that we have &en fiagmenicd by 
the issues, and by wltüii se-r of sociccp 
was the mosi to blame, to liale or no uvaü, 
in terms of changing O/ tven ckuüengîng 
the dominant socio-ccononnk We 
have misscd the bai by concentrathg on 
doom andgloum sccnarios, that ik, me h m  
not created the new mylAs and metriypdbots 
necessary for & m g  sns!rùnaMe diwl- 
opment concepts and p r d e s  throughout 
Canodian society. And 1at is wkat 1 h o p  
we wül accomplish by comirig up new 
frameworks, a n d ~ u l p r l y ,  a rewncilicr- 
tion framework, r h a  is àynamk NirlC a 
generic set of princ@I' that cou&$ appd 
equaIiy tzcross govemments, the pnwlc 
sector and to engage the puMiCs. 

(Dale, Elcctronic Dialogue. Junc 
25, 1997) 

between the three imperatives in human activity sys- 

terns. Reconciliation of the three imperatives is the 

first step leading to integration and a n e c m  condi- 
tion for the implementation of sustainable develop 
ment. Without a guiding ~ e w o r k  and clearly artic- 
ulated pruiciples for decision-making, departmeats 
will tend to work against one another, as, for exarnple, 
when energy conservation prograrns operate along- 
side the ongoing development of large-scale mega- 

energy projects. In addition, given the plurality of 
vested interests that are now influencing government 
decision-making, this kuid of schizophrenic behaviour 
is exacerbated without a clearly, articulated common 
direction around which the bufeaucracy can coordi- 
nate its various policy responses. Policy failures can 
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ofien be traced to the lack of central organizing principles, ideas and methods that are mutu- 

AdqpcatrOn is i s f i  as n i ~ y  irau&ws 
who fear /lyng w i ü  irr~laat& agree, a d  
with todcly 's rates of environmental change 
w are a l n v r y ~  Our N o m  l~ 
Pdqpr to Our own ae&lls. 

(Ornstein ancl Ehriich 1989, p.75) 

ally compatible (Byers 199 1 ; Gunderson et al. 1 995; 
Merion 1936; Kasperson et al. 1988; Sahl and 
Bernstein 1995). The vested interests for maintainhg 

the statu quo are very sophisticated at idumcing 
govemment decision-rnalang, and indeed, it is my 

contention, thaî the fiagmented nature, overlap and 
duplication within the bureaucracy, and its current 

structural orga-tion into cornpethg seztors such as agriculture, industry, and nanaal 
resources, actively mitigates against the e f f ' i ve  irnpIemaitation of sustainable development, 
and it results in a policy gridlock against meaningfd action. 

Just as ecological systcms are nonlincar, and instability and mcertainty are cntical ele- 

ments in their change process, so too are human social systems. Nonlincar systems are evi- 
denced by relationships between variables in which the relationship between cause and effêct 
may not be proportionate. Thus, in nonlinear systems seffningly minor changes or distur- 

bances may generate positive feedback, or amplifications, resulting in wholesale structural 
and bebavioural changes. Thcse outcornes may range h m  ncw states of cquihïrium to novel 
states of increased cornplexity and organhtion, or even to "chaos" in which predictability 
and organization break down (Kiel 199 1). Moreover, open systems, which characterize eco- 

Iogical, social and economic systems, known as dissipative structures, consist of a variety of 
subsystems interacting in a nonlinear fashion Dissipative structures are continually subject- 
ed to a variety of disturbances, both fiom the extemal environment and h m  existing subsys- 

terns. Dissipative structures remain relatively stable to some disturbances; however, it is pos- 
sible for a relatively minor disnubance to amplify existing nonlinear interactions and drive the 
structure to a state of extreme instability. 

During this period of instability the structure may mach a critical point, referred to as 
a bifiircation point (Prigogine and Stengers 1984). Once the destruction of the pre-existing 

stxucture occurs, it is inherently impossible to deter- 
Men h u m a  rcspodil* locs nor nraîch mine in advance which direction change will take: - 

*empor4 or/i'ncrioncJr* of whctba the system will disintegrate into "khaos" or 
nuturai ~henomena. w n s ~ a ' r r u b i e  usc of 
~ C S O U ~ C &  i~ &&. &t a wür pcrsist un& leap to a new more diffaaitateci, higher level of orga- 
the mismatch of seaies is  c u d  

(Let 1993. p. 561) 

~ - - 

nization (Ibid, xv). Of particular interest to govern- 
ment policy-makers, is the fact that it is impossible to 
predict the evolutionary pathway, or branch, that the 

system may follow at any particular bifbrcation point. It is also impossible to predict the spe- 
cific nature of the resulting new configuration. 



When one considers the present interaction of naturai and human activity systems, 

ecological, social and econornic systems rnust k considered as evolving noduiear systems. 

The relationships between their variables are dynamic, because of their increasing interde- 

pendence, their interlocutory effécts, the, place and s d e  effécts, and their co-evolutioaary 

relationships. The continuhg emphasis by humari activity systems on traditional cornrnand 

and control management policies, prediction and cenûalized, hierarchical decision-making is 

clearly psychopatho1ogical. 
The nature of sustainable developmtnt m p h s  integrated, comprehensive decision- 

making, in which problems and solutions arc considercd with regard to their interrelatecl, 

interconnected totality. Caldwell (1 963) has argued that much of the inadequacy of environ- 

mental decision-making is the fault of the prcdominant segm~~~tal cbaracter of  policy. 

Moreover, it is clear h m  past environmental successes, for example the acid rain and 

SO rhey ser a b m r ,  fi& of a4 educPrirrg 
rhemseives clbour ecid rdn. IAry r r d  aU 
rhe scientific &ka Thcy &came erpeHs on 
acid rain. In  the lobby busaàcss, there are 
no permanenr fricnds and no permanent 
encmies Them am on& pcrmaneni inter- 
esB. 

(Bowdtns. Acid Rain Lobby 
Disbands, Novcmbcr 20. 1990) 

the intemaîional regime that fonned around that issue, 

that scientific consensus and coditions with the envi- 
ronmental non-governmeatai comm1Mity are key to 

advancing the issues by developing consensus around 

a cornmon agenda (Vig and Kraft 1990). Goveniments 

have a key role to play, therefore, in stimulating the 

creation of such networks of collaboration and the 

building of key constituencies around prioritized 
issues. Another example is the scientific consensus on climate change by the Intemational 

Panel on Climate Change (1995), f i e r  which, at les t  some governments are now moving 

beyond the rhetoric to action on this critical issue. 

The reconciliation framework I am proposing builds on the scientific consensus 
around the World Scientist's Warning to Humanity (1993), catalyzing action around their 
statement which was signed by over 100 international members of the scientific community. 
In addition, this k e w o r k  must be holistic enough to transcend current sectoral and vested 

interests, since without addressing the current power and confïict issues in the Canadian poli- 

ty, any applied research would be meaningless (Westley, personal communication). The 
fiamework that 1 will present here was developed with my co-researchers through an elec- 
tronic collaborative inquiry process. 

The overiil1 criteria that we believed to be important in developing p ~ c i p l e s  for sus- 
tainable development that are equally applicable across the whole of governrnent must 
address the following: 

1 . must be easily understood, 

2. be applicable in diverse contexts, 



3. be tramferable across space and time scales, 
4. deal with individual concepts and ideas in concrete terms, 

5. identiw possibilitia for both radical and transfomative change and positive inamen- 
ta1 change, and 

6.  be regularly revisited, critically evaluated, and updated whenever appropriate (Brown, 

Electronic Dialogue, February 2, 1998). 
Another personal aiterion is that it be doable in our lifetirnes (Dale, Electronic 

Dialogue, June 25, 1997). 
In a brief review of sustainable development principlcs 1 found thaî most were not 

generic enough to truwcced dominant parsdigms, and tbey tmded to be anîhropocentric, or 
were so vague that thcy w a c  mesningicss. 1 bciievc that normative principles have to bc con- 

. . .& thme ruiy icqy do shorreimrir ~l ic  (Bateson 1972), so that sptxific goals and objectives 
procrrs co O' IClll CkC becorne an emergent propaty. Fundamental to this 
periods d e n  Che system is rigùt ond wre- 
rpomiw, ae piiaii fiamework, based on the arguments presented in the 

Wrn irrmedra ia enwonmat .Ir preceding chapters, is the belief thM thc prïnciples 
respnding crecincinveiy. As Rolling kas 

w mruu & must ôe derived as much as possible h m  the stnic- 
equivalcnf of the endotheru: some 
exchange ofbss of internai (às 

tue, processes and hctioning of ecological systems, 

rom it i~ ~ssociovd with wcÿ~c and incorporated into human activity systems so that 

P ~ ~ c W  ride h f ~  Magement of  t- are th-lve mbedded within n a a  YS- 
chamge? 

(wdy 1W5, P. 393) te-, and thus the biophysical catrying capacity is an 

upper boundary on socio-economic carrying capacity 

(Daily and Ehrlich 1996). As well, values articulation was crucial to the pre-analytic devel- 
opment of our guiding fiamewok 

Accordingly, we propose the foilowhg guiding h e w o r k  starthg with the definition 
of sustainable development presentd in Chapter 7, and building upon the World Scientist's 
Waming to Humanity (1993). The fhmcwork comprises a definition, 5 strategic irnperatives, 
principles for decision-making, and 4 strategic objectives. Within this overall guiding hune- 
work, sectoral departments then deîïne theù specific goals, targets, and tirnetables for imple- 
mentation. 

Definition 

Sustainable development can be regarded as a process of reconciliation of three irnperatives: 
(i) the ecological imperattive to live within global biophysical camying capacity and maintain 



biodivemity; (ii) the social imperative to ensure the development of democratic systems of 

govemance to effectively propagate and sustain the values that people wish to üve by; and 
(iii) the economic imperative to ensure that basic needs are met worldwide. And equitable 

access to resources- ecological, economic and social- is fiindamental to its implementation 
(adapted fiom Dale et al. 1995). 

S tra tegic Impera tives (hm World Scientists' Warning to Humanity, April 1993) 
These strategic impcrativs were developed by the Union of Concemed Scientists in 1993, 
based on their belief that human beings and the naturai worid wcre on a collision course and 
that fundamental changes were naesssry if humanity was to avoid the collision that their pre- 
sent activities were bringing about This wamhg ha9 been adorsed by over 1670 sfientists, 
including 1 04 Nobel laureates, represcnting 7 1 cuunhics, including al1 of the 1 9 largest eco- 

nomic powen, al1 of the 12 most populous nations, 12 corntries in Afnca, 14 in Asia, 19 in 

Europe and 12 in Latin America. The full text of tbe Waming is provided in Appendk L. 

1. We must bring enviromentally damaging activities d e r  cuntrol to restore and protect the 
integrity of the earth's systcms on which we depend. We mut, for example, move away h m  
fossil fiels to more benign, inexhaustible energy sources to ait grrenhouse gas emissiom and 
the pollution of our air and water. Priority must be gïven to the development of energy sources 
matched to Third World needs-small-sale and relatively easy to implement 
We must halt deforestation, injury to and loss of agricultural land, and the loss of terrestrial 
and marine plant and animal species. 
2. We must manage resources crucial to human welfare more effectively, giving high prionty 
to efficient use of energy, water. and other rnaterïals, including expansion of conservation and 
recycling . 
3. We must stabilize population. This will be possible only if al1 nations recognize that it 
requires improved social and cconomic conditions, and the adoption of effeçtive, voluntary 
family planning. 

4. We must reduce and eventually elirninate poverty. 
5. We must ensure gender equality, and guarantee women control over their own reproductive 
decisions. 

Principles Cor Decision-Making 

These principles were an emergent property of the electronic collaborative inquiry of 20 co- 

researchers conducted over 2 years, h m  September 1996 to December 1998. Wherever pos- 
sible, they represmt our best attempts to develop pnnciples for human activity systems 



derived fiom ecological systems, although clearly some are necessary human consbucts, as 

for example, equity. 

Cyclical processes. Achieving sustainable levels of production and oonsumption requins the 
fbclamental redesign of human activity systems h m  

lincar input-throughput of production processes to a 
redesign of those systans to closed loop operation 

inspirai by the models of organisrns and natural 
industrial production systems must reduœ 

magy usc d rccova waste heat, and d u c e ,  rieuse, 

recycle mataials aaoss the iiftcycle of a produt; 
m h h h c  entropy by dcsigning produts to iimit down- 
cycling, and to fiditate repair, refiubishment, remanu- 
f-g, rcuse and mcycling, changing the material 
intensity by dematecislizing =me activities and p d -  

uds by using digital instead of material consumption 
(Cairns, Electronic Dialogue, April29, 1998). 

Diversity is the spice of life (Rothan, Electronic Dialogue, March 20, 1998). It is an essen- 
tial feature of al1 self-orga-g systems, whether socioeconomic, political, or ecological. To 
homogenize diversity and foster uniformity is to rob any c~mplex systern of future evolution, 
adaptive capacity, and ultirnately of its essence (Lister, Electronic Dialogue, April22, 1998). 

Consequently, functional diversity must be conseneed as the basic source of systern mainte- 
nance and regmeration. 

Dynamlq selforgmizixhg, open, holmtic systems (SOHO) are important analogues for 

Diversi@ must &O ôe îhe c o h w r d  for the 
wcly WC HîM42@? UU@HCS. N0f U* s h d  
we nced io dtaw fiom a niclc range O/ cul- 
tural and mùioriry @as ro ùprvve the 
quai* of our liycs, but &o ro &mv upom O 

broaci, -oty powr brrsc b our 
polin'caisystems lo o m s e  d n v m c p r c -  
sent trends t o m d  h o m o g e n e ~ - c e m -  
traliEarion, the abuse of p o w ,  and our 
uncmng SOCiCI)r. 

(Mycrs 1985, p. 254) 

human decision-making; they are organic models of 

complex systems that occur in nature. They adapt to 
and acco~ll~~lodate change as a normal event. Such 
systems are diverse and flexible, and therefore 
resilient, Le., they actively respond to leamed experï- 
ence which facilitates their adaptability, and ultimate- 
ly, co-evolution. in this way, the system is able to 
accommodate and adapt to change, and regenerate 
(Lister, E1ecb.on.c Dialogue, April24, 1998). Any sys- 
tem, no matter how resilient, can be pushed to a 'point 



of no return' or to a threshold beyond which lirniting factors -me so severely operative that 
recovery, in periods meaningfid in the human time-scde, becomes impossible (Dasmann and 
Freeman 1973). 

Enlarged decision-making contest.. Decision-making for sustainable development cannot 
be made in isolation by any one sector of civil Society, including goveniments. It requires new 
levels of integrated decision-making that bring togetha naturai and social scientists with pub- 
lic policy practitioners and non-governmental organizations. Transdisciplinary fora and dia- 
logues are needed where a multipiicity of lcgitimate perspectives can be expressed, and where 
public policy questions on sustainable dcvtIopment and th& attendant moral, aesthetic and 
valuation questions can be addresscd (Dale, Electronic Dialogue, Apd 26, 1998). 

Equity must accommodate multiple and complex realities. These ernerge h m  a globality 
that includes different realities of place (as in different continents), of time (as in different 
generations) and of fonn (as in different life forms). It must encompass not only the visi'ble 
outcome of process, but the process itself, be it as fonnulated as (some) decision-making 
processes can be, or as unformulated as (some) aspirations can be. Ultimately, equity is about 
the sharing of power (Vainio-Matilla, Electronic Dialogue, March 18, 1998), and it may well 
be that equity cannot be actively planned for, but rather is an emergent property of iùnction- 

Democracy rrndnsrood as communication 
(Dryrek 1990) together d l i  dcmîxrutic cir- 
izenshi'p as part of a sociol feaming process 
provides some m'dcnce hat ùrdividuals 
can decline environmenlal goodr anâ -id 
or limit environmenrol brïds. mis is porilj, 
because democracy affows prefmences, 
expe~t4n~ons and behaviour to k olured pr 

a result of debate and prrsuaswn, hidUig 
individual behaviour to confirni the p u b  
lie& agreed norms. Demomalic ciriumsh@ 
in short permits the possibif& of the wf'n- 
tary c r e h n  and main~nance of am CCO- 
logrgrcalfj rationaf s&-nature inIcrOdi011, 
in formed by mord as weII as scientiic con- 
sideraiions This is because ir is commu- 
nicative rather titan instrnmentaf rrrrloneli- 
@ which characterizes ecofogicuf rationdi- 
ty and the possible reafiration of sustain- 
abifity. 

(Doherty and de Deus 1996, 
p. 125) 

al diversity at al1 levels in decision-making (Dale, 
Elecbonic Dialogue, July 25, 1998). 

Meaningfùl information for sustainable development 

decision-making is dependent upon integrative modes 
of inquiry beâween the natural a d  social sciences, as 
well as multiple sources and modes of evidence. Since 
information is constantly evolving, just as living sys- 

tems constantly evolve, its integrity is vitally depen- 
dent upon the ability of human activity systerns to per- 
ceive and respond to both positive and negative feed- 
back loops, particularly in the area of policy develop- 
ment for natural resource management (Dale, 
Electronic Dialogue, A p d  26, 1998). Ecological infor- 
mation must be given at least the sarne weighting as 
social and economic information in management prac- 

tices and policy decisions (Wkns 1997). 



Feedback loops. Since complex systems have both changing and largdy unknown nahmi 

boundaries, it is conceivable that human activity systems couId badly misjudge what are the per- 
tinent components and parameters to consida in their decision-making processes. The ability of 

decision-malcers to be able to effktively respond to both negative and positive fdback  fiom 

eoological, social and econornic systems is aitical to effedive decision-making for sustainable 
developrnent (Brown, Elecîronic Dialogue, August 10,1998). 

Integrity. A thing is "right" when it tends to p m e  the integrity, resiliaice, co-evolution- 
ary potentiai and beauty of nahtral and human systcms. It b wrong when it tmds otherwise 
(adapted fiom h p o l d  1949) (Dale, Electn,nic Dialogue, August î2, 1998). 

The otltcrpraailm a f* isaker 
there are ofsen wnpiciivrg fm pn+ 
vidcd IN the case of the N o d  Adcmliic d 
f~hrry,  for QtPlllPGCI @ne f-k (e 
cicrccted bcloccdly bt- of alire p d ü m s  
in îhe modcls used ro crs~ss tk/iskcy) 
wclsthe&clùriagsizeo/iAics&ck Ascc- 
und feedbcu:k rcsrrlîedJkm the mwrcqpiral- 
ümion of t$ie f ~ ~ ~ h i i r g j l è a  Wh  forfunes 
inveszed h hardwwr, Cke nerdcd 
large catch aifowances and pressured 
politicians for high caîch quotas G h n  a 
population tstinu# wi!h a higltn &grec of 
unccrlainty assoeùwâ &h ii (a common 
occurrence in Qssessmems of -rd sys- 
tems) and pressure for highn a&h quo= 
fium the wrem, the pditicions f&@ned to 
rhe f e r  feedbock 

(Pope, Electronic Didogue, 
November 28, 1996) 

Humility. Human systerns are not apart from, but 
d e r  are a part of nahtral systems. Life and nature are 
bigga and more pow«fiil than any force that humans 
couid w a  b ~ g  to bear, and it is foolish to think it 
muld be o t h d s c .  Humility means k g  ourselves, 
our knowledge, our institutions, our systems of gover- 
nance as vitally interdependent with the natural worid, 

and recognizing our place as one among many. Rather 
than believuig that we can manage our "environ- 

ment", it means recognizing that the only thing we can 

manage is our behaviour and impacts within the envi- 
ronment. Greater sentiency implies greater responsi- 

bility rather than dominion over nature (Geuer, 
Electronic Dialogue, August 10, 1 998). 

Limits. Just as natural systems are subject to biophys- 
ical limits, al1 human activity systems are subject to scale. That is, the bigger they becorne, 
the more ecologicai space humans occupy, ultimately leading to collapse if they exceed bio- 
physical limits. The ultimate Iimit on human activities is, therefore, the biosphere. Although 
these limits may be more plastic as a result of technology and human ingenuity, they are ulti- 

mately finite (Sims, Electronic Dialogue, August 10, 1998). Hurnans cannot escape the limi- 
tations imposed by the resources of the biosphere @asman and Freeman 1973). It may well 
be that the more human activity systems CO-evolve with naturai systems that these biophysi- 
cal limits are tumed into absolute hwnan limjts (Dale, Electronic Dialogue, July 2 1, 1998). 



Multiple contexts. Human beings stre context dependent. In our attempts to make sense of 

our world, we are heavily influenced by individual perceptions and mindscapes, dominant 

socio-economic paradigms and prevailing m y h  and metaphors. Personal and collective 

awareness of these multiple contexts, and our distressed tendency to maintain the status quo 
act as barriers to new thought, innovation and creativity. Making those tendencies explicit is 

key to being open to and seeking to understand new idonnation (Dale, Electronic Dialogue, 
April 26, 1998). 

Multiple perspectives expand our decision-making pmasses by brioging diffaent kinds of 
lcnowledge to the table. This principle challenges our reliance on dominant scientific 
approaches that, while remaining important toois, cas ody pmvide us with a partial view of 

a problem and its solutions. Multiple perspectives means darging our ideas of who are the 

"experts" and what kinds of information are important. It means seekbg multiple sources of 

observations about our natural world as well as its socid and economic spheres. This proces 

should bring to the fore the different assurnptions, values and goals embodied in different per- 

spectives (Massey, Electronic Dialogue, Apnl26, 1998). 

MutuaLity. Health and fûuctional and meanhgful existence, depends upon a faculty of the 

organism for mutual synthesis with others and the environment (Williamson and Pearse 

1980). Al1 human activity systems are subjectively interdependent and embedded in natural 
systems, and both are engaged in overall mutual and co-evotutionary processes. Both influ- 

ence and are influenced by each other, often in cornplex and subtle ways (Dale, Electronic 
Dialogue, April26, 1998). 

Precautionary principle, Rather than await certainty, governments (and others) should act in 
anticipation of any potential environmental hum in order to prevent it. Consequentiy, it is 

essential that we becorne better at reçogniting and fesponding to early indicators of systern 

darnage. Given the uncertainty and difficulty of predicting the nature of the limits of the co- 

evolutionary human-nature system, it would be prudent for human activity systems to live 

below rather than at pendtirnate biophysical limits. Decisions conceming the appropriate 

scale and nature of human activity systems, and the subsequent space our systems occupy at 

these limits can only be made in enlargeci decision-makuig contexts, given the complexities 
involveci (Dale, Electronic Dialogue, August 22, 1998). 

Resiüence is the ability of a system (for example, an aosystern or a system of governance) 
to adapt to change while maintaining criticai aspects of its original condition and hinction. I f  
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we wish to use the concept of resilience, we must be explicit about what aspects we value and 

Discursive dcmucraiy is ecdogicaüy ratio- 
na4 jntdcuIar& fiom the point of wkw of 
sensitiv&u to feedback sigiraù, CO*, 

gcnerrrlùuM@ and compüance; noreowr, 
it promotes s a d i v i @  & si- of disequi& 
rium in human-nature interactions 
because rkeir s i k  qua non of 
comptent rneoris thaî a && 
v m M ~  of wic# cam & r&d on bchalfof 
a &ai? v m  of corionncr 

(Hww=d 199% p. 206) 

T h e d i ~ C d i s a r e r o ~ t k a t ~  
five &feuscs are kadning niPrsiucly in 
d n c c  mese npnsent ki/c~enI but 
refated forms o,/@Wng: supcrlScrcrla). . . iA 
w h i .  &pli connecdian is losr; ~~- 
riUn in whiclt porlrpursue Beù ends mi&- 
out refèrence to îhe d d e ;  anâ $ k a 5 d o m  
i n  which p o p k  and grovps cease to 
respond to each d e r .  

N ~ e r f l l i e f ~  dqna&r CO coqdkx 
enviionmens is passible by 4ppmptiaîe 
value transformatiùns. Critical arc the 
design princ@ia on whüh socicrl bmidu- 
tions are bu& The choice is -en 
redunhcy  of pcrrb (khe m<tcl[iirie primao- 
ple) and the redùndrrncy of fin&ns ('e 
orgenismic p r i n ~ e ) .  Tltc se&cgutaiiaa 
andflexibility inhnent in the le#cr givc the 
possibili$v of odapation to compiài& and 
unceHoin@. 

(VicLcrs 1972, p. xii) 

think are important to maintain, even as conditions 
change (perhaps, for example, total biodiversity, 
democratic process, etc.) (Middleton, Electronic 

Dialogue, April 13, 1998) 

M e .  Phenornena pracnt themselves on multiple 
scales. Mismatches between the scale of problem and 
the scale of human rcsponses c m  resuit in inappropri- 
ate policy initiatives. W e  have to develop operational- 
ly acceptable ways of scanning aaoss scales by 
cxpmding our pacepnial, analytic and piamhg hori- - .- 

mns, and organize our policies around the multiple 

scaies found in aaîural systems (Pinter, Electronic 
Dialogue, April 2, 1998). Efforts must be made to 
adjust the d e s  of management to those of natural 

processes wens 1997). The impacts of multiple 
scalts cari only be addressed through the implementa- 
tion of environmental measures at a domestic juris- 
dictional level appropriate to the source and scope of 
the problem, and appropriate to effectiveness in 
achieving objectives (subsidiarity). Where there are 
significant transborder impacts, there should be inter- 

national cooperative efforts (Pinter, Electronic 
Dialogue, April 2, 1998), as well as nested levels of 

decisioa-making (Pope, Electronic Dialogue, April 
15, 1998). 

A Systems approach is a way of trying to understand and actively lem h m  complexity by 

studying whole living systems and their interconnectedness, for example, social, economic 
and ecological. It is an integrated and inclusive set of approaches and associated methods for 
problem-solving, based on the knowledge that human and natural systems are complex, 
dynarnic, resilient, and adaptive. The acceptance of uncertainty as an inherent quaiity of iiv- 
ing systems is central to a systems approach (Lister, Electronic Dialogue, April 24, 1998). 



Triangulation is the use of multiple methods, procedures andor theories to converge on 

deeper understandings of what might or should be done to improve situations, given the iaher- 
ent complexities that exist. We require both conventional and novel anaiytic methods to tri- 
angulate fiom as many directions as possible on what we could be doing better in the face of 

an issue whose empirical rnerits remain unknown, not agreed upm, or both @ale, Electronic 

Dialogue, August 22, 1998, adapted h m  Roe 1998). 

Values. Sustainable development is a normative and ethical concept (Robinson et aI. 1989). 

Thus, values are central to any dialogue, policy development, planning and action. Our val- 
ues are deeply embedded in our cultures of symbolism, institutions, and religions, and they 

collectively Muence decision-making at al1 levels (Pinter, Electronic Didogue, February 8, 

1997). Making the plurality and divmity of values explicit through values-based thinking is 
critical to sustainable development dialogue, program and policy development and actions 
(Dale, Electronic Dialogue, April26, 1998). 

Stra tegic Objectives 

These strategic irnperatives are by no means exhaustive, but are meant to be illustrative and 
the minimum necessary to begin the rapid implementation of sustainable development poli- 

cies, programs and practices. Mormver, 1 anticipate that each department would expand upon 
these imperatives, depending upon their particular contexts. 

1. It is imperative that al1 govenunent policies and planning integrate ecological information into 



the development of their programs. In order to be both more e f f d v e  and muiimize the likeli- 
hood of subsequent negative surprises, interrelationships in ecological systems such as cycical 
flows, diversity and limits, with maintenance (as depicted in Figure 9.1) must be taken into 
account. 
2. Al1 govenunent policies, planning and programs 
must start to replace short-tenn economic incentives 

with those that support the restoration and mainte 
nance of ecosystem resilience, one by-product king 
long-temi economic sustainability (Holling and 
Meefe 1996). This imperalive also re~uires policies 
for full cost pricing, that is, tramfaring environmen- 
ta1 and social costs to prices paid by firms and con- 
S u m e r S .  

3. Governments must develop ways for individuals to 
innovate and l e m  and support them in doing so. An example is the application of actively 
adaptivc environment management approaches, where policies become hypotbeses and man- 
agement actions become the minimal nsk experiments to test those hypotheses (Holling 1978; 

Wdters 1986; Lee 1993; Gunderson et al. 1995). Adaptive mamgetnent demands that we con- 
sider a variety of plausible alternatives about the worId; consider a variety of possible strate- 
@es; favour actions that are robust to uncertainties; hedge; favour actions that are infoma- 
tive; probe and experiment; monitor results; update assessments and modim policy accord- 
ingly; and favour actions that are reversible (Ludwig et al 1993). 

4. Governrnents must engage people as active partners in the p r m s  of developing public 

policy. 
5. Govemments must develop local partnerships among broad constituencies so that al1 stand 

to gain or lose together h m  good or poor resourcc mauagement (Holling and Meefe 1996); 
thereby enabling us to leam our way collaboratively into the fiiture. 
6. Governments must develop systems of goveniance that can accommodate the tirne, place 
and space phenornena of naturai systems by achieving greater syaergy between ecological 
boundaries and socio-political boundaries. An example is the ecological fiamework devel- 

ope- by two federal govenunent departments, Environment Canada and Agriculture and Agri- 
Foods Canada. Based on the direction to think, act and plan in terms of ecosystems, and to 
move away fiom an emphasis on individual elements to a more comprehensive approach to 
monitoring and reporting on the environment, these departmmenl developed a nationwide 
ecological h e w o r k .  The framewark is comprised of three pnority levels: ecozones, ecore- 
gions and ecodistricts. 



de Groot (1992) proposes an alternative to a reconciliation fiamework, a partnership 
with nature as an alternative worldview, as an important generator of practical ethics. "Setting 
relations among people and between people and nature in a single ideal of communicative 
response, partnership ethics are different in many ways nwi the ahics of rights, obligations, 
stewardship and intrinsic value on the one band, and h m  'Deep Ecology' metaphysics on the 
othex" (p. 475). In his partnership ethic h e w o r k ,  being part of nature, not only biological- 
ly but up to the spiritual level, becornes co-constitutive for king human. 

The problem with a partnership worldview is that h t ,  in orda for people to adopt 
such a framework, they would have to agrec with its underlying values, and values have 
proven to be intractable in many suftainable development issues. Second, a partnership, in my 
opinion, must be based on equity between the partners and, once again, this raises the ongo- 
ing philosophical debate (Berry 1988; Ehrenfeld 1978; Everden 1985; Fox 1980; Livingston 
1 994; Peterson and Goodall 1 993; Quuin 1992; Reagan and Singer 1976; Rollin 198 1 ; and 
Rolston 1980) about questions of sentiency of humans and animals. This is why a reconcilia- 
tion framework, based on a fundamental ïntegration of ecological, social and economic imper- 
atives for decision-making may be more easily accepted and implemcnted because of its sim- 
plicity, founded on a basic reconciliation of formerly cornpethg interests that have brought 
humankind to the m e n t  level of environmental degradation. It avoids the traditional polar- 
ization and trade-offs between the three imperatives. It also argues for an extension of ratio- 
nality, an extension of communicative reason, so that reason also encompasses nature, or eco- 

Iogical rationality (Dryzek 1990). It is a non-regressive reconciliation with nature, founded on 
a basic ethic of communicative action that is egalitarian, uncoefced, competent and fiee fiom 
delusion, deception, power and strategy (Ibid). 

The adoption of a guiding reconciliation h e w o r k  across government, therefore, 
would not be imprisoned within the dominant socioeconomic paradigms and the vested inter- 
ests that work to presewe them within the dominant comdors of power. Rather, it would tran- 
scend them and provide a new 'kationale". This rationale could be easily communicated to the 
wider publics. It would consequently avoid the resultant paraiysis of inaction that occws as 
opposite sides use uncertainîy and differing scientific perspectives to argue their case. This is 
not to say that values are not central to a reconciliation fiamework, but rather, their articula- 
tion and agreement on what is important to civil society emerges h m  the reconciliation 
process itself. AS well, equity may well be an mergent property of reoonciliation, if diversi- 
ty is accepted as a fiindamental organizing principle for civil society. Such a fiamework, how- 
ever, must be accompanied by new ways of organizing within govement, particularly with 

respect to policy development, to lead to appropriate actions for implementation in a timely 
fashion before we reach irreversible thresholds. 
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G o v m e n t s  adopting this guiding fiamework 
would need to have different institutional characteris- 

tics than at present in order to support sustainable 
development. At the end of this cbapter is included a 

description of those characteristics, adapted h m  
Rueggekg and Griggs (1993) (Table 9.1). The two 
columns cuuld be charaderized as shallow and deep 
oxga&ationd change, with the leA-hand columrr an 
interim transition strategy, moving to more fiindamen- 
tal changes on the right. 

A new sense of relatedntss mut  also permeate 
out instiMions of govemance, as redanocrathîion is 
Cntical in moving to the integrkt mode1 (Figure 3.3). 

Revitalking democracy means -ring the moral 
basis of political life. We must corne to deeply know 
that the petsonal is political, and thaî there is no real 
separation between the public and pnvate spheres; to 

believe otherwise is due to a distortion in our lem. We 
need a different view of what constitutes good gover- 

name (Fukuyama 1995). Democracy is facilitated by 

inforrned and engaged publics, and tnistworthy, supportive and inclusive institutions. Instead 
of being obsessed with controlling and doing, governments should focus more on catalyPng 
colzununity empowerment by leading and by developing strategic partnerships. We must 
regain our capacity for release, innovation and reorganization (Figure 8.2), and we must re- 
integrate these cornpetencies into government policy development and program design, and 
redesign. Govemments must conceni themselves with creative renewal, fhquently by devolv- 
ing power and authority to the most effective level of govemment where possible, or the pol- 

itics of separation will continue into the next decade ai the expense of our innovation, cre- 
ativity and our environment. 

Moving to changing definitions and values of what consîitutes relatedness fùndamen- 
talIy challenges our existing ways of how we view nature and our relationships with it. One 

of Our principal challenges, therefore, is to move fiom a single distorting lens view of what 
constitutes integrity and culture to multiple apertures and the flexibility to allow for co-evolv- 
ing multiple perspectives. We must redesign human institutions to be in harrnony with the 
functioning of nanual systems, preserving the integrity of the self-organizing processes with- 
in ecosystems, human communities and individuals. We need to encourage credible inquiry 



and discourse, oflen of the kind suppressed within 

A reconciIiation Jrantcniork slrould organizational systems (Bella, 1 994). 
rmbrace both U h ~ a r t  i d  mhd" - the so/i 
and hard approachcs of nuIî@Iz pua- 

We live in a world with multiple realities and 

digms and perspectives, rarher t h ~ n  a p i d i t i e s .  We need an emphasis and the valukg o f  
"new" or uaItern&e" apprwch bat, in 
the end, on& achicvcs poww by marginal- 

both commonalities and differences. Emergent rela- 
king the u~thcrH crpprwch tions and proceses c m  ody corne h m  the synergy 

(Lister, Electronic Dialogue, April 
22, 1997) 

o f  complernentaxy differençes, not fiom preserving 
traditional separations. Valuing one over the other 

denies diversity and leads to separations that on the d a c e  appear rational and natural, but in 
reality are based on the bankmpt politics of power and divisiveness. However, m m  changes 
in worldviews or paradigms shifts are not likely to be sufficient. Political and social arrange- 
ments that implement these values will be essential for tuniing deeds into actualities (Ophuls 
1977). 



Table Institutional characteristics 
(adaped from Rueggeburg and Griggs 1993) 

Integrated and Coordinated 
Integrative: each part of an institutional system 
interprets its mandate broadly to take into acmunt 
al1 three dimensions of sustainability (social, 
econornic and edogical). 

Comprehensive: each part of the institutional 
system recognkes al1 values associated with the 
resources it addresses andior services it delivers. It 
ernploys the principle of 'full cost accounting' in 
assessing the outcomcs and impacts of dechions 

Co-ordinated and Transactive: each part of the 
institutional system mgnizes h b g m  with otha 
parts of the system, seda to hatmonizc its acbivities 
and those of others and promoted a CO-ordinatecl 
approach to achieving overlapping adivibies. 

Efficient and Effective 

Efficient: institutionai systern seeks to reduce 
overlaps and redundancies in the mandates and 
activities of its component parts; two or more parts 
of the system do not duplicate efforts. This 
criterion recognizes, however, that some degree of 
overlap is necessary to support integration and to 
ensure the "robustness" of the system in king able 
to respond to unexpected events. 

Effective: each part of the institutional system has a 
sufficient mandate and the required level of staff 
and resources to run processes, make decisions, 
irnplernent results, and monitor and review 
outcornes as necessary to achieve its objectives. 
The operation of the systern produces mcaningful 
results f?om the perspective of those operating in 
the system, as well as recipients of services 
provided by the system. 

Long term and Adiptive 

Strategic and Anticipatory system is perceptive, 
looking for present and future opportunities and 
challenges. It establishes prionties to take action 
based on an assessrnent of the scope of impacts, 
irreversibility of decisions and actions, and 
urgency; in addition, it has the capacity to address 
short-terrn crises, undertake long-term planning 
and also anticipate and respond to issues which 
occur at "in-between" s&. 

Reconciliation 
Integrative: al1 decision-making for sustainabte 
development fûndamentally integrates ecological, 
social and economic imperatives within a guiding 
fiamework. 
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Comprehensive: competing paradigms, and 
conflicting worldviews are explicitly reçognized 
and made transparent as part of the decision- 
making process. Multiplicity of perspectives and 
contcxts are venues for action. 

support sustainable development 
(Dale 1998) 

- 

Transcendent: Each part of the institutional system 
recognizcî it is a part of a larger whole of 
furthering democracy through strcngthening civil 
Society. 

Flexible and Responsive 

Flexible: unnecessary overiap and duplication are 
eiiminated through integrated decision-making and 
the development and continual refinement of a 
guiding framework for operating across 
gove~lfnent 

Effective: resources are efficiently and effectively 
deployed to respond to emerging issues, 
particulariy at the dornain level. 

Long term and Responsive 

Strategic and Restorative: system responds equaily 
to ecological, social and economic feedbacks, in 
particular, it has the ability to recognize and 
respond in a timely fashion to negative feedbacks 
h m  ecological systems, particularly with respect 
to losse of diversity at al1 scales. 



Precautionary: institutional systen 
recognizes that social, economic an( 
ecological limits exist, though they may no 
be definable. It takes a cautious approach tc 
solving problems and making decisions tc 
ensure that outcomes are within thosc 
limits, 

Reflexive and Adaptive: institutional systea: 
has the capacity to keep up with changing 
values and knowledge and to review and 
improve decision-making processes. It h 
the mandate and tools required for self- 
evaluation and self-modification. It shows 
leadership not only in questioning the way 
things are done, but also whether the 
"right" things are being done. This is no1 
just a latent capability but an active d e .  

Open, Balanced and Fair 

Representative: each part of the system 
provides opportunities for al1 affected 
interests to be represented in processes, 
jecisions and actions. 

Equitable: system ensures that the costs 
md benefits of decision-making processes, 
md their outcomes, are distributed fairly 
unong those affected; appeal mechanisms 
ue  provided for those who feel that their 
.nterests have been overlooked or  
mdetermined. 

'articipatory and collaborative: institutional 
iystem provides opportunities for 
ndividuals and groups representing 
iifferent interests to cooperate in decision- 
naking and take actions that affect their 
uture while sharing responsibility for 
lutcornes. 

Contextual: systems of governancc 
recognize and respond to the differing time 
place and scale phenornena of both natura 
and human activity systems, recognizin~ 
there are absolute limits on human activitic 
imposed by the biosphere. Accordingly 
decision-making systems reconcile ar 
ccological h e w o r k  of spatial boundarie! 
with socio-political boundaries, taking intc 
account the finite limits on place and scah 
imposed by the biosphere. A cautiou! 
approach is to live well below those limits 
ratha than near or at the limits, in order tc 
maximize resilience and security of al1 
systems. 

Responsive: decision-making processes an 
enlarged policy-making contexts, 
transdisciplinary fora that bring together a 
multiplicity of stakeholders with relevant 
txperiences to bear on the issue, including 
natural and social scientists, public jmlicy 
practitioners and the non-governmental 
community. 

Open and Inclusive 

Equitable access: involvement in decision- 
making by the plurality of interests 
2oncerned is key. Diversity of 
representation in processes, decision- 
naking and actions, plus employment of a 
nultiplicity of approaches is emphasized. 

Embeddedness: identification with our 
mmectedness, and aiso recognition of our 
3eing a small part of a larger grouping, 
xovides a foundation for concems for 
iistory, inter-generational and global 
:quity, and awareness of the needs of 
'others" (Josselson 1 996). 

qetworks of collaboration: institutional 
iystem recognizes the complexity, 
ncomplete knowledge and uncertainty 
nherent in living systems, and that no one 
iector can solve the complex societal 
ssues. Their role is to stimulate networks 
bf collaboration around "domains of 
nterest" leading to solutions and responsive 
ictions. 



Responsive and Amuntable: each part of 
the system responds in a timely fashion to 
the constituency it serves and provides 
mechanisms by which individuals or 
groups can be held responsible for 
decisions and actions taken by that 
consti tuency, ho wever, these mechanimis 
are not so rigid as to inhibit creativity. 

Conflict-resilient: the system provides 
mechanisms to deal constructively with 
conflicts within and between its component 
parts, and with other institutional systems. 

integxity: integrity of information is critical 
to the responsiveness of the system, 
particularly negative feedbacks from 
ecological systems. In order to be able to 
respond to negative feedback information, 
subsidiarity is ibndamental. 

Open: Mutual leaming occurs in open 
policy dialogues, which value discoverhg 
main areas of both agreement and 
disanreement. 





A Framework for Governance 

The principle of mugh equaliiy suggests instead that d t m e  feedbackpmcesses in the mi- 
ural world should be mutched by dl-e dechion prvcRsses in Ruman societies. 

tVryzek 1990, p. 208) 

In spite of a significant in- in the numba and kinds of laws, policies and pro- 
g r a n s  directed at managing natural systans, (over 120 international treaties and conventions, 

and over 250 such agreements at mgional aud local lcvds establlisbed sincc the 1970s 
(Holdgate 1996), there ranains a substantiai gap bdwœn the fond intait of such laws and 

th& acîuai effêct on natuml systems. These irnple- 
m ~ t a t i o n  gaps can be pattly acaunted for by the 
inadaquacy of organizational structures and aâminis- 

trative proceses in the management of natwal sys- 

tems. Given the nature of sustainable development 
descri'bed in Chapter 7, it is cl- that the present orga- 
nizational capacity of the f e d d  governrnent, as out- 
lind in Chapter 8, with its predominant vertical stmc- 
tue, calls for a redesigned institutional order (Paquet 
1997). Some of the main organhtional issues are 
fragmentation, jurisdictional gaps, polarization of 

interests, jurisdictional conflicts, piece-meal and 

uncoordinatai polices, conflict of resource uses, and lack of coordination, tmst, communica- 
tion and collaboration (Lowry and Carpenter 1984). Another major barrier is the Anglo- 

American view that since we live in a market society, there is consequently no need for any 

philosophy of govername (Paquet 1997). Another is the declining trust in government: 67 
percent of Canadians say they have little or no confidence in their political leaders (Environics 
1995). 

Because cornpetition is valued more than collaboration in most industrial cultures, the 
more agencies responsible for the management of natural systems, the greater the risk o f  inter- 
deparimental conflict; thus, the greatcr the need for interagency coordination and communi- 
cation (Mayntz 1978). As well, significant gaps and t h e  lags in the implementation of man- 
agement efforts, and continual changes in environmental and social conditions, inaease the 
turbuIence of the fields in which these organizations exist (Emery and Txist f 972). There is, 
thus, a fundamental mismatch between the structures, proceses and fûnctioning of natural 
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systems and those of governmental orgauizations. This limits their ability to both respond 
effectively to early waming signals h m  eeological systems wnceming the cumulative 

human impacts on the environment, and to a d  in collaboration with these systems. 

Another ma- ofconccni is t%e efledk- 
ness of the N&nd Round T& WM 
respect to chuugiug ~oYLI~~I ICIU &&ion- 
making and influcnàng pdicg dccirions 
mis r&s t h  qucsaion about &da or 
nor shared &cision-making can CXiSI WW- 
in a Cabinet Comminrr drcirioir-makhg 
fiamtruork. ïüis mbjscl d H u s  
consulCraiion i/sltated & & i o n d g  is 
ro bc meaninsfùüy naiW me qnrJlfon 
of the reIanabonshY, betwen ~~ 
mulrisrakehol&r bodies, csgrcioUy d n  
convened by govcniments, &h corislUu- 
tiond decision-making prvcessts should bc 
addressed or else these bodKs mop adfi- 
mately leud to parrJVsSiS of the &cision 
proces by cxcessivc p ~ n ,  m- 
ing back ro rehânce on u-= anà îm- 
ditional buck-door lobbyUg by the ws&d 
in terem 

(Dale 1W5) 

In its 1997 report, the World Bank called for the 

reinvigoration of public institutions, maintaining that 
an effective state is the cornerStone of successfirl 
eoonomies; without it, ccmnomic, social and personal 
development is severely limitcd. Good govanment is 
not a lu-, but a vital necessity for civil societies. A 
precondition for the rapid difbion of sustainable 
development principles and practices is, therefore, the 

devclopmcrit of c f f i v e  institutions. Thus, our insti- 

tutions must be recognized as key bamers and human- 
ly devised facilitators of human interaction. They 
structure incentives in human exchange, whether 

political, social, or cconomic, and shape the way soci- 

eties evolve t b u g h  time (North 1990). Institutions 
are in a position to provide the leadership for positive 
human actions, but if they are inflexible and isolatecl, 
they can readily becorne maladaptive and prevent pos- 

itive change. 

PoIicy failure has also been identifid as a major barrier to the irnplementation of sus- 
tainable development, king responsible, for example, for much of the current environmental 
damage in the agricultural sector (FA0 199 1 ; Hi11 1998; International Development Research 
and Policy Task Force 19%; MacRae et al. 1990; Norgaard 1994). Paquet (1 997) identifies as 

an additional barrier rationalities, non-wtional reasons and unconscious psychodynamic 
processes. Alternative rationatities are regarded as major threats as they threaten current 
power relationships; non-rational reasons are often invokcd to prevmt a fidl debate on dorni- 

nant paradigms; and psychodynamic proasses, such as anger, denial, and face-saving behav- 
iours operate partly unconsciously when leaders are forced to consider alternative agendas. 
What is clearly needed are public debates about the limitations of the old paradigms, in order 
to create analytical and reflective space for the devetopment of policy alternatives within gov- 
ernment. 

What ways, then, are appropriate for spanning the multiple and contending outside 
stakeholders that govenunent must engage if, indeed, it is to participate in enlarged decision- 
making contexts? Such contexts are unlikely to be established unless a new social context 



emerges through the spread of trans-bureaucratie organizations and the aeation of a comrnon 
ground around the necessary changes (Emexy and Tnst 1972). Numerous case studies (New 
Brunswick for- policy, Everglades, Chesapeake Bay and its watershed, Columbia River 
Basin, Great Lakes Basin Emsystem and the Baltic) have underiined the importance of con- 

sensus building and collaboration in solving problems (Berlces et al. 1998; Westley 1995). We 
need to move h m  closed to open policy-making processes; firom issues that are single sec- 

tor and domestic to ones that are transdisciplinary and 
global; h m  govtrnment as controller and monitor to 
catalyst and lead-, h m  citizen participation based 

on exclusive invitation and exclusion, to one based on 
rights, compctency, and responsiiilities of inclusion; 

h m  policy anaiysts as technical spccialists to each of 
these being just individual menibers of transdïscipli- 
IL;IVY t m ;  h m  managanent that is primarily verti- 

cal to managers that cm operate in both horizontal and 
vertical milieus; h m  homogenization to a diversity 
of values; and h m  a horizon that is short-term and 
reactivc to one that is long-tezm, proactive, and muiti- 
pie in tirne, place and sale perspectives. 

Gunderson et al. (1995) argue that being adaptive 

means, among other things, king able to respond to 
(Michacl 1995, pp. 469-470) 

environmeatal féedbacks. Although I eariier cautioned 

against the dangers of adaptation, 1 would argue that 
even with any adaptation of humans to their eavironment, or what I tenn, responsibility to 

nature, that human activity systems must mimic, wherever feasible, ecological systems (Jordan 

et ai. 1987; Mitsch and Jorgenseri 1989; Perrings et aI 1995; Soule and Pipper 1992). Our mod- 
em context no longer provides any space, ecologicai, social and economic, and perhaps, even 
psychologically, for wntiaued quantitative growh It is no longer a case where we have the 

room to manage our environment, if i a d d  it was ever possile, but rather we are in a situation 
in which we have to design systems of governance that allow us to cuUectively manage grow- 
ing human impacts with the primary aim of duc ing  them. We are aow beyond adaptation for, 
in many ways, adaptation means accepting the dominant s o c i ~ n o r n i c  paradigms, and mere- 
ly involves continually adapting our behaviour to the inevitable negative outcornes. Raîher than 
adaptïve management, albeit perhaps an important short-tenn transition strategy, 1 argue that our 
long-term solutions require "proactive responsible, o~wolutionary managenient". The end of 
the previous chapter incldes a description of q n s i b l e ,  coevolutionary institutional charac- 



teristics, based on the guiding h e w o r k  of reconcilia- 
tion of the three imperativs, developed through the 
electronic collaborative inquiry. 

We now have to develop ways of organizing 
that work in synergy with exmsystem flnctions and 
processes, recognizhg naturai Lunits and maintainhg 
rather than exploiting resilience and diversity. We need 
to encourage decision-making contexts that facilitate 
integration of multiple knowledges and txperiences. 

The need for integration and synthesis is particularly 
evident in problern~riented, man-centered, change- 
sensitive, future-oriented and holistic endeavours deal- 
ing with new knowledge of human nature, interdepen- 
dence of human and social issues and problems, growing globalizaîion of humankind and inter- 
dependence of dl the basic knowledge systems of man (Hill 1979). 

Domains are based on dut V i i h  (1%5) 
catIed "acts of apprecirition " Apprechihn 
is a corn* percepvol and wnceptnal 
proccss whkh me/& togeihetfi&uen& of 
reafiv and judgmenk of vahe A new 
apprcciation is ma& as a iiew m e - p o &  
lem (ChevdKr 1966). a p r o b l c m ~ u e ,  or 
umess" (Acbfll974) is recogriùed As the 
appreciation &cornes more widcy sLare4 
a domain begins tu be idcnûiid 

Since problematiques, mclcr-proMcms, 
or messes-rather thon discrete pro& 
lems--are what smdC1& cmrtmdy kmiu û~ 
face up ro, the cultiv~n~on of &maiadCrSc4 
in ter-organ izationrrl cornpetence has 
bccome a nec- so&fdpro+c& 

The imporluncc of the regufatbn by 
smkeltolders can scatcely & ouer-empAi~- 
site4 for thcre is consLderebCc danger that 
rhe organizrrli'ond fùsüwiiirig* h e  irisairu- 
rion building, the socid architec!ure 
required ar the domain I e v e f  in complcr 
modern socierics wiü either lPAC the m n g  
path or not be atlemptcd ai p[l. 

vrist 1983, pp. 270-27 1 ; 273) 

By cmploying more open-ended policy process- 
es that engage the users of resources and key decision- 
makers h m  civil society, feedback loops come closer 
to the locus of decision-making, with the result that 
officids can no longer ignore or deny the broad and 
longer term outcornes of their actions. 

The fhmework for govemance that 1 am propos- 

ing integrates some features of matrix management 
(Mintzberg 1989) thugh  the pnoritization of policy 
domains a m s s  govemment, shortened feedback loops 
through multistakeholder proceses and the bridging of 

science and policy through enlarged, transdiscip1inax-y 
policy-making and decision-mahg contexts, support- 
ed by expanded extemal networks of collaboration. 
Traditional bureaucratie models are cleady d y s h c -  

tional given the CO-evolutionary nature of our contem- 
porary environmental contexts; therefore, we need 
advances in institution-building at the level of inter- 
organizational domains (Trist 1983). 

Governments can then becorne the nexus of both the generalized and specialized 
knowledgeable resources that can be applied to the joint creation of social policy and action. 
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Covctrimenf is an o ~ ~ d  CO- 

rhat is ofen staüed in ôunanadc or-- 
icai gridlock Goventauce on & 
han4 Unpliaa farbroakrrofipladthat 
cab on a v m M ~  of agentt and wuiues & 
deai rviCIi the m e  d c d  of dlobpl 
in~crdcp~dencc 

(Young a d  Vau Moltke 1993, 
P. 4) 

Their most important role is transformed to being the 
most logical convenor of valuedriven, cullaborative 
catalyst (Westley and Vredenburg 1996) for action. 
Governments and th& institutions would becorne the 
mediating factor that detamines the collective rela- 
tionships baweai social groups and the life-support 
ecosystems on which they depend (Berkes et al. 
1998). Govanmcnts could assume this mle because 

of their p a t e r  accountability through the eledoral prr>cess, th& role as an '%onest" broka 
on behalf of both civil Society, and th& auxss to the ribquirad rcsomxs. 

Such collaborations, however, must a.anscend dualism (DiIlon 1988) and avoid the 

necessity to as- supaiority of the oppsi& in aider to provc the worth of the alternative. 
They must recognize that om concepts of biology and naîurc are iIrcady distorted by g d e r  
and power relations (Jiggins 1994); thy do not m d y  retlsa the givai shuchae of reality 
itself Any framework for governancce, thcreforc, must tie policy dcvelopment to illuminating 
deeply-rooted values and beliefk about how the world works. This is because, as argued in 
previous chapters, human activity can no longer k sustainad on the b i s  of the present bias- 
es and imbalances. Respect for diversity, nurturanœ and a potaitial for oneness mediated by 
reciprocity should be regarded as integrai to our human condition (Ibid 1994). Inde&, the 
strength of civil society in the 2 1 st century can be expected to bemme inaeasingly depen- 

dent upon intercomected webs of relationships and 
reciprocal influences. 

Sahl and Bernstein (1995) have created a h e -  
work (Figure 10.1) for developing policy in an uncer- 
tain world that takes into account fiindamental values 
and beliefk about how the worid works. Given that 

there are multiple concepts, heworks ,  approaches 
and specific -1s that are available as inputs for poli- 
cy development, these authors stress the importance 
of explicitly organizing and choosing arnong diver- 

gent alternatives. There are a range of policy options, 

iacluding containment, accommodation, adaptation, 
management, mitigation and suppression (Ibid 1995). 

In their model, making explicit our paradigms and world views, and examining their appro- 
priateness, are consequently an important part of the recursive process that is necessary for 
the rehement of appropriate sustainable developrnent policies. This then fesdbacks into the 
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consideration of policy approaches, strategies and tactics. 

Figure 10.1 Policy dcvclopmcnt (Sahl and Bemstcin 1995) 

Based on Habermas' (1990) work on discourse ethics, which argues that the pluralism and 
complexity of modem life make it impossible to formulate unïversaI, abstract, and strictly ob- 

jective solutions to problems, and that public agreements c a .  be h v e d  at and tested oniy 

through a public process, 1 have modi fied Figure 1 0.1 accordingl y, b edarged decision-mak- 

ing contexts. 
1 

L 

Figure 102 Rcsp~nsible policy dialogue 

Thus the policy development process is opened up to an enlarged decision-mahg context 

that is able to incorporate into the process the diversity of public values and paradigms of 

which govemments need to be cognizant. Debates about competing perspectives, and of pre- 

ferred states, which also invoke strong values discussions, are replaced by discussions about 

poticy alternatives, against the current contexts. Values then e m q e  through the course of dis- 
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cussion about preferred policy alternatives rather than at the macro level of preferred states, 
out of which 1 maintain that deeply held values will still emerge. Most irnportantly, however, 
it opens up the process to feedback and evaiuation h m  outside of govemment, rather than 
being a strictly interna1 phenornenon. By dohg this, ideally the system wili becorne equaily 
sensitive to negative as well as positive feedback loops. The detcction of feedback and eval- 
uation of processes and outcornes &ould be conducted by those ducctly affécted by the poli- 
cies, by stakeholders closest to the problan (multiple scales), and by a plurality of stakehold- 
ers whose future choices may be affaded. 

My mode1 also diffas fimm that of Sahi and Bernstein in that it assumes that because 
paradigms exist at a decpcr ltvtl of ~~IISCiousness than values, parsdigrnatic îhought influ- 
ences our values. As Tomkh (1962, p. 13) observecl, "the world we perceive is a dream we 
leam to have h m  a script we have aot writta~ . . . Instcaâ of puttïng a mirror to nature we 
are . . . putting the mimer to a mimi'. 

In addition to opening up the policy proccss, t h e  is an cqually pressing need to build 
new domain-based linkages and cornpetencies to deal 
with meta-pmblcms mch as sustainabie development 
(Trïst 1983). Sustainable devclopment spreaâs hori- 
zontally amss the conventional divisions of howl- 
edge ia the na- sciences, the life sciences, the 

social sciences and the humanities. It also spreads hor- 
izontally across departmental structurai arrangements. 
It is assumed that the context is a turbulent and '%os- 
tile" environment (see Appendix S), which can be 

made less threatening and turbulent by explaining 
problern solving at the level of the domain. 

Figure 10.2 also assumes greater uncertainty, 
more fbture orientation and greater interdependence, 
and this necessitates more comprehensiveness (Emecy 
and Trist 1972). Mormver, it 8ssumes that the con- 
straints of bureaucratie structure and noms are more 
limiting than human cognitive procases, which can 
be stimulated to greater creativity by moving outside 
of the bureaumtic mnstraints of single organizations, 
and by considering issues at a new meta-level 

(Gregory and Keenery 1994). It also assumes, h u g h  the creation of networks of coliabora- 
tion rather than referent organizations, that powcr differences can be minimized, and new 



hierarchies and other bureaumatic rigiditia will not deveiop, thereby allowing for creative 
renewd. 

Whereas Tnst (1983) is arguing for the establishment of more permanent, l e s  fluid 

A network is a set of &men& rd-d to one 
another through mulfi@e interdorare- 
tions Tire mdaphor of the NU sy~6#tr a 
specrel khd of irrterconne~&drie~~, O= 

dependent on n& in wkùh d coii- 
necling s l r ~ d s  meet TICete K the s u e -  
tion borh of each elemeirt connecting 
îhrough one anothcr rather rllm @ rcrAi 
other througk a centm. 

(Schon 1971. p- 190) 

and more central ofganizations, such as referent orga- 
nizations, I argue for the building of more organic, 
responsive policy domains around emerging and 

emergent issues across govemment. These need to be 
supportai, however, by networks of collaboration for 
policy dcvclopment lesdiag to an enlarged advisory 
contcxt for politicai decision-making and, in some 
cases, dcpcnding upon the particdar issue wider con- 
sideration, and whcther or not decision-making can be 

devolved, an enlarged decision-making context. In this way, client constîtuencies of the sec- 

tord departments can be exposed and ailargecl t h u g h  these iraasdisciplinary fora to become 
more inclusive and national, rather than just federal. As well, with govemment serving as a 
supportive resource to these fora, they can become semi-parnanent and m o n  stable than most 
of the loose ad hoc coalitions that cmently exist, thcreby creating a munter-balance against 
the existing vested interests. 

It is crucial, however, that the deliberations of these networks of collaboration are 
open and transparent, so that the polit id level becornes more accountable. So, for exarnple, 
if the govemment chooses to ignore the policy advice given by these networks, it would be 
forced to make transparent the political tradeoffs involved. For example, in the United States, 
once the scientific advisory panels have given their advice to the goveniment, the panels can 
publish their findings and recommendations. In addition to making scienti fic advice available 
to the wider Canadian public, these transdisciplinary fora bring together the science and pol- 

Domain appreciaiion is tiû& t& k gnidrd 
by the recognit&m of hw priircipres: 
fi) rhat the quafi9 of lqe is aflcclcd by the 
quaiity of the social rea& all sysrem 1- 
(nor merely the individual, amd in dl 
dimensions of d u e  (not mereiy the eco- 
nomic); ruid 
(ii) rhar )CY~/(YC and dolclopment have 
become inrer-depndent in the bansirion to 
post4nduslrrdism - w l f ~ ~ e  in ia widcsl 
connotation of g r o ~ h  (changc) t h d  is pro- 
gressive and order-prohcing ruthet tàan 
regressive and disor&r-poducing.. 

(Emcry and Trist 1972, p. 97) 

icy communities, with the academic and policy com- 
munities, rather than woricing in isolation h m  one 
another, in vertical solitudes (Zussman and Jabes 
1989). They thus remove the opportunity for the pol- 
icy development process diluting or, in some cases, 

ignoring the intemal advice of its specialists. 
In this non-hierarchical model, no one cornmu- 

nity is regarded as above or below the other. In the 
event that consensus is not achieved around selected 
issues, then that disagreement is forwarded to the 

political level for their subsequent decision and, at the 



same tirne, it is made public. By bringing both the 
extemal sciaitific and other demie advisors to the 
same table with public policy practitioners and special- 
ists, in nctwoxks of collaôoraîion sûuctured around 
identified priority sreas of tbe current government, 
mutual learning and direct fa#lbadr processes are ue- 
ated o p d y  and transparently. This is not to say that 
cverythingcanbesolvedbyoonsarsus. Ind- asmai- 
tionad above, the exposure of major areas of disagree- 
m a t  is cqurilly bqmtaaî within biese darged, open 
decision-makhg axûcxts. Ch- (1979) ad- 
catcs secking - rathcf aian agmments in 
orda to idaitifl poblans, ratha than to seek aâaptive 
solutions as a normative way to bandle persistent con- 

flicts, provided there are ampetant decision-makm aMitatrie to make îhe bal decisions. 
This kind of participation of ad servants in opai poiicy dialogues worlrs 'horiu,ntdly' 

awss  govenunent and Society, r a t k  tban simply 'bottom up' km atilrris &I govCRltnent in 
the N&eriands, and especially in Candi, horizontal partici~m is Miportant at the 
provincial level, wticrr sectord provincial regdatiom d plans (eg., within the aivironmental 

sector, but also for agriculture, housing, tdfic and ço on) have to be in- intû national strate 
gies. Participation is not only an end, but also a means far policies to be effedively implemented 
"Participation is necesary for [ad the development and implemaitaiion of] &'&dive policies'', 
says almost al1 literature on participation (Roe 1998, p. 380). In the Third Wdd, for instance, the 
truly successfiil eaWonmenta1 projacts are invariably tbose founded on voluntary effort 
(Chamben 1988; Scoones a d  Thompson 1994).This openhg up of the fedaal govemment poli- 
cy development prooess may weü lead to new - beiw8e~1 the ruitiiral and social sciences, 

and between science and the state (Notgaard 1989). 

Living, dynamic and cumplex systems can only be adqutely iinderstaod thug& a md- 
tiplicity of tools, techniques, methodologies and perspectives. The policy devtlopment pocess can 
no longer be such an exclusive, closed process of intemal advisory eqxtts. Rather, it must be open 
to plural methodologies, brioader annmunities with transdiscipiïna~~ kmwledges, and shortened 
feedback loops that W t a t e  response to both negaiive and positive infOLiHElfion, as well as to mul- 
tistakeholder creativity and evaiuation Multiple ùisights, mehds, worldviews and disciplinary 
m v e s  would allow us to becorne more aware of the complexity of social and ecslogical sys- 

tems, as well as of the difficulties of taLing appropriate actions. Tht enlargecl policy pnw;ess mode1 
d e s c r i i  above, however, has to be a a m q a k d  by oomplunentary stniaural changes witiiin 
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g o v m e n t  that actively facilitate the enlarged policy proœss model. The aarait vatical silos 
within the federal govamnent are depided by the foilowing mode1 (Figure 10.3). 

1 
Figure 103 Vatical stov+pcs and vcstal int- 

In contrast, the hmework for govemance that 1 am proposing can be depicted by the fol- 
lowing model (Figure 10.4). 

Figun: 10.4 Transdisciplinjvv nctworks of collaboration: A transition phase 

In this model, the main domain(s) of appreciation, and its associateci policy themes, would be 
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publicly identifid by the incoming administration, through the Speech h m  the Throne- 
Domain(s) of appreciation operate at a meta-level of organhtion, cutting horizontally across 
existing structures. In this way, the domain h l ( s )  is established in conformity to the demo- 
cratic values of the political party in power. (Given my arguments in the preceding chapters, 
and the guiding principles for decision-making, 1 would suggest that in our current context 
there is only one umbrella domain of appnxiation, sustainable development). In this model, 

domain collaboration becomes an inter-organizational means to achieve a desired end that no 
single departmat can achïeve by d g  unilatcraliy (Wood and Gray 199 1). As well, some 
policy domains may cut across some, but not n#.lcssarily ail, sectord departme~ts, and par- 
ticipation will have to be ncgotiated on a domain by domain basis, ratha thaa the b f o r  aU 
that now predictably degcnerates iato interdepartm~~~tal taritorhl batîles. By shifbg the 
focus fiom departments to domaias, an inter-organhîional policy space opens up, in which 
collaboration and greater effectiveness and efficicncy is possible. 

The current mles of the f d d  govanmmt of doing, controllhg and monitoring are 
replaced by those of leadership and catalyzing networics of collaboration around clearly com- 

municated policy domains. Co11aboration, in this sense, is defincd as "an interactive process 
having a shared transmutational purpose and c h i e r i z e d  by explicit voluntary membersbip, 
joint decision-making, agreed-upon d e s ,  and a temporary stnrcture" (Roberts and Bradley, 
cited by Wood and Gray, 1991, p. 143). In this way, the power of the traditional vested inter- 
ests is challenged by these new networks, by advice and information becuming more trans- 
parent, diverse and open to an enlarged pst-normal scientific and other academic context out- 
side of govemment. Expertise is broadened, no longer limited to intemal and extemal com- 

dors of power, to refled the plurality of knowledges and expertise throughout the country and 
beyond. Putting in place a divexsity of expertise, enlarged and expanded space is then creat- 
ed for policy alternatives and for dominant paradigms and meta-barriers to be exposed. As 

well, fundamental confiicts are dso exposed, and periods of SUSt8ined reflexivity opened up 
around key strategic themes. Schutz (1967) defines refiexivity as the ability to periodically 
suspend our natural attitude and notice the matter-of-course, takenofor granteci ways in which 
our communities of k n o h g  are constructed and interpreted This can open novel possibili- 
ties for changing them. For only susttained rdlection can identiQ the hidden paradoxes, the 
dominant contextual paradigms, and facilitate innovative and creative solutions that aUow 

emergent properties to emerge h m  the synergy creatd through these transdisciplinary net- 
works of collaboration. The current national view of Ottawa policy-making as incestuou, 
insular and an isolated process that, most importantly, contributes to the weakening and loss 
of identification with govanmeat is thereby democratized and opened up for improvement. 
Through collaborative negotiations, stakeholders can be identified and collaborate to develop 
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a cornmon language; n o m  and values g o v d g  ongoing interaction can be established; 

authority, responsibility, and resources can be all~cafed (Westley and Vredenburg 199 1); and 
exposure to wider values and paradigms held by diverse staketiolders would be facilitated. This 
kind of lateral-flexible organizational fom relies on peer-to-peer relationships (as opposed to 
vertical hierarchies) in developing policy advice b m  multiple communities of knowing, based 
on the concept of a mmmunity of knowing as an open systan (Boland and Tenkasi 1995). 

These domains have to be loosely coupled, overlaying the vertical departments, thus 
allowing for the ongoing creative destruction and rcnewal, d i s d  in Chapters 4 and 8. 

Loose coupling suggests the idea of building blocks 

~ ~ r u i n g  in iniiid the 01 m ~ ~ k  that can bt graftcd ont0 an organization or sevcfed 
wudiru Of Commuairnnivr 'qPabi.yp * with relatively Little disnabance to either the blocks or 
sliould & wary of highly ccridrdizcd &a: 
sion H W C ~ ~ ~ S J W + B & I I O ~  e n v i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c d  the organizations (Weick 1976). The domain and the 
bureaucracies, mufrinationuf mining or departmen& would thus be respo-ve to one anohm, 
logging corporations, internationd 
resource management age~~icr-~&h yct each wodd preserve its own identity and some 

'porc, Or 'WLSS bnl level of physical separateness. in this way, policy 
ecological signels, The p+iricQde of rough 
cqudity suggests inst~ad d i ' s  f e ~ d a ~ k  deli'berations and txpanded public dialogue would be 

lations consistent with the overall policy agendas 
detennined by the political level through the advisory 

mechanisms of policy domains. What is available for coupling and decoupling within an orga- 
nization, however, is an erninently political question that allows politicians to have greater 
leverage on the system. Under conditions of lmse coupling, it is anticipated that considerable 

effort would be devoted to examining constructions of social reality, examination of alterna- 
tive paradigms and linguistic work, as well as exposing dominant myths and metaphors 
(Mitroff and Kilman 1975). 

Retuming to the fisheries case study, described in Appendix Q, let us now integrate the 
various components of the models combining Figures 7.2; 8.3; 10.2 and 10.4 and the guid- 
ing fiamework developed in Chapter 9, and examine how enlarged decision-making and pol- 
icy con texts would have made a difference. This case study illustrates a number of policy fail- 
ures and structural impediments. F h t ,  there was very cunflicting scientific advice concerning 
the size of the stocks, and the reasons for the decline. Second, there were vertical silos 
be tween the in ternal scienti fic advisors and the policy development process. Third, there were 
vertical solitudes and apparent differences between extemal fisheries scientists and depart- 
ment scientists. Fourth, the scientific advice was in some cases presented in a language not 

easily understood by non-scientists. Fiflh, the Cabinet decision-making process was opaque 



in hua ways: first, any advia h t  is g i v a  to Cabinet, both h m  its scientific and policy advi- 

sors, is regarded as confiddal and not subject to access to informatioa Semnd, as the Cabinet 
decision-making process itself is not open, the t d e ~ t l k  and issues involved in the decision- 

making are unavailable for more critical examination. 
Lady, it would appar tha! regional disparities played 

a large role in these trade-ofi, giving one Cabinet 
Ministcr disproportionate influeace over both the deliv- 
ay of infbrmaîion to Cabinet and its final d e i i i o n s .  

Using my proposcd modeIs, the policy develop 

ment pmxss would bc opcnad up to many more of the 

stakeholdcrs in the Adantic Canada Cod fishery. 
Stakdmldas arc dtfined as a g h a  and citizens hav- 

k g  a stake in the outcorne of the decision, who are able 
to influence kcy canstititencies affiaaed by the out- 

cornes of the deii'baations (Dale 1995). Tbis clarifica- 
tion is necessary, 1 Ibelieve, because cssentially every- 

one can daim to have a "stake" in the environment, and 
since mdtistakeholda bodies are assumed to be con- 
v d  in order to influence govemment decision-mak- 
h g  and/or poiicy deliberaîîons, then participants are at 
the table in order to bring various constituencies to bear 
on the issue@) involved in the discussions. Another 
asumption is that because muitistakeholder processes 
involve dialogue, some conflict will be inevitable. This 
necessitates expert fàciiïtation and an awareness that 
consensus will not nacessarily be reached in al1 cases; 

lack of conserisus may ôe as informative as consensus. 
In the case of fishaies policy development, key 

staktholders would include the users of the resource, 
takers and managers of the resource, govemment 
senior policy practitioners h m  both federal and 
provincial levels, individual fishers, fish processing 
owners, fishing associations such as the Nova Scotia 

Gmundfisherrnen, and the P.E.1 Fishermen's 
Association; weli-known academic fisheries specialists 
mch as Ludwig, Hillburne and Wdtm whose views 



différed strongfy b m  those of the F e d d  Dcpiictment, intemal govemment scientific advisors, 
community activists and environmental non-government or&anizations. 

Using the guiding firamework developed in Chaptn 9, it is highly uniikely that the 
- -- 

Consensus h a ~  an imporWnt prVr lo- iri 
mulrisiclkcholdcrproc~~~# If a du&  OR- 

stüuted muIrisrakeholdcr bo& reoches con- 
sensus, t h m  i s  a sbonger - for 
Governmenb to corwidn the &cinons, 
espccidly if Govemrnent h m  ken a- 
  an^ Of equd Unportanec, ho-, ü 
when a m n ~ k d d c r  rsialr#ur 
arcas where vaine conflir'cts are ro 
intractable as to be unrCSOlVCCr, or the 
inabilïry to make tr&-qfls d g  these 
processes, then the s&kehddtrs have îo 
recognize the legitimolc g of 
Govemment to resort lo th& authorirativc 
decisron-mode. Consensw is rut ahwyr 
possiMe, and inâèe4 riar riU cdn/liaS ceir 
be resofve4 nor sliovld thry k &d 
through these meorir Consensys mcry 
in&cdprovc to & dusiiir iri the ne-- 
as wü l  when Ixistùig informosion soumts 
are indequate to d o w  $adc@ants to 
meaningfuiiy PSSCSS the r~lllllmebions of 
their decisions orpdicy &e, and h&e4 
move bqond win-lose scenerias, to ioroUy 
new sofutiom. nte rrucrilebiliry of in/orma- 
tion and iis abil* to & Uitcgratiyc is cru- 
cial to th& proccss Consemsws can & bu& 
only if therc is agrcememt on a shared 
in formotion base thaî fcrciirutes a common 
undetslandrng, 

(Dalc 1995) 

same decisions could have been taken, especially if, 

for example, the principles of limits, precautionary 
principle, rcsilicnce, scale and a systems appmach 
were part of the guidelines. Adopting a systems 

approach, for example, may have eliminatd some of 
the polarizcd scientific advice about whether the size 

of the stock was M g  pimarily aff'ed by a change 

in ocean tempera- or ova-fishing. Most like1y 
stock size wouid have been shown to be the result of 
both effécts dynamidly interacting in novel and 
unknown ways. In addition, the effects of scaie would 
havc been highlighted through the participation o f  sin- 

gle hook and line fishers and owners of the factory 
fiener trawlers. This âramework would certainly have 

prompted a discussion on values, as well as exposing 
the dominant paradigxnatic thinking underlying the 
various positions. Pertiaps one of the most important 
civil society questions would have been raised 
through ibis process, a question that we do not know 
whether or not was ever considered. That is, is it more 
sustainable to employ individual hook and line fish- 
ers or to employ large-sale factory fieezer trawlers? 

Could a sustainable fisheries accommodate both? 
Of course, the composition of expertise at the table is of primordial importance in expos- 

ing differences and allowing for consensus. The seledion of experts who a h  have interdisci- 
plinary expertise in addition to disciplinary expertise is aitical for integraiive modes of inquiry 
between the natural and social sciences, as discussed in the previous chapters. Exposing scien- 

tific differences may have led to more meanin@ information k i n g  shared with the political 
decision-makers, either in tetms of illurninating the differences or through an emerging consen- 
sus. Concentration on the size of the stock masked the underlying human over-exploitation, 
which would probably have been exposed through my proposed form of dialogue. 

One of the main barriers facing sustainable development is the fundamental lack of 
ecological literacy within the public senrice, and even more so, within the politicai cornmu- 



nity, and the general public (On. 1994). How information is presented and wmmunicated to 
these groups is crucial in t ~ m s  of intluenciag their decision-making. Moreover, by including 
stakeholders fkom the cornrnunity, particularly activists and environmental non-governent 
groups, then scientific advice h m  the forum can go through an initial filter of  behg able to 
directiy communicate to non-scieatific colleagues at the table. 

One of  the tragedics of the collapse of the Atlantic c d  fishery is that the controversy 
was, in fa* king debated in academic fîsllaies joumals, but these have v a y  limited circu- 

latioa Most importantly, the fishaies debate would 
have machcd the wider publics before the predictable 
callapsc by making the debatc transparent through 
transdisciplinary fora, prhaps thercby acrting différ- 
ent pressims on the political decision-maZring kvel, 
rather than leaving it solely in the han& of the &a&- 

tional vcsted intercsts operating at that tirne. 
In addition, it would have bridged the 

intemû solitudes between policy development experts 

and th& scientific advison. In many departments, sci- 
entific advice is fed into the policy development 
process, and since this also is based on an i n t d  advi- 
Sory process, 
one never 
irnows to what 
extent the 
advice is 
accepted or 
ignored, nor 
the trade-o ffs 
made at îhe 

bureaucratic level, even before it reaches the Cabinet 
decision-making level. A key fcature of these fora is 
that once their advice is given to Cabinet, it may thm 
be made public. nius, greater acmuntability is placed 
on Cabinet in terms of the tradedE they make, and 
whether or not they choose to ignore the expert advice 
when reaching their decisions. As well, the power of 
any one individual becornes limited as a result of this 



Even in scmiigs where communic&n 
appears unproblcmatic and knowlcdge 
homogeneous, the n a  of hdividud com- 
munitics difler. I t is tltrough îhe dyiiamk 
interactions beîween such cornmunitics 
thrd new configirrcriions of the knodedge 
net emerge by cruding new meanhgs. new 
finguistic routines and new rbiowkdge. 

level of bransparency and greater accountability. 
Dialogue, at the same t h e ,  in the same place, 

and with a wntinuity of stakeholders, leads to deeper 

understanding and greater knowledge around the 
issues than the traditionally n m w  expertise that nor- 
mally exists on key sustainable development issues. in 
addition, the creation of an externa1 transdisciplinary 
network of collaboration arornd sustainable fisheries 
would also have built a cornter-balance to the vested 
interests influencing Cabinet at that time, notably the 
fish processing industry and theV promotion of the 
use of factoxy fireezer trawlers. 

In facf these neîworks of collaboration in the long 
run have the CSpBEity to becorne networlcs of civic 

engagement, as tbey would mirror the way social and 

political networics are oigsnipd horizontally, ratha than 
the present power based hienuchies. A more appropriate 

role for governments in the next century may well be to 

support proceses that incfea~e social capital, which d l  ultimately lead to a mwth in shaigth- 

ening both ecolo@cal and econornic capital, given th& long-term interdependenice. In reality, the 
social capital embodied in nomis and networks of civic engagement seems to be a precondition 
for economic development, as weli as for effective governent (Cox 1995; Puiman 1993). As 

- - -  

How does sociol calpirai un&qùd good 
government and economic p o d r c s ~ ?  F i  
neinwrks of civic engagement fostcr slyr& 
norms of generalized rec@rod@. Tnrst 
lubricates sociai li/t. N m r L s  of civic 
engagement ako faciiirare eoordillatio~~ 
and communicahahon and amplifi. UIforma- 
tion. M e n  economic and poliaicol dcaiing 
is embedded in &me nrtnr0rk.s of socirrl 
interaction, incentiws for oppomnrsni and 
maTeasance me reduced Dcrisc sociril ries 
facilitate gossïp and ohm vaiupble w u p  of 
cultivating reputatiun-ciri essenriel foun- 
dation for trust in a complcr S O C I * ~ ~ ~ .  And 
finaiiy, they embody past success at cd lab  
oration, which c m  serve as a c n h r d  tem- 
plate for future coilaboration. 

(Putman 1996, pp. 2-3) 

well, it may be hypothesized that the establishment of 
more ammon ground will duce disassociation and 
dienation. Ciarent experience and expeciation (outside 
the usual nanow range of social encomteas) of lack of 
cornmon ground inhibits needed exploration and 

inaeases isolation (J3nexy and Trist 1972, p. 1 89). 
policy can encourage social mal formation, and 

social capital itself enhances the effectiveness of gov- 
m e n t  action. 1 propose going a step fder, with gov- 
enunents actively leading the creation of networks of 
collaboration that stimulate greater civic engagement; 
for 1 believe that the effectiveness of govecnment and, 

ultimately, the viirancy of dernocratic systems of gov- 
ernance, are depemdent upon on social capital. 



Conclusions 

The gmatn4ss of a ~ t i o n  and its moral pmgriess can be judged 
by the way its anima& am tmad. 

(Mcrhatma GandhQ 

The previous cbapters have how ccologicd, sacial and economic capital is 
decLining, albeit at d i n i  the, place aed spacc d e s .  Nevcrthekss tfiere appears to be an 
increasing ConvergeMx towads human and natwai systan coiiapse wddwide, the more that 

And embmàng .U a uc the kuning- 
rehed metaphors.. liscavmy, -n, 
adventure, questirg, knoukd&, insrTgh4 
ncw apericme, vulnemb&@, ecror* 
SUCCCSiL 

.fMicbd 1993, pp. 87-88) 

thcst thriee -es for human societies diverge. 
This collaQse wïii bc inevitable givea the increasing CO- 

cvolutiomuy nature of human and natural systems. The 
greater the divaeace between these three imperatives, 
it may weii be the more rapid the decline. For example, 
since writing the previous par& of this dissertation, the 

giobal ecommic system has entered a unique break- 
down of what was previously considered the exciting 
"new bntier" of the Asia-Pacific Rim, involving 
newly ind ustrialiPng nations such as Korea, Indonesia, 

and China, and some industriahmi nations such as 
Japan and Russia. World stock markets and some cur- 
rencies are now fluchiating wildly, on a scale previous- 

ly not encountered by modern society. This oscillation, 
however, is not suxprising given the current scale of the 
economic system through globalization and hence 
increasing economic interdependencies, coupled with 
some of the deünkages meationed in Chapter 6. 

The implementaîkn of sustainable development 
is thecefore one of the most important human impera- 
tives for the 2 1 st cetltury, requiring strong leadership by 
locai, regional and national govemments. The adoption 

of a h e w o r k  that applies across govemmnts is critical to their ability to provide consistent 
and effective leadership to otha sectors of Canadian society, in order to diffuse its concepts and 
practices in the next decade, before Lmasitde crisis thresholds are reached. A guiding h e -  



work based on the reconciliation of the three imperatives, ecologiwl, social and economic, is 
critical if govemments are to be able to assume a leadership role in the irnplementation of sus- 
tainable development And govemments are considerd to be the most logical convaion of the 

plurality of stakeholders who need to be at the table when making sustainable development deci- 
sions. As discussed throughout this dissertation, the complexity of the issues d e ~ n a ~ d s  h d a -  
mentally deep structural changes in the way we do business, the way we conduct our &y-to-day 
lives and the way we make decisions. The only way that such c b g s  will occut, howeva, is 
through exposiag the dominant paradigms and vaiucs and restraints tbat work together to -te 
the existing powerftl movement for &CC at so many IeveIs. 

There are many alternative ideas circulating within socidy; post-moderaism, feminism, 
pst-normal science, deep ecology, participatory action research, biofegionalism, ecosystem 
approaches (EdWSUdS and Regier 1988; Francis 1994) and systans theay, thai have yet to be 

discussed by mahtream agendas. These cmagent approachhes and paradigms provide impor- 
tant new information about thc ways in which our human activity systems work, and they equal- 
ly infonn us about our understanding of the naniral world and our relationships with it, with one 
another, and with other species. Just as the cunent domhnt  socioeconomic paradigms, 
metaphors and myths act as powerfbi barriers against change, there is danger that these emer- 
gent schools of thought cm become just as hear and reductionist as normal sciaice, if they are 
not seen as transcendent That is, they have the potential to become reductionist if they are 
regardai as the only world view, and if people believe k i r  reality d d v a  h m  the natural 
world. Rather, they are simply a new way of îhinkiag about the real world and human relation- 
ships with that world, and are essentidy paradigm shifts in the way we deal with information 
and its circulation in the modem world. The potential of these new ways of relating with the 
world will not be realized, however, if we stay at a shallow level of appiied thought to systerns, 

if they do not challenge our fimdamentai beliefk and values and cause us to change our behav- 
iour towards our worid, our relationships with each other, and most importantly, with other 
species.. . . . . .., , . . ., . . . . . 

Resistance to these exnetgent parahigms happens for a wide variety of reasons at al1 lev- 
eh: individual psychodynamics, societal socialization, disciplixmy educaîional systems, and 

institutional gridlock 1 have chosen to f m  on the latter, for the many stovepipes (Figure 10.3) 
within our institutions and deep solitudes betwecn sectors are major nstraining forces against 
the irnplementation of sustainable development. These two forces work together to produce an 
increasing decisionmaking gridlock, where quite 0th the lowest cornmon denominator pre- 
vails because of the extensive trade-ofE that are made in the hieraschical, duaiistic, rational- 
expert decision-making mode1 that currentiy operattes in the federai bureaucracy. 

Anotha powerful bamer is the fiindamental lack of emlogical litmcy among the 



bureaucracy, and m m  particularly ai the political b e l .  Morrover, the lotter work in an envi- 

ronmental coatext of urgency., ddaiial of alternatives and unrearoliable deadlines so that SUSfaiLled 

reflexivity and opportunities for new 1-g are -y n ~ a  -existent. This &es the politi- 
cal decision-tnaking level even more depeadent upw the quality of infomtiioa they d v e  
h m  their bureaucraîic advisors, as well as the many cxternal sauces hophg to exm influence 

on their decision-making. Bureaucrafic stovepipes, ~oup1ed with lobbying h m  vested in-, 
has created a positive feedôack loop f a  inmanentai change at besf and change that only mar- 
ginaiiy, if ever, disnipts the watus quo (a  extrapolation^ of it). 

Given the ceevolutionary relatioilship ôetw8etl human and naairal systems, 1 have 

a s s u m e d t h a t m e n y o f t h e s a m e ~ . i d p r o c e s s g ~ f a s u s t n i n i n g n a t u r a l s y s -  
tems c a ~  act as important analogues for human activity systems. Consequently, in order to begin 
writhg about amIogical impcrativcs, bcause of my igwmnce, 1 have hd to leam (as most 
Canadians would) about ecological systtms and how they fùnctioned, albeit at a level of gener- 
ality. Although 1 originaîly intendd to look at the characteristics of ocologicai systems that 
muid h k  both human and natural systems, time coastraints and the scqe of tbis dissertation 
allowed for only some preliminary Mages to be made. This is an important criticai area for 

fùture research, and how to communicate kcy ecological infiocIllilfion to both the bureaucratie 
and political decision-making leveIs is Criticai. 

In evaluating Id carrying capaciiy, we must also consider larger-scale impacts on 
other ecosystem capacities for both sources and sinks, as weU as temporal effects @ale et al. 
1995). There are many m i a l  systems that have developed cultural patterns that deviate sigaifi- 
cantly Grom the way that ecological system fiinction They have been able to persist, howeva, 
only because they have compensated for these deviatiom by transfening msts to the fûture, to 

other locations or to the buffa/sink capacity of the surrounding ecosphere. This can only work, 

however, in a world in which the impact of the culWsocial subsystem is smaller than the rate 

of ecosystem carrying capacity regmeration, or where the uncertain capacity of the hture is 
forced to absorb added burdens h m  the past My CO-researchers and 1 have assume& that human 
activity systerns are most Like the third circle in Figure 7.1, meaning that we are already 
approaching critical thteshold limits of the biosphere and that we have already borrowed exten- 

sively h m  the capital of haire generations. Furthemore, there was unmimous agreement that 
there are limits to both the biosphere fiurctioning and to human carrying capacity. The capacity 
of human systems to apparently tramcend the, place and scale through globalization, and the 

uniimited use of murces and technologies, alîhough seeming to allow human systems to 
supersede ecosystem principles in the short-tenn, results in the discounting of ecologic.1 ser- 
vices that are criticai for al1 tife. 

Hopefully, human activity systems will be able to respond to the susbinable develop 
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Diversity meuns varkty. Diverse cornes UI 
many dinerent forms, each of whkh r j  a 
relanonship thai fi& preCLFC& kt0 emy 
other relaiionsh* in the L/riiverse and is 
constanrf' chmging. 

(Mascr 1992, p. I I )  

ment imperative before too many more fùture options 

have beem foreclosed, pariiculady with respect to bio- 
logical and cultutal diversity. There are cornplex soci- 

etal decisions to be taken concerning the relative s a l e  
and size of human activity systems in relation to nahir- 

al systems; partiailarly since, in general, human cary 
ing capacity can be incFeased only at the expense of 

other species (Dale et al. 1995; Dale and Hili 1996). The degrce of biodiversity in the natural 
world will be highly dependent upon o u -  ability to nirRtirie divcrsity within oia human activity 
systems. When diversity within human systm is valuai, and tven h v e l y  planned for, then it 
is more Iikely that biodiversity will k maintained, d greater aquity may well be an emergent 

propew. How to promote aad maintain diversity (of space - mental, physical, cultural and 
spiritual; of place - built and non-built; of organization - self and process, structure and fimc- 
tion; and of sale - at the micro, meso and macro levels) are d a 1  questions. In addition, we 
have to ask the fundamental question how much human carrying capacity are we prepared to 
support at the expense of other species? And what repercussions will this have for our own 
species over the long-terni? How much is enough (Duniing 1992)? 

Human carrying capacity, coupled with the notion of 'limits" of the carrying capacity of 
the planet, argues for a co-evolutionary management systern of human impacts on natural sys- 

terns, based on respecting the critical (of which we are ody  beginning to be aware) linkages 
between their respective structures and processes, both positively and negatively. At a minimum, 
such a co-evolutionaq fkamework must include the reconciliation of economic, ecological and 
social imperatives within the context of sustainable development. It also must emphasize the 

importance of closed loop/feedback systems cspecidy in systems that becorne increasingly 
open. And it implies some notion of "limits" that appiies e q d y  to both physical a d  human 
spheres. Perhaps d e r  than just being concertled with carrying capacity, we should perbaps also 
be concerned with "caring capacity", a relational undemamikg ratber than an understanding 
derived only through reason and intellect. 

This raises cornplex social and ethical questions such as what are the characteristics of 
the co-evolutionary relationships between natural and human systems? What values are pre-req- 
uisites for this CO-evolution? What conditions facilitate its development? Are there ways to 
respond more proactively to negaiive feedback Imps in our co-evolutionary relationships? How 

do human systems detemine their appropriate carrying capacity - locally, nationaily and glob- 
ally? 1s carrying capacity plastic, as some experts claim, as a result of human ingenuity and 

potential new technologies, or is it ûxed? Other meta-logue questions involve the nature and 

scale of the limits to the biosphere. Rather than adaptive management, which 1 see as a reactive 
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response, we should proactively be bringing the best bwledges, experierïces and expertise to 
bear on these questions, asbg the deeper questions such as what it means to be human? What 

do we really need as human beings? What kinds of civil societies do we really want to cre!ate? 

What ways are there to manage our growing impacts on the biosphere, given our surent pto- 

jected population rates? Are here ways to ininduce more congruence betwm the needs of 
human activity systems and the regenenrtion and maintenance of key coological services? 

These questions wül not be asked, never minci addnsd, unless governments change 
the nature of their relatioaship with and to the poüty, through enlarged policy development 
processes and enhgad decision-making amtexts through new transdiscipliruuy and pluralistic 
networks of coiiaboraîiou. Sustainable dcvelopment issues are, by thar vay nature, expansive 
and unconstrainable within traditional buadanes, they push at the fkontitxs of our current 

howledge and exptxi- and coatinually test sacicty's Mhies. ï'he hprtanœ of rrgarding 
the rich diversity of hmwledge (and not just scicntifïc biowledge) as a public good is hi&- 
lighted by these proccsses, which involve amplex o-onal, informatid, power and 
conflict issues. But deeper down, they are based on psychologid plocesses that underlie our 
ability to deal with cornplex issues, the resolution or non-resoluîion of which have ramifications, 
not just in the present, but for fitute genaations as weU. Ttic means necessary to achieve the 
ends in many of these issues is simply not clear in our preserit context. 

The mode1 of ûansdiscipinary networks of collaboration that 1 have proposecl has the 
capacity, 1 believe, to k m e  a ueative way to transform our public institutions and to facili- 
tate more effective shared decision-making. Such collaborative networks can be a unique vehi- 
clc for clearly articulating stakeholder values and using them as the basis for creating an 
improved set of policy alternatives (Gregory and Keenay 1993). They will fâil, however, if they 

serve only to legitirnize existing hierarchical structures; also if they becorne hostages to exper- 

tise, and they are constrained to dispute resolution techniques. Their strength lies in building 
upon the stakeholders' current bwledge base, by enabling them to bring theV different expe- 

riences, values and judgments together to identifL in some cases, the areas of disagreements and 
d e - o f i ;  in others, îhe agreed policy solutions; in others, the resolution of specific issues; and 
hopefidly, in others, the creation of entirely new approaches that leap over existing paradigms. 
And by making these fora semi-permanent, a new ''p~litics'~ of sustainable development may 
emerge. 

Ultimately, however, even these transdisciphary networks of collaboration will fail 
unless stakeholders can put aside th& disciplinary perspectives, their dominant perspectives and 
current operational contexts. This means in the long run, that in order to fiuidamentally achieve 

a reconciliation of the ecological, social and economic imperatives, the personal imperative has 
to be realized as an integral part of public life, for the personal is political. For in the long-term, 



the health of civil societies everywbere depends upon the remnciliatioa of the ecological, social 
and personal irnperatives. 

We h o w  enough to act now (Dale and Hill 1995) and yet it is not enough that we sim- 
ply put good structurai changes in place in organïzations and institutions; we mut  proactively 
involve Canadian civil society. It is clear, however, that virtuaUy without exception, the more 
civic the context, the better the govenment (Putman 1993). And strong civic socides may be 
more dependent upon the rationality of himian pmces~es through greater leveis of oommunica- 
tive and disnusive dialogues than rationality of thougk Change, however, does not simply 
begin with the individual and spread to institutions in a lincar way, but ratha, meanin@ change 
results h m  amiplex feodbsdcP a d  iteraîions bctween iodmduals and iostitutious @de et ai., 

May 1997). 

Although this dissertation has been h e d  in tcnns of the ecological, social and eco- 

nornic ïmperativcs, in the long nq it is the pasonal imperative, rather than just the econoniic 

one, that most demands our attention (Gruen 1986; Hill 1988). The personal imperative involves 
personal reconciiiation on many levels, individual, professional and relational. 1 thought it 
would be naive, however, to deny the dominance of the curreat socio-emnoniic paradigm, and 
to recognize that wbat is needed is a transition strategy (Westley, personal communication) 
before moving to a fhmework based on this more fùndamentai integration. 

It may be detemiinistic to predict what ultimately the redesigned govemance will be, 
when sustainable development is oonstaatly evolving. Similady, Figure 10.4 represents a tran- 

Don 'f f o r e  thaî eflecîive mmemenk fbt 
change are buüt by ordincuy peo@ wiào 
perceive rhewwIves in u ~ r - d i c "  siiua- 
tions Sustainable dcvvdopment mpy & orne 
of the parlis ro suNiwl-cCMir,& fhe con- 
cep& are a cruciai put of d m  ne are ail 
working rowards-but ro maüe a rea@ 
corne dive as an OCliYC force in CAL wdki 
we need ro many the acadkmicfiamewwks 
ro a plan of adbn, and the actions need ro 
include cvery one of us 

(Geuer, Electronic Dialogue. 
January 1 7, 1998) 

sition phase. In the long run, a totally new structure 

within govemment would be expected to emerge that 

transcends the current vertical and sectord depart- 
ments. W e  may, in the firture, be looking at a population 
of collaborations within a problem domain, some grass- 
roots, some vision led and some government mandatai, 
and a consequent dismantling of our current adversari- 
al fededprovincial system. Given the complexity of 
the particular problemdomain being discussed, it may 
weU be that government-m8ndaled collaborations are 
the first step to identifLing comrnon solutions, followed 

by vision-led and grasmots initiatives for implementation and subsequent follow-up. In other 

contexts, it may well be that a goveniment-mandatecl collaboration may be the last in a cascade 
of deliberations. The CUrrent departmental fom of govemment organization may well becorne 
completely deconstnicted and reconfigured in new ways as a result of these networks of collab- 
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oration, 
Another crucial question will be the of the personal imperattive for civil soci- 

ety, and how it can be redized individually and colleaively, both locally and globaliy. Pehaps 

the root source of dualisrns is the apparent scparation of the etnotional k m  the professional 

spheres, and the separation of our autonomous self h m  our adapted self (Gruen 1986; Hill 
1998). In our adapted states, we canwt magnhc aitemaiive fesponses other than through fur- 
ther adaptation, to an increasingly uaSuStaidabIe worid. And empbasis on continuai adaptation 
denies any tesponsiiility on our part to change î k  d a l y i n g  unsustainable forces in our cur- 
rent decision-making systems. Just as the fbg slowly boils to death, through slow increascs in 
temperature, so too, we slowly adapt to th positive fecdbacL loops betwec~l human and natur- 

al systems. Just as WC unwisely inWuce Mmstainable fcadbaclr loops, equally, we can active- 

ly design for negative f e c k  loop~, that wiU danaad a much hi* awmeness of the struc- 

tures, processes and fimctioning of ecological systems and the coevoiutionary nature of human- 
nature systerns. How to oommunicate this domain appreciation to key decision-&ers, where 
edogical understanding is at best minimal, is a kcy question. As well, the incorporation of dif- 

fereat perspectives of 'relationality', love and ampassion, paRicularly in piofaional milieus, 
would appear to be a necessary pre-conâitiom Grtater human pgress may follow h m  the iate 
gration of the intellect and the heart, leading to expanded definition of valuing life to include dl 
Iiving beings, so that a nine-month old golden retriever puppy does not die in h n t  of twenty 
people, because property ri&& take primacy in human activity systems based on dominance and 
power, and degrees of sentiency between living beings. 





Ref lections 

There Lr a land of the living and a land of the d d  and the bridge is love - the only sur- 
vivaI, the on& merrning. For it is the death of love t k t  evokes the love ofdeath. 

In the Grst chapta, 1 wrote about the 105s of one of my most loved animal cornpan- 
ions, Odessa Mamut, when 1 began to write this dissertation. This was my W experience, as 
an adult, with losing premahacly sorneone 1 loved, and bis deah was pariiailarly îraumatïc 

because of his suffering. 1 know many people did not mderstanâ the nature and depth of my 
grieving for "just an uiimAl_" and 1 reatized how h n i c  it was tb t  m y  values about other 
beings, in facS deepened and made the process far more painfiit. 

Bereavcment is one of the most humbbg of expaiences, something over which 1 
have leamed there is no contml. It has a rhythm and pathway that is different for every indi- 

Mdual. If 1 ûied to control the emotions associated 
with my pain, they would simpiy manifcst themselves 
in numerous other ways: through physical illness, and 
eventuaily if persistently blocked, through emotionai 
breakdowns, and the destruction of relationships. For 
example, 90 percent of mamiages break up over the 

loss of  a child (Sanders 1992).The very things that 

made me a good manager - the ability to control and 
predict, to lead when 0th- were stressed - made me 

poorly prepared for accepting the fiee-flowing 
process of grief. Even while writing about and accept- 
h g  the chaos and randomness of ecological systems 
in this dissertation, for example, 1 still believed that 
most parts of my life could be ''antrolled" and "man- 
aged". niere was an orderliness to my life, and 1 

believed king had a logical continuity. The only p e ~ -  
ple close to me who had died had al1 been in their eighties. Grief changed al1 that. It is hom- 

f j h g  how quickly rny entire life changed in an instant, making me keenly aware of how good 
my former Iife had been, now that it was imevocably gone. 

Since then, 1 have lost two othm animal companions, and thought that 1 had faced the 
worst of my troubles. Many told me that there was a purpose to al1 this, something 1 strongly 
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rejected, as why would 1 deserve more purpose in my life than others, and this kind of state- 

ment seetnad to speak of fire and brimstone, of punishment. 1 did not believe there was any 
reason why 1 should be particularly singled out for more purpose than othas 1 felt more 
deserving. Unfortunately, the worst of times was yet to corne. 

On May 10, 1998, my beloved only child, Danny James Frazer, died. He was one of 
the most gentle, kùidest and decent of men 1 have known, and 1 am very privileged to be his 
mother. He had such a wonderfiil integrity, to which 1 can now add a remadcable courage in 
trying to maintain that iatcgrity. Some people whm they am on Earth occupy only the space 

of a tree, but when they l a v e  they leave the space of a forest. My beloveâ Danny was such a 

penon. We are now ûying to learn how to live at the dge of a forest. Just as your values deter- 
mine the depth of your griefl the @ty of the pason you lost detcrmines the depth of your 

loss. Paradoxically, 1 sometimes wish my son had not been so special, so g a l e  and kind. 
To lose a child is, 1 believe, one of life's greatest tragedies, because it is so unnatual, 

and tu lose an only child is like entering an abyss. In addition to the profound Ioss of the per- 

son, 1 feel 1 have lost my future, the grandchildren that will never be, of continuity, and parts 

of my identity. A terrible, singular void opens up. It is quite simply a primordial loss. 1 have 
been able to finish this dissertation only because 1 lrnow it is what Danny wodd have expect- 

ed, and in so doing, I honour him in life and death. 
1 now know more about the meaning of life through dying than living; and, paradox- 

ically, 1 now no longer have those special beings with me to share that wisdom. 1 don? regret 
the me& 1 didn't cook, the house not king clean enough, but 1 do regret the times 1 wasn't 
there for hugs and for going for w a k .  For is not life simply about relationships and love and 
compassion? The issue is not conîrol, but rather dynamic connectedness (Janstch 1980). And 

the meaning of purpose has emerged. Tm'ble events do not happen for a purpose, the purpose 
comes fiom how you take that evmt and how you Eve with it. For me, the purpose of Mamut's 
death was my learning how to hold a dead body for the first tirne, how to make death prepa- 
rations and how to say goodbye. W~thout this prior leaniing, 1 would never have had the abil- 
ity to say the "goodbyes" to my beloved son that 1 did on the moming of May IOth, nor would 

1 be here today writing these conclusions. 
In the last three months, 1 have learned so much, some very good things and some very 

negative things, for death hotds a mirror up to everyone's soul, if only for a brief moment. For 
me, it  feels as if it will be forever and ever. I have found that most peuple are afiaid of being 
in the space 1 now occupy. We live in a culture in which there is a massive denial of death and 

our own rnortality. Most do not know what to say, and many say nothing. Many have tried to 
deny me the space to talk about my loved one, and this becornes a double loss, their death, 
and then their entire existence. Many people have nished to fil1 the abyss, even offerhg their 



children as sumogates. But just as Daly (1989) claims for economic systems, there are no sub- 
stit-utes for the peson you have los& the missing fûture cannot be replaced, it is al1 so irre- 
placeable. Rushing to fil1 the abyss is another fonn of denial; and failing to face the reality of 

a terrible loss, has a great price. Just as mmy rush to fil1 the void in the paradox between sus- 

tainable and development, and by doing so, merely tinker at the edges and maintain the sta- 

tus quo. 

So people are at a loss at what to do, how to help, how to cornfort. My sister remarked 
that al1 the wrong people are reading the books on grief, that people who are not grieving 
should be reading tbern, for advice on whaî to do. Pcrhaps the same thing is tnie for sustain- 
able development, the wrong people are rcadiiig the information, we are wrihg for and reach- 
ing the aiready converteci. If we vaiued beooming, rather than always foaising ou k i n g  

(Williamson and Pearse 1980), or, beüer still, on bath, h w i n g  in the moment what to do 
would not be so difficult. 

Part of the grieving process is mourning the part of you that became lost with the per- 
son you lost. 1 have entered a proces of fiindamental dec011stmction, for my former life is 
gone forever. This deconstmction, howeva, will not take plact unless there are "safe places" 
in which to express my grief, that allows the p m  to udold and a new serf to ernerge. The 
process is not linear or short-term, and often awakens other losses, and o h  involves inter- 
relationships, as well as being linked to the relatioaship and depth of attachent with the 

deceased. It appears that only by staying in the wasteland of grief, that reconstruction can 
occur. Unfortunately, North American society allows very little spàce for living in the waste- 
land. 

Because of the loss of my son, 1 am raw, it is as if every pore in my body has been 

We musr, h&e4 recogirize 3 @pcs of 
potential luiria: the uouter limirsms essa- 
îiaüy of a mat& charcrci~t, such as are 
considcred in the Me&wss nprz; tAie 
"huer limirsw, d i c h  are those of the sociàl 
systein, and the YUIn~~lllosd limüsw, d i c h  
residc niithin the ~ U M R  iùdividua~ 

(Postel 1987. p. 9 )  

ripped open, 1 have very little capacity to absorb "nor- 
mal" daily events. My lem has been changed forever, 
and only 1 can determine its new shape if 1 c m  accept 
the risks of the fiee-fa11 of the abyss. 1 now live so 
k d y  in the present, for the moment the past and the 
fùture have dropped away. Small things and details 
assume greater importance, the ability to "manage" 
life's &y-to-day trivia is r e h e d  in the moment. in 

spite of this "rawness", one is allowed only 4 days h v e m e n t  l a v e  in most organizations. 
For me, this reveals the massive denial of deaîh and the ignorance and denial of grief, that is 
part of our culture. It is a refledion of a deeply rooted stnictural psychopathology in support 
of the rational, expert model. It assumes that if you take a littie time, then your normal pro- 
fessional self will take over. How does one accommodate the l o s ~  of a loved one, a mother, a 
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father, or a child in just 4 days? 
There are deep gender differences as well. 1 have been allowed much more "emotion- 

al space" than Danny's step-father but, overall, we have both been expected to get over it in 
about two months. There has ben oniy one person, an artist, who had the sensitivity not to 
ask me how 1 was. There is no way to answer that question, for 1 can no longer say, fine, thank 
you, as 1 used to do even when 1 felt unwell. And anyway, most people do not want to hear 
the truth- No-one, unless they have cxperienced loss of this magnitude, has any idea of the 
depth of despair, nor are we encouraged to cornmunicate that despair., except norninally in the 

beginning. Unless somemne has experienced los ,  they do not know the cost of simply exist- 
ing every day, no-one talks about the vorniting, the shock, the tenible separation anxiety, or 
the deep hopelessness. In spite of d l  our educaîion, we know so very little about the meaning 
of life and death, and its essential processes, and we fear i t  

People's reactions to fear differ wideiy. Some respond with idmite compassion, oth- 
ers are quick to dismiss, to blame, to judge. These latter are mechanisms for distancing our- 
selves fiom pain. If one accepts that psychic pain is as painfiil, and may even be more painfd 
than physical illness, then what right do we have to judge those who chose to end their pain? 
Just as with many environmental problems, because we cannot directiy see psychic pain, we 
tend to base our decisions on incomplete knowledge, inaccurate information, and fear of the 
unknown, 

Death shines a mirror in everyone's face. It can help us face our own mortality and the 

meaning of life and death, if only for a moment. For a moment, one's values become so clear 
and in immediate focus- Many people have told me that Danny's death has helped them to 
re-examine their priorities, In some ways 1 am glad that other people's Iives appear to be 

Presence is a momenr &en rrll rMgM are 
present, or when we are clpnicnchg rhe 
wholeness of the specîrnm rather than the 
characterisriCs of just one of mngu Ii 
is a momeniLo condirion-den the lotal- 
iîy of our eaStence s y n e  and Mends 
~1-th Ouf ~ f l d ,  -dhg the rMgES Of& 

reddy we Ullrabit as neII. And ir docs so 
ihrough atruncmenr, rhrowgh weaving 
itser/grucefully into out wrld 

(Spangla 19%. P. 77) 

enriched by his death, but it is little cornfort for me, 
for 1 wili never hear bim say 'Mm' again, For those 
of us who have deeply loved and lost, it is such a soli- 
tary journey. People rush to txy and make me feel bet- 
ter, to fil1 the void, but there is nothing to be done, but 
to face it, there is no running away, just as, there will 
be no tuming back as we reach the limits of the bios- 
phere. 

The language around death also manifests our 
denial of one of Me's essential processes. A particu- 

lady painful comment is "you'll get over it". One quickly leams there is no getting over i t  
Rather, one leanis how to live with it, by accepting and devcloping a new pair of spectacles. 
What would my h e w o r k  be like now, if l had been taught f?om a young age, different real- 
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ities about death, its inevitability, its naturalness, and particularly that the death of the parts is 

necessary for the life of the whole, that perhaps there is an extended spaw-tirne-continuum 
(Jantsch 1980). More importantly, what if 1 had learned as a young child that 1 only have con- 
trol over myself, how different would my relationships have ken? How diff't would our 
relationship with the world be if ecological literacy was valued as deeply as wrïtten literacy? 

As previously discused, human activity systems clhg stubbomly to continwus 
cycles of exploitation and consewation, allowing only a Little release when externai pressures 

becorne too great, and seldom, if ever, entering into deep renewal. If we saw death as a nat- 
ural release, as aeative destruction, and grief as an integral process of that destruction, it 
opens up new spaces for renewal. By denying death and grief, we deny mewal (W'estley, pa- 
sonal mmmunication). Similady, if we provided analytical space for policy alternatives, dif- 

fering paradigms and a pluratjty of values, greater poosiilities would be opened up for Uisti- 
tutional renewal correspondhg to curent realities, rather than, rernaining alienated and con- 
tributing to gratter fragmentation and divisiveness in socicty. 

One of the main barriers to meaningfiil change in our current ways of being is that we 

are living in massive denial of the ecological information that surrounds us. 1 believe it 
involves complex issues of unresolved grief, for what we do to the Eartti, we do to our ow- 
selves. If we accept that there are limits to the biosphere, then it also means there are limits 
to ourselves, for we are indeed mortal. We live in massive denial of this, the h d t h  profession 
regards death as a mortal enemy, and something to be avoided or postponed at al1 costs. 

Perhaps if death were not closeted away and seen as an integral part of life, then it may allow 
for more creative destruction and renewal at ail levels of the individual, psychic, emotional, 
mental, spiritual and collectively as well. 

Evolutionq l a p s  in self-organization, new foms of relationality and knowledges 
seem to occur particularly during periods of extrerne physical or emotional pain, grief, trau- 

ma and de&. The paradox is that acute clarity (Baeker May 1997), vision and vitality appear 
to occur during moments amund life and death, joy and pain (Lister, E-mail correspondence, 
May 16, 1997). Sustained reflection (Baeker May 1997) around these moments of extreme 
clarity at the a r e  of the paradox (Lister May 1997) and the heart of the void @ale May 1997) 
may allow for meaningfùl change to emerge. Change, however, involves giviïïg up something, 
and therefore, there is a process of mouraing involved in accepting change (Day March 17, 
1997). It is not easy to live in a void, but denying the void is to deny personai development 
and possibly, long-term survival, both individually and collectively. 

When my son Danny was a little boy, and again especially over the last two years 
when he was ill, when coming home at night, I remember that 1 used to wish upon the bnght- 
est star: "Starlight, starbright, may 1 have the wish 1 wish tonight. May my lad be safe 



tonight". When 1 said my final goodbyes, I kissed his 
n e  one thing that's m e  of aü acepionaî 
patients is that they are people who have eyes, his nose, and his mouth, as 1 did when he was a 
becorne authentic TAicy do not reuch the M e  boy, and 1 asked him, i f  he could, to shine more 
point of deuth only to frnd dot thcy'vc 
never reallv lived Somta'nies th- only brightiy once in a while fiom the sky. 1 have, on occa- 

die But they have I k d  and they are rea& 
ro go, as their choicc Tkcy ünow who tAcy brilliance, just as Danny lived his life on this Earth. 
are, where rlicy've &en und why. niri& 
makcs iî e d r  for t h m  to Icf go, and for 
their loved ones t~ lei ckem go &en they 
are tired and sorc 

(Siegel 1990, p. 246) 



REFLECT 12 - 165 1 

May he be nrnning on the other side of the Rainbow Bridge with our fuithfui cornpanion. 

Mut& Seeyou ut the bridge, my beloved Danny. 
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Appendix A 
These appendices foilow in the order in which they are refetred to in the body of the text. 
History of the Concept of Sustrinable Development 

A conserver society is a society which promotes cconorny of design, favors 
re-use, recycling and reduction of resource use, questions the ever-gmwing 
per capita demand for consumer goods, and recogaizcs that a diversity of 
solutions in many systems, such as energy and transportation, might in 
effect increase their overail ecr,nomy, stability and dv. 

(Science Council of Canada Report, 1977) 

Althougb the concept of sustainable development has becn amund for a number of years 
(l3rown 198 l), it was popularized in 1987 whcn the Bmdland C u d s s i o n  published its report, 

Our Cornmon Fuiure- By widely promoting this concept, the Commission wisely sidestepped the 

polarized growth debate initiated by the Club of Rome's seminal document, Lirnits to Growth 
(Meadows et ai. 1972). Since the introduction of sustainable development into common parlance, 

numerous variations have emmged, such as sustainability, sustainable growth, sustainable 
economic growth, and sustainable environmental or ecological devclopment. Al1 of these 
variations, however, implicitly push us back into the old debate of no growth, limits to growth 
versus unlimiteci growth. indeai, part of the strength of sustainable development as a concept lies 
in its constructive ambiguity, and in our attempts to generate a more meaningful definition. 
Although disagreement exists among different communities about the usefùiness of the concept of 
sustainable development, it is recognized intemationally and it does avoid most of the traditional 

left-right polarization and discourse about growth versus no-growth, by bringing together the 

tenns sustainable and development. Human societies evezywhere will place a different emphasis on 
the former and the latter, according to their ecological, social and economic conditions. Despite its 
ambiguity, it has succeeded in uniting widely divergent theoretical and idalogical perspectives into 

a single conceptual h e w o r k  (Estes 1993). More fiindamentally, it has brought a wide diversity 
of industrialists, environmentalists, public policy practitioners and politicians to round tables, in 
their attempts to deal with and actualize, 

In 1980, the World Conservation Strategy, IUCN, UNEP, WWF, and others offered these 

useful statements relating to sustainable development. 

Development as the modification of the biosphere and the application of human, financial 
and living and non-living resources to satisS( human needs and improve the quality of 
human life. For development to be sustainable it must take account of social and ecological 
factors, as well as economic ones; of the living and non-living resowce base; and of the 
long term as well as the short tenn advantages and disaàvantages of alternative actions. 

Conservation as the management of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield 
the greatest sustainable benefit to p-t generations while maintaining its potential to meet 
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the needs and aspiration of f b ~ e  generations. Thus, conservation is positive, embracing 
preservation, maintenance, susininable utilkation, restoration, and enhancement of the 
natural environment. 

Conservation, like development, is for people. While development ahns to achieve 
human goals largely through use of  the biosphere, conservation aùns to achieve thern by 
ensunng that such use can continue. Conservation's concem for maintenance and 
sustainability is a rational response to the nature of living resources (renewability and 
destructability) and also an ethical imperativc, e x p d  in the belief that 'we have not 
inherited the earth h m  our parents, WC have bomwed it h m  our c h i l d d .  

The integration of conscwation and development is particularly important, because 
unless patterns of developmmt that also conserve living  sources are widely adopted, it 
will becorne impossible to meet the n& of today without foreclosing the achievement of 
tornorrow's. 

in 1986, a statement to the Worid Commission on Environment and Developrnent on 

behaif of Canadian environment, development and peacc organkations (authored by Ralph Torrie) 

defined sustainable developmait as development (hat is capable of: 

meeting peoples' needs, as defined by k m ,  in such a way that the potential for other 
people and future generatiom to meet their nccds is not diminished. 

Sustainable development's implications are decentralid development that ensures 
people participate in decisions that thexn, appropriate changes in lifestyles and values, 
strengthened institutions to protect natural resources and the environment, improved 
efficiency of resource use, reduced arms expenditures, and changes in aid, trade and 
investment practices. 

Subsequently, the currently popular definition of sustainable development from the 

Brundtland Commission states that , "Sustainable development is development that meets the needs 
of the present without comprising the ability of fiture grnerations to meet their own needs (WCED 

1987, p. 43). With respect to the operattional objectives of sustainable development, Our Cornmon 
Future (1 987, p.49) states that the strategic irnperatives that flow h m  the concept are: 

1. reviving growth; 
2. changing the quality of growth 
3. meeting essential needs for jobs, food, energy, water, and sanitation; 
4. ensuring a sustainable level of population; 
5. conserving and enhancing the resource base; 
6. reorienting technology and managing risk; and 
7. merging environment and economics in decision-making. 

Barbier (1 987) defined social SuSfainability as "the ability to maintain desired social values, 
traditions, institutions, cultures, or other social charactétistics." Repetto (1 986, p. 1 7) expressed 
the idea of sustainable development as a tool for conseasus. 

Sustainable development has three bases . . . scientific realities, consensus on ethical 
principles, and considerations of long-tenn self-interest. There is a broad consensus that 
pursuing policies that imperil the welfare of future generations . . . is unfair. Most would 
agree that , . . consign[ing] a large share of the world's population to deprivation and 
poverty is also unfair. Pragrnatic self-interest reinforces that belief. Poverty . . . underlies 
the deterioration of resources and the population growth in much of the world and affects 
everyone. 
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In 1988, the National Task Force on the Environment and Economy, a body 
established in Canada to examine the findings of the Brundtland Commission, generally defined 
sustainable economic development as: 

development which ensures that the utilization of resources and the environment today does 
not damage prospects for theu use by firture generations. 

At the a r e  of the concept of sustainable development is the requirernent that currwit 
practices should not diminish the possibility of maintainhg or improving the living 
standards in the fiiture. This means that o u .  economic systems should be managed to 
maintain or impove our resourcc base so thaî the getiartom that foilow wiil k d e  to Live 
oqually weii or bbta. Sutainable dcommic deveIopmc11t does not requUr ihe presenmtion 
of the c m n t  stock of na& resources or any particular mix of human, physicat and 
natural assets. Nor does it place artificial iimits on e~onomic growth, providai that such 
growth is both economically and cnviro~lllleatally sustainable. Sustainable economic 
development implics that rcsoiaices and the environment must be managcd for the long 
tenn, taking into aanrmt their possi'bk vaiuc in the fiiturç as weil as thcir value now. 

Sustainable development -11s for a diffetcnt approach. It would minimize 
environmental impact and future clean-up costs by advanced and integrated planning. in a 
phrase, the ranadial d v e  approach would bc rcplaœd by "anticipate and prevent" as the 
dominant concept underiying aivironmeatld~~mmy inkgration. 

The goal of sustainahle economic developrnent cannot be attained without significant 
change in the way our aconomic initiatives are planned and superviseci. This makes it a 
challenging goal, cvcm more so in the Canadian context because it will require different 
approaches in various tconomic sactors and political jurisdictions across the nation, 
although the same der fy ing  principles should apply to every jurisdiction 

In 1989, Bill Rees offered the following definition and five characteristics: 

Sustainable development is positive socioeconomic change that does not undemine the 
ecological and social systems upon which communities and society are dependent. Its 
successful implernentation requires integrated poticy, planning, and social learning 
processes; its political viability depends on the Ml  support of the people it affects through 
their govements ,  their social institutions, and their private activities. Sustainable 
developrnent: 

1. is oriented to achieving explicit eçological, social, and economic objectives; 
2. may impose ecological limits on material consumption, while fostering qualitative 
development at the community and individual levels; 
3. requires government intervention, but also the leadership and cooperation of the private 
sector, 
4. dernands policy integration and coordination at al1 spatial scales and among relevant 
political jurisdictions, and 
5. depends on educational, planning, and political processes that are informecl, open, and 
fair. 

The IUCN (1 99 1) noted that sustainability refers to a process or state that can be maintained 
indefinitely. Pronk and Haq (1992) argued that sustainabie development refers to the need for 

naturd resources to be used in ways that do not create ecological debts by overexploiting the 

carryïng and productive capacity of the Earth. Costanza (1991) fùrther argueci that a minimum 

necessary condition for sustainability is the maintenance of the total natuxal capital stock at or above 
the current level. 



Meadows et al. (1 992) defined a sustainable society as one that has in place informational, 
social and institutional mechanisms to keep in check the positive fpedback loops that cause 
exponential population and capital growth. That means that birth rates roughly equal death rates, 

and investment rates roughly qua1 deprecication rates, unless and until technical changes and 
social decisions justify a considemi and controlled change in the leveis of population or capital. In 
order to be socially sustainable the combination of population, capital and technology in the society 
would have to be configureci so that the matcrial living standard is adequate and secwe for 
everyone. in order to bc physicaiiy sustainable the society's materid and energy throughputs 
wodd have to meet economist Hennan Daiy's (1989) thrœ amditions 

its rates of use of rencwable remmes do nd ex& th& rates of regendon; 
its rates of use of nonrenewable resources do not excecd the rate at which sustainable 
renewable sustitutes are developed; a d  
its rates of pollution emission do not excced the assimilative capacity of the environment. 

Thus, the concept sustainable development has beea constantiy evolving h m  the earlier 
definition of the Conserver Society, becuming dbepcr in both scope and time, although al1 of the 

foregoing de finitions are decidedl y anthropogenk. There is growing consensus that the tenn 
sustainable development implies integration of the enviromnent and the economy, with much less 
agreement about the inclusion of &al issues. 

The tenn, sustainable development, has provoked much criticism h m  a wide variety of 
scholars. Lele (1991) pointed out that the mainstrearn formulation suffers h m  an incomptete 

perception of the problems of poverty and environmentai degradation, and confision about the role 
of economic growth and about the concepts of sustainability and participation. O'Riordan (1 988) 

noted that current visions of sustainable development are messy and politically treacherous. Others 

(Redclifi 1 988; Norgaard 1988) have argued that part of the definitional confusion sumunding the 

concept is not really about its meaning, but rather about what values should take precedence. 



Appendix B 
Basic Beliefs (Metiphysics) Concerning Inquiry Paradigms 
(Cuba and Lincoln 1994, p. 109) 

1 s e  m y  study as integrating elements of aiticai theory and constructivist research paradigms. 

Item Postivism Posrpositivism Criticai Theory et al. Constructivism 

Ontology naive reaiism- aitical makm- histoncal realism- relativism-local 
(Whaî is the "real" reaiity but "real" raüity but ody virtual reality shaped and specific 
form and a ~ p r e h e l e  and by social, political, constructed 
nature of probabilistdy cuitural,economic, W e s  
fealim ethnic, and gender 

values; aystallized 
over time 

Episternology dualist/objectivist; rnodified duaiistl transactiod transactiod 
(Whar is the findings are îrue objectivist; aitical subjeçtivist; value- subjectivist; 
nature of the traditiOIicummuni~, mediated findings aeated 
relationship findings pfobably tïndings 
between the ime 
knower or 
would-be 
knower and 
what can be 
Eaiown?) 

Methodology experimentay modifiai ex@- dialogiddiaiedicd hermeneuîicaV 
Wow manipulative; mentavrnanipulative; dialectical 
can the verification of critical multipIism; 
inquirer hypotheses; chiefly fdsification of 
(would-be quantitative hypotheses; may 
knower) go include qualitative 
about methods 
finding out 
whatever 
he or she 
believes 
can be known?) 



Appendix C 

A Relationology of Mindscrpes 

(Dale and Regier 1995) 

Magoroh Maruyama, an epistnaologist h m  Japan, has d e s c r i i  a "relationalogy of rnindscapes" 
(Caley and Sawada 1994). This may be paceived to be a post-normal version, in the sense of 
Funtowin and Ravetz (1991), of a "typology of mindsets". An "ecology of landscapesn may have 
some epistemological congruaicc with Maruyama's approach in that such an ecoIogy is mon about 
relationships than about typa, and more about contextuai rather than universal reality. 

Maruyama emphasizes that his spproach is not: 
a classification scheme, 
a search for a universal "one truth," 
a product of th-, but rather leamhg h m  practice, 
relevant to testing of hypothescs like "A causes B", or - an irnaginary construd. 

It is an approach to help a seeker with a miadset contaïned within a particular mindscape to 
perceive other possibilities. A srnaIl cxcapt, based on Maruyarna's work, is included in the 
fol 10 wing table to illustrate how individual psychodynamics can influence one's overall 
philosophies. 

Mindscape Type Overall Philosophy 

H 
(Hierarchicai : 

Utilist) 

1 
(Individudistic: 

Exploitist) 

S 
(Closed Holarchic: 

Preservationist) 

G 
(Open Holarchies: 

Integritist) 

Parts of a system are subrdinated to the whole, to an 
important dcgree. Universal principles apply to dl. The 
system consists of structures, superstructures and 
infiastnictures. The tip of the hierarchy is powerfùl. 

A system is merely an aggregate of individual subsystems 
that alone are real. Power is exerted autoarchically or 
anarchicaiiy. 

A system consists of hetemgeneous subsysterns that interact 
reciprocally to mutual advantage, when in a healthy state. 
Intetactions maintain a hannonious pattern of heterogeneity 
or go in cycles. Interactions in part are holarchic within a 
system that is largely closed to extenial or extraneous 
influences. 

Heterogeneou subsystems interact for mutual benefit within 
an open healthy system. Reciprocal and holarchic 
interactions generate new diversity, new patterns, new 
hannony and new relationships for mutual benefit. 



Within the above table the SOHO notion - Self-Organinng, Holarchic, Open systems as sketched 
by Koestler (1978) and more recently interpreted by Regier (1995) -- has been melded with 
Maruyama's wording. 1 have also generalized his perspective as it relates human society to a 
broader perspective of an ecosystem with both cultural and naturai polarities. I do not know 
whether Maruyama would concur. 

Thus, exploitists may usually operate within an 1 rnindscape. utilists within H, preservationists 
within S and integrists within G. 

Mamyarna points out that Western science and technology - presrmiably inctuding "e~1vironmental 
management" - has hactoforc wrhriited a kind of bybrid of H and 1 mindscapes. 1 may note that 
mtil reiatively mxmtiy, Wcstcm intacsts in nature couid bc largeiy subsumed under the and 
exploitist approaches, which 1 have liaked to the H and 1 mindscapes above. 

Though Mamyama apjmreatly does not emphasize it, 1 suspect that many women in Western 
culture may be more cornfortable than Wcstan mcn are with the S and G mindscapes, and Western 
men rnay be more mmfortabk with the H and I mindscapes. This may help to explain why 
women are fhqucntly more c f f d v e  guides on hues  relateci to biodiversity and ecosystem 
integrity than are men (Merchant 1995; Ruddick 1989; Shiva 1989). 

It may aiso be the case that S and G mindscapes may be more widely represented among First 
Nations peoples of North America than among Western p p l e s .  Thus, "traditional knowledge" 
may be predorninantly relevant to S and G and implicitly predisposed to preservationist 
and integrist interests, which are mw stren-thia Western cultures. 



Appendix D 
Perceived Differences Between Quantitative and Qualitative Methodology 
(Sarantakos, S. 1993) 

My research methodology was qualitative and confomed to the following critma 

Feature Quantitative Methodology Qualitative Methodology 

Nature of reaIity Objective; simple; single; Subjective; problernatic; holistic; 
tangiile s a s e  impressions a social cons&uct 

Causes and effects Nomological thinking; cause- Non-detenninistic; mutual shaping, 
effect Iinkages no cause-effkct linkages 

The roIe of values Value neutrai; va lue fk  inquiry Nonnative, vafuebound inquiry 

Natural and social Deductive mode1 of n a t d  Natural and social sciences 
sciences sciences; nomothetic; deductive; are diffefent; inductive; 

based on strict d e s  ideographic; no strict des; 
interpretations 

Quantitative; mathematicai; Qualitative, with les  emphasis 
extensive use of statistics on statistics; verbal and qualitative 

anai ysis 

Researchefs role Rather passive; is the Icnower'; Active; 'knower' and 'known' 
is separate h m  subject-the are interactive and inseparable 
known; duaiistic 

Generalizations Inductive generalizations; Analytical or conceptual 
nomothetic staternents generaiizations; time-and-cuntext 
universal tmths speci fic 



Appendix E 

Collaborative Inquiry Model 

(adapted from Elden and Lewin 

M y  research methodology build upon 
the foIlowing web, 

1991) 

a synthesis of a number of research methods, illustra 



Appendix F 

List of Strategic Questions Used to Develop the Research Proposal and Lerd the 
Electronic ColIaborative Inquiry 

The following list of strategic questions was developed using the technique of sûategic questionkg 

developed by Fran Peavy (1986 and 1994), and discussed in Chapter 2. By using open-ended 
questions, this technique attempts to stimulate respondents to begin questioning their underlying 

assumptions and dominant thought p a t t a .  It is anotha method for getting at "first principlesn on 
the part of both the reseaccber and the m-participants. 

1. What values, structures and processes would help move us fiom our present dominant 
socioeconornic paradigm to the suggested integrist paradigm? 

2. Are there limits to the canying capacity of the biospha? 
What is the nature of these limits? 
Are they fixed (Rem 1992) or plastic, varying with what &&es value (Regier 1995)? 

In a research workshop at WC, Henry Regier used a model of a simple heat purnp to 
illustrate some of the concepts associatecl with canyhg capacity as that concept might relate 
to assimilative capacity of ecosystems for hannlbl wastes. The heat pump was used to 
transfer waste heat fiom an extemal source into a closed vesse1 with particular physical 
properties (size, shape, volume, contents, properties of the vessel walls, temperature, 
pressure, etc.). By analogue the closed vessel was the ecosystem of interest, absorbing the 
waste heat (a proxy for wastes of various kinds) resulting h m  human activity. 

Clearly the response to increased provision of heat to the closed vessel will Vary depending 
on a whole set of conditions related to the physical properties listed above. The dissipative 
capabilities of the vessel (or natural system) appear to exist as a series of steps of different 
phases with respect to diffefent features of the vessel. Some of these steps (e-g., with 
respect to current structure) may be fùily reversl'ble. Eventually, as heat is added, a non- 
reversible collapse of certain pmperties of the vessel occurs. 

This simple model (which is of course much less complex than r d  ecosystems) aiready 
suggests that the concept of carrying capacity can be defined in many differeat ways, e.g. 
by limits of sustainability of particular uses of the ecosystem, by undesirable consequences 
of particular loadings into a system, by limits to the sustainability of certain properties of 
the ecosystem, etc. This in tum suggests that the definition of carrying capacity depends 
critically on what we as a society want. Any definitions, therefore, are inherently 
normative. Determinhg canying capacity cannot be a simple matter of applying one 
definition, or determining one absolute or finite measure, but rather, must involve a 
cornplex series of interactions between the n a t d  and culturai worlds. There is no one 
comprehensive picture of the totality of the overall system: moreover, natwal systems, 
which are open, self-organizing, non-linear, and evolutionary, may not collapse initially as 
a result of human-induced loadings, but may flip to a completely different level or type of 
organization. There may well be multiple thresholds of multiple kùids. 

3. Are there limits to economic growth, given a finite carxying capacity? If there are limits, what 
rami fications does this have for development versus p w t h ?  



TO GROW means to increase in size by the assimilation or accretion of materials. TO 
DEVELOP means to expand or realize the potentialities of; to bring to a fùller, greater, or 
better state. M e n  something grows it gtts quantitatively bigger, when it develops it gets 
qualitatively Mer or at least different. Our planet devdops over time without growing. 

(Meadows et al. 1992, p. xiv) 

4. How would one encourage the econornic system, assuming a finite and non-growing earth, to 
adopt or adapt to a similar pattern of development? 

5. How can the concept of development replace p w t h  as neassary for sustainable employment, 
social mobility, and technical advance? 1s tberc a Link, or new narrative for social change that cari 
be made between dcvellopmait and pri,gnss? 

6. What values facilitate co-evolution of natural and human systems, and what keeps the opposite 
in place? 

7. What new metaphors, myths and d v e s  for social change could we use to encourage the 
emergence of more integrist (Figure 3.3) and life supporthg paradigms, and what existing ones 
have to be changeci? 

What arc the main barriers blocking such an cmagence, and what are ways to weaken or 
rernove hem? 

8. What roIe can govemmnts play to reduce and eliminate the psychological, institutional and 
stnictural reasoas for p w t h ?  

9. What is the impact of finite b i t s  on human carrying capaciw 
1s it possible to absolutdy deexmine these limits, givcn the differenccs in competing 

paradigms, both economicaily and ecologically, as referenced in question 2? 

For exmple, Daly (1991) views the crux of the issue as the positioning of the economy as 
an isolated system, or an open subsystem of a finite systetn. If the former, thea tbere is no 
environment to constrain its continuai growth. But, if we see the economic system as a 
subsystem of a larger, but finite and non-pwing system, then obviously its growth is 
limited. The eoonorny may continue to develop qualitatively, but it cannot continue to grow 
quantitatively; beyond some point it must approximate a steady state in its physical 
dimensions. Most mainStream eanomist aad govemment policy analysts share the former 
view. 

10. In your opinion, where are hwnan systems in tenns of their appropriation of the biosphere 
depicted in Figure 4.1, and on what do you base your opinion? 

1 1.1s there any way to mode1 these scenarios in a way that would be meaningful to politicians and 
senior-level bureauaats? 

12. What structures and processes &om natural systems should be incorporated into human 
systems, and why (Figure 9.1)? 

13. What ecosystern principles should be incorporateci into hurnan systems, and why? 

Examples of some ecosystem principles are integrity, resilience, dynarnic equilibrium, 
evolutionary pathways, and sel f-organizing open and holarctic systerns. 

14. How can a sense of ecological time be reconciled with the short-tem time fiame of political 
decision-making? 



15. How can you integrate time, place and scaie phenornena of ecosystems into hurnan decision- 
making? 

16.1s there a way to redesign govefnmeat information systans so that feedback loops fiom naturai 
systems are systematically incorporateci into decision-making, delays and lags reduced or 
eliminated, and policy changes are dynamically responsive? 

For example: 

On the left is a positive loop that accounts for the exponential growth. The larger the 
population, the more babies will be bom each year. The more babies, the larger the 
population. AAer a delay while these babies grow up and become parents, even more 
babies can be bom, swelling the popuIation fiatha. 

On the right is a negative feedback loop that governs population growth. Whereas positive 
loops generate runaway growth, negative feedback loops tend to regulate growth, to hold a 
system withh some acceptable range, to r e t m  it to a stable -te. 

(Meadows et al. 1992, p. 1 13) 

17. How can human bounded systerns, such as federaVprovincia1 jurisdictions, become more 
flexible so that they compliment unbounded ecosystems? 

18. What would the world be like if human beings co-opted 80% of  net prirnary production 
(NPP)? Or 100%? 

19. Are there existing transition strategies that would help in changing governmental values for 
sustainable development? 

20. What government leadership initiatives would encourage industries to bnng their flows of 
energy and materiais below their source Iimits, and their wastes below the assimilation capacity of 
the natural environment? 

2 1. Are there industries that should be made obsolete in a sustainable society? For example, the 
most intractable hazardous wastes are human-synthesized chemids, and yet, every day, 3 to 5 
new chernicals enter the marketplzice. 



22. How d o a  one phase out and discourage uwustainable industries in a democratic capitalistic 
society? Which need to reduœ, expand, or becorne established? 

23. In what ways are population, d u a n v  and technology intercomected to each other? 

24. What institutional arrangements are necessaxy to identie positive fcedback loops and to 
ef fdvely  fespond to them? 

What changes are needed in the way govexuments M v e  and process i n f o d o n ?  

Note: in systems tenas chmghg structure mcans changing the information links in a 
system: the content and timeliness of the data that actors in the system have to work with, 
and the goals, incentives, costs and feedbacks that motivate or constrain behaviour. The 
same combination of people, institutions and physical structures cm behave completely 
differently, if its adors can sec a good rason for doing so and if they have the W o m  to 
change. In time, a systern with a new information stnidurt can Jocially and physidly 
transforrn itself. 

(Meadows d al. 1992, p. 191) 

25. Describe your vision of a sustainable world? How do we get nom h m  to there? (A 
sustainable world can never come into being if it caanot be envisiond) 

26. What role do multistakebolder processes have to play in sustainable developrnent? 
What are their strengths and wealaiesses, and how can we address the latter? 

27. What collaborative networks are navssay to diffuse sustainable development concepts and 
practices throughout Canadian Society? 

1s there a role for Fcderal Goveniment leadership? 

28. How do we make explkit the dominant paradigms that are interna1 and externai to govenuiients 
as well as their inauence on decision-making? 

How do we test these paradigms and leam when îhey are no longer relevant to cment 
societies? 

29. How can govmunent policy-making becorne more open and transparent and dynamically 
responsive to m e n t  and emerging realities? 



Appendix G 
List of Ordercd Questions Used in the Eleetronic Collaborative Inquiry 

The list of strategic questions in the preceding appendix was narrowed down and used in an 
ordered fashion to lend some structure and ground our cyberspace in some reality. As well, they 
facilitated the co-researchrs to focus on developing a guiding fiamework. 

1. What new metaphors, myths and narratives for social change could we use to encourage the 
ernergence of more integrist (Figure 3.3) and üfe supporthg paradigms, and what existing ones 
have to be changed? 

What are the main barriers blocking such an cmergence, and what are ways to weaken or 
remove thern? 

2 What role can govemments play to d u c e  and eliminate the psychological, institutionai and 
structural reasons for growth? 

3. What structures and processes fiom natural systems should be incorporated into human 
systems, and why (Figure 9. l)? 

4. What ecosystern principles should be iaoorporated into human systems, and why? 

Examples of some ecosystem principles are integrity, resilience, dynamic equilibrium, evolutionary 
pathways, seIf-organizing open and holarctic systems. 

5.1s there a way to redesign govenunent information systems so that feedback loops fiom natural 
systems are systernatically incorporated into decision-making, delays and lags reduced or 
eliminated, and policy changes are dynamically responsive? 

For exarnple: 

t 
Fat 8tv 

On the left is a positive loop that accounts for the exponential growth. The larger the 
population, the more babies will be bom each year. The more babies, the larger the 



population. After a delay while these babies grow up and become parents, even more 
babies can be bom, swelling the population M e r .  

On the right is a negative f d a c k  loop that govans population growth. Whereas positive 
loops generate runaway p w t h ,  negative feedback loops tend to regulate growth, to hold a 
system within some acceptable range, to retrrrn it to a stable state. 

(Meadows et al. 1992, p. 1 13) 

6 .  How can human bounded systems, such as feddprovincial jurisdictions, become more 
flexible so that they compliment unbounded -? 

7. What institutional arrangements are nexwuy to identify positive feedback loops and to 
effectively respoad to them? 

What changes are d e d  in the way govamnents reœive and process informaiion? 

Note: In systems tenns changing structure means changing the information Iiaks in a 
system: the contait d timeiness of the data that adors in the systun have to work with, 
and the goals, incentives, costs and feedbacks that motivate or constrain behaviour. The 
same combination of people, institutions and physid structures can behave completely 
differently, if its adors c m  see a g d  reason for doing so and if they have the fioadom to 
change. In tirne, a system with a new infornation structure can socially and physically 
tram fonn itsel f'. 

(Meadows et al. 1992, p. 191) 

8. What role do multistakeholder processes have to play in sustahble developmcnt? 
What are their strengths and weaknsses, and how can we address the latter? 

9. What collaborative nctworks are necessary to diffiise sustainable development concepts and 
practices throughout Canadian Society'? 

1s there a role for Federal Government leadership? 



Appendix H 

Cycles of Reflection and Communication 

The following diagram illustrates the cycles that 1 deliberately introduced in m y  leadership of the 
electronic dialogue, d t i n g  in continuous cycles of reflection, discussion, analysis, reflection and 
dialogue and so forth. Hopefully, it also allowed for a similar process to occur in the co- 
researchers. E believe that sustained reflexivity is critical to revealing dominant paradigms and 
habitua1 patterns of thought and behaviour. 
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Appendix I 
Biographies of Co-Reserrchers: Electronic Dialogue Participants 

Two of the co-researchers, Elisabeth Ei and Else Skjonsberg asked to stay involved in my research 

project following my workshop at the Centre for Policy Alternatives in Oslo, Norway, in 

Charles Brassard is Director of Consultations at Environment Canada. In this capacity, C l d e s  
has been associated with a variety of multistakeholdet processes led by Environment Canada aucl 
has b e n  instrumentai in the development of departmaial, federal and national policies and 
practias in the uea of public involvcwnt His otha rrspoasiitiies at Environmeat Canada have 
included public opinion research, strategic oommuuicatio~~~, relations with business and non- 
governmental organi7Rrions and mvironmental E i u p .  Charies has woriced in the policy field 
for most of bis career. Before joining EnWoamait Canada in 1990, he worked for the -ait 
of External Affairs in the South-East Asia Relations Division, the Privy Council Office in the area 
of federal-provincial dations, the Canada Oil and Gas Lands Administration and the oii indwtry. 
M. Brassard has a Master's Degrce in cconornic gmgraphy fiom the University of Ottawa He 
alsb did his undergraduate studies in gsography at the same univcrsity. 

David Brown is associate professor and Director of the Environmental Policy Institute at Brock 
University. He received his B.Sc.(Agriailture) in Environmental Biology fkom Macdonald 
College of McGill University in 1980. ARa working as a wildlife biologist for Hydro-Quebec for 
two years, he entered an M.Sc. program in Renewable Rcsources (Wïddlife) at Macdonald College 
in 1982. His doctoral degree, dealing with the winter foraging ecology of white-tailed deer, was 
awarded in 1989. He joined the Environmental Policy ïnstitute (then Institute of Urban and 
Environmentai Studies) at Brock in 1988. He becarne a fiill-tirne faculty mernber of the Institute ia 
1991, teaching numerous courses dealing broadly with environmental policy and principles of 
sustainability, including introductory courses, an honours policy semioar, an honours thesis and 
literature review course, and half courses dealing with environmental impact assessment, wildlife 
management and conservation, waste management, environmental toxins, human setilements, and 
the enviromenta1 impacts of the automobile. Currrnt research foci include Iinear comdors in the 
environment, trail and greenway development, management and common property aspects of 
utility comdors, and waste management policy and pradice. Major ongoing projects include the 
Niagara Greenways Network inventoxy Project and the Canadian lead in sustainable integrated 
waste management strategis of the Centre for indushial and Environmental Training (CET) 
initiative, and a Qyear CIDA-hded human resources development project in the eastem seaboard 
region of Thailand. He is a member of the Lake Ontario Greenway Strategy (LOGS) Steering 
Cornmittee of the Wat-nt Regeneration Trust, and has been on the Board of Directors for the 
Ontario Trails Council, the Centre for Environmental Training at Niagara College, and Friends of 
Short Hills Provincial Park (ex officio). He is founder of the Niagara Greenways Network. 

Norma Burlington has an honours economics degree fkom Carleton University and is a career 
civil servant with an extensive policy background. Over the past twenty three years she has 
worked for two of these at the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, ten years at the 
Department of Finance in the International Econornic Relations and Econornic Development 
Divisions, five years at the Canadian International Development Agency as Chief of General Policy 
in the Business Cooperation Branch, and for the past six years as a Senior Policy Advisor in the 
Policy Branch and now in the International Affairs Division of the Canadian Forest Service, 
Natural Resources Canada. Nonna's particular expertise is in intemational trade and development. 
This year, she received two merit awards fiom Natural Resources Canada in recognition of her 



leadership in organizing and directing fedefaypvincial, industry, ENGO tearns for two success fûl 
international events, one an international foresûy seminar CO-hosted with British Columbia and the 
other the 50th anniversary celebrations of the founding of the FA0 in Quebec City. 

Stephanie Cairns has worked on envifonmental policy since 1983. Her most recent work, with 
the Pembina Institute for Appropriate Dewlopment in Alberta, f d  on establishing bconornic 
incentives for environmental protedion, and contnbued to changes in the treatment of investments 
in energy efficiency and rcnewable energy in the federal income tax system. She has also 
developed and led training workshops on the pinciples and -1s of sustainable development for 
the pnvate sector. From 199 1 to 1 993, she workd as the Suotainable Development Poücy Anal yst 
in the National Liberal Caucus Research Bureau, and was the principal drafter of the sustainable 
development chapter in the 1993 LI- eledion platfonn "Red Book". Prior to this, she worked 
for a number of environmental orgdzations and agencies, including the International network of 
Friends of the Earth, the Organic Food P r o d u d s  Association of Canada, the Ontauio 
Environmental Assessrnent Advisory Cornmittee, the Canadian Environmental Network, the 
Canadian Environmental Law Research Foundation, and the Ontario Public interest Research 
Group. She has a B.A. in environmental policy h m  the University of Toronto. 
She is currently on l ave  working as an Advisor on Strategk Planning in the Policy and Research 
Unit of the Prime Minister's Office; pursuing her Master's studia at the University of Lund. 

Frank Cosway is a Partnerships Officer with the Pollution Prevention Branch of Manitoba 
Environment. From June 199 1 - M y  1995, he was the Partnaships Officer with the International 
Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) based in W1IILilpeg. His work included organizing 
the partnership series, assisting with the partnerships rcsearch initiative, providing support services 
for the development of multistakeholder partnerships at the Institute, representing IISD on several 
conference program planning cornmittees, hosting VIP visits to the Institute, and undertaking 
special projects such as the CIDA-China consultation and the Russia-CCME project. Frank 
attended the Earth Surnmit Conference in Rio in June 1992. Before coming to IISD, Mr. Cosway 
was a Senior Planning and Policy Analyst with the Sustainable Development Coordination Unit, 
Manitoba Executive Council, where he worked on issues deaiing with the environment, economy 
and sustainable development. He coordinated the Environment and Economy Conference held in 
Winnipeg in May 1989 and the First Meeting of Round Tables on Environment and Economy held 
in April 1990. In addition, he coordinated six meetings of the Manitoba Round Table on 
Environment and Economy betwecn November 1989, and June 1991. Prior to that, he was a 
project manager for the Water Utilkation Project, Phase II, Northern Ghana (1985-1987). From 
1979-1 984, he was a human resource management consultant with Manitoba Industry Trade and 
Tourism, providing a broad range of services to the pnvate sector in Manitoba Other intemational 
and intercultural experiences include two years as a CUSO voluntecr in Ghana, two and a half 
years living in the aboriginal comunity of Easterville in Northern Manitoba, also some short terni 
visits and consulting assignments to India, Bangladesh, Colombia, BoliMa, Brazil and Costa Rica. 

Ron Edwards is a consultant on taxation and economic development issues. He holds a B.A. 
fiorn the University of Saskatchewan, and obtained his M.A. in Economics h m  the University of 
Alberta in 1970. He has substantial experience in the finance, economic development, and 
resource taxation fields. AAer starting his working career in the Bank of Canaâa, Ron moved to 
the National Energy Board in 1973 and was in charge of demand forecasting during the Mackenzie 
Valley Gas Pipeline hearings. He joïned the Tax Policy Branch of the Department of Finance in 
1977 and held several executive level positions until he lefi the Govemment in 1996. These 
included Assistant Director, Corprate and Resource Taxation, Senior Chief, Energy and Project 
Anal ysis, and Director, Energy and Environment Division, Economic Development Policy Branch. 
Ron represented the Minister of Finance at National Round Table on the Environment and the 
Economy; was on the Canadian delegation at the Rio Preparatory Conference at Bergen, Norway; 



and attended meetings of the Cabinet C o d =  on Eooaomic Development during considerations 
of the Green Plan. He also negotiated financial subsidies for several large energy projects, such as 
Hibernia 
Elisabeth Eie has degrees in Basic Agriculture (1972), Nutrition (1976) and a B.A. in Social 
Anthropology (1979). Her main work eMence  has been as a nutrition specialist for WFP, 
Senegal (1978) and for the International Red Cros, Khmer Refugee Camps, Thailand, 1979. 
NORAD-employed h m  1980-1994; seven years in tbe NGO division, Oslo, six years as 
Assistant Resideatial Rcpresentative in Bangladesh and Pakistan, and M y  two years as WID and 
Gender Advisor to NORAD in Oslo. Sincc August 1994, shê has betm anployed as the Executive 
Director of FOKWS - F o m  for Women a d  Dcvclopment. H a  . main . field of interest bas always 
b e n  indigenous p p l e s  groups, women's perspectives and f-listic values in relation to 
managernent of life and nature (sustaidle devclopmmt). in addition to em fivm pojact 
managanent and dialogue, hcr intanational w d  has put hcr in t o d  with women and indigenou 
peoples at the local level in many parts of the world, as wd1 as at a wida national, regional and 
international aaivist level. 

& t d ~  ~ c u «  was bom into a Dutcb family of artists and bum~-rights activists in Bolivia, 
South Arnerica. A f k  obtaining a B.A. at Caridon Univcdy m Ottawa m 1%9, sbe design4 and 
taught a course on cnvironmental and himian rights issues. following which she spent several 
years traveling in Europe, Afica and India Upon h a  rcturn, she was involved in î k  natural food 
business, running a store and bakcry, teaching classes on cooking and nutrition, and catering, 
partidarly for people sûuggling with immune system maifunctions. In addition, Ms Geuer has 
studied the relatioaships between the health of the ecosystems and the health of the human species 
in general; midwifery and palliative care in particulm. By 1992, she changai her focus fkom 
working with individuals to working in systems, and started working with the Sierra Club of 
Canada and Cultural Survivd Canada. She was a member of the Stcering Cornmittee for the 
Women and Sustainable Development Canadian Perspectives Confcrience, and edited the h a 1  
policy document. Presently, she is the Volunteer Coordinator at the David Suzuki Foundation. 
She intends to use her talents and expience to participate in the vital task of changing ow 
behaviour as a species so that we may continue to live on the Earth together with d l  the other 
species in a regenerative, bio-cenûic way. 

Suzanne Hawkes has a Master's degree in Natutal Resourccs Management fiom the School of 
Resource and Environmental Management at Simon Fniser University, and a Bachelor's degree 
(Honours) in Environmental Studies h m  the University of Waterloo. As a researcher and 
consultant, her work bas focused on diverse issues conceniing social justice and environmental 
responsibility. These include the concenis of Inuit women rcgarding the Great Whale hydroelectric 
project in northern Quebec, the impacts of the James Bay 1 dam on the Cree village of Chisasibi, 
Quebec, the devebpment of CO-management with the Haida Nation and Canada in the protected 
area of Swaii Haanas, and the state of Canedian law with respect to ship-source oïl pollution. She 
also co-authored the Greening of Tourism. ~~e is cw~e~tly the Project Manager at the David 
Suzuki Foundation, an environmentai non-profit organization based in Vancouver. Her work there 
involves communications, strategic planning, fûndraising and designing and overseeing a variety 
of projects, on issues ranging fkom forestry and fisheries to social change and ecological 
economics. She is 32 years old, and lives in Vancouver near the ocean with her partuer of 12 
years. 

Saiiy Lerner teaches in the Department of Environment and Resowce Studies and was Chair of 
that department h m  1994 through June 19%. when she became an Adjunct Professor a f b  taking 
early retirement. She was a member of the cransdisciplinary group of professors who joined 
together in 1969-70 at the University of Waterloo to initiate the department, one of the first 
undergraduate environmental studics departments in North Amcrica Her major research interest 
for the past several years has been the future of work in a globalizing economy driven by 



technological change, particularly the social, political, environmentai and economic issues 
involved. She will devote substantial time to research and advocacy in this area as her major 
retirement project Sally was Acting Dutctor of the U W  Cena for Society, Technology and 
Values for 1995-96 and was a member of the Board of Directors of Great Lakes United fiom 
1993-1 996. in recent yeats s k  has saval on the OutJide Jury for the Seaton Design Cornpetition 
(Seaton: A Strategy for EnWonmentally-Respoasible Plsnning, Ontario Ministry of Housing, 
1994). She has also been Canadian Co-Chair, Board of Technical Experts, Social Science Task 
Group, Great Laka Fisheries Commission, 199 1-93 and a m e m k  of the International Joint 
Commission's Task Force on the Virtual Elimination of Persistent Toxic Substances fkom the 
Great Lakes, 1992-94. In the rcscarch field, she was one of thrcc Principal Co-Investigators on 
the S SHRC-bded Sustainable Society frojcct, 1988-9 1. 

Nina-Marie Lister holds a Master of Science de- in Environmental Planning fiom the 
University of Toronto and is a codting ccologist/planna. She is currtntly complethg a Ph.D. 
in conservation ecology and planning at the UnivCfSity of Wataloo, Faculty of Environmental 
Studies. Nina-Marie's research is centrd on developing p1-g policy for biodiversity 
conservation in Canada, within thc larger context of sustainable ccosystcm management. Her 
dissertation focuses on the development of adaptive planning stratcgics for biodiversity and 
ecosystem integrity, using an approach based on pst-normal science. Related research interests 
include ecosystem behaviour, cmcrgent complex systems, and ecologically responsibte 
planningldesign. Nina-Mark holds an Eco-Rtstarch Doctoral Fellowship, finided by the Canadian 
Tri -Council. 

Christine Massey is currcntly Projcct Manager at the Sustainable Development Research Institute 
at the University of British Columbia, whae shc is responsiblt for a wide range of 
communication, management and hancial fiinctions. She holds a BA in Communication and 
Political Science from the University of Ottawa and a Master's degree in Communication fiom 
Simon Fraser University. Her thesis rescarch focused on public involvement in science and 
technology policy and specifically, the case of the Royal Commission on New Reproductive 
Technologies, She has worked as a consultant and researcher on science policy in Canada and the 
communication of environmental and health issues to the public. As an activist, Christine has 
worked on issues of women's reproductive health and the new biotechnologies. 

John Middleton is a Professor with the Environmental Poiicy Institute at Brock University. He 
studies the human elernent in ccosystems and the implications of govemrnent and other policies for 
sustainable development. His work has concentrated on interdisciplinary study and development 
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Appendix K 
Definitions of Key Terms used in this Dissertation 

AUogenic succession (allo=outside, genic=relating to), and i n t d l y  gaie-ratexi sequences as 
au  togenic succession (auto=sel f-propelling) or autogenic development. (Odurn 1 975) 

Biomass: in an inventory sense the weight of organisms (producers, consumers, 
decomposers) present at any one time is convcnicntly tamed biomass (=living weight) or standing 
crop. The size of the standing crop is not n m y  indicative of the level of activity; some 
ecosystems, such as a forest of large trtes, have a large amount of rclatively inert biomass (Odum 
1975). 

Biodiversity is the totality of genes, specics, and ccosystcms within a region. The wealth of 
life on earth today is the product of huadreds of millioos of y- of cvolutionary history. Over the 
course of time, human cultures have cmerged and adapted to local environments, discovering, 
using, and altering their biotic resources. Many areas that now seem 'natural' bear the marks of 
millennia of human habitation, crop cultivation, resourct h a r v h g ,  and waste production. The 
domestication and breeding of local varieties of crops and livestock have further shaped 
biodiversity. 

For convenience, biodiversity c m  be dividecl into three hierarchical categories: genes, species, 
and ecosystems. These d e s m i  quite different aspects of living systems and scientists measure 
thern in different ways. 

Genetic diversity refers to the variation of genes within species. There occur distinct 
populations of the sarne species, such as thousands of traditional rice varieties in India, and genetic 
variation within a single population, which is very high among indian rhinos, for example, and 
v q  low arnong cheetahs. Until recently, rneasurements of g d c  diversity were appiied mainly to 
domesticated species and populations held in zoos and botanical gardens, but increasingly these 
techniques are also being applied to wild species. 

Species diversity refers to the variety of species within a region. Such diversity can be 
measured in many ways, and scientists have not yet settled on the best methods. The number of 
species in a region -- its species 'richness' - is one often used measure, but a more precise 
measurement, 'taxonomic diversity,' also considers the relationship of species to one another. An 
island with two species of bu& and one species of lizard, for example, has greater taxonomic 
diversity than an island with three species of birds and no Iiurrds. 

Ecosystem diversity is harder to rneaswe than species or genetic, diversity because the 
'boundaries' of communities - associations of species - and of ecosystems are elusive. 
Nevertheless, as long as a consistent set of criteria is used to defhe commwities and ecosystems, 
thcir nurnbef and distri'bution cm be m e d  Until now, such schemes have k e n  applied maialy 
at nationd and subnational levels, although some coarse global classifications have been proposed. 

Many ~ t h e r  expressions of biodiversity can be important. These include the relative abundance 
of species, the age structure of populations, the pattern of communities witbïn a region, changes in 
community composition and structure over time, and ecological processes such as predation, 
parasitism, and mutualism. To meet specific management and poiicy goals, it is crucial to examine 
not only compositional diversity -- genes, species, and ecosystems -- but also diversity in 
ecosystem structure and fimction. 

Huma. cultural diversity could be considered part of biodiversity. Like genetic and species 
diversity, some attributes of human cultures, such as nornadism and shi fting cultivation, represent 
'solutions' to the problerns of survival within partïcular environments. Like other aspects of 
biodiversity, cultural diversity hdps people adapt to changing conditions. It is evident wi thin 
language, religious beliefs, land management practices, art, music, social structure, crop selection, 
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diet, human relationships, and numerous other amibutes of human society (mdified fiom the 
Global Biodiversity Strategy 1992). 

The composition and levels of biodiversity (UNEP 1995). 

Ecological 
biomes 
bioregions 
landscapes 
ecosystems 
habitats 
niches 
populations 

diversity Orgrnismrl diversity 
kingdoms 
phyla 
fàmaies 
g- 
specie 

Generic diversity 
populations 

subspecie 
populations 

individuals individuals 
chmosomes 
g- 
nucleotides 

Culturd âiversity: human interactions a dl levek (s& above under Biodivcfsity). 

Biosphysicrl errrying uprcity is the maximum popdation size that an area can sustain 
unda givm technological capabilities (Ddy and EMi& 19%). 

Biosphere is a widely used term for al1 of the earth's ecosystems fiinctioning together on the 
global scale. Or, & c m  another viewpoint, we an think of the biospâere as being that portion of the 
earth in which ecosystcms can operate-that is, the biologically inhabitcd mil, air, and water. The 
biosphere rnerges imperceptibly (that is, withoui sharp bomdaries) into the lithosphere (the rocks, 
sediments, made ,  and core of the earth), the hydrosphere, and the atmosphere, the other major 
subdivisions of our earth spaceship. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that, as with any spectrum, the levels-of-organization 
hierarchy is a continuous one; divisions are arbitrary and set for convenience and ease of 
communications (Odurn 1975). 

Carrying eapreity is the population level for long-range survivai (Odum 1971). Two levels 
are typicdly recognized: the maximum or subsistence density, or the maximum number of 
individuals that can eke out an existence in the habitat, and the optimum or "safeu level, a lower 
density at which individuals are more secure in temis of food, resistance to predators, and periodic 
fluctuations in the resource base (Odum 1989). Since humans can Vary widely in their impact on 
life-supporting resources, social scientists add a second dimension, intensity of use, to their 
concept of caxtying capacity. Catton (1987) defines carrying capacity as the volume and intensity 
of use thut cun be surtained without clegrading the environment's fiture suitabifity fur that use. 

Ecologists define crrrying crprcity as the population of a given species that can be 
supported indefinitel y in a de fined habitat without permanent1 y damaging the ecosystem upon 
which it is dependent. However, because of our cultwally variable technology, diffixent 
consumption patters, and trade, a simple tenitorially-boundcd headcount cannot apply to human 
beings. Human carrying capacity must be interpreted as the maximum rate of resource 
consumption and waste discharge that can be sustained indefinitely without progressively 
impaüing the fimctional integrïty and productivity of relevant ecaystems wherever the latter may 
be. The corresponding human population is a fiinction of per capita rates of material consurnption 
and waste output or net productivity divided by per capita demand (RB 1990). This fomulation 
is a simple restaternent of Hardin's (1991) Third Law of Human Ecology: total human impact on 
the ecosphere=population x per capita impad (Wackemagel and Rees 19%). 
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Early versions of this law date h m  Ehrlich and Holdren who also recognized that human 
impact is a product of population, affluence (consumption) and technology I=PAT (Ehrlich and 
Holdren 1 97 1 ; Holdren and Ehrlich 1974). 

Coevolution involves r e c i p d  naturat selection between two or more groups of organisms 
wi th close ecological relationships, but without exchange of genetic information between the 
groups (without interbreeding). Ehrlich and Ravcn (1%5), who fïrst proposed the term, useû their 
studies of butterfiy caterpillars and plants as a basis for proposing the hypothesis as follows. 
Plants, through occasional mutations and gent recombination, producc chemicai compounds, 
perhaps as waste products, which are not hannfiir to a plant, but turn out to be poisonous to an 
insect herbivore such as a caterpillar. Such a plant, now protected h m  the herbivore, would 
thrive, and would pass on the favourable mutation to successive generations. Insects, however, 
are quite capable of evolving sbrains tolerant to poisons-as is drsmaticaily show11 by îhe i n d g  
number of insects that becorne immune to insacticides. If a mutant or mmbinsnt  appeared in the 
insect popdation that aiiowed indiviâuals to f d  on the previousiy pFotecbd plant, selection wodd 
favour that genetic line. In oîhcr words, the plant and the herbivore evolve together, in the sense 
that the evolution of cach depends on the evolution of the othcr. Pimente1 (1968) has used the 
expression genetic fcdbick for îhis kind of evolution, which he demonstrated experimentally 
with flies and wasps. Norgaard (1994) uscd it to emphasize the need for (Figure 5.1) to be taken 
into aumunt equitably in sustainable developmcnt 

E CO 10 gy  : the study of the earth's whouseholds" including the plants, animals, 
microorganisms, and people that live together as interdependent components. Because ecology is 
concemed not only with organisms, but with cncrgy flows and matcrial cycles on the lands, in the 
oceans, in the air, and in k h  waters, ecology can be viewed as "the shidy of the structure and 
function of naturen-it is uuâerstood that mankind is a part of nature (Odum 1975). 

In ecology the term population, originally coined to denote a group of peuple, is broadened 
to include groups of individuals of any kind of organism. Likewise, community in the 
ecological sense (sometimes designated as biotic community) includes al1 of the populations of a 
given area. The community and the non-living environment fùnction together as an ecological 
system o r  ecosystem (Ibid). 

Ecos y s tem : a collection of interacting biological entities combined with the physical 
environment in which they live, which is perceivecl to act as a whole (Woodley et al. 1993). 

The ecosystem, or ecological systern, is considered to be a unit of biological organization 
made up of d l  of the organisms in a given area (that is, the "wmmunity") interacting with the 
physical environment so that a flow of energy rtmlts in a characteristic trophic structure and 
material cycles within the system (Odum 1975). 

An important consequeme of hierarchical organization is that as  componeats, or subsets, are 
combined to produce larger hctional wholes, new properties ernerge that were not present or not 
evident at the level below. Accordingly, an emergent property of an ecological level or unit is 
one that results fiom the functional interaction of the components, and therefore is a property that 
cannot be predicted h m  the study of the components that are isolated or decoupled k m  the whole 
unit (Salt 1979). 

It is convenient to recognize four constituents as comprising the ecosystern: (1) abiotic 
substances and conditions of existence, basic eIemmts, compounds, and climatic regimes of the 
environment; (2) producers, the autotrophic organisms, largely green plants; (3) the large 
cons umers or  macroconsumers, heterotrophic organisms, chiefly animals, that ingest other 
organisms or particulate organic matter; and (4) the decompostrs o r  microconsumers, 
heterotrophic organisms, chiefly the bacteria and h g i  that break down the complex compounds of 
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dead protoplasm, absorb some of the decomposition products, and release simple minera1 nuûients 
usable by the producers as well as organic components which may provide f d  or which may be 
stimulatory (e.g., vitamins) or inhibitory (e.g., anhbiotics) to other organisms (Odum 1975). 

It is also convenimt to subdivide the non living or abiotic portion of au ecosystem into thnx 
components: (1) inorganic substanca, the carbon, nimgen, water, and so on that are involved 
in the material cycles of the ecosystem; (2) organic substancer, the carbohydrates, proteins, 
lipids, humic substances, and so on that l i a  abiotic and biotic; and (3) the cllmate regime, 
temperature and 0th- physical fkctors thaî ddimit the coaditions of existaice. 

When oonsidered h m  the emsystem point of vicw, a laLe, a forrst, or oîher mcognizable unit 
of the landscape has two biotic components: an autotrophic componmt (autotrophic meurs 
"self-nourishing"), able to fix iight and manufirctutic food nOm simple inorganic substances 
and, secondly, a heterotropbic component (heterotmphic meam "other nourishing") which 
utilizes, rearranges, a d  dccomposcs the oomplex matcriais synthcsizcd by the autotropbs. These 
fiindional components are arrangcd in ovdapping iayas with the gcatest autotrophic metabolism 
o d g  in the uppcr .green beltu where iight cncrgy is available, and the most intense 
heterotrophic activity takhg plaœ in the Iowa "brown belta whac organic matter accumulates in 
the soils and sediments (Odum 1975). 

The diversity of species tends to inutare with succasion. Maximum diversity of 
autotrophs in many ecosystems seems to be rtached d i a  in succession. A dcereue in net 
cornmunity production and 8 correspondhg hcrerse  In community respiration are 
two of the most strtking and important trends in succession (Odum 1975). 

Ecosystem integrity encompasses three major emsystem organhtional facets. Ecosystem 
health, the ability to maintain n o r d  operations under normal environmental conditions, is the first 
requisite for emsystem integrity. But it alone is not sufncient To have integrity, an aosystem 
must also have the resilience with changes (which can be I#tactrophic) in ehnrnental conditions; 
that is, it rnust be able to cope with stress. As well, an ecosystem that has integrity, must be able 
to continue the process of self-organization on an ongoing basis. It must be able to continue to 
evolve, develop, and proceed with the birth, growth, death and renewal cycle (Kay 1994). 

Ecosystem serviees are the conditions and processes through which natural ecosystems, 
and the species that make them up, sustain and help to fulfill human life. They maintain 
biodiversity and the production of ecosystems goods, such as seafood, forage, timber, biomass 
fûels, natural fiber, and many phannaceuticals, industrial products, and their precursors. The 
harvest and trade of these goods represent an important and familiar part of the human economy. 
In addition to the production of goods, ecosystem services are the actual life-support fiuictions, 
such as cleansiing, recycling, and renewal, and they confer many intangible aesthetic and cultural 
benefits as well (Daily 1997). 

Governance is a social fiinction crucial ta the viability of ail human societies. It centres on the 
management of complex interdependencies among many different actors - individuals, 
corporations, interest groups, nation statcs - involved in interactive decision-makbg that affect 
each other's wetfare (Young and von Moltke 1993). 

Government is the acts, rules, procedures, instrurnents of power and institutions by which 
the citizens of a country (or more generally the parts of a system) communicate with and exert 
control upon each other so that the country as a whole maintains its unity and is directed toward 
ends chosen fiom within that country (KrippendodT1997). 

Population: group of the sarne species witbùi a defined a n a  In practice, a population is 
simply al1 of the organisms of the same species found occupying a given space. A population, as 



with any level of organization, has a number of important gmup pmperties not shareû by adjacent 
levels (the organisrn, on the one hand, and the community on tbe other). The most important of 
these population characteristics, or group atiniutts, are as foliows: 

Density: population size in relation to a unit of space- 
Birth rate, or more broadly, natality (so as to include organisms that &se from seeds, 

spores, eggs, and so on): the rate at whicb new individuals are added to the population by 
reproduction, 

Death rate or mortality: the rate at which individuah are lost by death. 
Dispersal: the rate at which individuals immigrate into the population and emigrate out 

of the population- 
Population growth rate or growth form: the net rcsult of natality, mortaiity, and 

dispersal. 
Dispersion: the way in which individuals are distriiuted in space, g e n e d y  in one or 

more of the following three broad patterns: (1) random distri'bution, in which the 
probability of an individuals occurring in any one spot is the samc as the probability of it 
occurring at any other spot; (2) unifom distri'bution, in whicb oomponents occur more 
regularly than random, such as corn in a cornfield; or (3) clumped distribution (the most 
cornmon in nature), in which individuais or 0th- components are more irregular than 
random, as for example, a clump of plants arising h m  vegetative reproduction, a flock of 
birds, or people in a city. 

Age distribution: the proportion of individuais of diffamt ages in the group. 
Genetic characteristics: cspccially applicable to population ecology, as for example, 

adaptiveness, reproductive (Darwinim) fiîness, and pemistence (that is, probability of 
leavùig descendants over long ptxiods of time) (Odum 1975). 

Primary production or primrry productivity are terms for the amount of organic matter 
fixe. (converted h m  solar energy) by autotmphs in a given area over a given period of tirne, 
generally expressed as a rate, so much per day or year. Cross primary production is the 
amount stored in a plant for its own needs, while net primrry production is the amount stored 
in a plant in exces of its respiratory needs and therefore, potentially available to heterotrophs. 
Net community production is the amount lefi after the biotic community, autotrophs and 
heterotrophs, have taken al1 the food they need (Odum 1989). 

Social carrying caprcity is the maximum human population size that an area can sustain 
under a given social system, with particular reference to associated patterns of  resource 
consumption (Daily and EMich 19%). 

The word system is used in the primary dictionary sense as "a regularly interacting or 
interdependent group of items forming a unified whole" (Odum 1975). Systems are groups of 
interacting, interdependent parts linked together, by exchmges of energy, matter, and information. 
Complex systems are characterized by strong (usually non-linear) interactions between the parts, 
cornplex feedback loops that make it difficult to distinguish cause from effect, and significant tirne 
and space lags, discontinuitie.., thresholds, and limits (Costanza et al. 1973). 

Succession, the way complexes of plants develop sequentially over time afier a disturbance. 
Clements (1 9 16) emphasized that succession led to a climax community of a self-replicating 
assemblage of plants. The species comprising that assernbly are determined by basic climatic 
conditions - precipitation and temperature. Plant colonhtion and growth were seen as proceeding 
in a sequence leading to the stable climax. Initial colonization was by pioneer species that could 
grow rapidly and withstand extremes of physical conditions. They so ameliorated those conditions 
as to allow entry of less robust but more cornpetitive species. Those species in tum inhibited the 
pioneers but set the stage for their own replacement by still more effective cornpetitors. 
Throughout this process, biomass accumulates, regulation of biologicai, physical and chernical 



processes becornes tighter and variability is reduced untii the stable climax condition is teactied and 
maintained. 

Ecosystem development (succession) as an autogenic proces may be defined in tenas 
of the following three parameters: (1) it is the orderiy process of community changes which are 
directional and, therefore, predictable, (2) it rcmlts fiom the modification of the physical 
environment and population structure by the comminiity, (3) and it cuiminates in the establishment 
of as stable an ecosystem as is biologically possible on the site in question. It is important to 
emphasize that this kind of ecological change is oummunity coatmllcd; each set of organisms 
changes the physid substrate and tht microclimate (iocal conditions of tempetature, light, aad so 
on), and species composition and divcrsity is altaad as a d t  of ampti t ive and otha population 
interactions (Odum 1975). 

Stabiüty (sensu strictu) wncans the propaisity of a system to attain or mtab an equili'irium 
condition of steady state or stable osdlation. Hi@y stable systans resist tbt departurc h m  that 
condition and, if p&urbed away fiom it, rrhua rapidly to it with the lest fluctuation. This is a 
classic equiliibrium~tcrad definitin ( H o h g  1984). 

Railience is the ability of a systcm to maintain its structure and pattexm of behaviour in the 
face of disturbance. Size of the stability domain of rcsidcacc, strength of the repuisivt fonxs at the 
boundary and feSiSfiillce of the domain to contradicm art aii distinct mcasurcs of riesiliencc (Holling 
1984). 

By robust I mean that there is so much fiinctional diversity and spatial heterogeneity in the 
keystone stnicturing set of processes that their regdatory role retains its integrity in the face of 
great changes in populations of the keystone set species or in values of the keystone physical 
variables (Holling 1993). 

The first law of thermodynamics was partially stated by Helmholtz (1847) and more 
fomdly by Thomson in 185 1 : 

En- c m  be transfonneddfi-orn one îype to another ,but it c m  never be crmed nor destroyed 

The second law was first stated by Carnot (1 824): 

No transformation of energy can occw unless energy is downgradedfiom a concentrated to a 
more dkpersed fom and no tramformution f i  100A eflcient. (Jenkins. nd. Making our Ecological 
Niche) 



Appendix L 
Policy Alternatives 

These examples are included as iliusîraîions of the wealth of lit- available on alternatives to 
the dominant paradigrns, that have b e a  systernatically ignored by mainstream political and policy 
agendas. 

Priaciples for the Consenition of Wiid Living Resources 
(Mangel et al. 1996) 

Principle 1. Maintenance of hcalthy populations of wild living resources in perpetuity is 
inconsistent with unlimited growth of human a>nsumption of and danand for those resources. 

Recognize that the total impact ofhumans on wild living resources Lr the produet of human 
population sire. per capita commption, the impct  on the resource of the technologies opplid 
and incidental taking and habitat degradation caused by 0th- hvmon activitiie. Take approprtate 
acrions that recognùe thwe chamcteriiF~. 

Recognùe that i furhn  areas and other intense& used land aras  were more eafcient, safer* 
and more pleasant, there would be a greater chance of co~~~er-vïng wild living resmrca. 

Principle II. The goal of conservation should be to secure pnsent and fiiture options by 
maintahhg biological diversity at genetic, species, population, and eoosystern levels; as a general 
mle neither the resource nor other components of the ecosystem should be perturbed beyond 
natural boundaries of variation. 

Manage total impacr on ecosystlemr and w r k  to presem esserrtial features of the ecosptern 
Ment@ areas. specîes, and processes that are purticularly imporant to the maintenance of an 

ecosystem. and make special eflorts to protect them. 
Manage in ways that do notfiriherfiagment ~ n ~ r a l  arem. 
Maintain or mimic pl- of mtural processesr including dis~urbancm~ at scaler approprihte tu 

the natural system. 
A void disruption of f d  websD especia lly remova I of top or h l  species. 
A wid significant genetic alteration of populatiom- 
Recognize that biologkal processes are oflert nonlinear, are subject to cntical thresholàs and 

synergisms, and that these must be identz9ed. understood. and incorporated into management 
program. 

Principle III. Assessrnent of the possible ecological and sociological effects of resource use 
should precede both propos& use and proposed restriction or expansion of  ongoing use of  a 
resource. 

Iden tfi uncertainties and assumptions regarding nairval history, size, andproductivi@ of the 
resource and its role in the ecosystem. 

Ment13 major ecologica f a d  socio-economic uncertaintia and assumptiom. 
Anal'e how the resource and other ecosystem compnertts might be afected by the proposed 

use ifthe assumptiom are not valid. 
m e n  available information is insument to make informed jud'ents. authonte uctivities 

contingent upon devefopment and approval of an infomtion-acquisition plan thai wiff ensure that 
the Zevel ofresource use does not increase fmer  than does knowledge of the size and productivity 
of the resource and its telatiomhips with other ecosystem compnenb. 
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Require those most likefy to bene@ direct& fiom use of a wild living resource to puy the cos& 
of (a) devefoping the in formation-acquisition plan. (bl implementing the in formation-acquisition 
pian and (cl ~ n a g i n g  use of the resource- On& when the generolpubfic receives notable beneBt 
is it appropriate forpublic monies to pay the cm&- 

Be prepared for utmpetled ewnts becpuse the ~ i w a l  world is highly compIa and stochastic. 
and human understanding of it ahvays contains uncertainîy. 

Principle IV. Regulation of the use of living resoufces must be based on understanding the 
stmcture and dynamics of the emsystem of f i c h  the fesourœ is a piut and must taLe into aocount 
the ecologicai and sociological inf lua~a tbat dYedly and indmdly aned rsource use. 

AlIowte the use of wiM living remmes on the haris of îhe emIogial q m b i l i t k  of the species 
inwlved and their arsessed value to sociw- 

Provide incenlives to the mers of Iiving tesotnces t h  correspond fo t h  value those resources 
have to socieîy. E m r e  that these incentirespmmote conseruution, and co~~~ t ra in  ailpnvilege of 
access ta guanurteé rhk. 

E w e  thut imtiîutions a d  property r i g h  are consistent with conservation. including 
pestions of tenure and 0ccessess 

Protect the wevare offirture generations by ensuring that the value of biutic and abiotic 
resources does not &crease o w  rime. 

Recognize the possible w~~~quenccps of tulcertainty and act according&. 
Promote a&ptive manugement. 

Principle V. The full range of knowledge and skills h m  the naîural and social sciences m u t  
be brought to bear on conservation problems. 

I m C e  theficl1 range of relevant dkciplines at the eurlkst s&gepossibfe. 
Recognize t h a ~  science Ir only one part of living-resource consemation and is limited to 

investig~ting and objectively dacribing ceriain kit& o f p h e n o m ~  andproce~~a. 
Require comprehemive co~st(1tations because viriualfy d l  conservation issues have bio logical, 

economic, and social implications; ignoring any of these may lead to conflicfi that will impair 
effective conse~yation. 

P ~ c i p l e  VI. Effective conservation requires undnstanding and taking aaaunt o f  the motives, 
interests and values of al1 users and stakeholders, but not by sirnply averaging their positions. 

menever possible. create incentives by delegati~g property right~ to the "lowest " relevant 
comrnmity or societal levef consistent with the scale of the resavce invoived 

Deveiop conflict-raolution rnechanisms to minimue strxye over resources among competing 
stakeholders. 

Aily science with policy making independent of the interesfi of resovce usem. 
Require that policy makers be held accountable for the use of the best possible &ta and 

analyses in setting po licy. 
Insofar aspoxribleI esdlish agmdupon criteria andprocedurer to guide decision-making on 

conservation meanrrer ut all levek. in order to d u c e  the scope for influence by political or special 
interests. 

Ensure that fonnal imtitutions responsible for giving expression to policies and irnplementing 
conservation program have temporal and spatial perspectives consistent with the ecological 
characier of the resources and organizatio~l sîruc~ures that are (0 flexible undproblern-oriented; 
(2) accountable, visible. andperfomnce-oriented wifh clear, measu~ble. and q l i c i t  objectives; 
(3) team-oriented, participtory. and interdkcipli~ry. emgdoying c o n s d  decision-muking; und 
(4) capable of learning and cowective feeùback (Le., are Pdaptiw). 

Principle VII. Effkctive conservation requires communication that is interactive, reciprocal, and 
continuous. 

Ensure thar communication is targeted to the audience and ik based on mutuai respect and 
sound in formation. 



Require intemal and externa1 rmèw to wnt objectivity and rwftsts 
In form and motivate the public and motivate regcvding comeni~1tion. 
Develop instiîutions and procedures to facilitate tronsdisctjdi~ry ana~sis and communication 

that informr decision makers. 
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http://www.ecouncil.ac.a/value/principUprinceng.htm (also available in French and Spanish) 

Pnnciples of Environmatal C o d o n  and Sustainable Developmmt: Surnmary and 
R ~ P M  

A study in the Field of IntemationaI Law and Related International Reports 
Prepared for the Earth Charter Pmject 

by Steven C. RockefeUer 

INTRODUCTION 

The summary overview and the w e y  of piinciples of environmentai conservation and sustainable 
development containad in this report have been prepared as an aid and resource in support of the 
endeavor to identify the am values and principles that should be considercd for inclusion in an 
Earth Charter. These materials are designed to ide&@ and clarify the major principles of 
environmental conservation and sustainable developrnent that have ken fonnulated to date in 
international law and rdated reports and documents. The survey shows that a significant 
worldwide consensus is emerging atound a numbcr of basic principles among legal experts, 
govemment leaders, and NGOs, and at the United Nations. 

In its 1987 report to the United Nations, Our Cornmon Future, the World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED) racommended creation of a new charter or univerd 
declaration on environmental protection and sustainable developmmt. 

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPLES 

1. The Goal: A Global Partnefship 

The general objective of international environmental and sustaùiable development law is formation 
of a global partnership of al1 penples and nations to aisure for p m m t  and future generations the 
well-being of humanity and the larger community of life by promoting equitable and sustainable 
development and by protecting and restoring the health and integrity of the Earth's biosphere, of 
which al1 life is a part and apart fiom which humanity cannot survive or realize its creative 
potential. This global alliance should be founded on cornmitment to an integrated framework of 
shared ethical principies and practical guidelines. 

II. Preamble: The Human Situation 

The environmental and devebpmental problems fàcing h d t y  involve a complex of interrelated 
issues including: increasing degradaîion of the global environment, deterioration and depletion of 
natural resources, excessive consumption, rising population pressures, perpetuation of disparities 
between and within nations, poverty, pollution, ignorance, injustice, and armed conflict. The 
decisions and choices humanity makes in rcsponse to the challenge of these critical problems will 
have major consequences for the fiiture of life on Earth. Humanity stands at a defining moment in 
its history. 

III. World View 

1 . The biosphere is a unity, a unique and indivisible ecosystem, and al1 of its diverse constituent 
parts are interdependent. 

2. Humanity is part of nature and îhe community of life, and al1 life depends for sunival and well- 
being on the functioning of natural systems. 



3. Every life fonn is unique and posseses iahiasic value independent of its worth to humanity. 
Nature as a whole and the wmmunity of life warrant respect. 

IV. A Cornmon Concern and Universal Responsi'bility 

1. The well-being of the community of Life and the protection of the environment are a common 
concern of humanity. 

2. Nature as a whole, the Earth, and al1 life f o m  should be respected. Al1 persons have a 
fiindamental fespoc~s~ility to respect and care for the conmiimity of life. 

3. Protect, preseme, and, i iwfar as possible, =tore the health and integrity of ecosystems, 
ensuring the functioning of essentiai cmlogical proce= and life support systexns throughout the 
Earîh- 

a. Provide spatial protection to fiagile ecosystcms such as are found in deserts, semi-arid lands, 
mountains, wetlands, and certain c o d  areas and on small islands. 

4. Conserve biodiversity including the diversity of species, the range of genetic stocks within each 
species, and the variety of ecosystems. 

a. Provide special protection to endangered species and their habitats. 

V. The Rights of People 

1. Al1 human beings, including future gmerations, have a right to an environment adequate for 
their health, well-being, and dignity, and the responsibility to proted the environment. 

2. Al1 persons, without being rquired to prove an interest, have the right to seek, receive, and 
disseminate information on activities or measures that are likely to have environmental impact and 
the right to participate, individually or follectively, in relevant decision-rnaking processes. 

3. AI1 peoples have a right to their economic, social, political and cultural development and a 
responsibility to adopt sustainable pattems of development. 

4. Al1 human rights and finidamental îreedoms are interdependent and indivisible. 

VI. Sustainable Development 

1. The purpose of development is to meet the basic needs of humanity, improve the quality of life 
for all, and ensure a secure future. 

2. Al1 hurnanity has the duty to integrate environmental conservation with development activity at 
al1 stages and levels so as to achieve sustainable development, keeping human resoufce use and 
related a c t i v i ~  w i t b  the litnits of the canying capacity of supporting ecosystems. Sustainable 
development promotes the well-king of both people and ecosystems. 

3. Protection of the environment is best achieved by preventing environmental harm rather than by 
atternpting to remedy or compensate for such harm. 

a. Activities which are likely to cause irreversible environmental change or damage should be 
avoided aitogether. 



4. Activities which are likely to cause potential or actual hann to the environment shall be preceded 
by a thorough environmental impact assessment, 

5. Precautionq Principle: In situations where there is the risk of irreversble or serious damage to 
the environment, lack of full scientific d t y  shall not be used as reason to postpone action to 
avoid potentially irreversiile or serious hami to the environment. 

6. The development and implanentation of appropriate dcmographic policies, ensuring that human 
population levels remain within the anyuig capacity of the Earth, are neoessary to impove the 
quality of life for all p p l e  and to proteet tbe aivironme~~t, 

7. The elimination of unsustainable patkms of production and conswnption is essential and 
requires adoption of the following masures. 

. .  . 
a. Mmmze the depletion of non-tenewable rcsoiuces. b. Ensure dl raiewable nsources are used 
sustainably. c. Use aii resoufces with msîmht and as efnciaitly as possible. d. Devdop and adopt 
technologies that in- enagy efficiency. c. Dcvelop and adopt tccbwlogies tbat use mewable 
resources to generate cnergy. f. Prevmt, duce, and contml pollution. g. Minimize waste: duce 
the volume of materials use& reuse, recycle. 

8. Govemments, businesses and other organizations should cooperate in promoting the 
development and adoption of environmentally sound technologies. 

9. Policy makers should adopt a systan of economic indicators for measuring economic health and 
development that reflects the full social and environmental cost of human activities, thereby 
integrating environmental and cconomic mc9sraes. 

10. The prices of u>mmodities and raw materials should reflect the full direct and indirect social 
and environmental costs of theu extraction, production, transport, marketing, and, where 
appropriate, ultimate disposal. 

1 1. Peace and security, environmental protection, sustainable development, and respect for human 
rights and hdamental fieedorns are interdependent and indivisible. 

VII. Equity and Justice 

1. Intergenerational Equity: Each geaeration has a responsibility to recognize lirnits to its fireedom 
of action in relation to the eavironment and to a d  accordingIy with appropriate care and restraint so 
that fûture generations inherit a worid that meets their needs. 

2. The achievement of sustainable development requires creation of a just and equitable 
international economic system which ensues that the costs and benefits arising fkom the use of 
naturai resources are shared fâirly among the nations, between rich and poor, and between present 
and future generations. 

3. The eradication of poverty is an ethical imperaiive and an essential requirement for sustainable 
development and environmental protection. 

4. The particular situation and needs of developing countries, especially of the least developed and 
most environrnentally vulnerable, is a high priority, and the developed countries bear a special 
responsibility to provide essentid financial, s c id f i c ,  technical, and legal assistance in support of 
the developing corntries' pursuit of environmental wfl~ervation and sustainable developmerit. 



5. States should cooperate with otha nations in establishing joint research efforts for developing 
environrnentally sound tedmologies and facilitate the tramfer of such technologies, strenghening 
national capacities and accelerating the transition to sustainable development throughout the world. 

6. Equality and equity between womm and men and the fidi participation of womm in al1 spheres 
of social, cultural, economic, and political life, including management decision-making, are 
essential to the achievement of environmental consenmiion a d  sustainable development. 

7. The identity, culture, and intcrests of indigenous peoples, and espia l ly  their traditional 
approaches to sustainable development, should be respectcd d mpported. Indigenous peoples 
have the right to control th& lands, tenitories and aahaal ~CSO~~CCS, and Lhey should be provided 
opportunities to participate in decision-maLing processes that are likcly to affect th& interests in 
the area of environment and devt1opncat 

VIII. Governance and Securïty 

1. Al1 States have (a) the sovereign nght to utilizc thcir resources to meet their sustainable 
development needs and (b) the responsibility to develop and irnplmient a national plan for the 
protection and preservation of the environment within the levels of th& national jurisdiction, and 
to ensure that activities within their jurïsdiction or control do not cause potential or actual harm to 
the environment of other States or areas beyond the limits of nationai jurisdiction. 

2. In view of the different contn'butions to global environmental degradation and differences in 
financial and technological remarces, States have cornmon but diffcrentiated respo~l~l'bilities. 
Accordingly, the developcd countries aclcnowledge the responsibilities that they bear in the 
international pursuit of sustainable development. 

3. Transparent and accuuntable governance and the democratic participation of al1 concernecl 
persons in decision-making processes are prerequisites for achievement of environmental 
protection and sustainable development. 

a. Strengthen NGOs and increase their participation 

4. Environmental education progranis sbould be established in school system~ as an integral part of 
general education at al1 levels, and environmental information and opportunities for environmental 
training should be provided to the public, ensuring that all people have the Eoiowledge, skills, and 
values to cooperate in protecting the ~11vironment and achieving sustainable development. 

5. Al1 persons have the right to efftctive access to judicial and administrative proceedings, 
including for redress and remedy, in dorcing th& environmental ri@. States shall ensure that a 
person in another State who is adversely affected by transboundary environmental h m  has the 
right of access to administrative and judicial procedures equal to that afTorded to its own citizens in 
cases of domestic environmental law, 

6. States shall develop national law regarding liability and compensation for the victims of 
pollution and other environmental damage. Each State is liable for significant harm to the 
environment of other States and to areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. States shall 
ceaçe the activities causing significant harm, restore the damaged environment insofar as possible, 
and where that is not possible, provide compensation or other rernedy for the harm. 

7. States shall resolve al1 their environmental disputes peacehilly and by appropriate means in 
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. 
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8. States shall c o o p t e  in the f i d e r  development of intemational Iaw and in formulating and 
strengthening of international d e s ,  standards and r8comuended pradias on issues of oommon 
concern for the protection and preservation of the environment and sustainable use of naturai 
resources, taking into account the need for flexible means of implernentation based on their 
respective capabilities. 

K. Environmental Protection 

1. States shall take, individually or jointly as appmpriate, al1 measures necessary to prevent, 
reduce, and contr01 pollution, giving special attention to the disposal in an environmentaily safe 
manner of radioadive, toxic, and other haaudous wastcs that cannot be reused or recycled. 

2. States shall conduct and encourage scientific research and cstablish scientific monitoring 
programs for the c o l i d o n  of envllonmc11tal information on aU aspects of the environment and on 
human environmental impacts, ensure the dissaninatioon of sciatific data and idonnation, and 
promote scientific cooperation in the fields of cnvin,n.mcntal conservation and sustainable 
development, stricngthaiing d o n a l  +tics. 

3. States shall establish sptcific national standards, including emission, quaiity, product, and 
process standards, design4 to prevent harm to the enWonment or to restore or enhance 
environmental quaiity. 

4. States shall take appropriate measures to prevent transboundary environmental harm. Do not do 
to others what you would not do to your own citizens. 

a Ensure prior and timely notification and consultation. 
b. Set standards, monitor, exchange information. 
c. Establish contingency plans for emergeacies, including prompt notification. 

5.  Transboundary natural resowcts should be used in a reasonable and equitable manner, and 
States should cùoperate with other States in the conservation and restoration of such natural 
resources. 

6. States have an obligation to protect and presewe the atmosphere and to take appropriate 
measwes with regard to activities under their jurisdiction or control to prevent, reduce, or control 
any atmospheric interferience or signifiant risk thefeoc which threatens harm to human health, the 
comrnunity of life, or ecosysterns. 

7. States shall ensure the conservation and where necessary the regeneration of soils for al1 living 
s y s tems b y taking effective rneasures to prevent soi1 erosion, to combat deserti fication, to 
safeguard the prw;esses of organic decomposition and to promote the continuing f d i t y  of soils. 

8. States shall take al1 appropriate measutes to maintain and restore the q d t y  of water including 
atmospheric, marine, ground and surface fiesh water, to meet basic human needs and as an 
essential component of aquatic systems. They shall, in particular, establish standards to safeguard 
the supply and quality of drinking water and to maintain the capacity of aquatic systerns to support 
life. 

9. States shall prohibit the intentional introduction into the environment of alien or modified 
organisms which are likely to have adverse effects on other organisms or the environment. They 
shall also take the appropriate measures to prevent accidental introduction or escape of such 
organisms. 

10. Nature shall be secured against degradation c a d  by wadàre or other rn i l iw activities. 
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1 1. Nahiral and cultural areas, including Antarctica, of outstanding aesthetic, cultural, ecological, 
scientific, and spiritual significance should k identifie& pmtected, preserved, and restored. 

12. Outer space, including the moon and other oclestial bodies, is part of the cornmon heritage of 
humanity, and the exploration and use of outer space should be canied out exclusively for peacefiil 
purposes and so as to equitably beaefit a d  serve the intetests of all nations and peoples, including 
future generations. The exploration and use of outer space should avoid the hamiful contamination 
of the environment in spacc and on the moon and other celestial bodies and should also avoid 
causing harm to the enviromait on Earth tbrough introduction o f c x h s t d a l  matter. 

Note: The NCN/UNEP/WW report Clring for the Earth (1991) endorses the principle that: 
"People should treat dl cnatiires damtly, anâ proten îhan h m  cruehy, avoidable suffiering, and 
unnecessary kiliing." Howcvcr, to date this principle, which W cuncemed with the treatment of 
individual sentient beings as distinct h m  specics. bas mt been included or recommended for 
inclusion in international law. 

SURVEY OF PRINCIPLES 

The following principles are listed in web site topic by topic, as below, with links to pages listing 
al1 international agreements which touch upon the topic. The SUMMARY (above) represents the 
author's, Rockefeller's consolidation of thcse principlcs. 

A Global Partnership 
The Problems Facing Hurnanity 
The Unity of the Biosphere and Interdependnia Hurnanity is Part of Nature and the Community 
of Life The Intrinsic Value of Al1 Life Fonns and Respect for Nature A C~mmon C m w m  of 
Humanity 
Preserve the Health of Natural Systems 
Conserve Biodiversity 
The Individual's Right to a Healthy Environment A Universal Responsibility to Protect the 
Environment The Right of AI1 Peoples to Developrnerit 
Integraion of Environment and Development A Poky of kevention 
Environmental Impact Assessrnent 
Precautionary Principle 
Establishing Appropriate Demographic Policies 
Elhination of Unsusbinable Production and Consumption 
a- minimize depletion of non-renewable rcsources 
b. ensure renewable resources are used sustainably 
c. use al1 resources with restraint and as efficiently as possi'ble 
d. increase energy efficiency 
e. promote use of renewable resources to generate cnergy f. minimize waste: reduce, reuse, recycle 
Development and Transfer of Tecbnology 
htegration of Environmental and Ecommic Measures The Poliuter Pays 
Peace, Development, Envifonment, and Human Rights are interdependent Values 
Intergenerational Equity and Respomiility A Just and Equitable international Economic Order The 
Eradication of Poverty 
Financial and Technical Assistance for Developing Countries Full and Equal Participation of 
Women 
The Rights and Role of Indigenous Peoples The Rights and Raponsibilities of States Dernomatic 
Participation 
a. the role of NGOs 
b. the role of youth 
Environmentai Education 



Equal Access to Administrative and Jtidicial Procedures Liability and Rernedy (Restoration or 
Compensation) Non-violent Conflict Resolution 
Development of International Environmental Law Prevent, Reduce, Cantrol Pollution 
Science and Technology 
Environmental Standards and Monitoring 
Prevention of Transùoundaty Ham 
Equitable Use of Transboundary Natural Resources Protection of the Atmosphae 
Conservation and R e g e n d o n  of Soils 
Preservation and Restoration of Water Quality Introduction of Alien and Modified Organisms 
Prevention of Environmental Degradation Caused by Military Activïties Preserving Humanity's 
Cultural and Natural Heritage Protection of the Environment of  Outer Space Hurnane Treatment of 
Living Beings 



World Scientists' Warning to Huminity 
(April 1993) 

Introduction Human beings and the natural world are on a collision course. Human activities 
inflict harsh and ofien irreversible damage on the environment and on critical resources. If not 
check&, many of our current practices put at serious risk the friture that we wish for human 
society and the plant and animal lcingdoms, and may so alter the living world that it will be unable 
to sustain life in the manner that we know. Fundamental changes are urgent if we are to avoid the 
collision our present course will b ~ g  about. 

The Environment The environment is suffering critical stras. 

The Atmosphere Stratospheric ozone depletion threatens us with enhanced ultraviolet radiation 
at the earth's surface, which can be darnaging or lcthal to many life forms. Air pollution near 
ground level, and acid precipitation, are alrcady ausing widasprcad injury to humans, forests, 
and crops. 

Water Resources Heedless exploitation of depletable ground water supplies endangers food 
production and other essential human systems. Heavy demands on the world's surface waters 
have resulted in serious shortages in some 80 countries, containhg 40 percent of the world's 
population. Pollution of nvers, lakes, and ground water fùrther limits the supply. 

Oceans Destructive pressure on the oceans is severe, particularly in the coastal regions which 
produce rnost of the world's food fish. The total marine catch is now at or above the estimated 
maximum sustainable yield. Somc fisherics have already shown signs of collapse. Rivers 
canying heavy burdens of eroded soil into the seas also cany industrial, municipal, agricultural, 
and livestock waste-some of it toxic. 

Soi1 Loss of soil productivity, which is causing extensive land abandonment, is a widespread by- 
product of curent practices in agriculture and animal husbandry. Since 1945, 1 1 percent of the 
earth's vegetated surface has been degraded-an area larger than India and China combined-and 
per capita food production in many parts of the world is decreasing. 

Forests Tropical min forests, as well as tropical and temperate dry forests, are king destroyed 
rapidly. At present rates, some critical forest types will be gone in a few years, and most of the 
tropical rain forest will be gone before the end of the next centuxy. With them will go large 
numbers of plant and animal species. 

Living Species The irreversible loss of species, which by 2100 may reach one-third of al1 
species now living, is especially serious. W e  are losing the potential they hold for providing 
medicinal and other benefits, and the contribution that genetic diversity of life fonns gives to the 
robustness of the world's biological systems and to the astonishing beauty of the earth itself 

Much of this damage is irreversible on a scale of centuries, or permanent. Other proces~es appear 
to pose additional threats. Increasing Levels of gases in the atmosphere h m  human activities, 
including carbon dioxide released fiom fossil fùel buming and fiom deforestation, may alter 
climate on a global scale. Predictions of global wanning are stiil uncertain-with projected effects 
ranging fiom tolerable to very severe-but the potential nsks are very great. 

Our massive tampenng with the world's interdependent web of life--coupled with the 
environmental damage inflicted by deforestation, species los ,  and climate change-could trigger 
widespread adverse effects, including unpredictable collapses of critical biological systems whose 
interactions and dynamics we only imperféctly understand. 
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Uncertainty over the extent of these effects cannot excuse complaccncy or delay in facing the 

Population nie earih is h i te .  Its ability to absorb wastes and destructive effluent is finite. Its 
ability to provide f d  and energy is finite. Its ability to provide for growing nurnbers of people is 
finite. And we are fart approaching many of the carth's limits. Cirmnt econornic practices wkch 
darnage the environment, in both developod and underdeveloped nations, cannot be continued 
without the risk that vital global systems wiii be damagd beyond W. 

Pressures resulting from uarestrained population p w t h  put dan& on the naîurai world thaî 
can ovenvhelm any efforts to acbievc a sustainable hmtrt. If WC âre to halt the destruction of our 
environment, we must accept limits to that p w i h .  A World Bank esbimate indicates that worid 
population will not stabilize at less t h  12.4 billion, M e  the United Nations concludes that the 
eventuai totai could mach 14 billion, a near txïpbg of foda))~ [1993] 5.4 billion Bu& even at this 
moment, one pason io five Iives in absolute povaty without aiough to est, and one in ten suffas 
serious malnutrition. 
No more t)isn one or a f w  decades runain befart the &ancc to avm the thrcats we QOW c o n h t  

will be lost and the for h d t y  mmieasirrably dimini.chad, 

Warning We the undersignal, senior menibers of the worid's scientific commdty, hereby wam 
al1 humanity of what Lies ahead. A gmat change in our stewardship of the earth and the life on it is 
required, if vast human mi- is to be avoided and o u .  global home on this plmet is not to be 
irretrievably mutilated. 

What We Must Do Five inextricably linked areas must be addressai simultaneously: 

1. We must bring environmentally damiging rctivities under control to restore 
and protect the integrity of the errth's systems n e  depend on. We must, for example, 
move away fiom fossil fuels to more benign, inexhaustible energy sources to cut greenhouse gas 
emissions and the pollution of our air and water. Priority must be given to the development of 
energy sources rnatched to Third World needs-smaU-scale and relatively easy to implernent. 

We must halt deforestation, injury to and loss of agricultural land, and the loss of terrestrial and 
marine plant and animal species. 

2. W e  must manage resources crucial to human welfare more effectively. We must 
give high priority to efficient use of energy, water, and other materials, including expansion of 
conservation and recycling. 

3. We must stabilize population. This will be possible only if aII nations 
recognize that i t  requires improved socZaI and economic conditions, and the 
adoption of effective, voluntary family planning. 

4. We must reduce and eventually tliminate poverty. 

5. We must ensure sexual equality, and guarantee women control over their own 
reproductive decisions. 

The developed nations are the largest polluters in the wodd today. They must greatly reduce their 
overconsumption, if we are to reduce pressures on resources and the global environment. The 
developed nations bave the obligation to provide aid and support to devefoping nations, because 
only the developed nations have the financial resources and the technical skills for these tasks. 



Acting on this recognition is not altruism, but enlightened self-interest: whether industrialized or 
not, we al1 have but one lifeboat. No nation can escape h m  injuxy when global biological 
systems are damagecl. No nation can escape h m  conflicts o v a  increasingly scarce resources. In 
addition, environmental and economic instabilities will cause mass migrations with incalculable 
consequences for developed and undevefoped nations alike. 

Developing nations must realizc that environmental damagt is one of the gravest threats they face, 
and that attempts to blunt it will be overwhclmed if th& populations go unchecked. The greatest 
peril is to become trapped in spirals of environmental decline, pverty, and unrest, leading to 
social, econornic, and environmental collapse. 

Success in this global cndeavor will require a gmat rcduction in violence and war. Resources 
now devoted to the M o n  and COILdUd ofwar-am~imting to ovcr $1 trillion annually-will be 
badly needed in the new îasks and should be diverteci to the new challenges. 

A new ethic is required-a new attitude towards discharging our responsbility for caring for 
ourselves and for the ear&h. WC must rccognizc the carth's lirnited capacity to provide for us. We 
must recognize its hgiiity. We must no longer allow it to be ravaged. This ethic must motivate a 
great movement, convincing rcluctant leaders and reluctant govemments and reluctant peoples 
themselves to efféct the needed cbanges. 

The scientists issuing this waming h o p  that our m a g e  wiH reach and affect people everywhere. 
We need the help of many. 

We require the help of the worid community of scieatists--natural, social, 
economic, political; 

We require the help of the world's business and industrial leaders; 

We require the help of the world's religious leaders; and 

We require the help of the world's peoples. 

We cal1 on a11 to join us in this task 

The Union of Concerned Scient&& sent the World Scientists' Waming for endorsement to ail 
scientists woridwide who have been awarded the Nobel Prire; to membem of 10 national science 
academies in AfLica, Canada, Europe, Russiu, the United Kingdom, and the United States; and to 
selected scientim in Chim. India, Japun, and Law Amerka. 

Over 1670 scientists, incliuding 104 Nobel h m a t e s - ~  majority of the Iiving recipienis of the 
Prize in the sciences-have si@ the Waming su fur. &se men and women represent 71 

counhies, inciuding ail of the 19 [mgest economic pwers, al1 of the I2 most populous ~ t i o n r .  12 
countn'es in AJnca, 14 in Asïa, 19 in Europe, and 12 in Latin Amenencat 



The World Charter for Nature 

me General Assembh of the United Narioris 
Reaffirming the fiindamentai purposes of the United Nations, in particular the maintenance of 

international peace and security, the development of fnendly relations among nations and the 
achievement of international cooperation in solving international problems of an economic, social, 
cultural, technical, intelieaual or humanitarian clmader- 

Aware that: 
a) Mankind is a part of nature and life dcpends on the unintemipted fûnctioning of natural systems 
which ensure the supply of energy and nuîrieats. 
b) Civilization is motcd in nature, which has shaped human culture and infiuenced al1 artistic and 
scientific achievemcnt, and iiving in harmony with nature gins m m  the best opportunities for the 
development of his crcativity, and for rest d reaeation. 

Convinced tbat: 
a) Every form of life is unique, w-ting r e g d s s  of its worth to man, and to accord 
other organisms such recognition man must be guided by a moral code of action. 
b) Man can alter nature and exhaust natural rtsourw by bis action or its consequenus and 
therefore, must Mly reoognize the urgency of maintaining the stability and quality of nature and of 
conserving natural resources. 

Persuaded that: 
a) Lasting benefits h m  nature depead upon the maintenance of essentiai ecological processes and 
life support systerns, and upon the diversity of life forms, wbich are jmpardized through excessive 
exploitation and habitat destrucfion by man. 
b) The degradation of natwal systems owing to excessive consumption and misuse of natutal 
resources, as well as to failure to establish an appropriate economic order among peoples and 
among States, leads to the breakdown of the economic, social and political framework of 
Civilization. 
c) Cornpetition for scarce resources creates cunflicts, whereas the conservation of nature and 
natural resources contriiutes to justice and the maintenance of peace. 

Reaffirming that man must acquire the knowledge to maintain and enhance his ability to use 
natural resources in a manner which ensures the presewation of the species and ecosystems for the 
benefit of present and fùture generations. 

Finnly convinceci of the need for appropnate measures, at the national and international, 
individual and collective, and private and public levels, to protect nature and pmmote international 
cooperation in this field. 

Adopts, to these ends, the present World Charter for Nature, which proclaims the following 
principles of conservation by which all human conduct affécting nature is to be guided and judged. 

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
1 - Nature shall be respected and its essential processes shall not be impairied. 
2. The genetic Mability on the earth shall not be compromised; the population levels of al1 life 
fonns, wild and domesticated, must be at least sufficient for their survival, and to this end 
necessary habitats shall be safeguarded. 
3. Al1 areas of the earth, both land and sea, shall be subject to these principles of conservation; 
special protection shall be given to unique areas, to representative samples of al1 the different types 
of ecosystems and to the habitats of rare or endangered species. 
4. Ecosystems and organisms, as well as the land, marine and aûnospheric resources that are 
utilized by man, shall be managed to achieve and maintain optimum sustainable productivity but 



not in such a way as to endanger the integrity of those other ecosystems or species with which they 
coexist. 
5. Nature shall be secured against degrdation caused by warfare or other hostile activities. 

II. FUNCTIONS 
6 .  In the decision-making process it shall be recognized that man's needs c m  be met only by 
ensuring the proper fünctioning of nahical +CHE a d  by rcspccting tbe principla set forth in the 
present Charter. 
7. h the planning and implementation of social and cc~nomic development activities, due account 
shall be taken of the fact that the c o d o n  of naturc is an integrai part of those activities. 
8. In fomulating long-tem plans for economic development, population growth and the 
improvment of standards of living, dut aumunt s i A l  be taken of the long-tam capacity of natural 
systems to ensure the suôsidcmr ud settlanmt of the population mncnned, r e a ~ ~ ~ g  that this 
capacity may be enùanced througb science and tecbnology. 
9. The allocation of areas of the carth to vaxious uses s h d  be plamal, and due account shall be 
taken of the physical constraints, the biological poductivvity and divusity and the natural beauty of 
the areas c o n ~ e ~ l e d .  
10. Natural resources shall not be wasted, but used with a rrsa9int appopnate to the principles set 
forth in the present Charter, in accordance with the following des.  

a) Living resources shall w t  be utilizcd in exces of thek natural capacity for regenmation; 
b) The productivity of mils shall be maintained or enhanceci through masures which 
safeguard their long-tcnn fcrtility and the process of organic dccornposition, and prevent 
erosion and al1 other fonns of degradation; 
c) Resources, including water, which are not consumed as they are used, shail be reused or 
recycled; 
d) Non-renewable resources which are cunsumed as they are used shall be exploite. with 
resîraïnt, taking into account their abundance, the rational possibilities of converthg them for 
consumption, and the compatibility of their exploitation with the functioaing of natural 
systems. 

1 1. Activities which might have an impact on nature shall be controlled, and the best available 
technologies that minimite significant risks to nature or other adverse effects shdl be use-, In 
pareicular: 

a) Activities which are likely to cause irreversi'ble damage to nature shall be avoided; 
b) Activities which are likely to pose a significant nsk to nature shall be preceded by an 
exhaustive examination; their proponents shall demonstrate that exposed benefits outweigh 
potential damage to nature, and where potential adverse effects are not fûliy understood, the 
activities should not proœed; 
c) Activities which rnay disturb nature shall be preceded by assesment of their consequences, 
and environmental impact studies of development projects shall be conducted sufficiently in 
advance, and if they are to be undertaken, such activities shall be planneû and c h e d  out so as 
to m i n h k  potential adverse &eds; 
d) Agriculture, grating, forestry and fisheries practices shall be adapted to the natural 
characteristics and constraints of given areas; 
e) Areas degraded by human activities shall be rehabilitated for purposes in accord with their 
natural potential and compatiile with the well-king of affeded populations. 

1 2. Discharge of pollutants into natural systems shall be avoided and: 
a) Where this is not feasible, such pollutants shall be treated at the source, using the best 
practicable means available; 
b) Special precautions shall be taken to pment discharge of radioactive or toxic wastes. 

1 3. Measures intended to prevent, wntrol or lirnit natural disasters, infesbtions and diseases shall 
be specifically directed to the causes of these saurges and shall avoid adverse side-effects on 
nature. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION 
1. The principla set forth in the preseat Charter shall be rdected in the law and practice of each 
State, as well as at the intemational level. 
14. Knowledge of nature shall be broadly dissemhted by d l  possible means, particularly by 
ecological education as an integral psrt of gaiaal e d d o m  
16. Al1 planning shall include, among its essentid elements, the formulation of strategies for the 
conservation of nature, the establishment of inventories of ccosystems and assessments of the 
effects on nature of proposed policies d adivities; dl of the elements shall be disclosed to the 
public by appropriate means in thne to parnit &&ve ooasultation d parti ci patio^^. 
17. Funds, programs a d  administrative structures naxssary to achïeve the objective of the 
conservation of nature shall be p v i d d  
18. Constant efforts shall be made to incfe8se knowledge of nature by scicntific tcsearch and to 
disseminate such knowledge unimpded by restriction of any khi. 
19. The status of natural processes, and rh.LI be closely moniforcd to amble 
early detection of degradation or th- canire h e l y  in tav~t ion  and Eacilitate the evduation of 
conservation policies and mclliob. 
20. Military activities damaghg to nrtirr rhiill be d d d  
2 1. States aad, to the extent they are able, otha public authontics, intcmatiod organizations, 
individuais, groups aad oorporations shall: 

a) Cooperate in the tas& of conserving nature through cornmon activities and otha relevant 
actions, includiag information exchange and consultations; 
b) Establish standards for products and manufaduring processes thaî may have adverse effects 
on nature, as weli as agreed methodologies for ~ssessing these effccts; 
c) Irnplement the applicable international legal provision for the consemition of nature and the 
protection of die environment; 
d) Ensure that advities within thCu jurisdictions or contml do mit cause damage to the natwal 
systerns located within oths Sates or in the amas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction; 
e) Safeguard and consave nature in areas beyond national jurisdiction. 

22. Taking fiilly into account the sovereignty of States over their natural cesources, each State 
shall give effect to the provisions of the present Charter through its competmt organs and in 
cooperation with other States. 
23. Al1 persons, in accordance with their national legislation, shall have the oppoxtunity to 
participate, individually or wiîh othas, in the formulation of decisions of direct coacern to their 
environment, and shali have access to mcans of rcdress when their environment has suffered 
damage or degradation. 
24. Each person has a duty to ad  in accordance with the provisions of the present Charter, acting 

individually, in association with others or through participation in the political P~OC~SS, each person 
shall strive to ensure that the objectives and requirements of the present Charter are met. 
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Charter of Rights for Sustainable Development 
(Dale 1995) 

The biosphere is a oommunity to which we belong ratha than a commodity belonging to us. 

Al1 species have inherent value in the biosphere. 

Human beings have stewardship for the quality of water, air and soi1 of the biosphere. 

n i e  entropic throughput of na- resource~ shodd reflect tbcir reai costs as a factor in production 
and consumption. 

The heaith and w e l l - k g  of human and dl other species is insepanble from the heaith and well- 
being of  the biosphere. 

Development must be in harmony with the environment. 

Any production that is not sustainable c a m t  be counted as capital. 

Optimal allocation of human and n a t d  resources must be in hannony with optimal scaîe, 
recognizing the finite limits of the biosphere. 

Hurnan activity must not be mnducted at the irreversible expense of other species and ecosystems. 

Sustainable development maintains or enhances the integrity of natural capital, thereby contributing 
to the increased weli-king of the human species. 

The present generation has an obligation to future generations. 

The h d t h  of  one nation ultimately affects the health of al1 nations. 



Appendix M 
Three Differing Myths of Ecologicd Causrtion 
(adapted from Holling 1984) 

Three distinct viewpoints, metaphors or rnyths have dominatd perceptions of ecologicd causation, 
behaviour and management. The nrst is an equiiiirium-centered view that emphasizes oonstancy 
of behaviour over tirne. The second is a dynamic view that ernphasizes the existence of a number 
of stability regions and the d e  of instability in the maintenance of d e n c e  of ecologicai systems. 
The third is an evolutiomuy view that highligûts organizational change and the surprises generated 
by such change. 

Equilibrium-centercd "Nature Constant" 

This viewpoint emphasizes wt only coasllticy in thne but, as well, spatial homogeaeïty and linear 
causation. It leads to cquiii'bnum thdories a d  fo unpirial measuns of constarwy that cmphasizt 
averaging vuiability in time and averaging "grainines" in space. It rcpiesents a policy world of a 
benign Nature where trials and mistakes of any scale can be made with mc~very assured once the 
disturbance is removecl. Since th- are no penalties to size, ody benefits to increasing scale, it 
l ads  to notions of large and hornogcn8ous doonomic deve10pmcnts that are seen as affecting other 
biophysical systerns but not king affectcd by thcm (Patten 1975; Pimm 1984; Webster et ai. 
1975). 

Multiple equilibria strtes "Nature Engineerdn and "Nature Resiïient" 

This second viewpoint is a dynamk one that cmphasizes the existence of more than one stable 
state. In one variant, the instability is sttn as maintaining the resilience of ecological systems 
(Holling 1963). It emphasizes variability, spatial heterogeneity and nonlhear causation. This 
viewpoint emphasizes the qualitative pmperties of key ecological processes that determine the 
existence or not of stable regions and of boundaries separating those regions. Continuous 
behaviour is expected over defined periods that are ended by sharp changes induced by i n t d  
time dynamics or by exogenous eveats, at tirnes large, at times small. The length of the period of 
continuous behaviour often determines the magnitude of the resulting change and affects policy 
recommendations. For example, an equiliôrium-centered position would argue that waming of 
climate because of accumulation of greenhouse gases will proceed slowly enough that ecological 
and social proceses will adapt on their own to kœp pace. Designed efforts to facilitate adjusûnent 
are unnecessary because existing crop types, for example, are likely to be developed to be well 
adapted to prevailing conditions. This second viewpoint of dynamic, nonlinear nature, however, 
suggests just the opposite - that slow changes of the type expected might be so successfidly 
absorbed and ignored that a sharp, discontin~)us change becornes inevitable. 

Sirnilarly, spatial graininess, small relative to the movement of an organism7 is presumed to be 
averaged-out in an equilibrium-centered view (Levins 1968). The nonlinear viewpoint, however, 
presents the possibility that srnall scale events cascade upwards. That has been described for 
climatic behaviour (Lorenz 1964). And for ecological systems, Steele (1974) notes, as well, that 
widely ranging animals feed on small-scale spatial variability. If fish could not discover and 
remain in plankton patches they could not exist. 



Organizationnl change "Nature Evolving" 

The final viewpoint is one of evolutionary change. Successful efforts to constrain nanual 
variability lead to self-simplification and fragility. A variety of genetic, cornpetitive and 
behavioural processes maintain balances in the values of parameters. If the variability changes, the 
balance shifts. Stability domains shrink, key variables become more homogeneous, e.g. species 
composition, age structure, spatial distribution. Perturbations that previously could be absorbed no 
longer can be. 

The resulthg surprises cm be pathological if continuing control requires ever increasing vigilance 
and cost. But if conîrol is intemal and self-regulated - Le. homeostatic - then the possibility opens 
for organizational change bacause the benefits ernbedded in a larger ecologicai or social system 
significantly e x c d  the costs of local control. Hence evolutionary change requins not ody 
concepts of function but concepts of organization that conceni the way elements are connected 
within subsystems d the way subsystems are embedded in larger ones. Community food weôs 
and trophic relations they represent are an example and have long been a part of ecology. 

Those and related developments, connected in turn to hierarchical theory (Simon 1973) on the one 
hand, and the stabiiity and resilience concepts descrî'bed earlier, on the other, are starting to provide 
the hmework required for comprehending organizational evolution (Allen and Starr 1982). 



Appendix N 
Five Frameworks for Sustainable Development 

Again, this Appendix is designed to illustrate the weaith of rrcommendations and different 
paradigms conceming the sustainable developnait imperative, from which institutions oould draw 
upon, if they chose to do so. 

Ecocentric Ethics 
(Merchant 1992, pp. 76-78) 

Ecocentric cthics art rooted in a holistic, ratha than mechanistic, metaphysics. Holism is 
bas& on five assumptious: 

The a l e  qualifies eacti part; m n v d y ,  a change 
the whole. Eoollogiailly, this has bcm illustrat4d 

by the idea that no part of an ecosystem can be removcd without dtcring the dynamics of the cycle. 
If too many changes occur, an emsystan collapses. Altetlllltively, to remove the parts h m  the 
environment for study in the laboratory may result in a distorted understanding of the ecological 
system as a whole. 
2. The whole is greater than the sum of the parts. UnWrc the concept of identity in which the 
whole equals the sum of the parts, ecologid systems e x m a i c c  synergy: the combineci Mion of 
separate parts may produce an effect greater than the sum of individual effects. This can be 
exemplified by the dumping of organic M a g e  and industrial pollutants into Iakes and rivers. The 
bacterial increases may cause those drinking or swirnming in the water to bemme ill. But if the 
bottom of  the lake is covered with metallic mer-, the overall hazard is more than doubled 
because the bacteria may also transform the metallic mercury into toxic methyl mercury which 
becomes concentrated in the food chah 
3. Knowledge is context-debendent. As opposed to the context independence assumption of 
mechanism, in holisa each pait at any instant takes its meaning h m  the whole. For example, in a 
hologram, produced by directing laser light tfirough a haIf-silvered mirror, each part of the three- 
dimensional image contains information about the whole objcd. There are many--ne and one-to- 
many relationships, rather than the point to p i n t  correspondences between object and image found 
in classical optics. Similarly, in perception, objects are integrated patterns. The whole is perceived 
k t  with an awareness of hidden aspects, background, and recognition of patterns, as when one 
views a tree or a house. 
4. The ~rimacv of ~ f o c e s s  over ~azts. As opposed to the close., isolatexi equilibrium and near- 
equilibrium systems studies in classical physics (su& as the s tem engine), biological and social 
systems are open. These are steady-state systems in which matter and energy are mnstantly being 
exchanged with the surroundings. Living things are dissipative structures, resulting fiom a 
continual flow of energy, just as in a vortex in a stream is a structure arising h m  the continually 
changing water molecules swirling through it. Ilya Prigogene describes an open, far-fiom- 
equi librium thennodynamics in which new order and organization can mise spontaneousl y. 
Nonluiear relationships ocair in which d inputs can spontaneously produce large effects. 

Continual change and process are w t  only Agnificant in ccology, but also are fundamental 
to the new physics. Physicist David Bohm in his book WwIeness und the ImpIimte Order (1 980) 
describes process as originating fiom an undivided multidimensional wholeness called a 
holomovernent Within the holomovanent is an implicate orda that unfolds to becorne the explicate 
order of stable, recurring elements observai in the everyday world. The holomovement is Iife- 
implicit, the -und of both inanimate matter and of iife. 



5. The unie of humans and nonhuman na-, As opposed to nature/cdture duaiism, in holism 
humans and nature are part of the same organic cosmological system. While theoretical ecologists 
often focus their research on aatural areas removed h m  human impact, hman (or political) 
ecologists study the mutual interactions between society and non-human nature. 

Just as mechanism dovetailed with certain plitical assurnptions, so holism has been seen to 
imply particular kinds of politics. Holism found favor among philosophers and ecologists during 
the 1920s. In the 1930s, however, its emphasis on the whoIe over and above the parts was 
viewed as being consistent with fascism. This contributed to the relacement of holistic and 
organisrnic assumptions in biology by mechanistic modes of description. In the 1960s and 1970s 
holistic ideas retumed, with the blossoming of small-scale back-to-the land communes and 
households in which decision-makbg was vested in the consensus of the whole group. Recently 
the emergence of green politics has given rise to a political movement dedicated to the 
establishment of an ecologically viable socicîy. Drawiag on holistic assumptions, the bioregioanl 
rnovernent emphasizes living within the resources of the local watershed and developing them to 
sustain the human and nonhuman communïty as an ecological whole. Ecoceabic cthics also have 
religious and spiritual components. Deep ecology, nature religions, ecologicai spirituality, and 
process philosophy have at th& mots an eccenîric value system. 



Tei  Principles for Ecosystem Planning 
(GIbson and Tomalty 1995, pp. 3 4 )  

1: Base planning uni6 on natural boundaries 
Conventional planning uses a hierarchy of smaller-to-Zarger planning units with boundarïes 

that rarely recognize ecological factors. An ccosystem approacb replaces the politically orienteû 
hierarchy of planning uni& with ncstcd units that are established at least in part to respect eadogïcal 
fiiactions and are assignai natwal boum hie^. 

2: Design with Nature 
Traditionally, pl- have seen "m" land as a blanlc date R d y  for human manipulation 

and use, and have replaced cornplex a r i l og id  processes with engineered, often linear systems. 
New planning and design rpproaches brsed on cc61ogid pSnaples fàvor more ueative solutions 
based on biological productivity of nahiril s y s t w g  cyclhg of resoutccs, or rcduced nccd for 
services through d d  

3: Consider global and eumul.tlvc effets 
An ecosystcm approach involves a much longer and broada pia<ining horizon than 

anventional approaches, which have tended to favor short-tam and local considerations at the 
expense of long-ter- global concerns. Consideration of off-site, cross-boundary and cumulative 
effects is included in the acosystcm planning v. 
4: Encourage interjurisdictional decision-maklng 

Conventional land use planning is commonly carricd out by many separate authorities 
largely in isolation fiom each otha. The ccosystan appmach attempts to overcome juridictional 
fragmentation by cncouraging new planning uni ts, agencies and methods that promote 
interjurisdictional decision making. 

5: Ensure consultation and facilitate cooperrtion and partnering 
Unlike conventional planning, in which land use decisiions are ofhm made in a technocratie 

manner after discharging the legal obligation for some perfûnctory public involvement, the 
ewsystem approach actively seeks to involve the widest range of stakeholders effectively and 
openly in the planning process. 

6: Initiate long-term monitoring, feedback and adaptation of plans 
Monitoring mechanisms are included in the ecosystem approach to allow communities to 

assess progress in implementing a plan, to track the response of ccosystern elements when plans 
are implemented, and to provide a reliable basis for adapting plans to changing conditions. In 
conventional land use and environmental planning, few resources are expended to assess what 
happas to ecosystems as plan irnplementation unfolds. 

7: Adopt an interdisciplinary ipproach to Information githering 
Social, dernographic, and economic information has been emphasized in traditional 

planning, with few attempts to assess ecological apacity or to assess how efforts to satisQ socio- 
economic dernamis may affact ccological hctions. The ecosystem approach implies a greater 
scale of information gathering, more inkgration of information and greater cooperation arnong 
information providers, both amateur and expert, It also recognizes that information will not 
eliminate unmrtainty in planning and that relevant information may only becorne available as the 
plan unfolds. 
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8: Respect uncertrinties and adopt r precrutionrry rpproach to growth 
management, emphisizing collective responsibility for communities and 
ecosystems 

Our knowledge of carry capacities and vulnerabilities of ecosystems, and of the resilimce 
of valued community qualities is necessarily limited. Because of this uncertainty and because th= 
is reason to fear that many ecosystems and communities are already being subjected to 
unsustainable pressure, planning must aim not just to reduce the specific negative effects of 
growth, but also to direct regional change in ways that reduce o v d  stresses and rnake positive 
contributions to sustainability. 

9: Link ecosystem planning with other aspects of democrrtic change 
Even the most enlightened planning, by itself, is never enough. Advances in planning 

must be linked to concurrent, broader changes in social attitudes and values that are both 
dernocratic and environrnentally responsible. Like ecosystem planning, these broadef changes 
require involvement of people in various f o m  of social 1e82IilI1g. 

10: Ensure land use planning integrates environmental and economic objectives 
Refom of land use planning shodd be seen as part of the larger task of fully integratting 

environmental and economic planning so that every economic activity not only maintains the 
environment, but also helps to restore it. 



Wings of the Eagle 
(Turtle Talk 1990, pp. 77-84) 

From a published inteniew with Marie Wilson, Spoktspason for the Gitksan Wettsuvet'en Tnial 
Council h m  north western British Columbia 

When 1 read about ecoferninism 1 h d  that the attitudes towards women and the feelings 
inside myself are diffennt It's difficult to explain, but itts as if women are separate. Though 1 
agree with the analysis, the diffèrences must be because of where 1 cane h m .  in my min4 when 
1 speak about women, 1 speak abwt humanity because thae is equality in the Gitksan beliefi the 
human is one @es bmken into two ncccssq parts, a d  thy arc cqual. One is impotent without 
the other. 

When 1 look upon the Western world today, I sec îhis human species broken into a 
Siamese twin relationship whac one w o d d  partncr is being dragged bebind the other. Thac is 
no co+peration, or pmgmatic und- which is ~assriry for the spesks to be whole. 

A North American Indian philosopher has iikmed the relationship between women and 
men to the eagle, which SOM to u n b d i d l e  height~ .id ha9 t r r m d o u s  powa on two qua i  
wings-one female, one male-carryhg the body of life bdwecn them. The moment one is 
fiactured or harmed in any way, then that powerfiil bird is doomed to rcmain on the d and 
cannot reach those heights. 

We tend to think male, female-two species. We are not. We are one. Therefore 1 am 
ferninine to the largest degree but 1 canwt bring myself to hurt or blame that male part of me that 
has corne fiom my body: my sons. 

1 don't look upon the Earth as my mother. 1 don% bdieve the Gitlcsan ever did They talkcd 
instead of the Power Larger Than Ourselves. They looked upon the land, the sea, the air, the 
creatures, as created life. Other native peoples did have a vision of the Earth as mother, but 1 can 
only speak for Gitksan. 

The ground is throbbing with life, the dirt is not d l y  dirt, in a sense, it is full of life. We 
are a product of the dust of the stars, as o t b m  have said. This hand that 1 hold up is actually a 
multitude of different organisms living off of the kernel that is my life. There are thousands of 
different, created things within my body that have nothing to do with the spark that causes our 
energy to flow. We are the compost of the firture. This is exactiy the vision that Gitksan have. 
What do we cherish most in the corner of our gardens? The compost Where do we put it? Around 
the tender new life to give it a g d  start in the new created life it will becorne. If 1 had any way of 
describing myself, that would be the way 1 would like to be desaibed. 1 believe this is why the 
Gitksan believed in reincarnation. They believed that the encrgy that 1 create cannot be destroyed- 
you can change its appearance but the influence remallis. 

The Gitksan did not have a god in the sky. They has a power larger than themselves which 
they recognized; they undetsfood the limit of a lifespan anci they üved comfortably within that Mt. 
It was this understanding that was fiindamental to the avenant created between humans and the 
land. They knew that the well-being of future generations dependeed upon caring for al1 life which 
the land itself represents. The land is the skin of the Earth-without it, we die. And yet, we're 
ripping the skin off the Earth without any thought at d l ,  not appreciating that that first inch of soi1 
represents life. 

People have asked what is our law. We called them niles because we have no outside 
control; we used inner control. We didn't have judges or lawyers or supreme couits or anything 
like that. So the people had to know themsetves in order to cuntrol themselves. Individuals were 
under strict self-control and, collectively, this controlled the whole Society. 

The principles, or rules, were about hunting, about relationships between humans. Self- 
cleansing before hunting included fasting and meditation, and the hunters removed themselves 
fiorn the women so that they could go deeply into themselves. In the kill itself there were certain 
things that had to be done in order to honor that creatwe: ways of disposing of what was not used, 



for example, though almost evwything was used. Most of what they did was based on common 
sense which included reason and flexibility, because no two situations are quite the same. 

The criteria for judgement were that decisions must be good for the people, not just the 
decision rnaker. While people of today dismiss this process as belonging to a primitive time when 
people were limite4 does this mean that today peoples' lives are any less signifiant? And who 
will make the choice as to who is expendable and who is not? People in the so-called western 
world may be materklly wedthy, but they are banknipt in mords. The conditions under which 
people in Iess wealthy nations live-including the native peoples in this country-have meant that 
they are the recipients for decisions made by people who have set theniselves up as gods. 

You must realize that in my language there is no word for "rïghts". We have really 
struggled to find an equivalent in Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en and there is none. The closest we codd 
corne to an equivalent was jiinsdiction and respomiility. We have obligation and control, and the 
responsibility that goes with it. "Rightsw, to us, is a very selfish word. 



The Decentralist Design 
Kirkprtrick Sale 

(Sale 1992, pp. 20-27) 

hasrnuch as bioregional designs and institutions takc th& shape h m  those principla of 
nature that enunciate themselves in healthy and fiuitfid ecosystems, it secms inevitable that a 
bioregional polity would be e~~entially bgsed upon the u n i v d  pheriomemn of decentralism: the 
devolution of power to smail, rnaidy coopedve, and largely apivalmt uni&. 

This is the universal pattern in the natural world, where nothing is more striking than the 
absence of any centralinxi control, any inter-species domination, wbere there are noae of  the 
patterns of der-and-ruled that are talc- as inevitable in human govananœ. "King of the jungle" is 
our description of the lion's status, and quite antbropomorphou~ly perverse; the lion (or, bctter, 
lionas) is profoundly unaware of this rolc, a d  the elcphant and rhinoccros (not to mention the 
tsetse fïy) would h d y  accede to i t  in a biotic community the various sets of animais and plauts, 
no matter how they may nm with their own f ~ l i e s  and clustas, b b v e  smoothly and regplarly 
with each other without the need of any o v d  systcm of authoriîy or dominance, any biotic 
Washington of Wall S m  in fict without my govaning organization or superstructure of any 
kind whaîsoever. No one species nila over a i l a  any4has, not one even d e s  the attempt, not 
one even has either instinct or intention in that directioa 

What's more, when several subgroups of a single species occupy the same region, there is 
no attempt to mnsolidate power in one of thern: you nevn sce one colony of aows try to conquer 
another, one pnde of lions try to establish control o v a  ali the other lions uound. Temitoriality, 
yes: often a subgroup of a species aüeLnPfS to carve out a niche in the dcosystan for itsclf and gocs 
to considerable lengths to keep other members of haî species (md competing s p i e s )  away. But 
that is not govemance, not the mation of any oetltral autbority, it is merely a familial or communal 
statement about the carrying capacity of that niche for that species-and, 1 guess, of who was thae  
first to measure it. And defense, too: there can be quite intense and deadly conflict when one 
subgroup defends its home-hive or hill, roost or Iair-hm anothn, and mammalian families and 
individuals will o h  go to great lenghs, including aggression a .  times, to pmted fernales and their 
young during birth and nesting periods. But these are w t  battles of conquest, they are not foilowed 
by domination of colonization (although some ants wiil take othcr ants as prisoners), and they are 
never caused by one subgroup d e s h g  to establish its d e ,  its ~011lffl8nd, over another. 

Now there is, of course, one continuous exercise of power between species in the 
ecosphere: many anirnals perforce depend on ingesting other animais and a wide range of plants. 
There is in fact a regular practice we cal1 predation by which certain species live in a quasi- 
symbiotic relationship of hunter and hunteû, -ter and caten, and it is cornmon among al1 biotic 
communities and among many species of animals as well as a few plants. But this is not 
governance, it is not rule or dominance, it is not even aggression of an organized political of 
miLi- kind. The predatory relationship is catainly one of violence and death (and sustenance and 
life), certainly one of imbalance and non-recipmation, but it is never undertaken for anything but 
food-not for govemance, or control, or the establishment of power or sovereignty. An exercise of 
power it is, but it is still d i fhed  power, almost accidental power. @lormver, there is always 
some kind of mutuality at work in predaîion, even though it is of an unconscious kind and may go 
quite unappreciated by the prey; one d d  not really exped the cari'bou to welcome the attack by 
the gray wolf pack, though in fact it is a necessary means of controlling the herd's population, and 
by weaning out the wealrest and sickest hdps to strengthen the herd's genetic heritage.) 

The tessons, then, h m  the natural world as h m  human history, seem to be cieat enough. 
Bioregional polities as they evolve would seek the maximum diffusion of power and 
decentralization of institutions, with mthing done at a level higher than necessary, and al1 authority 
flowing upward incfemcntally k m  the d e s t  politicai unit to the largest 

The prirnary location of dacision-making, thcrefore, and of politicai and eoonomic control, 
should be the community, the moreor-less intimate grouping either at the close-knit village sale of 



1,000 people or so, or pmbably more often at the extended ~01111~unïty scale of 5,000 to 10,000 so 
often found as the fùndamental political unit wheuier formai or infoxmaî. Here, where people know 
one another and the essentials of the environment they share, where at least the most basic 
information for problem-solving is hiown or readily avaïlable, b a e  is where govanance should 
begin. Decisions made at this level, as countless mns test@, stand at l e s t  a fair chance of king 
correct and a reasonable l ike l ihd  of being carried out competently; and even if the choice is 
misguided or the implementation faulty, the damage to either the society or the ecosphere is likely 
to be insignifiant. This is the sort of government cstablished by preliteratte peoples al1 over the 
globe, evolving over the years toward a Irind of badrack efficiency in problcm-solving simply 
because if was necessary for SurYival. In the trîî o o d l s ,  the f o b t e s ,  the ecclesia, the village 
assemblies, the town meetings, we find the human institution proven through time to have shown 
the swpe and cornpetence for the most bask kind of self-de- 

As different species live side by side in an ecosystem, so diffmnt communities codd live 
side by side in a single city, and citics and towns sidc by side in a single bioregioa, with no more 
thought of dominance and controî tban the sparrow givcs to the rose, or the bobcat to the wasp. 
Sharing the same bioregion, they naturaUy share the same configurations of life, the same social 
and mnomic  constraints, roughly the same enviram~~~tal  problcms and opportunities, and so 
there is every reason to expect contact and coopcration among them, for some specific tasks, 
maybe even confederation among them-but of a kind that need not mcan diminished power or 
sovereignty for the community, but rathcr cnlarged horizons of lolowledge, of dîme, of services, 
of security. 

Of course communities with a biortgional consciousness would fbd countless occasions 
that called for regional cooperation-and decision-making-on aU sorts of issues 6mm water and 
waste management, transportation, and food production to upstream pollution seeping into 
downstream drinking water and urban populations moving into rural farming country. 
Isolationism and self-sufficiency at a local s a l e  is simply impossible, like fhgers trying to be 
independent of hand and body. Communication and information networks of al1 kinds would be- 
would need to be-maintained among the comxnUtilties of a bioregion, and possibly some kind of 
political delr'berative and decision-making body would eventually seem to be necessary. 

The forms for such confederate bodies are myriad and their experiences nch and well- 
docurnented, so presumably working out the various systems would not be iniractably difficult. A 
confederation within bioregional limits has the logic, the force, of d e r e n c e  and commonality; a 
confederation beyond those limits does not. Any larger political f o m  is not only superfiuous, it 
stands every chance of being downright dangerous, partidarly since it is no longer organically 
grounded in an ecological idcntity or limited by the constraints of homogenous communities. 

If, as the scholars suggest, that goai of governmcnt as we have not corne to understand it in 
the 20th centuy is to provide ll'berty, quality, cfficiency, welfare and security in some reasonable 
balance, a strong argument can be made that it is the spatial division of power, divided and 
subdivided again as in biortgional govemance, that provides them best It promotes liberty by 
diminishing the chances of arbitmry govemment action and pmvïding more points of access for the 
citizens, more points of pressure for affected minorities. It enhances equality by assuring more 
participation by individuals and l a s  concentration of power in a few remote and unresponsive 
bodies and offices. It inmeases efficiency and adjusting to new conditions, new dexnands h m  the 
populace it serves. It advances welfm because at the smalla scala it is able to measure people's 
needs best and to provide for them more quiclûy, more cheaply, and more accurately. And, 
beause of al1 that, it actually improves Secufity because unlilce the big and bumbling megastates 
vulnerable to instability and alienation, it fostm the sort of cohesiveness and allegiance that 
discourages nime and disruption within and diswurages aggression and attack fiom without 

The visioning and formulation of a bioregional polity does nothing in itself, however, to 
ensure that such a future evolves. But 1 think there is real and pertinent wisdom in E.F. 
Schumacher's remark that "only if we kmw that we have actually dacended into infernal 
regionsW-and who would want to dmy that is the prrsent condition of the industrial world?--«ui 
we summon the courage and imagination needed for a 'tuming around,' a metanoia." Once 
knowing that-knowing what--we may thm see "the world in a new light, namely, as a place 



where the things modem man continuously talks about and always fails to accomplish can actually 
be done." 

That, at any rate, is our only hope. What other choice, really, do we have? 



Contrasting Bioregional and the Industrial Scientific Paradigms 
(Sale 1991, p. 50) 

Bioregionil Pardigm Industrial Scientific Paradigm 

Scale 

Economy Conservation 
Stabiliîy 
Sel f-sufficiency 
Cooperation 

Society 

Exploitation 
-g*&ress 
Worid Ecunomy 
Cornpetition 

S ymbiosis 
Evolution 
Division 
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The Meaning of Confederalism 
(Bookchin 1992, pp. 59-66) 

Few arguments have been used more effdvely  to challenge the case for face-to-face 
participatory democracy than the claim that we live in a "cornplex society.' Modern population 
centers, we are told, are too large and too mncentrated to allow for direct decision-mûking at a 
grassroots level. And our economy is too "global," praumably, to unnive1 the intricacies of 
production and commerce. In our w t  ~ A e n  h i a y  oitraliEtd d a 1  system, it is 
betta to enhance representation in the state, to Uicrease the efficiency of burieaucratic institutions, 
we are advised, than to advance utopian "localist" schemes of populr control over political and 
econornic life. 

Mer d, such arguments o h  nm, ceaîraiists are d l  d y  "localists" in the smse that they 
believe in "more powcr to the people"- or at lerst, to their rcpmcntatives. And surely a good 
representative is always a g a  to h w  tbe wishes of his or her "oonstituents". 

But f~~~- to -n i ce  danoarcy? Fargd the ciream that in our ' c o ~ ~ ~ c x '  modem w d d  we can 
have any democratic alternative to the nation-state! -y pragmatic people, including socialists, 
often dismiss arguments for that khd of "loalism" as othaworldly-with good-natured 
condescension at best and outright dcrision at worst. 

On the sudace of things, arguments likc this for centralized goveniment seem ratha 
compelling. A structure that is "denmuatic," to be sure, but still largcly topdown is assumeci as 
necessary to prevent one l d t y  €rom afflicting another calogically. But conventional ax>nomic 
and political arguments against decentralization, ranging h m  the fate of P d  Amboy's dridchg 
water to our alleged 'addictionw to disturbingly, they rest on an uncoascious acceptance of the 
economic status quo. 

The assumption that whai aarmtly cxists must ncçcsscirily exist is the acid that corrodes al1 
visionary thinhiig. Must the presentday extravagant international division of labor necessarily 
exist in orda to satisQ human needs? Or has it been created to provide extravagant profits for 
multinational corporations? Are we to ignore the ecological consequences of plundering the ?hird 
World of its resowces, insanely interlocking modem economic life with petroleum-rich areas 
whose uitimate products include air pollutants and petroleumderived carcinogens? To ignore the 
fact that Our "global economy" is the result of burgeoning industrial bureaucracies and a 
cornpetitive grow-ordie market emnomy is inctedli1y myopic. 

There are sound ecological reasons for achieving a certain measure of self-sustainabiiity. A 
massive national and international division of labor is extremely wastefiil in the literal sense of that 
t m .  Not only does an excessive division of labor make for over+xganization ui the forrn of huge 
bureaucracies and tremendous expenditures of resources in transporting materials over great 
distances, it reduces the possibilities of effêctively recycling wastes, avoiding pollution that may 
have its source in highly concentrated industrial and population centers, and making sound use of 
local or regional raw materials 

On the other hand, we cannot ignore the fact that relatively self-sustamm 
. . g communities in 

which crafts, agriculture, and industries serve definable networks of confederally organized 
communities enrich the opportunities and stimuli to which individuals are exposed and make for 
more rounded persoaalities with a rich sense of selfhood and cornpetence. The Greek ideal of the 
rounded citizen in a munded cnvironmeat-+ne that reappeared in Charles Fourier's utopian works- 
-was long cherished by the anarchists and socialists of the last century. 

We should not, I believe, lose sight of what it means to live an ecological way of life, not 
merely follow sound ecological practices. The multitude of hmdbooks that teach us how to 
consme, invest, eat, and buy in an "ecologically responsible" mannec are a travesty of the more 
basic need to reflect on what it means to think-yes, to reason-and to live ecologically in the full 
meaning of the term. Thus, 1 would hold that to garden organically is more than a good form of 
husbandry and a good source of nutrients; it is above al1 a way to place oneself directly in the food 
web by personally cultivating the vezy substances one consumes to live, and by retuming to one's 
environment what one elicits h m  it. Food thus becornes more than a form of matmal nutriment. 
The soi1 one tills, the living things one cultivates and consumes, the compost one prepares-al1 



unite in an ecological continuum to feed the spirit as weil as the body, sharpening one's sensittivity 
to the nonhuman and human world around us. Such monumental changes as the dissolution of the 
nation state and its substitution with a participatory democracy, then, do not occur in a 
psychological vacuum where the political structure alone is changed. In the case of Pedh Amboy's 
drinking water, 1 argued that in a society that was radically veering toward decentralist, 
participatory democracy, guided by cornmunitarian and ccological priaciples, it is only reasonable 
to suppose that people would not chaose such as irresponsiile social dispensation as would allow 
the waters of the Hudson to bc so polluted. Dccentralism, a fbceto-face participatory democracy, 
and a localist empbasis on co~nmunity values should be vicwed as d l  of one piece. This "one 
piecen involves not only a new politics but a new politicai culture that embraces new ways of 
thinking and feeling, and new human intmlationships, including the ways we experience the 
natural world. Words like "politid and "citizcnshipw wodd be redennad by the nch meanings 
they acquired in the pst, and enlargtd fbr the pmwnt, 

It is not very diff idt  to show-item by item-how the intemaiionai division of labor c m  be 
greatiy attenuated by using local and r e g i d  murces, implancnting ccotccbnologies, rescalirrg 
hurnan consumption dong rational (indecd, hdthfbl) Lins ,  and cmpbasizing quality production 
that provides lasting (instead of tbrowaway) means of life. There is a nead, too, for regiond 
integration and to interlink murces among ec~c~mmunities. For dcamtralized communities are 
inevitably interdependent upon one another. 

Without such holistic cultural and political changes, notions of decentralism that emphasize 
localist isolation and a degree of self-sufficicncy may 1 4  to dtural pariochialisrn d chauvinism. 
Parochialism cm lead to problerns that are as serious as a "global' mentality that overlooks the 
uniqueness of cultures, the peculiarities of ecosysttms and ecoregions, and the need for a 
humanly-scaled comrnunity life that makcs a participatory democracy possible. We must find a 
way of sharîng the world with other humans a d  with nonhuman fomis of life, a view t&at is o h  
difficult to attain in overly "self-sufficientu comraunities. 

The concepts of local self-reliance and self-sustainability can be highly rnisleading. 1 can 
certainly agree with David Morris of the Institute for Local Self-Reliance, for example, that if a 
community can produce the things it needs, it should probably do so. But self-sustaining 
communities caxmot produce al1 the things they need-unless it is involves a retwn to a back- 
breaking way of village iife that historically ofien prematurely aged its men and women with hard 
work and allowed them very little time for political life beyond the immediate confines of the 
cornrnunity itself. 

Today we can produce the basic means of lifi-and a good deal more-in an ecological 
society that is focused on the production of highquality useful goods. This is not the same as 
advocating a king of "coilective" capitalism, in which one community ftnctions like a single 
entrepreneur, with a sense of propnetorship toward its resources. Such a systern of cooperatives 
once again marks the beginnings of a market system of distribution, as cooperatives becorne 
entangled in the web of "bourgeois nghtsu-that is, in contracts and bookkeeping that focus on the 
exact amounts a cornmunity will receive in "exchange" for what it delivers to others. This 
deterioration occwred among some of the workcr-controlled enterprises that hctioned like 
capitalistic enterprises in Barcelona &er the worlcers expropriated them in the Spanish Revolution 
in 1936. 

It is a troubling fact that neither decentralizaîion nor self-sufficiency in itself is n d l y  
dernomatic. Plato/s ideal city in the RepuMc was indeeû designeci to be self-sufficient, but its 
self-sufficiency was meant to maintain a warrior as weU as a philosophical eiite. Indeed, its 
capacity to preserve its self-sufficiency depended upon its ability, like Sparta, to resist the 
seemingl y "comptiven influence of outside cultures. 

Similarly, decentralization in itself provides no asswance that we will have an ecological 
society. A decentralid Society can easily coexist with exfremely rigid hierarchies. A striking 
example is European and Onental feudalism, a social order in which princely, ducal, and baronial 
hierarchies were baseâ on highly decentralized cornmuni-tia. With al1 due respect to Fritz 
Schumacher, small is not necessarily beautifid. 



Nor does it follow that hwnanly-scaled communities and "appropriate technologies" in 
thernselves constitute guarantees against domineering societies. In fact, for centuries hurnauity 
lived in villages and small towns, o h  with tightly organized social ties and even cornunistic 
fonm of property. But these provided the material basis for higbly despotic imperial states. What 
these self-sufficient, decentralized communities fearcd almost as much as the annies that ravaged 
them were the imperid tax-gatherers that piundefed them. 

Decentralkation, 1ocaIism, self-mfiticiaicy, and even oonfedera t iond  taken singly-do 
not constitute a guarantce that we will achieve a raîional, ccological society. In fact, d l  of them 
have at one time or another supported parochial communitics, oligarchies, and even despotic 
regimes. To be sure, without the institutional stnidurcs that cluster around our use of these terms 
and without taking than in combination with cach othcr, we c a m t  hope to achieve a fke, 
ecologically oriented Society. 

What o h  leads to serious mistmdastadhgs smong demcntraüsts is th& mure in aii too 
many cases to see the nead for h'batanan fonas of dadcration-which at 1- tCDdS to comterad 
the tendeny of decc~~tralizbd communitics to drift toward nrclusivity and 

. - 
C o n f e d e  is, a h v e  al1 a network of administrative c o d ! ! ! m c m b e r s  or 

delegates are electbd fiom popular face-to-fect danocWc assanblies in the various vUagcs, 
t o m ,  and even neighborhoods of large citics. The mcmbus of these codederal couricils are 
strictiy mandate& recallable, and responsible to tbc assanblies that chose than for the purpose of 
coordinathg and administering the policies formulatecl by the assembiies th«nselvts. Their 
ftnction is thus a pureIy arlministrative and practical one, not a policy-making one like the fimction 
of representatives in republican systems of govemme~1t. 

A confederalist view involves a clear distinction between policy-making and the 
coordination and execution of adopted policies. Policy-malcinp is exclusîvely the nght of popular 
cornrnunity assemtriies based on the practices of participatory democracy. Administration and 
coordination are the rcsponsiiility of confedetal comds, which bemme the means for interlinking 
villages, towns, neighborhods, and citics into confederal networks. Power t .  fiows h m  the 
bottom up instead of h m  the top down and, in c o n f d d o n s ,  the flow of power h m  the bottom 
up diminishes with the s a p e  of the federal cauncil, ranging tcrritorîally h m  localities to regions, 
and fiom regions to ever-broder territorial areas. 

A crucial element in giving d i t y  ta confd* is the interdependeace of c u ~ ~ ~ u n i t i e s  
for an authentic mutualism based on shared resources, produce, and poiicy-making. If one 
co~~l~~lunity is not obliged to count on aaother or others gmerally to satisfy important material 
needs and realize cornmon political goals in such a way that it is interlinked to a greater whole, 
exclusivity and parochialism are genuine possi'bilities. 

Confeddism is thus a way of perpetuating the interdependence that should exist among 
communities and regions-indeed, it is a way of democratizing that interdependence without 
surrounding the principle of local control. While a reasonable measure of self-sufficiency is 
desirable for wery l d t y  and region, oonfederaiism is a means of avoiding local parochialism on 
the one hand and an extravagant national and global division of labor on the other. In short, it is a 
way in which a cornmunity can retain its identity and roundedness while participating in a sharing 
way with the larger whole that makes up a baianced tcological society. Confiieralism as a 
principle of social organization reaches its fullest development when the tconomy itself is 
confederalized by placing local fanns, factories, and otber needed entexprises in local municipal 
hands-that is, when a community, however large or small, begins to manage its own economic 
resources in an interlinked network with other commuaities. 1 would Iike to think that a confiederal 
ecological society would be a sharing one, one based on the pleasure that is felt in distribuhg 
among cornmuni ties according to their needs, no t one in which "cooperative" capitalistic 
cornrnunities mire themselves in the quid pro quo of exchange relationships. 

Confederation is thus the ensemble of decentralization, localism, self-sufficiency, 
interdependence-and more. This "more" is the indispensable moral education and character- 
building-what the Greeks caflpoirteia-that makes for raîionai, active citizcnship in a participatory 
democracy, d i k e  the passive oonstituents and consurners that we have today. In the en4 th- is 
no substitute for a conscious reconstmction of our rclationship to each other and the naturai world 



Confêddism, in effect, must be conceived as a whole: a consciously formecl body of 
interdependencies that unites participatory dcmocracy in municipalities with a scnipulously 
supervised system of coordi~tion. It involves the dialedical devclopment of independence and 
de-Confederalism is thus a fluid and mer-developing kind of social metabolism in which the 
identity of an ecological society is preserved through its différences and by virtue of its potcntial 
for ever greater différentiation. It is the point of deparhm for a new ccooocial history marked by a 
participatory evolution within socie<y, and bctween socicty rud the natural wortd 

Confeddism is a w i t  tradition in the ufE'airs of hurnanity, one that has a centuries-long 
history behind i t  Confedcfations for g m d o n s  tried to countcrvail a historicai tendency neady as 
old toward centralization and the &on of the nation-statc. 

I f  confederalism and statism arc not secn as king in tension wiîh each other-a tension in 
which the nation-state has uscd a varicty of intamadiaries like provincial govttnments in Canada 
and state govemments in the United States to ucatc the illusicm of "id coci~~"-tbea the concept 
of confederation loses di mauhg. Provincial autonomy in Canada and statcs' rights in the United 
States are no more confédcral than "soviets" or councils wae the madium for popular control that 
existed in tension with Stalin's totalitarian state. 

This same concept of wholentss that applies to the interdependencies between 
municipalities also applits to the municipality itself. The muaicipality is the most immediate 
political arena of the individual, the municipality is the most immediate political arena of the 
individual, the world that is litcrally a doorstep bcyond the privacy of the f d y  and the intimacy 
of personai friendships. In that primary political arcna, wbae politics should be conceived in the 
Hellenic sense of literally rnanaging the polis or comunity, the individual can be transformed 
fiom a mere person into an active citizen, fiom a private M g  info a public being. Given this 
crucial arena that literally =dm the ci- a functionsl being who can participate directly in the 
future of society, we are dealing with a lcvd of human interaction that is more basic (apart h m  the 
family itself) than any level that is expresscd in rcpresatative forms of goveniance, where 
collective power is Iiterdly transmuted into power embodied by one or a few individuals. The 
municipality is thus the most authentic arena of public life, howevcr much it may have been 
distorted over the course of history. 

Unquestionably, there arc now cities that are so large that they verge on being quasi- 
republics in theù own right. In such cases, a minimal program might demand that confederations 
be established within the urban ara-namely, among neigbborhoods or definable districts-not 
ody  among the urban areas themselves. In a vcry real sense, these highIy populated, sprawling, 
and oversized entities must ultimately be broken down instihitionally into authentic muniçipalities 
that are scaled to human dimensions and that lend thanselves to participatory dernocracy. 
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Appendix O 

Principles of Sustainability, Sustainable Society Projeet, University of Wsterloo 
(1989) 

Basic Value Principles 

1. The continued existence of the naturai world is inberently good. This principle affinns the 
intrinsic value of the naturd world and its component life forms, and the ability of the natural 
world to regmerate itself through its own nahPal evolutions. 

2. Cultural sustainability depends on the ability of a society to claim the loyalty of its people 
through the propagation of a set of values thit m acceptable to the populace and the provision of 
those socic-politid institutions thiit make (hc r d b d o n  of those valua possible. 

Definition of Sustainability 

Sustainability is definal as the persisteDa over an apparently indefinite fbture of certain nccessary 
and desired charactaistics of the socio-political system and the cnviro~~ent. 

Key Characteristics of Sustainibility 

1. Sustainability is a nonnative ethical principle. It has both necessary and desirable 
characteristics There therefore exists no single version of a sustainable systmn. 

2. EnvironmentaVecologid and socidpolitical nistainability are both required for a sustainable 
society. 

3. We cannot, and dont want to, guarantee persistence of any particular system in perpetuity. We 
want to preserve the capacity for the system to change. Thus sustainability is never achieved once 
and for dl, but oniy approached. It is a process, not a state. It will often be easia to identiQ 
unsustainability than susbinability. 

Principles of Environmental/Ecologicrl Sustainability 

1. Life support systems must be protected. This requires decontamination of air, water and soi1 
and reduction in waste flows. 

2. Biotic diversity must be protected and aihanced. 

3. We must maintain or enhance the productivity of ecosystems through carefid management of 
soils and nutrient cycles, and the development of rehabilitative measures for badly degradeci 
ecosystems. 

4. Preventive and adaptive straîegies for responding to the threat of global change are needed. 

Principles of Socio-PoIiticrl Sustainrbility 

1. The physical sale of human activity must be kept below the total carrying capacity of the 
planetary biosphere. 



2. We must recognize the environmental costs of human activities and develop methods to 
minimize physical h u g h p u t  per unit of economic activity, d u c e  noxious emissions, and permit 
the decontamination and rehabilitation of degraded ecosystems. 

3. Equity must be ensured in the transition to a more mstainable society. 

4. Environmental concems need to be incorporated more directly and extensively into the political 
decision-making process, through such mechanisms as improved eovkonmental assessment, the 
development of new legal mandates and of an enviromend bilI of rights. 

5.  There is a need for incrcascd public involvement in the development, interpretation and 
Mplementation of concepts of sustainabiiity. 

6. Political activity must bc l h k d  more d-y to actuaî environmental experience through 
decentralîzation of political powcr to more environmentally meaningful jurisdictions, and the 
promotion of greater local and regional self-reliance. 

b) daived fiom socio-political criteria 

1. A sustainable society requires an open, accessible political process that has effective decision- 
making power at the level of govenunent closest to the situation and lives of the p p l e  affëcted by 
a decision. 

2. Al1 persons should have sufficient wealth and security of person for themselves and their 
families to remove thern b m  the possïbility of intimidation, exploitation and coercion of any kind 
which would inhibit their fùil participation in political processes. 

3. There should exist a minimum level of equality and social justice, including equaiity of 
opportunity to realize one's full human potential, recourse to an open and just legal system, 
fieedom h m  political repression, access to hi& quality education, effective access to information, 
and fieeâom of religion, speech and assembly. 



The Platiorm Principles of the Deep Ecology Movement 
(Quoted from Deep Ecology by Bill Devaiî and George Sessions) 

1. The well-beiag and floiirishing of buman and nonhuman Life on Earth have value in themseives 
(synonyms: intrinsic value, inhamt vaiue). These values are indepeadent of the usefulness of the 
nonhuman world for human prnposes. 

2. Richness and diversity of life forms contribute to the realizations of these values and are also 
values in themselves. 

3. Humans have no right to duce  this richness and diversity except to satisfj. vital human needs. 

4. The flourishing of human life and culturcs is cumpati'ble with a substantial decrease of human 
population. The flourishing of nonhuman life reQuires such a decrease. 

5. Present human interf-ce with tht nonhumaa world is excessive, and the situation is rapidly 
worsening. 

6. Policies must therefore be changed. These policies affect basic economic, technological, and 
ideological stmdurts. The resulting state of a f h b  will bc decply different h m  the prescrit. 

7. The ideological change is mainly that of appreciating life quality (dwelling in situations of 
inherent value) rather than adhering to an increasingly higher standard of living. There will be 
profound awareness of the difference between big and great. 

8. Those who subscribe to the foregoing points have an obligation to directly or indirectly try to 
implement the necessary changes. 



Beliagio Principies 

(Hardy and Zdan 1997) 

1. GUIDING VISION AND GOALS 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

be guided by a clear vision of sustainable development and goals that define that vision 

2. HOLISTIC PERSPECI'iVE 

Assessrnent of progress toward sustainable development should: 

include review of the whole systcm as well as its parts 
consider the we11-king of social, ecological, and aconomic subsystems, their state as well as 
the direction and rate of change of that state, of their component parts, and the intefaction 
between parts 
consider both positive and negative consequences of human activity, in a way that refleds the 
costs and benefits for human and tcological systems, in monetary and non-monetary terms 

3. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 

Assessment of pmgress toward sustainable development should: 

consider equity and disparity within the cumnt population and between present and fùture 
generations, dealing with such concems as resource use, over-conmmption and poverty, 
human rights, and access to services, rrs appropriate 

consider the ecological conditions on which life depends 

consider econornic development and other, non-market activities that contribute to human/social 
well-being 

4. ADEQUATE SCOPE 

Assessrnent of progress toward sustainable development should: 

adopt a t h e  horizon long enough to capture both human and ec~systern t h e  d e s  thus 
responding to needs of future geaerations as well as those current to short tenn decision- 
making 

define the space of study large enough to include not only local but also long distance impacts 
on people and ecosysterns 

build on historic and airrait conditions to anticipate îuture conditions - where we want to go, 
where we could go 

5.  PRACTICAL FOCUS 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should be based on: 
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an explicit set of categories or an organizing h e w o r k  that Links vision and goals to indicators 
and assessrnent criteria 

a limited number of key issues for analysis 

a Iimited nurnber of indicators or indicator combinations to provide a clearer signal of progress 

standardizing measurement wherever possible to pennit cornparison 

cornparhg indicator values to targcts, reference values, mges? thresholds, or direçoon of 
trends, as appropriate 

AsSessment of progress toward sustainable developncnt should: 

make the methods and daîa fhaf arc uscd accessible to 811 

make explicit ail judgments? assumptions, and uncertaiclties in data and interpretations 

7. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION 

Assessment of progres toward mstahable development should: 

be designed to address the needs of the audience and set of users 

draw h m  indicators and other tools that are stimuiatuig and sewe to engage decision-malcers 

aim, fiom the outset, for simplicity in structure and use of clear and plain language 

8. BROAD PARTICLPA'ITON 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

obtain broad representtation of key grass-mots, professional, technical and social groups, 
including youth, wornen, and indigenous people - to m w e  recognition of diverse and 
changing values 

ensure the participation of decision-makers to secure a fixm Link to adopted polices and 
resdting action 

9. ONGOING ASSESSMENT 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

develop a capacity for repeated measmernent to detemine trends 

be iterative, adaptive, and responsive to change and uncertainty because systerns are cornplex 
and change fiequently 

adjust goals, fiameworks, and indicators as new uisights are gained 

promote development of collective learning and fdback  to decision-making 



10. MSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY 

Continuity of assessing progress toward sustainable development should be assured by: 

clearly assigning responsi'bility and providing ongoing support in the decision-making process 

providing institutional capacity for data collection, maintenance, and documentation 

supporting development of local assessrnent capacity 



Appendix P 
Recommendations for More Sustdnrble Economies 

Although the dominant sociio-econornic paradigm (Figure 3.1) has i n f luend  governments for 
many decades, a wealth of ecological cconomic literature exists. The following represents only 
some of the work of leading thidcers in this area. Once again, the dominant socio-economic 
paradigm has prevented meaningfil consideration of these alternative approaches within 
governments. 

Towards Operatioid Princfples for Siutahable Development 
(idspteà from Ddy and Cobb 1989 and Ddy 1991) 

1. The first basic issue is the circular flow of exchange value, as it presently is, or the one-way 
enîropic throughput of mattcr-caergy. 

2. The c o n q t  of optimal ailocaiion m n g  alternative uses of the total resource flow (throughpuî) 
must be clearly distinguished h m  the concept of optimal scde of total resoutce flow relative to the 
environment. 

3. Since the market cannot determine an optimal scale anymore than it can find an optimal 
distribution, the latter requins the addition of ethical criteria; the former requires the furtber 
addition of ecologicai aiteria, and both raquirc coUdve d o n  by the community. 

4. Once we accept the question of ihiting scale, then we mxgnize the collective or social nature 
of the task and the fiitility of leaving it up to the individualism of the market which can only deal - - 
with allocation. 

5 .  Growth should refer to quantitative expansion in the sale of the physicaf dimensions of the 
ecunornic system, whiie development should refer to the qualitative change of a physically 
nongrowing economic system in dynarnic quiiïbtium with the environment. By this definition the 
earth is not growing, but it is developing. 

6. Sustainable development is defined as development without growth - achievement of a 
physically steady-state economy that may continue to develop greater capacity to satisfy hwnan 
wants by increasing the efficiency of resource use, but not by inueasing the resource throughput 
(Daly et al. 1995) 

7. Adjustments to the net national product (NPP) are necessary. One adjustment is an expansion 
of the pnnciple of depreciation to cover consumption of natural capital stocks depleted as a 
consequence of production. The other is to subtract defcnsive cxpenditures made to defend 
ourselves fiom the unwanted side effécts of growing aggregate production and cmsumption. The 
corrected incorne wncept, Hicksian incorne (HI), is then defined as net national product (NNP) 
minus both defensive expenditures (DE) and depreciation of natural capital (DNC). Thus, 
HI=NNP - DE - DNC. 
8. Capital should be d e h e d  as a stock that yields a flow of gods or service. There are then two 
categories of capital, naturai and humanly created. 

9. Strong sustainabiiity would requîre maintaining both humanly created and natural capital intact 
separately, on the assumption that they are complements rather than substitutes in most produdion 
fwictions, 



10. Since one country's ability to mbstitute humanly creaîed for natural capital to a high degree 
depends on some other country's making the opposite (complementary) choice, this 
compiementary balance of humanly created and natural capital should be determineci w i t h  each 
nation rather than between nations. 

1 1. Probably the best index of the human economy as a part of the biosphere is the percentage of 
human appropriation of the total world pmducts of photosynthesis. 

12. An immediate imperative is to inaegse the cfaciency of resoiace use rather than the am~unt of 
resources used (development i n s t d  of growth). 

13. Human welfm depends on the pmper f - o n i n g  of ecosystems. 

14. The economic system should be smali enough to avoid unmanageable interference with the 
"ecological invisiile handw. 

15. Natural capital must m a i n  constant, and natural res~urces should be priced accurding to their 
long nin replacement costs. 

16. The discount rate must reflect the rate of rcturn on aitemative sustainable uses of capital. 

17. Human scale should be limited to a level which, if not optimal, is at least witbin carrying 
capacity and therefore sustainable. 

1 8. Technological progress should be efficiency-increasing rather tban througbput-increasing. 

19. Renewable resources, in both their source and sink functions, should be expioited on a profit- 
maximizing sustained yield basis and in general not driven to extinction. Harvesting rates, 
therefore, should not exceed regeneration rates; and waste ernissions should not exceed the 
renewable assimilative capacity of the environment. 

20. Nonrenewable resources should be exploited, but at a rate equd to the creation of renewable 
substitutes. 
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Country Futures Indicators 
beyond money-denominrted, per crpita rverrged growth of GNP 

(Hcnderson 1991) 

Re-fomtulared GAP to Correct E m m  and Provide More In$!onnarion 

PURCKASINC POWER PARITY VPP) corrects for currency fluctuations 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION i~ the poverty gap w i d d g  or MlTOWhg? 
COMMUNITY BASED ACCOUNTING to cornpiement cunwit enterprise-basis 
INFORMAL, HOUSEHOLD SECTOR PRODUCTION measures ail hours worked (paid and 
unpaid) 
DEDUcT SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS a "netw accounting avoids double 
counting 
ACCOUNT FOR DEILETION OF NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCES d o g o u s  to a capital 
oonsumption dealer 
ENERGY INPUTIGDP RATIO IlîCûSUïCS cnmw cfficiency, r e ~ y d i n g  
MILITARY~CJMLIAN BUDC;ET RATIO measurts effectiveness of govemmcnts 
CAPITAL ASSET ACCOUNT FOR BUILT INFRASTRUCTURE AND PUBLIC 
RESOURCES 

Complementaty Indicators of Progress Toward Society's Gwls 

POPULATION birth rates, crowding, age distribution 
EDUCATION literacy levels, scbool dropout and repetitioa rates 
HEALTH infmt mortality, low birth weight, weight/height/age 
NUTRITION e.g. calories per day, proteinhrbohydrates ration, etc. 
BASIC SERVICES e-g. access to c l a n  water, etc. 
SKELTER housing availability/quality, homelessness, etc. 
CHILD DEVELOPME~ World Health Organization, UNESCO, etc. 
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AND DEMOCRATIC PROCESS e-g. Amnesty International 
data, money-influence in elections, electoral participation rates 
STATUS OF MMORITY AND ETKNIC POPULATIONS AND WOMEN e.g. Human rights 
data 
AIR AND WATER QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION LEVELS 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE DEPLETION hectares of land, forests lost annually 
BIODIVERSITY AND SPECEES LOSS 
CULTURE, RECREATIONAL RESOURCES 



Ten Recommendations from the Ecology of Commerce 
(Hawken 1994) 

Can we imagine a market system that creates, incraiscs, murishes and enhances iife on earth? Can 
we image competition between businesses that improves living and cultural systems? Can we 
constnict a public-private partnersbip in the cconomy that reverses the incentives so that econornic 
success is tantamount to biological success? 

1. Any businessperson shouid create his or her own customized set of standards that will lead to 
constnicti ve and restorative changes, standards that can be converted into actual day-to-day 
practices. 

2. Sustainable businesses should: 
(i) replace nationally and intanationaily poduced items with products creaed 1 d y  and 
regiondy, 
(ii) take responsiiility for the cffeds they have on the naiurai world; 
(iii) do not require exotic sources of capital in orda to develop arxi gmw; 
(iv) engage in production processes that are human, worthy, dignified, and intrinsicaliy 
satisfling; 
(v) create objects of durability and long-terni utility whose ultimate use or disposition will 
not be harmfiil to fiiture generations; and 
(vi) change consumers through education. 

3. Political, environmental, and business communities should join in incorporating extemal costs 
into the market system. 

4. Two types of costs have to be intenialized, the actuai damage caused by one production system 
to another system, person, or place as well as the cost to future generations. 

5. I f  adding value is what business is, or should be, al1 about, then it follows that you can't 
contribute values unless you have them. 

6 .  Good design s e m s  nannal, unaffected, and appeals to common sense. Good design for the 
commercial system accounts for and appeals to the innate behavioural modes of both govemance 
and commerce. 

7. Businesses should l i t d l y  compete to be more ecological, not only on mord or ethical grounds 
or because it is the "right thing to do", but because such behaviour squarely aligns with their 
bottom line. We must design a marketplace that obviates acts of environmental destruction by 
making them extrernely expensive, and rewards restorative acts by bringing them within our 
means. 

8. The most profound act of leadership that could be exerted by business would be to admit that its 
influence over and manipulation of govenunent is misguided. 

9. The introduction of explicitly revenue-neutral green taxes would create the closest thhg 
approxirnating a t d y  fiee market by intedizing many costs now extemalized. 

1 O. The whole key to redesigning the economy is to shi A incrementally most if not al1 of the taxes 
presentiy derived fiom "goods" to "bads", fiom income and payroll taxes to taxes on pollution, 
environmental degradation, and nonrenewable energy consumption. 
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Fourteen Recommendations for 8 Sustainable Society 
(Korten 1995) 

1. Balance human uses of the environment with the regenemtive capacities of the ecosystetll. 

2. Allocate available naturai capital in ways thaî ensure that al1 people have the opprtunity to 
fulfill their physical necds adequatcly and to pursue th& full social, cultural, intellechial, and 
spiritual development 

3. Healthy societies depcnd on hd thy ,  cmpowcred local cornrnunities that build caring 
relationships among poople and help us mnnect to a partiailar pi- of the living earth with which 
our Iives are interhvined, 

4. Whereas our pursuit of matnial abundancc has mcYaial &ty, our pasirit oflife may 
bring a new scase of social, spiritual? and cvai mataid abundance. 

5. Economic systems composed of locally rodad, sdf-reliant aoOnamies aeate in each l d t y  the 
political, eamomic, and ailm within which psople arc &le to find thnr own paths to the 
fûture that are consistent with their distinctive aspitations, history, culturc, and 

6. Healthy societies are envimnmentally msthabk, so thaî their rata of r e n d l e  rrsources do 
not exceed the rates at which the ecosystern is  able to regmerate them; rates of consumption or 
irretrievable disposal of nonrenewable nsourccs do not e x c d  the rates at which renewable 
substitutes are developed and phmed into use, and, rates of pollution mission into the 
environment do not ex& the rates of the ecosystm's natural assimilative capacity. 

7. Healthy societies provide aI1 their menibers-present and fiture-with those things that are 
essential to a healthy, secure, produdive and fiilfilling Life. 

8. Healthy societies nurture the biological and culhaal divefsity of the planet. 

9. In healthy societies, sovereignty resides in civil society and the principle of subsidiarity 
prevaiIs, which maintains that govemance authority and responsibility should be vested in the 
smalkst, most local unit possible. 

10. Healthy societies allocate the full costs of resource allocation decisions to those who 
participate in making thern-an essential requirement for efficiency in a self-regulating economic 
system. 

1 1. Healthy societies recognize that the environme~tal resources of the planet and the 8ccumulated 
knowledge of the species are common heritage resourcts, and it is the nght of every person- 
present and friture-to share in th& beneficial use. Neitha may be nghtfhlly monopolized or used 
in ways contrary to the b d e r  interest of present and f h r e  genetafions, 

12. Sovereignty resides only with people-al1 people, real people who need fiesh air to breathe, 
c l a n  water to dri& uncontamïnated food to eat, and livelihoods that allow them to earn their 
keep. Neither governments nor corporations can usurp that sovereignty unless we chose to yield 
it. 

13. Corporations have no natwal or inaiienable rights. The corporation is a public body created 
by public act through the issuance of a public charter to serve a public purpose. We, the 
sovereignpeople, have the indienable nght to determine whether the intends public purpose is 



being served and to establish legal processes to amend or withdraw a corporate charter at any time 
we so choose 

14. The prob1em is the system. Incremental changes within individual corporations or political 
institutions cannot provide an adequate solution. The whole system of institutional power must be 
transformed. 
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Ecological Visions for Designing 8 Sustainable Future 
(Stuart B. Hill, 1981) 

1. Access to nebds - sustainable, equitable access to resources according to unique, individual 
material, cultural and spintual needs to optimize human growth, development and fulfillment 

2. Fulfilling woddplay - work and play used for fulfillmcaf human developmmt and psycho- 
social evolution; diverse careers. 

3. Production for use; involves integration, balance, feedbacCr, cooperation. 

4. Play is spontaneous, ~liegtive, unique, facüitated and k or inexpensive. 

6.  Designing a sustainable economy - growth and development of "informal economy" (gifk, 
barter of skills and materials; psyctiological, d a 1  and renewable resource base; supportive of 
people and environments). 

7. Holistic fhnework - holistic, broad, interactive, heterogeaistic. 

8. Access to wisdom - i n t e d  and external access, integraiion of outer, objective, formal and 
environmental knowledge, and inner, subjective intuition and feeling (wisdom). 

9. Partnership with nature based on recognition of profound simplicity. . . 'wisdom of nature", 
"natural order" and need for high fiinctional diversity and complex intemelations, and wealth of 
available, but unused, information, resources, and natural supportive processes, e.g. homeostatic 
feedback, self-maintaining, self-regulating and optimizing mechanisms, building and maintaining 
natural order and biological and knowledge, ski11 and wisdom capital through stepwise change. 

10. Awareness of limits and opportunities through sensitivity to limits, potentials and 
opportunities (physico-chemicai, bio-ecological and himian). 

1 1. Appropnate planning based on nonnative, yet innovative, long-tenn, bio-regional planning. 

12. Appropriate action based on recognition of "generic" cornmonalty of basic processes but need 
for unique local responses to unique local situations. 

13. Sustainable resource base and efficient use of resowces through bio-ecological strategies 
based on solar, renewable and human energy and resources, efficient capture and use of locally 
availa ble energy ; thermod ynamicall y matched to task; low-po wer; low waste production and 
supportive of environrnents and cuitures; cunserving of human and material resources. 

14. Decentralized structures based on decentralization of power and responsibility, local self- 
reliance and self4etemiinism (individual, family, group, neighborhood, region, nation), natural 
bio-regional development; zoning; watershed management and nual resettlement; human need and 
development division of labour, and minimization of distance (e-g. betweetl people, resources and 
technologies); localized processes and availability. 

15. Appropriate technology based on human-scale, ski11 promoting technologies that are 
"information" rich and l o d l y  obtained, maintained, and controlled (e.g. srnall to medium sale 



appropnate technologies; machines that are durable, repairable, recyclable or bidegradable, and 
have a hi& life-the efficimcy). 



A Vision of Sustainable Trrde 

O 
(Costanza et al. 1995) 

Both the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Uruguay Round of GATï  
embody a vision of unlimited economic growth in a world where environmental problems are 
trivial-and most easily solved by more growth. These agreements are rational only within the 
context of this vision, however. Arguably, this vision is fuadamentally flawed because 
environmental limits are in fàct centrai to humanity's cont ind SurYival on the plant. 

In an alternative, sustainable vision, d e  is one element of a 1- exchange among 
people, communities, and nations that involves goods and services, culture, and information as 
well as the natural environment. Diffefcnt corntries, of course, have different comparative 
advantages in goods and services; but they also have diffaaiccs in ail-, socid systems, and 
attitudes ioward the environment. These diff'ércncts cannot simply be homogenized under the 
banner of fiee trade. Each comunity se& to pr#erve its idmtity and maintain its own set of 
values. Exchanges of culture and i n f o d o n ,  which one can cal1 symbolic exchange, are thus as 
important as exchanges of gwds and services. 

These symboïic exchange take place at varying levels, dcpcnding on the issues involval. 
For example, disnmions of air and waia @ty in the United States and Mexico may taLe place 
at the national level or betwccn border commuaitics specifically affectai by these issues. 
Discussions of global wanning necesady have a worid-wide scope. Issues such as the use of 
recombinant DNA homones in milk production will be debatcd at l d ,  regional, and national 
levels, as weli as in international discussions. In discussions of rainforest presewation, numemus 
perspectives are relevant are relevant, including those of indigenou peoples, development 
planners, foreign consumas of forest produds, m i n d s ,  and agricultural produds, and domestic 
and foreign conservationists. 

What are the appropriate types of organhtions, levels of rcpresentation, and channels of 
communication and hannonization among these different interest groups? Local and national 
govemment entities, nongovernment organizations, and international bodies all have a role to play. 
The best outcome-a consensus among ail the affkcted groups-can only be achieved as a result of 
dialogue and negotiation in which each recognizes that there is a cornmon good that transcends 
individual interests. Where consensus cannot be achieved, it is important to respect the rights of 
local communities. 

In many of the issues involving trade and the environment, there is signifiant uncertainty 
about the likelihood and severity of environmental impacts. Under such circumstances, 
mainîaining sustainability q w e s  the adoption of the pnxxtutionary principle. When the nature 
and extent of fiiture damage is unlcnown (as in the case of global warming, the introduction of new 
chernicals or life foms into the eavironrneat, and the extinction of species), this principle calls for 
erring on the side of precaution; rather than allowing market or trade dynamics to determine events, 
regdators should act to preveat any potential hann. Simply put, this principle is as follows: If we 
act as if it matters and it doesnqt, then it won't matter, if we act as if it doesn't matter and it does, 
then it wiIl matter. 

The precautionary principle is invoked so fiequently in international environmental 
resolutions that it h a  corne to be seen as a basic normative principle of international envimnrneatal 
law. By itself, however, the principle does not offer complete guidance to policymakers: 
Although it "implies the commitment of resources now to safeguard against the potentially adverse 
future outcomes of some decision", it does not indicate how many resources are necessary or 
which adverse outcomes are most important. 

The "size of the stakes" is a primary determinant of how uncertainty is dealt with in the 
political arenas because high wcertainty or high stakes result in a much more politicized 
environment. Current methods cannot really deal with either high stakes or high uncertainty, 
however, these require a new approach, what rnight be caltai "pst-normal" or "second-order" 
science. This new science is really just the application of the basic scientific method to a new 
arena. The scientific method does not imply anything about the precision of the results achieved; it 



does imply a fonun for open and tiee inquiry without preconceived answers that is aimed at 
determining the extent o f  our knowledge or, aitematively, the magnitude of our ignorance. 

This view of science implies a new approach to environmental protection, one that 
acknowledges the existence of uncertainty and provides safeguards against potentially harmful 
effects, while at the same time stresshg low-impact technologies and attempting to broaden 
understanding. The precautionary principle sets the stage for this approach, but the real chailenge 
is to develop methods of determining the potential costs of uncertainty and to adjust incentives so 
that the appropriate parties pay these costs. Without this adjustment, the full costs of 
environmental damage wiil continue to be left out of the accounting, and the hidden subsidies ficm 
society to those who profit h m  environmental degraâation will continue to provide strong 
incentives to degrade the environment beyond sustainable levels. Only when this step is taken will 
international trade have the potential to contriiute to tnie global welfàre. 
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Ecoforestry Principles, Implied Prictices, and Tools for Monitoring 
(Global Biodiversity, 1997 (7): 2) 

Windhorse Faxm bas been a managed woodlands for three generations in New Germany, Nova 
Scotia. Managed accordhg to a very partiaila. set of principla Md practices, the original owners 
did not cut the tallest trees, they proteded the riparian zones, and t k y  limited their consumption to 
what their land offered. Today, Windhorse Fatm, r~&~es in three directions. It is a family fann 
producing certified organic vcgetablcs, habs, nuit, and flowas; it is a 1- business that 
guarantees to its airtomers that their purchases have not contri'buteâ to the destruction of forests; 
and it is a learning place, t a chhg  the principlês .Id pctices of Justainability for for- and 
forest communities. 

a)foresty pinciples guide their lives and work: an ecologicai one, an economic one, anà a 
social one. A g e n d  pr;rctia is Md to a c h  p"dple, d relatecl specifîc practices have ban 
developed for this particular woodlot. Resdts arc mtltindy moaitored by applying simple tests 
for success. 

Ecologicil principle 

The naturai forest is the prirna~~ produd of eooforestry; d l  exîracted mataiai is % y - p d u d "  

Practice: Manage for natuml ecological diversity, not only species diversity but also diversity of 
age and size of al1 species, of structure (for example, caaopy levels, fdlen trees, and strcam 
habitats), and of genetics. First, protect sensitive areas, rare habitats or ecotypes, and lmdscape 
connectivity. Next, restore diversity whcre humans have reduced it. Lastly, harvest timber and 
non-timber proclucts whïle causing as little change as possible in the natural diversity and the 
processes that influence it. 

Test: Compare the composition, structure, and fiindon of managed lads  with the natural forest 
appropriate to the site. 

Economic principle 

Building soi1 is the only sustainable way to in- the productive capacity of the forest. 
. .  . 

Practice: Minimize the removal of trees and other plant material h m  the site. in order to do îhis, 
b t  reduce the quantity of things you need to buy by substituthg on-site resources for imported 
energy, food, housing, equipment, and so on. Second, to the extent that it is necessary to acquire 
things from elsewhere, pay for them by selling value-added products; that is, maxirnize "value-to 
biomass ratios." 

Test: Measure or estimate the amount and distribution of dead wood on the site; compare this with 
the natural condition. 

Social principle 

Care for the welfare of al1 beings. 

Practice: Reduce the impact (costs) and spread the wealth Nnefits). First, identifL your real 
needs and resist taking more. Second, increase labour intensity where it can be traded off against 
capital intensity. 

Test: AppIy Ml-cost accounting to measure total costs relative to the benefits for the cornmunity. 
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Case Study: The Collapse of the East Coast Fisheries 

1 prepared this as background material and sent to my CO-researchers on Deamber 24, 1997, in 
order to ground our research in a concrete case study. One of the CO-researchers, Shealag Pope 
suggested we ground our framework discussions in an actual case study, and she suggested the 
Atlantic Cod fisheries, given some of the cornplex interactions betweetl scientists within and 
outside govemment, and the apparent confiict with policy advisors. 

A brief overview follows on îhe collapse of the East Coast cod fisheries, taken mainly fiom key 
articles and conversations with former bureaucratie cr>Ueagues, who prefer to remain anonymous. 
The sumnaary, therefort, rcfleds same %cts' tfiat arc only known within the bureaucracy. 

Context 

" . . . in the past century, without much thought about the coasequences, we have removed h m  
the sea literally billions of tonnes of living creaturcs, of wildlife, and added to it billions of tomes 
to toxic substances. Fish, whdes, shrimps, clams and other living things are widely regardeci as 
commodities not as vital components of the living system upon which we are utteriy dependent 

We have a hard time thinking of fish as valuable unies thcyke dead. T N ~ ,  tao, of whales, of 
trees, and much of the rest of nature in times pst. Our accounting system regards these things as 
fiee. What is taken is regarded as direct incorne without affecting msts other than what it has cost 
to take them out of their natural setting." 

Sylvia Earle 's address to WCN Conférence, Montreal, October 1996 

From the mid-Sixties to the mid-Eighties our population boomed fiom 3 to 4 billion. At the same 
tirne, the catch of ocean wildlife climbed to a bigh of nearly 90 million tonnes in 1989. But since 
then, despite increased effort, new matexials, and even better means of fmding fish, the annual 
catch has declined, and for some fisheries the populations have crashed This has hippened in spite 
of the best efforts to evaluate maximum sustainable yields (MSY).  

Paradoxically, commercial fishing already costs much more than is gained by the economies of the 
nations of the world. At present the annual catch woridwide brings in about US $70 billion and 
costs $1 24 billion to land. The di fference - $54 billion - is made up in subsidies, in tax dollars 
paid by others, including those here in Canada who are supporting with millions of dollars the out- 
O f-work cod fishers (Earle 1996). 

With respect to the limitations of our knowledge, Ludwig et al. (1993) argue that resource 
questions about potential yield m o t  simply be answered reliably in many, if not most 
circurnstances, because learning about natural resource systems is limited by 1) lack of replicates 
and control s, 2) Iack of randomization in treatments in natwal expcriments, and 3) changes in 
underlying systems. This highlights the dichotomy in rnanaging renewabie resources. One school 
suggests that intense detailed scientific research on the biological basis of the systems will provide 
improved understanding that in tum will lead to better management. An aïtemative view maintains 
that the space and time scales of many major systerns are such that traditional scientific research 
will not provide additional usefiil improved understanding, and that improved design of the 
monitoring and management systems wili provide greater benefits. Holling (1993) and Lee (1993) 
both argue that there is an important role for scientific riesearch, but not if it is merely "disciplinary, 
reductionist and detached from people, pdicies and politicsn. Holling fiuther maintains that the 
needed research should be interdisciplinary, nonlinear, focused on the interaction between slow 
processes and fast ones, and should study cross-scale phenornena. 



Scientific assessmeat blunders have played a major role in the collapse of some potentially 
sustainable harvested systems. For example, when Canada took over the exteoded management 
jurisdiction (20emile limit) of its east coast fish stocks in the late 1970s, after a period of intense 
fishing by foreign fleets, scientists overcstimated the remaining abundance of cod off 
Newfoundland by over 200%, leadiag to a Canadian development of policy that virtually destroyed 
the d stock by 199 1 (Fuidlayson 1994; Hutchings and Myers 1994). 

Hillbom et al. (1995) state the kcy lessons leamcd h m  the study of sustainable exploitation of 
fish, wildlife, and forests are: 

1. The historical record shows thaî biological overcnploitation is almost universal at some point in 
the developmmt of a nsource, and cvcn when biological ovcrexploitation is avoided, ccowmic 
overexploitation is the nom 
2. To avoid overcxploitation thue must be dth'baatt willingncss to forego aüempt a! maximiziag 
yield; 
3. We have the lrnowldge (hm plcnty of historid e x p e r i a ~ ~  with ovctexploitation) to design 
management systcms that will provide long-term sustainable hamest tven when tracking 
unpredictable envin,nrnenl changes, but 
4. Institutionally, we are geaerally unable to control exploitas well cnough to make the changes 
necessary to track changing biological productivity and biological understanding. Succtssfûl 
management rests w t  so much on better science as on the implcmcntation of better institutional 
arrangements for controlling exploiters and d g  incentives for them to behave more wisely. 

Background 

The fisherks industry has been charactexized by boom and bust cycles. As early as 1845 " . . . 
there is growing evidence thaî, betweea 1845 and 1880, increased fishing was having a negative 
influence on marine resources. As early as the 1840s a significant public demand pressured 
govemment to regulate the use of new fishing gears to protect cod stocks. . . With hindsight and 
late twentieth century awareness, we can now understand that fiequent fishery failures and a 
necessafy shift to more intensive technologies, when set beside rapid population increase and large 
fluctuations in Newfoundland salt cod and seal exports, combine to point to a Iikely ecological 
problem (Cadigan 1996). A more recent bust was the herring fishery collapse on the West Coast 
in the 1960s, which at that tirne, was used mainly for fettilizer and pet food. Given the increase in 
demand, decisions were taken to use bigger b a t s  and more efficient technology, resulting in the 
subsequent crash of the herring fishery. It was reopened in the 1980s on the basis of a 20 percent 
spawning biomass. In addition, the market haâ essentially changed, in that the chief product was 
herring me exportai to Japan, with the remainder for pet food 

THIS IS ONE OF THE iNFORMATION FAiLWS,  IN THAT W E  DO NOT SEEM TO BE 
ABLE TO LEARN FROM HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS, AND THE SAME MISTAKES ARE 
PERPETUATED BY MOVING TO SPECIES SUBSTlïUTION. 

With respect to the East Coast c d  fishery, the highest level of Atlantic cod take had occurred 
before the end of the 1960s, with a slight blip at the beginning of the 1980s (SOE Report 1991). 
In fact, the stock had been declinïng since then, and the catch rate, h m  the time that the 200 mile 
limit was introduced (1977, effectively placing responsibility for managing eastern Canada's 
groundfish fisheries with the federal govemment), rarely made the total allowable catch. 
Moreover, the graph on the size of mature c d  at 7 years of age, fiorn 1976 onwards showed a 
persistent slope down (SOE Report 1991). Thus, in addition to DOE, Environment Canada 
scientists would also have been aware of this persistent decline a d  the ecological ramifications, as 
would scientists in other govenunent department and fisheries experts in academic institutioas. 
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ANOTHER QUESTION FOR INFORMATION FAILURE, IS WHY ACADEMIC 
RESEARCHERS AND ORGANEATIONS SUCH AS THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA 
FAIL TO SIGNAL THE PERSISTENT DECLINE BEFORE IT REACHED THRESHOLD 
LIMITS? THlS INTRODUCES THE QUESTION OF THE ROLE OF SCIENTISTS IN 
EDUCATING THE PUSLIC AND MAKMG PUBLIC TO A FAR WIDER AUDIENCE THElR 
RESEARCH, AND IN A WAY THAT IS EASlLY UNDERSTOOD BY NON-SCIENTISTS. 

it would appear thm were many factors involved in the overestimates of the cod fishery. There 
was a discrepancy in the availability of cod to the inshore and offshore fishaies king reported as 
early as 1986, with the latter arguing that their catches w a t  low because of overexploitation by 
offshore trawlers. Ironically, Wintcr's (cf. in Hutchings et al. (1997) unpublished paper) 
conclusions were that the size of the cod stock had been ovcrcsthated since 1977 and that this 
overestimation was caused by excessive reliana on abundaucc indices derived h m  commercial 
trawler catch rate data and by violation of assurnptions of the multiplicative mode1 used in the 
assessrnent procedure. Contrary to the consensus expresscd by Lear d al. (1986) which 
concluded that oold wata tunpmitures wcm rcsponsi'bit for low inshore catches in 1985, Wrnters 
documented a statistically significant negative association betwecn inshort catch and offshore 
exploitation rate, concluding that "the d c c b  in the inshore catchcs sincc 1982 has been due to the 
increase in the offkhore exploitation raîe" (Wimters 1986). 

THUS, THE LINKS BECOME FIRMLY ENTRENCHED BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY, 
SCALE, EMPLOYMENT AND CONCENTRATION. THUS, THE UNINTENDED EFFECTS 
OF THE GOVERNMENT POLICIES TO REDUCE THE FLEETS WAS ACTUALLY TO 
REWARD THOSE MORE EFFICIENT VESSELS (HIGHER TECHNOLOGY), THOSE THAT 
COULD TAKE A BIGGER CATCH IN A SHORTER PERIOD OF TIME (SCALE), LEADING 
TO EMPLOYING FEWER PEOPLE, AND UNINTENTIONALLY REINFORCING GREATER 
CONCENTRATION AT THE LOSS OF COMMUMTY RESILIENCE. 

Politically, the Progressive Conservaives were eiected in 1982, and John Crosbie held the 
portfolio of Mïnister for Fisherics h m  1984- 1988, for both Fisherits and Minister in the House 
for the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA), h m  1988-1992. Needless to Say, 
Crosbie, dong with other Atlantic Canada players, such as Stuart McGinnes, Dalton Camp, 
Senator Lowell Murray were a powerful force in the Mulrooncy Cabinet. Jobs in Atlantic Canada 
have always been precious, and it would be d e  to say that during this period, due to the over- 
reliance on fishuig as the primary source of employment in many of the Atlantic provinces, jobs 
took precedence over any ecological conccxm and subsequeat longer-tcmi social implications, and 
apparently, over the scientific information that was king  presentd to Cabinet at this tirne. 
Unemployment in Ndoundland was iacrctubgiy cxaccrbated, and thcre was strong pressure and 
polarization of the age-old dichotomy of jobs versus the cavironm~~~t. It is no surprise, therefore, 
that the political decision was taken to maintain the status quo, incrcasing the size of the vessels 
and in-shore fish plants (recall the hcrring collapsc of the dOs), and ducing the take by the inland 
fishers. 1 have asked the question many times of policy colleagues, whether there was any 
consideration during this tirne, of sustainable anployment, that is, what nature of employment did 
we want in the Atlantic Canada? Would it have not been more sustainable to continue to employ 
more small-sale inland fishers than to make the decision to allow factory-freezer trawlers, and 
technoIogy that allowed the catch ta increase, and mask the fâct that the catch was getting smaller 
and smaller. 

GIVEN THE BARRIERS MODEL, IT ILLUSTRATES THE GRIDLOCK BETWEEN 
INCREASING SCALE, CENTRALIZATION FROM SMALL-SCALE FISHERS TO THE 
TRAWLERS TO FISH PLANTS, THEREBY FWRTHER INCREASING SCALE, LEADING 
TO MCREASED TECHNOLOGY AND PRIVATIZATION, AND FURTHER DIVERGENCE 
OF THE THREE IMPERATiVE. 
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Apparently, when John Crosbie, Minister for Fisheries and Oceans was first making his decisions 
about the yields for the cod fishery, both his departmental people and scientists told him that the 
fish would not be there. At that t h e ,  the only people with the data was the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans. At the same tirne, the inshore fishers were saying they were not catchïng the 
same level of fish to Minister Crosbie. The rcsponse h m  the Minister at that time, was that they 
did not know what they were talking about, and in 1982, be made the announcement in 
Newfoundland to increase the size of the sbips, met by chacrs h m  the audience. The audience, 
however, was compriscd mainiy of the captains of the bigga rhips and many employces of the 
new big plants, and it did not include many inahore fiskm. Many analysts believe the mllspse 
was "doomed with the big shipsn. 

If the above SC-O b acaaate, this represeats an information hilure at the individual level, and 
points to one of the weaknesscs of a rigid, hicrarchical decision-making system, in which one 
individuai, either because of political lcvemgc, a bureauccafic levcrage, can aUah so much power 
that they can influence an cntirc gmup or organization, in spite of rational information to the 
contrary. It may also represait a failure of information bawœn govcmxnent departmeats, in that, 
the lead department channels the information to Cabinet fm its decision-making, and if the 
information is "shaped" by cmative writing questionhg the accuracy of the data, rather than 
concentrating on the long-term indicators, then effective decision-making basai on the best 
available information is curtaild How many bueaucratic and political dacision-making points 
may never be known, proted4d by the confidcntiaiity provisions mzrounding âny uiformation thaî 
is for the advise and consideration of Cabinet. 

ONE HAS TO ASK THE QUESTION, WOULD THE UNCERTAINTES REGARDING THE 
STATUS OF NORTHERN COD LN 1986 HAVE BEEN SUMMARILY DISMISSED BY A 
SCIENTIFIC ESTABLISHMENT WITH NO POLITICAL OR GOVERNMENTAL 
AFFILIATION? 

It is also important to note that science documnts have not been developed in close linkage with 
analyses of policy options. Hence, they do not contain direct assessments of the various options 
identified by managers and industry. As stated by a former DFO Assistant Deputy Minister for 
Science "It is the role of the Minister and not of public servants to make policy decisions affecting 
the fishery" (Morrissey 1993). 

At the same tirne, there were a number of avironmental factors affecting the cod. Temperatures 
have been decreasing on the East Coast for some tirne, and it appears as if one the effects is that 
the fish are moving south, and Arctic cod are moving down the Coast. There is dso contiming 
debate about the d e  of other @tors, notably seais, althougb there is evidence that seals will not 
go a h  cod when they are hard to End. This debate is still ongoing, and is complicated by the fact 
that seals eat capelin, and îhese stocks are also r e d u d .  Thus, it is easy to point the finger away 
fiom human exploitation as the primary cause, and to point to environmental determinants and 
other species as causative factors, a case of denial of the underlying drivers, coupled with an 
inability to leam h m  previous collapses, thus, d g  the inevitability of multiple collapses. 

Another overdl trend was the reduction in the 1960s of taxonorny and systematics work, and îhe 
emphasis on new technologies as a theme that swept nght through Canadian universities. This 
new science and technology push brought into many universitics young academics who embraced 
the new socio-technologid paradigm, with a de«nphasis on the fiindamentals of biology and its 
associated monitoring and evaluation of systans. 

THIS HIGHLIGHTS ANOTHER INFORMATION FAILURE, THE LACK OF A LONG-TERM 
STRATEGIC DIRECTION OR A SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH FRAMEWORK, LENDlNG A 
BALANCE BETWEEN BASIC AND APPLED WORK, THEREBY AVOiDiNG MAJOR GAPS 
FOR THE FUTURE. 
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One has also to question the nature of the scientific idonnation itseK. As an article in the New 
Scientist (February 10, 19%) states aMealy-mouthed advice h m  scientists is providing potiticians 
with excuses for their failure to save the world's fishdes, according to a report released to the 
House of Lords. It urges researchers to "grive much hna advicc in a fonn which the political 
managers could not ignore". Mthough some analysts have stated there was a failure of the 
scientific cornmunity to adequately convey the aspects of unccrtainty, it may well be that the 
political decision-mabg level itself does not want to deal with uncertahty, they want definite 
answers, whereas scientists are vcry d to coucbing their i n f d o n  in probabilities. 

THUS, THERE MAY HAVE BEEN A FUNDAMENTAL MISMATCH IN INFORMATION 
NEEDS FOR DECISION-MAKlNG BETWEEN GOVERNMENT SCIENTISTS, 
GOVERNMENT POLICY MAKERS AND POLrrICIANS. 

ONE HAS TO ASK AGAIN, WAS THIS FAILURE WELL KNOWN BY NON- 
GOVERNMENT SCIENTISTS AND GROUPS SUCH AS THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF 
CANADA. IF SO, WHY DID THEY NOT RAISE THE ALARM? 

As well, there were simply "tao many fishcrs chasing too fcw fish" (Walters and Maguire 1996). 
In addition, the govemment's uncmployment insimince scheme may have acnially provided an 
incentive for o v ~ s h i n g  as it maintaincd fishers and their fiimily during the non-fishing seasons, 
thus supporting more nmbers than the ecological base muid support. And M e r  campo-g 
the overcapacity problem, was the fact that as the catch became less, the govenunent lowered the 
weeks necessary to qualifL for unemployment insurance, Mer supporting the fiindamental 
instability of the ultimate crash, Tecbnology was also an important variable. Accurding to Walter 
and Maguire (1 996), trawlers exertcd by far the largest share of fishing mortality during the 1980s 
and 1 990s when fisheries were open. 

BECAUSE THE SOCIAL IMPERATIVE TOOK PRECEDENCE, MORE FISHERS WERE 
ARTIFICIALLY MAINTAINED THROUGH THE NON-FISHING SEASON THROUGH 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, THEREBY EMPLOYING MORE WORKERS TfiAN THE 
RESOURCE WOULD HAVE NATURALLY SUPPORTED. RATHER THAN MAKING IT A 
TRADE-OFF BETWEEN JOBS VERSUS THE FISH, IT ARGUES FOR AN INTEGRATM 
FRAMEWORK, IN WHICH THE THREE MPERATIVES ARE RECONCILED. 

It would appear that paradoxically, in spite of our sophisticated idormation age, natural resource 
collapses are the result of a fiuidamental information failure at many levels, in the scientific 
community, between the scientific and policy communities, and at the bureaucratie and political 
decision-making levels. It offers quite considerable proof for the dia- 1 proposeci under the 
Frarneworks section on our websitc, entitled "Barriers Model", that is, the more the ecological, 
social and economic imperatives diverge, coupled with increasing scale, increasing tecbnology, 
increasing centralization and inmashg privatization, the more inevitable is the total collapse. As 
well, compartmentalization is a cornmon fature of human activity systcms, but it is antithetical to 
the understanding of ecological systems and processes. Interdisciplinary and institutionaï barriers 
constitute a formidable obstacle to the synthesis of acological understanding and the fkee flow of 
intellechial process (Kerr and Ryder 1997). Unless this decision-making gridlock is exposed and 
new policies developed through this exposure, then any new policies will be developed to maintain 
the statu quo, or change only at the marguis. 



Post-Script 

A recent letter fiom the Coalition of Gulf Fishennen, whose members are the Federation of Gulf 
Nova Scotia Groundfishennen, dong with the P.E.1. Fishermen's Association and the New 
Brunswick-based Maritime Fishermen's Union and the Alliance des pecheurs du Quebec, to 
Fisheries Minister David Anderson gives vent to their anger. "Nothing ml1 cffectively capture the 
fury we have at the blatant disregard you are dernonstrating towards the vast majority of 
'professional' fishamen in the Southem Gulf of St. La-." nieV specific complaims include 
allowing draggers and trawlers into the c d  fishery; possibly allowing a winter ood fishery in the 
Gulf; requiriag very expensive observa on fishing boats to ensure reguiations are respecte4 
allowing me& size rcquirements in trawla nctr that invite the capture of small, commercially 
useless fish. The letter states that the use of trawIas became popular whcn governmmts decidcd to 
treat the fishery as an indusûy. "But al1 ova  the world, we see it is folly to industrialize the 
catching of fish. The trawlers and draggers are too efficimtU (Ottawa Citizen, July 13,1998). 
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Appendix R 
Systems Perspectives: Definitions taken from Principia Cybernetiea Web 
http://www.pespmcl.vub.rc.be/SYSTHEOR.html 

System 1) a set of variables seieded by an observer (Ashby 1960). Usually tbree distinctions are 
made: 1. An obswed object. 2. A perception of an o b m c d  object, This will be different for 
different obsmers. 3. A model or rqmsmtation of a perCnved object. A single observer can 
constnict mon than one model or rrpnsentation of a singic objed Some people assume tbat 1. 
and 2. are the same. This assimiption cm I d  to diffiailtie~ in communication. U d l y  the tam 
"system" is used to refer to cithcr 1. or 2. "Modela usuaIly rcfm to 3. Ashby used the terms 
machine, system, and mode1 in that order for the t h  distinctions. 2) a set or arrangement of 
entities so related or c~nnccted so as to form a unity or org811j.c whole. 3) aty definable set of 
components (Matunina d Vada 1979) 

Systems Theory the transdisciplinary study of the abstract organization of phenornena, 
independent of their substance, type, or spatial or tanporal d e  of existence. It investigates both 
the principles cornmon to al1 complex &tics, and the modeis which c m  be used to descn'be them. 

Systems theory was proposed in the 1940s by Ludwig von Bdanf@,  and furtbered by Ross 
Ashby (1956). von Bertalac@ was both rieacting against reductionism and attempting to revive 
the unity of science. He emphasized that rcal systems are open to, and interact with, their 
environments, and they can acquirt qualitatively ncw propefties through emergence, resulting in 
continual ewlution. Ratber than reducing an cntity (e.g., the human body) to the properties of its 
parts or elements (e-g., organs or cells), systems theory focuses on the arrangement of and 
relations between the parts which comect them into a whole (cf. holism). This particular 
organization determines a system, which is independent of the ancrete substance of the elements 
(e-g. particles, ce1 ls, transistors, people, etc). Thus, the same concepts and principles of 
organization underlie the different disciplines, providing a basis for th& unification. Systems 
concepts include: a system-environment boundary, input, output, process, state, hierarchy, goal- 
directedness, and information 

Systems theory is closely connected to cybernetics and also to system dynamics, which models 
changes in a network of coupled variable (e.g., the "world dynamics" models of Jay Forrester of 
MIT and the Club of Rome). Related ideas are found in the emerging sciences of complexity, 
studying self-organization and heterogeneous networks of interacting actors, and associated 
domains such as far-hm-equilibrium thermodynamics, chaotic dynsmics, artificial life, artificial 
intelligence, neural n e t w h ,  and computer modeling and simulation. 

Whole Without recognition of its parts a whole is an essentially structurtless and unanalyzable 
unity. I f  its parts are independent or randomiy sampled by an observer, a whole has no outstanding 
quality other than that of king an observer's aggregate. If a whole is qualitatively different h m  a 
mere aggregate of its parts, the difference iies in its structure or organization. Thus any whole may 
be understood as, described in tenns of, and considered quai to a strudure or an organization of 
wmponent parts. In some cases the properties of its parts may be i p r e d  without appreciable loss 
of understanding a whole, pariicularly when parts are numaous, simple and the same as in the 
objects of computer sciences, m a ~ n o m i c s ,  and quantum physics, ail of which heavily rely on 
mathematics and their constructions. When parts are few, complex, different, and tenuously 
related, as in a marriage, the properties or the parts figure more prominently in the understanding 
of a whole and can not be ignored in favor of such wholes' organization. 
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Holisrn the process of focusing attention directiy on the whole and its characteristics as a whole, 
without any recourse to consideration of its parts. A philosophical position claiming (a) that 
wholes cannot be taken apart and (b) that way apparent whole can be understood only in the 
context of the larger whole containhg i t  'Ihis beliefis epitomized in the statement that "a whole is 
more tban the sum of its parts". 

Construct A hypothetical variable or system which does not purport to accurately represent or 
mode1 given observations but bas a heuristic or intcrpretative wluc conceniing them. Consûucts 
may be (1) ideal types as the cconornist's concept of rational behavior. Rationality can be 
formalized, leads to claborate consa~ctions for the motivation of ecx,IK)IHic behavior and stimulates 
ernpincal inquiries into why actual behavior does not mnform to it. Constructs may be (2) 
hypothetical entities, processes or mcchani~ms which would explain the connections between 
observed causes and consequences if those entities, processes or mechanisms existed. Human 
memory is such a constnict. It bridges the gap bctwem p s t  experimces and cunent behavior. 
Psychologid examples pt the F d m  id, ego, .id supr ego for whkh physiological &dence 
is principally mavailable. Finally, rnnstructs may be (3) the algonthms capable of generating a 
certain process or pradud without evidenc for whetha this rathcr than another computational 
procedure is followed in @cc. 

Context The matenal that surrounds an item which helps definc its meaning. nie environment of 
something that cstablisbes or classifies its meaning (Arbib). In linguistics, the environment of a 
particular word rnay disambiguate the meaning of that word, e.g., the word "play" in "1 saw a 
play" vs. "1 play the guitar". In communication, the context of a situation, which is comprised of 
al1 non-linguistic constraints including tiit social zlsc~'bed to îhe communicators, specines the 
information of what is said relative to what a u l d  be said. In biology, the environment of an 
organism is similarly crucial in understanding what the organism does. In cybernetics, text and 
context are two complemmtary components (the subsystems) of one srstem each of which au ld  
be considered to constitute or d e h e  the other's meaning. 

Cybemetics (1) The science of communication and control in animal and machine. (2) P d p s  
because the field is still young, there are many definitions of cybemetics. Norbert Wiener, a 
mathematician, engineer and social philosopher, coined the word "cybemeticsw fiom the Greek 
word meaning steemmau~ He dehed it as  the science of commULLi4on and contml in the animal 
and the machine. Ampere, before him, wanted cybemetics to be the science of govemment. For 
philosopher Warren Mcûilloch, cybernctics was an experimenl epistemology concerneci with the 
communication within an observer and between the observer and his environment. Stafford Beer, a 
management consultant, defined cybemetics as the science of effective organization. 
Anthropologist Gregory Bateson noted that wizereas previous sciences dealt with matter and 
energy, the new science of cybenieetics focuses on fonn and pattern. (3) A way of looking a .  things 
and a language for expressing what one sees. 

Whereas general systems theory is committed to holism on the one side and to an effort to 
generalize structural, behavioral and developmental f n  of living organisms on the other side, 
cybernetics is committed to an epistemological pempedive that v i w s  material wholes as d \ n a h l e  
without loss, in terrns of a set of components plus their organization. Orgaoization accounts for 
how the components of such a system interact with one another, and how this interaction 
determines and changes its structure. It explains the difference between parts and wholes and is 
described without reference to theù material forms. The disinterest of cybemetics in material 
applications separates it h m  al1 sciences that designate th& ernpirical domain by subjed matters. 

In cybemetics, theones tend to rest on 4 basic pillars: variety, circularity, process and observation. 
Variety is fundamental to iafonnation, wmmunication and controi theones and emphasizes 
mu1 tiplicity, alternatives, differences, choices, networks, and intelligence rather than force and 
singular necessity. Circularity occurs in its earliest theories of circular causatioa or feedback, later 



in theories of recursion and of iteration in computing and now involving self-refefence in cognitive 
organization and in autonomous systems of production. Traâitional sciences have shied away h m  
if not exorcised the use of circular explanations. It is this circular form which enables cybemetics 
to explain systems fiom withlli, making no Iscourse to higher principles or a prion purposes, 
expressing no prefetences for hierarchy. N d y  aii cyberndc theories involve proeess and change, 
fiom its notion of information, as the diffèrence between two states of uncertainty, to theories of 
adaptation, evolution and gmwth processa. A special f m  of cybernetics is that it explains such 
processes in terms of the organization of the system manifesthg it, cg., the circular causaiity of 
feedback loops is taken to aapunt for proce~scs of regdation and a system's effort to maintain an 
equilïbriurn or to reach a goal. 

Cybernetics and systems sciaicc tends to focus on complcx systans such as organisms, eadogies, 
minds, societies, and machines. Cybemctics and systems science regards these systems as 
wmplex, multi-dimensional nttworks of information systcms. &me of the characteristics of 
cybernetic systems are: 

Complexity Cybemetic systems are complex sbuchires, with many heterogeneous interacting 
components. 

Mutuatity These many components interact in parallel, cooperatively, and in real time, creating 
multiple sunultaneuus interactions among subsystems. 

Complemen tarity These many sirnultancous modes of interaction lead to subsystems which 
participate in multiple processes and structures, yiclding any single dimension of description 
inamplete, and reqiiiring multiple complanmtary, irreduciile levels of analysis. 

Evolvability Cybemetic systems tend to evolve and grow in an opportunitistic manner, rather 
than be design& and platl~led in an optimal manner. 

Constructivity Cybemetic systems are constructive, in that as they tend to increase in size and 
complexity, they becorne historically bound to previous states while simultaneously developing 
new traits. 

Reflexivity Cybemetic systems are rich in intemal and extemal feedback, both positive and 
negative. Ultimately, they can enter into the ultimate feedback of reflexive self-application, in 
which their components are operated on simultaneously h m  cornplementary perspectives, for 
example as entities and processes. Such situations may result in the reflexive phenomena of self- 
reference, self-modeling, self-production, and self-reproduction. 

Development The process of a systematic unfolding of a system's structure. In biology, al1 
molecular processes that underlie the growth to maturity of an organism. In psychology, the 
correlation between age and the capacity to engage in certain behaviors, particulariy in children. In 
the economics of underdevelopcd couutries, the concept is politically coniroversial because it 
implies progressive strucîurai changes h m  primitive to advancd fonns and because this current 
use of the temn by Western economists may se- technological imperialism. Nevertheless, the 
unfolding and growth of stmctures to thcir naturai limits and th& cventuai replacement by new 
forms is observable, particularly in society, and without the neeû to refer to life-cycles or to 
assume progress, making development an important adjunct of the cybernetic wncern with 
organization. 

Feedback information about the results of a process which is used to change the process itself. 
Negative feedback reduces the errer or deviation h m  a goal state. Positive feedback increases the 
deviation fiom an initial state (Umpleby). A circular causal process in which a systern's output is 
returned to its input, possïbly involving other systems in the loop. Negative feedback or deviation 
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reducing feedback decreases the input and is inhefentiy stabiiizing, e-g., the govemor of a steam 
engine. Positive feedback or deviation amplifLing feedback increases the input and is inherently 
destablizing, explosive or vicious, e.g., the gmwth of a city when more people create new 
opportunities which in tum attract more people to live there. 

Hierarchy (1) A fonn of organization resembling a pyramid. Each level is subordinate to the one 
above i t  (2) An organization whose components are m g e d  in levels h m  a top level down to a 
bottom level, (3) A partially-ordered sûmctmc of =tities in which every entity but one is successor 
to at least one other entity; and every cntity except the basic entities is a predecessor to at least one 
other entity . (4) Narrowly, a g m p  amuiged in order of rank or class; we interpret it to denote a 
rank arrangement in which the nature of function at each higher ievel becornes more broadly 
ernbracing than at the lower level. 

Lag Metaphorically, trailing behind. In developmenî, some variables may change faster than 
others and if they arc depcndent on cach othcr th- temporal differences, caiied kg, can cause 
structural stress within a system, e-g., in modern socicty, institutional developments tend to lag 
behind changes in tachm,logy ulusing xnany social poblans hm alienatioos to social iaaqwlities 
and wnflicts. Ln cybanetics, lag refm to the t h e  for bfhnation to pass through one camplete 
feedback loop. Lag &CS regulation diflEidt.  

Synergy derives h m  the holist conviction that the whole is more than the sum of its parts and, 
because the energy in a wholc cannot c x d  the sum of the energies invested in each of its parts, 
that there must therefore be some quantity with respect to which the whole d i f f a  h m  the mere 
aggregate. This quanti@ is called synergy. 



Appendix S 

Environmental Fields 
(summarized from Emery and Trist 1965; 1972) 

Emery and Trist introduced the concept ofwhat they defined as environmental fields in 1965, and 
what post-modernists now rcfer to as the importance of context(s). 1 wntend that sustainable 
development issues fa11 mainly into highly turbulent fields, which has direct relevance to any 
framework for governance. 

Changes begiMing in the 1960s (and continuhg today) in the lcvels of uncatainty and oomplexity 
in the contexnial as weil as the task environment of organizations led the Tavistock Institute to 
characterize these envuOmcntal propcrties into four idcal types: the placid random, the placid 
clustered, the disturbeâ-rcactive and the turbulent environment. nie difficulties are so great that 
maladaptive defeascs are rrmssively in &dence. Thesc manifest thcmselves as different but relatai 
forms of splitting: superficiaiity in which depth conncction is lost; segmentation in which parts 
pursue their ends without rcferenct to the whole; and dissociation in which p p l e  and groups 
c a s e  to respond to each other. 

It is not enough, however, to just characterize an environment and postulate minimum survival 
characteristics for systems in those environmentS. Envitonment and systern do not just CO-exist 
side by side. They interact to the point of mutual inter-penetration. Some aspects of the 
environment become 'intemalized' by the system and some aspects of the system become 
extemalized to becorne features of the environment 

Placid, randomized environment 

The simplest type of environmental texture is that in which goais and noxiants ('goods' and 'bads') 
are relatively unchanging in themselves and randomly disûi'buted. The economist's classical market 
corresponds to this type. A critical property of erg-tional response under random conditions is 
just the simple tactic of attempting to do one's best on a purely local basis (Schutzenberger 1954, 
p. 10 1). The best tactic, moreover, can be leamt only by trial and error and only for a particular 
class of local environmental variances (Ashby, 1960, p. 197). While organizations under these 
conditions can exist adaptively as single and iadeed quite small units, this becomes progressively 
more difficult under the other types. 

Placid, clustered environment 

More complicated, but still a placid environment is one that c m  be characterized in terms of 
clustering: goals and noxiants are not randornly disîributed but hang together in certain ways. It 
corresponds to Ashby's 'serial system' and to the economist's 'imperfixt cornpetition'. The 
clustering enables some parts to take on rotes as signs of other parts or become means-objects with 
respect to approaching or avoiding. Survival, however, becornes precarious if an organization 
attempts to deal tactically with each environmental variance as it occurs. The new feature of 
organizational response to this kuid of environment is the emergeace of strategy as distinct fiom 
tactics. Survival becornes aiticaîiy inked with what an organization knows of its environment. 

Dis turbed, reactive environment 

The existence of a number of similar organizations now becomes the dominant characteristic of the 
environmental field. Each organizatioa does not simply have to takc account of the others when 
they meet at random, but has also to consider that what it knows can also be known by the others. 



The part of the environment to which it wishes to move itself in the long run is also the part to 
which the others seek to move. Knowing this, each will wish to improve its own chances by 
hindering the others, and eacb will know that the others must not only wish to do otherwise, but 
also know that each lcnows this. It may be cornpared with Ashby's ultra-stable systern or the 
ewnomist's oligopolic market. Operations, in addition to sârategy becornes important, one has now 
not only to make sequential choiccs, but to choose actions that will draw off the o t h a  
organizations. It now becorne neassaxy to define the orgmhational objective in tenns not so much 
of location as of capacity or power to move more or l e s  at will, to strategies of absorption and 
parasitism. 

Turbulent fields 

In these, dynamic processes, whicb create signïficant variances for the component organization, 
arise fiom the field itself. The dynamic properties arise not simply h m  the interaction of the 
component organizattions, but also h m  the field itself. The 'ground' is in motion. Three trends 
contn'bute to the anergeazœ of these dynamic field forces: 
1. The growth to meet type 3 conditions of erg-ons, a d  IinLed sets of o w o n s ,  so large 
that their actions are both persistent and stmng euough to producc autocbthonous pmceses in the 
environment. An analogous effêct would be îhat of a Company of soldiers marching in step ovcr a 
bridge. 
2. The deepening interdependence betwecn the cconomïc and the other facets ofthe society. This 
means that economic organizations are incr#isingly aimeshed in legislation and public regulation. 
3. The increasing reliance on research and developrncat to achieve the capacity to meet cornpetitive 
challenge. This leads to a situation in which a change gradient is continuously present in the 
environmental field. 

For organizations, these trends mean a gross inaxase in their area of relevant uuccrtainty. What 
becorne precarious under type 4 conditions is how organizatiod stability can be achieved. What is 
critical is the anergence of values that have ovcrriding significance for ail members of the field. 
Social vaiues are regarded as coping mechaaisms that make it possiile to deal with persisting areas 
of relevant uncertainty. Values are, therefore, not strategies or tactics; as Lewin (1936) has pointed 
out, they have the conceptual character of 'power fields' and act as injunctions. Such a 
transformation, however, can be regressive, or constructively adaptive, according to how far the 
emergent values adequately represent the new environmental requirements. 

Trist and Emery argue that the vaiues critical to meeting this new environmental context are 
unlikely to establish themselves unies a new social context emerges through the spread of trans- 
bureaucratie organizations and the cfeation of a common 'ground' through the infiuence of the 
media of the information technology. The chances of this being accomplished depend on the 
appropriateness of the interdependent systems of personal values, organizational fonns and mdes 
of political regulation which emerge. A new culture of politics is required which, assisted b y 
'adaptive planning', is able to regulate cornplex, rapidly but unevenly changing societies-based on 
the acceptame of pluralism and the d e r  of power. 




